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Abstract 
This thesis contributes to the wider literature on the provision of travel information, and the 
associated response in travel patterns, by considering the acquisition of information sources 
as a choice, investigating its role in the choice of travel, and jointly modelling both 
behaviours. A novel conceptual framework is developed that considers both information and 
travel in a joint portfolio choice. An implementation framework is consequently formulated 
based on important assumptions, and two application contexts are defined. First, the 
strategic decision of acquiring information is considered for the first time as a consumption 
of a portfolio of information sources. Second, in disrupted travel conditions, the tactical 
decision to access information sources is conditioned in its choice set by alternatives that 
were strategically chosen. A revealed-preference survey instrument is innovatively developed 
to collect a rich and unique dataset about how travellers in the London public transport 
network acquire and use travel information and how they react to disrupted conditions on 
their usual commute. In the strategic context, results from the empirical study provide 
insights into individual’s satiation with specific information sources based on the frequency 
of use, and the effect of cognitive costs. In the tactical context, the results highlight 
commuters’ preferences for a combination of sources, in respect to the importance of delay 
amplitude and previous travel experience, the accuracy, and monetary and cognitive costs of 
sources, as well as the attitudinal motivation for seeking information. Travel responses are 
not demographic dependent, but are linked to corroboration of the information and the use 
of specific combinations of sources. Different applications of the models illustrate the 
impacts of those factors on travel behaviour and information acquisition. They emphasize 
useful contributions for service providers when envisaging information use, and for public 
transport operators and planners when predicting traveller response. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
This chapter introduces the thesis. It first describes the background for the research in 
section 1.1, clarifies the aim and objectives as motivation for the work in section 1.2, along 
with the potential contributions for policy makers, transport providers and technology 
suppliers. Section 1.3 gives an overview of the research methodology. Finally, in section 1.4, 
the thesis structure is explained for each part of the research work with a graphical 
illustration of the links between chapters. 
1.1 Background 
This section sets out the background for this research, sketching the topic from a broad to 
a detailed perspective. From the overall trends in urban and technological growth, trends 
affecting travel information use and associated travel behaviour are emphasised. The 
implications for travel information use are explained. A brief overview of the literature on 
modelling travel information gives the context for this PhD research. 
1.1.1 Urban and technology growth 
While cities and their associated transport networks are becoming more complex, equally 
complex models are needed to forecast travel demand and to address the travel needs of 
populations. Part of the transport planning scope is to predict demand in order to either 
manage it more efficiently, and/or provide adequate supply.  
The provision of travel information is one of the transport infrastructure features helping 
travellers to achieve their trips. It represents the communication of travel alternatives and 
their attributes to individuals in order to assist the decision-making process. Travel 
information can be from different sources, with different formats, media channels or 
providers: from a rail station map to a time board display on a motorway, from a journey 
planner mobile phone application to word-of-mouth advice from relatives. 
1.1.2 Abundant and multi-faceted information trends 
As the complexity of transport networks increases, so do the information services associated 
with them. There is a wide array of travel information sources, differing significantly in their 
format and content. Any given traveller uses a subset of the available sources, in varying 
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ways and in different contexts. Moreover, travel information is extensive, multifaceted and 
constantly updated. Because of its complexity, however, it carries and possibly propagates 
errors. As technology and societal norms evolve, the usefulness and relevance of different 
sources are also evolving in tandem. 
The rapid recent developments in technology and emerging Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) have provoked a revolution in travel information services, transforming a 
field that was once characterised by printed timetables and maps into the focus of rapid 
technical and design innovation, with competing suppliers offering a wide variety of 
information formats and content of varying scope, quality and timeliness. This revolution has 
changed the way that travellers seek and receive information. Information has become more 
complex to deal with, to process and to seek. A reason for this is the availability of 
abundant and near-real-time information due to the performance capacity of modern 
communication devices and the multiplication of data sources (Chorus et al. 2006b). On the 
one hand, this has made travel planning easier in terms of information diffusion. On the 
other hand, filtering this profusion of data is complex but essential. A need for 
personalisation has emerged through filtering methods such as journey planners, mobile 
applications, personal settings, etc. Additionally, accuracy in real-time information is taken 
“for granted” and travellers quickly develop a zero-tolerance to erroneous information, 
implying their need for constant updates and raising questions of “trust” in the data 
(Kenyon and Lyons 2003). Both trends in data exchange highlight the ephemeral aspect of 
any piece of information. 
Although this area has received greater attention in recent years, modelling the behaviour of 
travellers in such a way as to include the provision of information still represents a 
challenge. Especially with the rapid technological advances, travel behaviour keeps evolving 
and travel demand models have struggled to account fully for this evolution of information. 
1.1.3 Research context 
Travel information has long been considered by travel demand modellers, but the study of 
the choice processes involved in the acquisition and use of travel information is still in its 
infancy. A few studies were carried out in the first decade of the 21st century, but the 
explosion of smart mobile devices and applications in the last few years has massively 
accelerated research in this domain. 
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The current literature on travel demand modelling usually assumes that travellers either have 
perfect information about all alternatives, or considers simplistic approaches to representing 
information. Some research approaches simply compare travel behaviour with and without 
information (Peirce and Lappin 2003), others focus on the effect of one particular attribute 
of information (Ben-Elia et al. 2013); very few acknowledge the acquisition of information as 
a choice itself. There is a gap in the existing literature on modelling travel information that 
still needs to be addressed. 
We still lack models that can predict how individuals acquire, integrate and use different 
information sources and the extent to which they are willing to pay for an information 
source. In particular, models that can predict jointly the use of different information sources 
and the travel choice have rarely been investigated (Wang et al. 2009; Chorus et al. 2013). 
The choice of travel information sources depends on passengers’ information characteristics 
and preferences: this is not well understood and it represents a gap in current knowledge 
that should be explored further. 
This research contributes to the literature by collecting a unique revealed preference 
dataset, and modelling the choice of information sources as well as their impact on travel 
behaviour. Looking at typical preferences in travel information use and commute options, a 
model of a portfolio of information sources is investigated. In the specific case of travel 
disruption, the relationship between this choice of information sources and travel behaviour 
is analysed in detail as one integrated decision process. Subsequently, detailed models of 
the acquisition of a combination of information sources and of changes in travel plans are 
explored. 
1.2 Motivation 
This research addresses the research gap between, on the one hand, the rapid evolution in 
modern travel information services and, on the other, the demand modelling capabilities that 
deal adequately with the issues of the acquisition, consumption and effect of these services. 
It also triggers new applications of these models to address information and travel demand 
needs, such as the appropriate design of information sources and the efficient provision of 
information. 
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1.2.1 Aim and objectives 
The overall aim of the research is to develop and empirically apply a statistical modelling 
framework that can predict the mix of information sources that are acquired by travellers, 
how this is affected by the characteristics of the source, the traveller and the journey 
context and how the information affects travel behaviour. 
The main objectives are: 
1. To develop a prediction model for the acquisition and frequency of use of a mix of 
travel information sources in order to capture the processes of searching for and 
consulting information. 
2. To determine the reciprocal influences between information and travel: how the use 
or consumption of a mix of information affects travel behaviour, whether in usual or 
disrupted conditions. 
3. To apply empirically the predictive models developed in this research, using a 
revealed preference dataset collected specifically for this purpose.  
4. To characterise the effect of the characteristics of sources, travellers and journey 
context on the individual choice of travel information sources. 
5. To understand and define the nature and role of the potential qualitative benefit of 
information to travellers. 
1.2.2 Contributions 
In order to improve the management of travel demand, many stakeholders (travel 
information providers, public authorities, etc.) have an interest in developing a better 
understanding of how the characteristics of different information sources affect individual 
perceptions and travel behaviour. The potential contributions of this research for different 
parties and future technical and business applications are highlighted in this subsection.  
The range of stakeholders is very diverse and each of them has different reasons to look at 
various aspects of the research questions. Transport providers, or public institutions may 
gauge and monitor more effectively the use of their transport infrastructure. Modelling the 
preferences of different information user profiles and predicting travellers’ responses to 
disruption may help authorities better manage usual and disrupted transport network 
conditions. 
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Public information providers would find resources to identify the profile of their clients and 
furnish more useful information content. Information investment can be optimised using 
prediction models by determining the relative importance and significance of criteria for 
information acquisition and use. 
In the context of a competitive market, private information providers and mobile phone 
application developers may wish to evaluate the market size and user profile for different 
technologies and platforms in order to develop and price new information services, and 
target their efforts in marketing strategies. 
The empirical application of this research is conducted in the London public transport 
system. Ultimately, the actual beneficiaries of these contributions are the users of 
information services, the London commuters. The case study concerns the over 700,000 
daily users of central and inner London’s public transport network in 2011 (i.e. tube, bus 
and train) (cf.  Appendix A). 
1.3 Research methodology 
Representing and modelling individual decisions to consult information sources and choose 
associated travel alternatives requires an adequate dataset and modelling methodology. A 
conceptual framework is established that recognises the differences in the strategic and 
tactical natures of these decisions. 
Most existing datasets, however, do not contain the necessary information to explore these 
concepts. An implementation framework is derived from the conceptual framework to 
determine the empirical settings for application to the London public transport network. A 
revealed-preference instrument was developed specifically to address the application need 
for detailed data collection. The instrument was rigorously designed as an experiential-
oriented survey on retrospective events, built on findings from focus groups and a pilot 
survey. 
The strategic choice of information sources is modelled by representing portfolios of travel 
information sources that travellers consult, using a Multiple Discrete Choice Extreme Value 
(MDCEV) model. The tactical choice is represented with a multinomial logit (MNL) model 
linking the acquisition of information and its use to the change in travel plans (or not) 
under disrupted conditions. Error component structures are tested to investigate potential 
correlation between alternatives. The influence of demographics and travel patterns are also 
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investigated in detailed choices of the acquisition of a mix of information sources and the 
travel response behaviour. 
1.4 Thesis structure 
The thesis is structured in eight chapters outlining the different research tasks that were 
undertaken to achieve the objectives. The chapters interlink in logical way and follow most 
of the time the progressive chronology of the study. The flow chart in Figure 1.1 illustrates 
how the content and outcomes of each chapter integrate with the other chapters. 
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Figure 1.1 Thesis structure and relationship between chapters
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Chapter 2 reviews the literature in the various fields of interest related to the topics of 
modelling the interactions of information and travel choices, concepts and strategies for 
decision making and modelling methodologies.  
Chapter 3 presents an exploratory study based on the Scottish Household Survey (SHS) 
dataset on travel information acquisition. This dataset is one of the few currently available 
containing responses regarding the use of travel information. 
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the information and transport facilities system. It also 
introduces the conceptual framework addressing the research questions, and outlines the 
assumptions and precise context that lead to the implementation framework. The latter 
framework will serve as the focus for the empirical modelling. 
Chapter 5 delivers the data collection protocol that was elaborated to obtain the ideal 
dataset for the empirical analysis. The focus groups, the pilot survey and the final survey 
are part of this successful protocol, and are detailed in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 shows the modelling framework developed from the implementation framework 
and the estimation results for the strategic decision of consuming a portfolio of information 
sources during a usual commute. The results are interpreted and discussed. 
Chapter 7 shows the modelling framework and results for the tactical decision of selecting a 
combination of sources and a travel response alternative after a commute disruption, 
successively and jointly. The results are interpreted and discussed. 
Chapter 8 puts forward an application example of the predictive capability of the models, 
with a sensitivity analysis regarding the degree of information accuracy and on the 
consistency between travel information sources. 
Chapter 9 summarises the findings for each chapter and concludes by assessing the 
limitations of this research and the potential future work arising from it. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review 
In this chapter, relevant literature is reviewed to establish an understanding of the state of 
the art and to highlight key research gaps.  
Section 2.1 reviews literature in the general field of consumer behaviour, and in particular 
for automobile purchases and tourism travel. Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 cover background 
literature on travel information. Section 2.2 draws from more specific literature on travel 
information and its effects on travel behaviour. Studies are classified by their transport 
context (e.g. public transport) and choice category (e.g. route choice). In section 2.3, various 
approaches to modelling information in travel behaviour are described, along with the 
evolution of these methodologies over time. Potential forms of data collection in the field of 
travel information are discussed in section 2.4, and in particular, their relevance for each of 
the modelling approaches described in section 2.3. Finally, the conclusions from this 
literature review are presented in section 2.5, which discusses advances and gaps in the 
field of information and travel behaviour. The gaps identified in the literature, and the 
objectives of this research as presented in Chapter 1, contribute to the development of the 
conceptual framework presented in Chapter 4. 
2.1 The role of information searches in consumer behaviour 
This section aims to synthesise the role of information searches in consumer behaviour, and 
comments on how it relates to the research objectives. Many research studies have been 
attempted to understand the role of information searches in consumer behaviour. A review 
of early theories of information searches in consumer demand identifies essential concepts, 
as the field blossomed along with the information industry and later with the internet. A 
comprehensive review of this field is not included in this thesis (cf. Jepsen (2007) for a 
more detailed review); rather this section presents a more detailed look at studies related to 
information searches for automobile purchases, and for tourism travel, both of which are 
directly relevant to the field of travel behaviour. 
2.1.1 Early literature in consumer behaviour 
Stigler (1961) was one of the first to investigate the economic value of searches for 
information in the context of goods purchase. This research brought two innovations: the 
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first was the idea of looking at information search theory in terms of psychology and 
consumer behaviour, and the second was the exploration of the value of information, which 
was developed in economics. In the consumer behaviour literature, Nelson (1970) was one 
of the first to include the effort required (or the lack thereof), in addition to the time taken 
to acquire information for purchasing goods. His work highlights the limitations of consumer 
information about quality (amongst different brands) and compares consumer’s choice by 
search and by experience. O'Reilly (1982) investigates, in particular, the impact of the quality 
and accessibility of information on the frequency (and importance) of decision makers' use 
of information sources. The concepts of seeking and retrieving information have been 
extensively studied in a general context with observations and experiments. (Saracevic and 
Kantor 1988; Saracevic et al. 1988), for example, find that factors from the context and the 
content, such as the user, the question, the searcher, the search and the content or items 
retrieved, play a role in the retrieval outcome, i.e. the elements that were considered and 
used for subsequent behaviour. These findings highlight at an early stage the importance of 
information format, context and the search itself, as distinct from the content. 
With the growth of the internet the acquisition and use of information plays an increasingly 
important role in everyday life, but in particular in consumer demand behaviour, and this 
has led to an explosion in the literature on the role of information searches in consumer 
behaviour. In the early 2000s, the effect of the internet on information searches developed 
its own branch of literature. Peterson and Merino (2003), for instance, advanced several 
propositions to stimulate and guide investigations of consumer information search behaviour 
in the context of the internet. Many of these propositions hypothesise the importance of the 
internet, in terms of being the initial and primary source. They also assume its frequent 
future use relative to other sources or to its proportion of users compared with non-internet 
users. Two propositions from the Peterson and Merino study (2003) are cited here, as they 
are particularly relevant for this thesis. This does not hold only for the role of the internet 
but also for new technologies developed with internet capacities. 
For consumers who incorporate the Internet in their information searches, the number of 
different physical sources of information used will decline over time. P9, (Peterson and 
Merino 2003) 
This proposition is one of the first to look at the diversity of sources and their relative 
roles when searching for information. It poses an interesting question related to the 
objectives of this research. Although the proposition infers that fewer “physical sources”, e.g. 
the media such as maps, computers, smartphones, in the case of travel information, would 
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be used in the future, it does infer that the total number of sources would decrease. For 
example, different sources would be with the same media but from different providers, with 
different contents. 
Consumers using the Internet in goal-directed information searches will focus less on brand 
information and more on attribute information in their searches. P13, (Peterson and Merino 
2003) 
This proposition also fits into the research objectives. Indeed, the information sources can 
be defined by the providers, i.e. a form of branding, and by its contents, i.e. the attributes 
of information. The weight of the role that both descriptors play in information searching 
and subsequent decision-making will be investigated. 
Jepsen (2007) used structural equation models to study the relationship between internet 
use and information searches before purchasing a specific good. She found that general 
past internet use affects the use of the internet for pre-purchase information searches, more 
than perceived low costs and perceived availability of information. One could infer that 
experience with the internet would make individuals more likely to use it in a special 
instance rather than its actual relative convenience. It may be that the proficiency with the 
internet or the habit of general use relate to the amount of use (in quantity) for information 
searches. 
In consumer demand, the theory usually involves a material good, which is sold for a 
monetary cost. Information cannot be handled and consumed like other products, but is 
rather assimilated. It is typically considered to be free. Hence, many concepts and 
techniques used in consumer demand theory are not applicable in the same way to 
information. Nonetheless, consumer demand theory enlightens the research topic in many 
aspects: information searches are costly in more than just monetary terms: time and effort 
(cognitive rather than physical) are trade-offs to getting more information. Because sources 
of information are multiple and diverse, they have different costs associated with them. In 
addition, they are consulted by populations with different socio-economic characteristics who 
would have preferences for various sources of information. For example, the explosion in 
internet use has led to greater availability of online searches for travel information, and 
Beldona (2005) shows that the older generations are likely to use the internet for travel 
related searches whereas they are usually assumed to be deterred by technology. The 
traditional gap in technological proficiency between socio-demographic groups may not be 
as wide as anticipated in other areas as well. With the growth of technology, and therefore 
of information from technological sources, its proficient users are more likely to use larger 
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quantities, or bits, of information. This may also imply an increase in time and effort spent 
searching, specifically in the case of travel information. This justifies the need to investigate 
the amount of information “consumed” in this field. 
2.1.2 Information searches in automobile purchases 
One of the branches of consumer research specialises in the purchase of an automobile. 
Automobile purchases, like house purchases, fall within the domain of consumer behaviour 
for expensive goods. This behaviour differs from regular shopping for groceries or clothes, 
which require minimal information searches. Purchasing an automobile brings the information 
search stage into focus, because of the importance of price and a long-term commitment to 
the product. In the same way, a tourism trip can be expensive but it is important that the 
decision outcome is also enjoyable. 
Punj and Staelin (1983) propose a model of consumer information search behaviour for new 
automobiles. The amount of external information searching is introduced and defined by 
multiple constructs, i.e. usable prior information, prior memory structure, cost of external 
searches, desire to seek information, and effectiveness of the search. Each of these is 
defined by determinants and observed measures for the unobserved constructs. The 
measurement variables are modelled using structural equations. 
In consumer behaviour, the use of the internet, and hence of multiple information sources, 
has been examined for the specific case searching for automobiles to purchase (Ratchford 
et al. 2003; Ratchford et al. 2007; Kulkarni et al. 2012). Ratchford et al. (2003) considers 
the total information search as the time (hours) spent to look for information before making 
an automobile purchase. They also analyse the share (percent) of using each source, i.e. 
friends, non-advocate and dealer, over the total number of hours. More particularly, they 
study the impact over time of searching for information using these sources with and 
without the internet, and conduct Tobit analyses between cohorts taking into account 
demographics. Their results indicate that use of the internet implies a reduction in total 
search time, especially for younger, wealthier and more educated users searching for 
automobiles. The analysis also indicates that the time spent searching would have been 
greater if the internet had not been present.internet The total time spent searching increases 
with the amount of gains but decreases with costs. Ratchford et al. (2007) study cohorts of 
data and examine the substitution of the Internet for other sources, i.e. relatives, third-party 
print, advertising and dealers. They found that the internet search disproportionately 
substitutes for time spent at the dealer, price negotiation time and searching amongst print 
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third‐party sources. Kulkarni et al. (2012) investigates the influence of general internet use 
on the ultimate automobile choice via an agency-evaluated performance rating (scale) and 
recommendations (binary assessment), and consumer attribute-importance scores. The 
discrete choice analysis finds that internet users rely more on ratings while non-internet 
users rely more on recommendations when making automobile choices. 
This body of literature on automobile purchase yields many insights into information search 
behaviour and its effects on consumer demand. It brings new notions to the field, such as 
the multiplicity of sources from providers and media (internet or not) and how these affect 
the ultimate decision in different ways. In addition, several attributes of information sources 
are also considered in this literature: time spent on the information search, shared amongst 
several sources (media and providers), and types of information itself (rating, price, 
recommendations). Methodologically, the notion of the ‘amount’ of search effort is 
introduced as time spent, and can be allocated to different sources. While the cohort data 
was investigated using Tobit analyses, the preferences for the type of information were 
investigated using discrete choice models. 
2.1.3 Information searches in tourism travel 
In the tourism literature, a model for tourist information search behaviour was developed 
two decades ago (Fodness and Murray 1997) and triggered numerous further articles. The 
study conceptualises, measures and interprets the use of information searches in the 
context of tourism and leisure trips. Two models of measurement strategy are examined and 
compared. The first is the degree-search model, classifying individuals into four categories 
based on the time spent and number of sources consulted for information, i.e. routine, time-
limited, source-limited, and extended. The second is direction-based, and profiles users 
based on the specific sources that they have acquired, i.e. active (variety of different 
sources), passive (family/friends, magazine, information centres), and possessive (restricted 
to family/friends and experience). Results found that the degree model outperforms the 
direction model. While this research is one of the first to investigate the consumption of 
information in amplitude and in variety, broader questions about the reasons and manners 
for consuming information remain unanswered. 
Inspired by models of tourist search behaviour, such as that of Fodness and Murray (1999), 
factors of influence and new sources of information have been progressively integrated. For 
example, the influence of word-of-mouth (WOM) information on travel choices and 
behaviours has been studied for friends and relatives vs. other travellers (Murphy et al. 
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2007). Xiang and Gretzel (2010) confirm the growing importance of social media in the 
online tourism domain and provide evidence for challenges faced by traditional providers of 
travel-related information. In the same tourism context, Luo et al. (2004) examine the 
relationships between internet use, friends, travel agents and destination-specific information 
sources, and a mix of the internet and these other sources. Demographics, such as gender, 
income, trip purpose and travel party were found to be significant attributes related to the 
choice of information sources, as well as the characteristics of the trip itself 
(accommodation type, expenditure). Bieger and Laesser (2004), meanwhile, focus on the 
differences in the use of information sources before and after a definite leisure trip decision. 
Results confirm the significance of trip-specific variables (trip type, trip standardisation and 
destination) over demographics when considering information sources. As the risk increases 
in the case of a definite trip, more sources considered trustworthy are checked. Although 
this literature has advanced the concept of the extent to which various information sources 
from different media and providers are consulted for travel purposes, it does not model the 
simultaneous choice of those alternatives and does not take into account the impact of the 
actual information content. 
In line with previous tourism behaviour researchers assessing demographics and trip 
characteristics in information search, Grønflaten (2009) recently explores the issue of 
selecting information provider and media channels, both as a choice between two providers 
(travel agents vs. service providers) and between two media channels (face-to-face vs. the 
Internet). Travel style, age and nationality were found to be particularly good predictors of 
travellers’ predisposition to search for information from a travel agent face-to-face rather 
than consulting a tourist service provider directly online. The comparison of socio-economic 
attributes, such as gender (Kim et al. 2007), or by culture (Jordan et al. 2013) has also 
been studied in detail. Jacobsen and Munar (2012) reported on the effects of selected 
electronic and other information sources on international tourists' holiday destination 
choices, using statistical significance in correlations. Traditional information sources such as 
direct word-of-mouth, travel agents/brokers and one’s own experience were shown to be 
highly resilient and influential for well-known tourist destinations. 
Nevertheless, while a tourist trip is part of an individual’s mobility, tourism behaviour may 
not always relate perfectly to travel behaviour in a more familiar and regular context. A 
distinction must be made between routine transport and tourism travel: the two are 
fundamentally different in underlying motivations and in the choices involved, and hence 
also in the decision-making strategy and modelling approach. Routine travel implies a certain 
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degree of familiarity and regularity, and therefore implies a behaviour that is more likely to 
be homogenous, and maybe, more rational (i.e. long-term everyday choices versus a once-
off holiday breaking away from habits). While interesting findings can be drawn from the 
tourism literature, as discussed above, this research thesis focuses on routine travel. 
Important findings from the tourism literature that are relevant in this context include the 
effect of demographics and trip characteristics on information use and sources. 
2.1.4 Progress and gaps in the consumer information search behaviour 
General consumer information search behaviour has provided the basis for a conceptual 
model of information searching, discussing the intent of purchase, the importance of context 
and content and their influence on the choice set and the outcome. It lacks, however, the 
ability to represent the influence of specific attributes of information and different 
behaviours in specific contexts. Modelling information searches for automobile purchase 
behaviour introduces the concept of multiple sources of information with various attributes 
(e.g. online/offline) and consumed in various quantities. The literature on tourism travel, 
meanwhile, sheds light on ways to classify individuals based on their cognitive attitudes to 
searching for tourist information, and their “consumption” of information. The literature 
explores many different sources, and looks at identifying user profiles for marketing reasons. 
These fields of literature, however, do not pay much attention to the effect of the content 
of the information itself on the search and on the subsequent behaviour. In addition, it fails 
to study the effect of past experience and of the attributes of the information sources. 
2.2 The context for modelling travel information 
The literature on information searches and consumer behaviour offers a range of insights 
but does not constitute the main review of the context of travel behaviour. In fact, a 
considerable body of literature exists that looks at how travel behaviour takes into account 
travel information. This literature has evolved based on the same need that also drives the 
general literature on travel behaviour. This section looks at the chronological evolution of 
these models in the context of various transport modes. A list and details of the articles 
cited in this section and regarding travel information is shown in Appendix A. 
The research topic of this thesis is the relationship between travel information and travel 
behaviour, and therefore a complete literature review of travel behaviour is out of scope. A 
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brief summary of travel behaviour, however, highlights important developments in travel 
perspectives. 
The area of travel demand forecasting has been studied for over 50 years. It was created in 
order to better address future transport issues, usually characterised by the balance of 
transport demand and supply (Ortuzar and Willumsen 2011). Travel models were first 
developed to address demand at the aggregate level, progressively changing towards the 
disaggregate level (the level of the individual, household, trip, etc.). The field has evolved to 
distinguish four paradigms (Jones 2009): vehicle-based, person-based, activity-based and 
attitude-based. The last paradigm, the dynamics-based perspective introduces the variability 
of attitudes, activities, person trips and vehicle trips over time, and helps to understand 
attitude formation, variability and behaviour change. These perspectives are translated into 
choices. Namely, they can be categorised in route choice, mode choice, type of change 
choice (time, route, mode and plan), change in planned behaviour and effect of travel 
information not only on travel behaviour, but also on satisfaction levels. 
The impact of travel information has been studied over the years in many different contexts. 
While the literature contains many perspectives on the acquisition and impact of information 
on travel behaviour, here it was decided to look at specific classifications. In Table 2.1, 
literature on travel behaviour that includes consideration of travel information is classified 
by: 
• the context in which it has been studied. The modal context classification was 
selected for use in cases where travellers have access to private cars exclusively or 
public transport exclusively or multi-modal transports. Most of the studies consider 
routine travel, with just a couple addressing less frequent, longer journeys, such as 
inter-city personal or business travel. 
• the choice category. The dimensions of travel choice are mode choice, route choice 
(car or public transport), changes in planned behaviour (e.g. mode-service, mode-
departure time, change or not), type of change choice, and any other effect 
(comfort, anxiety reduction) or study on use of travel information. 
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Table 2.1 Context and mode comparison in the travel information literature 
Modal context/ 
Choice or topic category Private car for routine travel Public transport for routine travel Multi-modal for routine travel 
Route choice 
Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan (1991); 
Emmerink et al. (1995); Bogers et al. 
(2005); Lu et al. (2011); Moraes Ramos 
et al. (2012); Ben-Elia et al. (2013); 
Petrella et al. (2014)  
Sun et al. (2012) with activity 
rescheduling 
Hickman and Wilson (1995); Zhang et al. 
(2008); Zhang (2012); Cats and Gkioulou 
(2015) 
 
Mode choice N/A N/A 
Verplanken et al. (1997); Kenyon and 
Lyons (2003); Chorus et al. (2006a); 
Richter and Keuchel (2012) for all 
travels; 
Pathan et al. (2011) for longer journeys 
Type of change choice 
(time, route, mode, plan) 
Khattak et al. (2008) (time, mode, route, 
cancel)  
Tseng et al. (2013) joint departure time 
and mode choice;  
Peirce and Lappin (2003) for various 
travels 
Change in planned 
behaviour Wang et al. (2009) Bai and Kattan (2014) (under disruption) 
Chen (2012); Chorus et al. (2013); 
Nyblom (2014) 
Effect of travel information 
(other than travel) Chen et al. (1999) 
Dziekan and Kottenhoff (2007); Watkins 
et al. (2011) Walker (2001) 
Use of travel information Jou and Chen (2013) Grotenhuis et al. (2007); Farag and Lyons (2008) Walker (2001); Goulias et al. (2004) 
N/A: Not applicable 
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The effect of information on travel behaviour was initially and primarily studied in the 
context of automobile travel (Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan 1991; Schofer et al. 1993; 
Emmerink et al. 1995). While there are a few studies that look at the effects of information 
on public transport use (Hickman and Wilson 1995), more research is still to be done. The 
recent ‘shift to greener modes’ has fostered a lot of literature on mode choice (Verplanken 
et al. 1997; Richter and Keuchel 2012) but very little is known about the role of information 
in this context. An example is the shift from single car drivers to environmentally friendlier 
modes such as public transport and non-motorised modes (Kenyon and Lyons 2003; Chorus 
et al. 2006a). 
In recent years, research about changes in travel behaviour as a response to information 
has been examined. A single mode or route choice is not sufficient anymore to represent a 
change in travel behaviour, however. Other measures than mode/route changes are 
considered to reduce congestion, and include changes in departure time, in route, or more 
broadly in travel plans. A simplistic approach is to look at the change (or not) in travel 
plans (Wang et al. 2009) whatever choice is made (i.e. time, mode, route or cancelling the 
trip). One of the early studies looks at the proportional shares of travel changes in 
response to traveller information from Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS) (Peirce 
and Lappin 2003). In recent studies, Khattak et al. (2008) model the type of change 
selected (time, mode route, choice) as a choice itself. Tseng et al. (2013) model the choice 
of alternatives with different travel times, along with different modal alternatives. In latest 
studies, Chen (2012) looks at regular versus alternative travel plan choices in order to 
analyse individuals’ behaviour beyond their specific mode and to model their actions in 
response to information in terms of changes in plan, regardless of the mode or route. 
Chorus et al. (2013) examine a mode-service choice as part of a joint information-travel 
model, in which travel alternatives could be of different modes, or the same mode and 
different attributes. A new perspective is now being introduced in addition to the travel 
change, the activity behaviour. With the growth of mobile technology and connectivity, 
individuals can be conducting multiple activities, and the concept of multi-tasking in travel 
behaviour has seen some recent advances (Pawlak et al. 2015). Bai and Kattan (2014) add 
activity-related alternatives (e.g. waiting, doing something, walking to the next station) to the 
mode choice, broadening the spectrum of options when travelling. 
Recently, and for all contexts, models incorporating travel information are more complex, 
with additional levels of attributes to the information. Cats and Gkioulou (2015) introduce an 
updated learning model for new path attributes (waiting time, travel time and crowding) and 
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incorporate the concept of credibility of sources. In parallel, mode choice models have 
started to introduce the notion of information, such as Pathan et al. (2011) looking at the 
variations in travel attributes, based on the information source, for intercity multimodal 
contexts. 
Travel information does not only affect travel behaviour. Other effects than the ones 
mentioned above have been studied in the last decade: compliance with information, change 
in perceived waiting times, influence on satisfaction. Chen et al. (1999) look at how car 
drivers comply with information from sources differing in nature and quality, without looking 
at the travel choice itself. While Dziekan and Kottenhoff (2007) acknowledge the reduction in 
perceived waiting time, Watkins et al. (2011) propose a prediction model of perceived waiting 
time. As technology develops, researchers have shown increasing interest in looking at the 
use of travel information itself for both public transport and private cars. Walker (2001), 
meanwhile, uses latent constructs of information attributes to estimate the extent of the 
information user’s satisfaction. Grotenhuis et al. (2007) and Farag and Lyons (2008) explore 
quantitatively how individuals look for different sources and their motivation in using travel 
information. Jou and Chen (2013) investigate the willingness to pay for different types of 
information depending on traffic conditions. 
The synthesis in Table 2.1 demonstrates the evolution of the literature on the impact of 
information in travel behaviour for different modal contexts. While literature on private car 
users dominated the early research, public and multi-modal transport have been studied for 
decades, especially since the growth of denser urban environments and the development of 
technologies. More recently, travellers’ changes in travel behaviour have been investigated; 
for example as a change (or not) of plan, a choice of regular versus alternative, or a choice 
of mode-service alternatives. Both latter approaches can be represented in a single choice 
of various mode-service travel options. This type of choice is more appropriate to the study 
because it takes into account the usual set of alternatives considered by the traveller, 
especially for short-term decisions. It will be adopted to represent travel behaviour in the 
tactical context. Other effects of travel behaviour (e.g. perceived waiting time, satisfaction) 
are important especially for the use of information in daily life; these aspects are included 
as factors in the strategic decision modelling. 
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2.3 Various approaches to modelling information and travel 
behaviour 
In the literature on the role of information in travel behaviour, the concept of travel 
information has been represented in many ways as the research evolved. In this section, the 
literature on how information is modelled in travel behaviour is reviewed. After illustrating 
the evolution of approaches, the advantages and drawbacks of each representation of travel 
information is discussed. Figure 2.1 illustrates this evolution, which, in practice, is not exactly 
chronological. 
 
Figure 2.1 Evolution of travel information (TI) considerations in travel behaviour 
Travel information (TI) has been considered successively as a way of comparing travel 
choices, as an attribute of an alternative, as multiple TI sources, as a choice information 
source in itself, and more recently as information choice combined with the choice of travel. 
Table 2.2 presents the literature categorised according to each of these approaches. They 
are also categorised by the choice or topic category (route choice, mode choice, change in 
planned behaviour, and studies on TI exclusively). 
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Table 2.2 Modelling approaches to travel information in literature 
Modelling approach/ 
Choice category Compare changes Effect of TI attributes Multiplicity of TI sources 
Choice of TI sources 
considered 
Route choice 
 
 
 
 
Model: 
Emmerink et al. (1995); Zhang 
et al. (2008); Lu et al. (2011) 
 
Acknowledge: 
Schofer et al. (1993); Chorus 
et al. (2006b) 
 
Model: 
Hickman and Wilson (1995); 
Bogers et al. (2005); Chorus 
et al. (2006c); Sun et al. 
(2012); Ben-Elia et al. (2013) 
Acknowledge: 
Lyons et al. (2007); Moraes 
Ramos et al. (2012); Petrella 
et al. (2014) 
Model: 
Cats and Gkioulou (2015) 
 
Mode choice 
 
 
Model: 
Verplanken et al. (1997) 
Acknowledge: 
Chorus et al. (2006a) 
Model: 
Richter and Keuchel (2012) 
Acknowledge: 
Kenyon and Lyons (2003) 
Model: 
Pathan et al. (2011) 
 
Studies on TI exclusively 
 
 
 
 
Model: 
Dziekan and Kottenhoff 
(2007); Watkins et al. (2011) 
Acknowledge: 
Polak and Jones (1993); 
Grotenhuis et al. (2007); 
Herrala et al. (2009) 
Model: 
Chen et al. (1999); Walker 
(2001) 
Acknowledge: 
Farag and Lyons (2008) 
 
Acknowledge: 
Chorus et al. (2006c) 
 
 
Model: 
Goulias et al. (2004); Jou and 
Chen (2013) 
Change in planned behaviour 
 
 
 
Model: 
Peirce and Lappin (2003); 
Chen (2012); Tseng et al. 
(2013) 
 
 
 
Model: 
Zhang (2012) 
 
Acknowledge: 
Peirce and Lappin (2003); 
Nyblom (2014) 
Model: 
Khattak et al. (2008) 
 
 
 
Model: 
Wang et al. (2009); Chorus et 
al. (2013) 
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Table 2.2 shows a broad trend of increased research that has developed in different stages, 
discussed below. 
2.3.1 Comparing travel choices with and without information 
One trend in the literature looks at the proportion of individuals who look for travel 
information and the frequency at which they look at travel information. Consequently, some 
researchers look also at travel outcomes with and without information. 
When researchers look at information using experiments (stated preference), they can 
observe the amount of information used. Polak and Jones (1993) observe the number of 
enquiries for information on both bus and car modes in their stated choice experiments for 
a trip from home to city centre. Verplanken et al. (1997) observe the number of documents 
inspected. They examined the impact of habit on information searches for mode choice. 
They found that weaker habits lead to more information being searched, and stronger habits 
to a more selective approach. Finally, they also observe that individuals’ attention to 
information declines over time, except for extraordinary conditions where uncertainty leads 
to information search. 
While these stated preference studies provide valuable insights, it is also important to 
analyse real world behaviour using revealed preference data. The complexity of the transport 
network and travel patterns has increased, in particular in growing urban environments, and 
technologies to obtain and process data disseminate real-time comprehensive information to 
users. There is an increasing trend in the proportion of individuals using information and in 
the frequency of use per individual. A decade ago, travellers used travel information less 
extensively. A large-scale survey in the Seattle area indicated that travellers used some form 
of traveller information on 3.2% of their total trips. About 12% of all respondents consulted 
traveller information at least once during the 2-day diary period (Peirce and Lappin 2003). 
Kenyon and Lyons (2003) mention the lack of awareness and consultation of travel 
information for different alternatives. Wang et al. (2009)’s statistics show that 51% of 
travellers are info-seekers (acquired TI from electronic sources at least once a week). Usual 
socio-demographics, such as age, gender, income, and education level have been explored 
as individual attributes affecting their use of travel information (Chorus et al. 2006b). 
Several studies compare travel changes with and without information. To compare the effect 
of various types of information, route choice can be simulated over time (Emmerink et al. 
1995). Reductions in travel times are found for drivers with information, although with 
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diminishing returns. Lu et al. (2011) compare the impact of prevailing and historic 
information on route choice. They examine performance measures with and without 
information: travel time, route share and number of switches. Dziekan and Kottenhoff (2007); 
Watkins et al. (2011) also compare a travel outcome: the perceived waiting time with and 
without information. 
Despite the undeniable character of comparing facts, comparing travel behaviour with and 
without information falls short of providing reasons for the role of information and 
quantifying the factors that influence this perception outcome. Indeed, this simplistic method 
does not offer statistical explanative power, but other modelling methods can provide 
statistical evidence of the influence of factors in a choice and are preferred for this 
research. 
2.3.2 Information as attribute(s) influencing travel 
As more studies acknowledge the impact of travel information attributes on travel behaviour, 
the subsequent works demonstrate the multi-faceted ways to model these impacts. 
The most simplistic way to determine the impact of information on a model is to include it 
as a variable to explain the travel choice. The use of information, such as a specific 
ShuttlTrac app, is added as a dummy explanatory variable in a mode choice model (Zhang 
et al. 2008). It is also included as an explanatory variable in mode choice to investigate 
passengers’ degree of tolerance with perceived waiting times. In addition to the presence of 
information, its attributes can influence travel choices. Schofer et al. (1993) mention that 
travel information comes in multiple forms and could be classified according to its 
attributes: information content, type (static/dynamic, qualitative/quantitative), format (style of 
presentation), and attributes (reliability, accuracy, relevance). These variables are likely to 
influence the responses of users. Examples of information attributes, also valid for travel 
information, are included in a comprehensive classification and definition by Herrala et al. 
(2009). In this subsection, the following attributes are reviewed: the familiarity with a specific 
source, its cost, the extent to which it is used, the real-time aspect of information, its 
accuracy, its reliability, its credibility and the different stages of the trip during which it is 
used. 
2.3.2.1 Familiarity with information sources 
This notion is closely related to the frequency of use. It has been studied as an attribute of 
information in travel choice (Bai and Kattan 2014) in the form of a familiarity score for an 
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information source with a Likert scale. This perceived measure may include an element of 
bias, however. An alternative, observable, measure could be the number of years that the 
source has been used. In that case, the age of the person and of the source needs to be 
taken into account as well. 
Familiarity with the information source can also be affected by the level of experience with 
information. The aspect of experience with the trip and with the information about a specific 
trip plays a role in travel behaviour. Studies examining this effect are usually based on 
experiments, since capturing this behaviour in revealed preference data is not easy. By 
varying the amount of historical data provided to the user, it is possible to affect the 
choice: Bogers et al. (2005) provides en route and ex-post travel times for the last chosen 
route for one period, both routes for the last period, and both routes for all periods in a 
route choice model. The findings emphasise the importance of habit, risk and the 
presentation of information instead of limiting choices to rational day-to-day decisions. As 
discussed in Ben-Elia et al. (2013), information can be characterised as being descriptive, 
prescriptive or feedback experiential information. Descriptive information usually consists of 
information about pre-trip or en route conditions; prescriptive information usually suggests 
the ‘best’ alternative to travellers; and feedback includes historical records on chosen and 
non-chosen alternatives (also called foregone payoffs). 
2.3.2.2 Trip stage at which information is consulted 
While the stage of information was not differentiated in early studies, it was introduced 
later. For example, Grotenhuis et al. (2007) disentangle the relative importance of information 
attributes in a multimodal choice for contexts of pre-trip, wayside and en route. In several 
empirical surveys, comparison is made between pre-trip and en route information (Moraes 
Ramos et al. 2012; Petrella et al. 2014). The attributes of the information construct are 
applied to a mode choice (Richter and Keuchel 2012), and include information at various 
travel stages: timetable at platform/stop, on-board when disruption occurs, information at 
platform/stop when disruption occurs, on-board information for connections). The availability 
and announcement/display/interactions effect of these attributes influences the information 
satisfaction ratings and the mode choice in different ways. This information attribute is 
relevant to understanding which different options are available at different trip stages, e.g. 
pre-trip information consulted from home, on the way to the station/stop, at the platform or 
en route in the tube or bus. 
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2.3.2.3 Cost of travel information 
The cost of information has been included in models. Some studies include a monetary cost 
for travel information, especially in the case of stated reference (SP) experiments, in order 
to recreate the rational behaviour of respondents. For example, Chorus et al. (2013) includes 
a cost of information at between 0.15 to 0.75 euros. The realism of a monetary cost is 
difficult to represent, however, because the information itself is often free (although some 
travel apps and certain features can be bought). Even if the media channels used need to 
be paid for (e.g. the capital cost of smartphone and monthly fee for internet data), if 
individuals perceive those as sunken costs, then travel information is considered to be free. 
In many other studies, including revealed preference studies (RP), costs are inspired by 
individuals’ assumptions in practice. Rather than a monetary cost, the expenditure of time 
and effort to search for information seems more realistic and has been looked at in the 
literature (Grotenhuis et al. 2007). While spending time and effort looking for information, the 
content given by a TI source offers the promise of time savings, making the information 
acquisition a matter for cost-benefit analysis (Chen 2012). 
2.3.2.4 Real-time information 
Since the 1980s there has been a growing trend in providing information services to 
travellers. Advanced Travellers’ Information Systems (ATIS) were subsequently analysed for 
their efficiency in assisting travellers (Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan 1991; Schofer et al. 
1993). Constantly up-to-date data can be quickly processed and delivered to users as real-
time information. Early work compares travellers’ own experiences against real-time pre-trip 
and real-time en route information (Emmerink et al. 1995). Real-time information has proven 
to be important compared to other attributes for public transport (Molin and Timmermans 
2006). In other examples, dynamic at-stop real-time information are very often displayed in 
public transport (Dziekan and Kottenhoff 2007), or bus transit (Chen 2012). The first study 
confirms the impact on the reduction in perceived waiting time and in walking speed to the 
station. The second one introduces the tolerated degree of waiting with and without real-
time information in the mode choice. The effect of mobile real-time information on the 
perceived and actual wait time of transit riders is also confirmed (Watkins et al. 2011), 
along with other significant variables such as delay and service as opposed to demographics 
and trip familiarity and length. Nowadays most travel information sources are considered to 
be real-time, and this research also follows this convention. 
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2.3.2.5 Travel information reliability (or accuracy) 
Reliability implies a minimal variability in repeated measures over time (Bates et al. 2001). 
Bates et al. (2001) present a theory to value travellers’ travel time reliability for public 
transport service schedules and demonstrate its significance. While several definitions are 
given, reliability as a reduction in travel time variance (standard deviation or dummy variable 
for “late”) is highly valued by travellers. Bates et al. suggest that a median and the 90th 
percentile may be a better measurement than a mean and standard deviation. Although 
different definitions have been used in the literature, the most common definitions are 
described for the field of travel information, and may be labelled interchangeably as 
reliability or accuracy. 
Both actual and information-provided waiting/travel times exhibit variability over time, as well 
as their difference, which defines the information error. The information error variability has 
been explored in the field of travel information. Accuracy (or non-bias) refers to the 
closeness between the central tendency and the true mean, and precision (or invariability) 
refers to the spread around the central tendency. For example, travel time information is 
accurate when, on average, the value provided is close to the actual value. Information is 
precise when the spread between information-provided and actual values is small. 
The attribute of accuracy is most commonly defined as the variability between information 
provision and actual values. In Hickman and Wilson (1995)’s public transport experiment, the 
information accuracy is defined by the variability in waiting time. Low and high levels are 
defined by small and large triangle distribution domains, proportional to the amplitude of 
the waiting time itself. In the process of acquiring information, the reliability of a source is 
important to users. Chorus et al. (2006c) consider that travel information provided by 
services are drawn from “a normal distribution having the actual value as mean, and having 
a standard deviation that represents the traveller’s perception of the information service’s 
unreliability”. In the numerical example of their article, different levels of reliability are 
determined for varying values of the standard deviation of the message received. Similar to 
other literature, the value of information decreases as its unreliability (i.e. standard deviation) 
increases. 
Most research studies consider the information to be precise but inaccurate, where the 
information-reported mean is the same as the actual mean for travel/waiting time, i.e. a 
zero-mean for the information error distribution. In Ben-Elia et al. (2013), three levels of 
accuracy (high, intermediate, low) are designed for the car route choice experiment, the 
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information error is assumed to be distributed normally with a specific mean and standard 
deviation, and is applied to the route travel time, which is also considered to vary according 
to a normal distribution. The information error for high and intermediate accuracy levels are 
0-mean (i.e. information is precise) and their standard deviation is proportional to the 
coefficient of variation of the route travel time. Mean and standard deviations for the low 
level of accuracy are calculated based on minimum and maximum actual times, and 
different from zero (i.e. information is imprecise). These studies require a stated preference 
(SP) survey in order to represent the values of normal distributions, because respondents 
cannot know the details of a normal distribution but could conceptualise a bracket of 
travel/waiting times within which the actual time almost surely falls. 
In a schedule delay model, Sun et al. (2012) describe the time reliability as the proportion 
of times that a travel time is correctly predicted over the number of times it is recorded. 
Using a simple methodology, Bai and Kattan (2014) adopt a 3-level perceived accuracy 
scale introduced as explanatory variables when estimating the mode-activity choice at an 
LRT station under disruption. In order to avoid a categorical accuracy variable and to get 
an idea of the amplitude, a margin of error (which may represent a specific Nth percentile of 
its normal distribution) perceived by individuals can be a proxy for the information 
unreliability or inaccuracy. 
2.3.2.6 Travel information credibility 
The notion of credibility has recently been studied. This notion is subjective because it is 
perceived by the individual, but it is related to the reliability of information because the 
more reliable a source is the more likely it is to be credible. Other factors may also 
account for the credibility, such as the consistency of the error in information or the 
reputation of the source. 
In a multimodal choice, parameters of travel times and costs from different sources are 
compared and may be considered as a proxy for credibility (Pathan et al. 2011). For Sun et 
al. (2012), the notion of credibility is associated with that of reliability described earlier. “The 
credibility determines how much uncertainty will be left after having obtained information, 
ranging from zero (full credibility) to unchanged probabilities (zero credibility)” (Sun et al. 
2012). In a different study, an updated learning model for path attributes (waiting and travel 
time, crowding) includes a weight (credibility) of information sources against the traveller’s 
own experience (Cats and Gkioulou 2015). In the proposed research, more details regarding 
the notion of credibility of certain attributes for different sources are investigated. 
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2.3.2.7 Discussion 
In summary, the study of the impact of information attributes on travel choices helps to 
clarify the importance of such attributes in the decision process, and allows sensitivity 
analyses to be conducted to determine the extent of this influence. This modelling 
consideration usually only addresses one trait of information in isolation to others, however, 
and therefore a more complete analysis introducing various aspects of information sources, 
such as monetary and cognitive costs, accuracy, frequency of use, should be attempted in 
order to understand thoroughly their weights in the decision process. 
2.3.3 Information from multiple sources influencing travel 
In the last 10 years, researchers have started to acknowledge the importance of multiple 
travel information sources. The attributes of information (Herrala et al. 2009), the relative 
importance of different types of information (Grotenhuis et al. 2007) and the potentials and 
limitations of TI (Chorus et al. 2006c) have been discussed. 
To understand travellers’ acquisition and response to current TI deployment in the 
passenger car context, Khattak et al. (2008) hypothesise that accessing more information 
sources (in particular technological ones) is associated with a higher likelihood of travel 
decision adjustments. Their choice of model of travel behaviour changes includes variables 
describing the use of information. In particular, the frequency of use, the number and the 
type of sources accessed are input variables to a logit model of travel decision changes 
including change of time, mode, route or cancelled trip. While this was one of the first 
travel behaviour models to include the impact of using different sources, it does not capture 
individual preferences for specific sources but the preferences of individuals using specific 
sources for travel alternatives; meaning that preferences for specific sources and for travel 
alternatives may be confounded. It is therefore important to look at the choice of 
information sources to understand the effect of demographics separately from the travel 
choice. 
In the domain of public transport, focus group discussions explore the reasons for the use 
of different types of sources (Kenyon and Lyons 2003; Lyons et al. 2007). In the car 
passenger and route choice domain, some studies collected data to quantify the 
proportional use of various information sources for private cars (Moraes Ramos et al. 2012). 
In the study from Petrella et al. (2014), descriptive statistics demonstrate the variety of 
sources, their use for different reasons and the consequent travel changes (schedule, mode, 
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route) at the aggregate level. The authors do not, however, look at the combination of 
sources consulted at the individual level, and ignore the fact that the user profiles and their 
trip context could influence this acquisition choice. In a mode choice model, Pathan et al. 
(2011) show the impact of selected sources (website, multi-modal website, friends, 
experience) on travel attributes (travel time and cost). In their modal choice for intercity 
journeys, Pathan et al. (2011) focus on how these attributes are differently perceived by 
source, and influence the choice more or less. While their model allows a comparison of 
perceived information content from different sources, it does not look at individual 
preferences to check for a combination of information sources. 
As a summary, the need to investigate the heterogeneity of individuals’ preferences in 
acquiring a bundle of information sources, while it has been acknowledged, is still not 
addressed in the literature. Modelling its acquisition in a combination or portfolio of sources, 
jointly and separately from the travel choice would bring the research in this area in a new 
direction. 
2.3.4 Modelling the use of travel information and its effects 
The diversity of information described previously in terms of attributes and multiple sources 
leads to new avenues to model the effect of information attributes on its own frequency of 
use and effects other than travel change. Ben-Elia and Avineri (2015) provide a 
comprehensive review of responses to travel information. The most commonly investigated 
effect of TI is the change in travel behaviour but other effects have been put forward. 
Information can be seen as a psychological benefit (Peirce and Lappin 2003). Some argue 
that individual behaviour is rather led by the inertia of habit and only a major event would 
make him/her consider change (Triandis 1977; Verplanken et al. 1997). In this respect, the 
role of information would only be confirmatory on regular habitual trips. Kenyon and Lyons 
(2003) claim that the majority of travellers do not consider their modal choice for the 
majority of journeys. Rather, this choice is automatic and habitual. Chorus et al. (2006a) give 
some insights into the effects of providing travel information on car drivers’ choices. Mode 
choices are harder to change than route or departure time choices but if they occur, are 
likely to be stronger in the longer run. They also stipulate that travellers’ acquisition of 
information may not have as much of a positive impact as expected on travel choice. 
Dziekan and Kottenhoff (2007) and Watkins et al. (2011) investigate the reduction in 
perceived waiting times. Chen et al. (1999) look at the impact of the nature of the 
information and its quality on drivers’ compliance with information and Walker (2001) 
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examines the effects of ease-of-use, availability and accuracy using a satisfaction latent 
variable to predict the usage rate of TI services. 
In early literature, Polak and Jones (1993) look at the acquisition of information using a 
logit model to understand the factors influencing this choice. Demographics, and travel 
patterns are studied in a stated experiment, and a comparison of individual responses from 
two European cities is made. Subsequently travel information is looked at as being a choice 
in itself where the frequency of its use can be investigated (Goulias et al. 2004), and this 
research has recently extended to predict the number of different types of sources that a 
driver consults (Jou and Chen 2013). Finally, in recent years, the importance of modelling 
the multiplicity of sources (with various attributes) has been more widely accepted and 
implied in models of travel behaviour change. While some studies still introduce TI as an 
explanatory variable (Chen 2012; Tseng et al. 2013) more complex models have been 
developed, including, for example, several levels of accuracy (Zhang 2012). 
To summarise, the effect of travel information is not only on travel behaviour but also on 
the perceived waiting time, and on the satisfaction and wellbeing of the user: the  
motivation to look for information, may, as well as for the acquisition of additional 
knowledge, link to psychological factors. Such factors should therefore be considered when 
modelling both the information and the travel choice. 
2.3.5 Information and travel as a combined choice 
Until recently, two studies have advanced a joint model of information and travel choice. 
Wang et al. (2009) proposes a two-stage binary probit choice with acquisition of TI and 
change in travel, using a revealed-preference dataset from the Greater Triangle Travel Study 
in North Carolina in 2006. The change in travel by passenger car can be route, time, mode 
choice and trip cancellation. Demographics enter the first utility i.e. for the acquisition of TI, 
while types of sources as well as frequency of use are added in the second specification. 
By modelling them separately, the results imply that travel time indirectly affects TI 
acquisition rather than directly affecting the change. It was found that internet access had 
the strongest association with travel change. This study, therefore, looks at general 
behaviour, modelling the choice of acquiring information as a binary outcome and observing 
the influence of the use of the internet on travel change. Information is usually provided to 
travellers through various sources, however, and an instance of travel change may not be 
linked to general use but to specific information sources consulted for this instance. 
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In another study, Chorus et al. (2013) develop a joint model of information and mode-
service choice (up to two cars with two train options). Using an SP experiment, both options 
of acquiring information or deciding to travel are successive choices that terminate when 
the latter is selected. Different types of information are available: assessing existing 
alternatives (waiting and travel time, cost) or generating a new one, or an early warning 
trigger in case of strong deviation. Both utilities of information and travel alternatives are 
compared by the individual. The decisions of information acquisition and travel choices are 
interpreted in one model “of a single underlying system of preferences and beliefs” (Chorus 
et al. 2013). 
In both models, while information and travel choices are represented jointly, the acquisition 
choice, happening in reality, of using a portfolio of travel information sources is not 
represented. In fact, to the best our knowledge, the choice of a portfolio of sources has not 
been modelled to date. In addition, those models do not differentiate between two 
importantly distinguished contexts: strategic and tactical, which are likely to provoke different 
individual behaviours. The research presented in this thesis, in contrast, not only considers 
each of these contexts separately but also draws a link between them. Indeed, the tactical 
decision relies on previous experience related to the tactical decision. To study the use of 
information fully in both contexts, a thorough data collection process including a general 
use part and a specific instance part is necessary. In order to grasp the experience and 
perception of sources, a revealed preference survey may be preferred. 
2.4 Data collection methodologies in travel information literature 
The studies mentioned above usually used data to empirically test their proposed model. 
This section reviews the various types of data collection methods that are employed and 
discusses the relevance of data collection protocols for specific behavioural models. Table 
2.3 presents a classification of these studies by choice category and data collection type: 
qualitative, revealed-preference (RP), stated preference (SP) and combined RP-SP surveys, 
and simulations. 
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Table 2.3 Data methodologies in travel information literature 
Data collection Choice category/ Analysis Studies on TI exclusively Behaviour change Mode choice Route choice 
Qualitative Focus group, exploratory study  Nyblom (2014) 
Kenyon and Lyons 
(2003)  
Revealed Preference (RP) 
Descriptive statistics 
Dziekan and Kottenhoff 
(2007); Grotenhuis et al. 
(2007) 
Peirce and Lappin 
(2003)  
Moraes Ramos et al. 
(2012); Petrella et al. 
(2014) (no choice, 
context for private 
cars) 
Regression Watkins et al. (2011) Zhang et al. (2008)   
Discrete choice models 
(DCM) 
Goulias et al. (2004); 
Jou and Chen (2013) 
Khattak et al. (2008); 
Wang et al. (2009); Bai 
and Kattan (2014) 
Zhang (2012)  
RP-SP Discrete choice models Walker (2001)  
Pathan et al. (2011); 
Richter and Keuchel 
(2012) 
Bogers et al. (2005) 
Stated Preference (SP) 
(most often computer-
controlled experiment) 
Statistical testing   Verplanken et al. (1997) Lu et al. (2011) 
Discrete choice models  Chorus et al. (2013)  Chen et al. (1999); Ben-Elia et al. (2013) 
Simulation Discrete choice models    Cats and Gkioulou (2015) 
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Few qualitative studies have explored the effect of information on mode choice and 
behaviour change. Amongst quantitative methods, many studies exploring this concept are 
based on descriptive statistics from large-scale data collection using RP surveys. Peirce and 
Lappin (2003) was one of the first articles to utilise empirical datasets on the consequences 
of TI use from different sources, using a panel survey from Seattle with more than 3,000 
individuals. The 2006 Greater Triangle Travel Study includes more than 5,000 respondents 
(Wang et al. 2009), and projects of this scale necessarily benefit from the support of the 
authorities. 
Many studies investigating the effect of specific information attributes on travel behaviour 
use SP data from simulated experiments conveniently to study the sensitivity of these 
attributes (Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan 1991; Chen et al. 1999; Sun et al. 2012; Ben-Elia 
et al. 2013). Route choice models have usually drawn their data from SP computer-aided 
experiments, leading to more control of and sensitivity options for attributes. 
Representing all the realistic conditions offered by an array of information sources (defined 
by providers and/or media) in a simulated experiment, and modelling the actual change in 
behaviour (which could include a variety of options), is challenging however. These contexts 
contain many unobservable parameters influencing the choice, possibly more than in the 
cases of route and mode choices. The data collection is mainly based on stated 
experiments; but these undoubtedly fail to capture real-life attitudes and perceptions towards 
information services through various sources. 
Lately, the field of travel information using discrete choice modelling is also developing RP 
surveys to include travel information as attributes (Goulias et al. 2004; Khattak et al. 2008; 
Wang et al. 2009; Jou and Chen 2013; Bai and Kattan 2014). Zhang et al. (2008) and 
Watkins et al. (2011) use regressions to model ridership frequencies and waiting time 
predictions, respectively, using data from RP surveys. The RP method seems more 
appropriate to collect data in the context of travel information sources and behaviour 
change but, as discussed in section 2.3.2, these works focus only on one or two attributes 
and do not acknowledge the multiplicity of TI sources. Despite using an RP questionnaire, 
therefore, this research attempts to grasp an array of source attributes perceived by 
travellers by developing an extremely detailed questionnaire, and to recreate the context of 
choices in the conditions they occurred. 
RP-SP surveys are also common methodologies to study mode and route choices, they allow 
realistic contexts and patterns to be associated with designed experiments (Bogers et al. 
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2005; Pathan et al. 2011; Richter and Keuchel 2012). As explained earlier, however, these 
studies bring much detail to the study of a few attributes, but fail to provide a real 
perception of information branded in various sources, and its actual use in specific 
instances, which cannot easily be recreated in the hypothetical situation of an SP survey. In 
order to collect a sensible dataset regarding the use of information sources and report 
travel behaviour change, from the type of change to the change in activity, a revealed-
preference (RP) survey therefore presents the best advantages. In order to convey the 
context of both strategic and tactical decisions, an experiential-oriented approach and the 
use of retrospective events can help respondents recreate and recall their observations and 
actions. 
2.5 Background literature conclusions 
In this chapter, the background literature has been reviewed in order to explore the current 
practice in respect to the research objectives articulated in Chapter 1. The literature on 
information searches in general consumer behaviour was studied, and the literature on travel 
information in relation to travel behaviour was classified by context and choice. The 
evolution in the way information is modelled in travel literature was described and the type 
of data collection was reviewed depending on the type of information and travel model. 
This section sheds light on the advances and research gaps in the field of information and 
travel behaviour. Although an extensive literature exists about the influence of information on 
travel choices, there are still fundamental research gaps in this area. These gaps represent 
research challenges that constitute a strong motivation for undertaking this research: 
• The impact of travel information has rather been treated as a single piece of 
information. It usually is taken into account either as a way to compare travel 
behaviours in its presence, or as an attribute influencing travel choice, or as a single 
choice of source. Researchers have started to acknowledge the importance of the 
multiplicity of sources consulted. Recently a few studies have been looking at models 
that are slightly more realistic, and consider a joint model of information and travel 
behaviour (Wang et al. 2009; Chorus et al. 2013). 
• The choice for a traveller to acquire a portfolio of information sources, characterised 
by their media providers, has not yet been investigated. Both the variety of sources 
and the amount of use, influenced by demographics and travel patterns, needs more 
attention. 
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• While a very few studies consider information acquisition when a disruption occurs, 
many other studies just assume disrupted conditions because information is being 
consulted. This is an invalid assumption, however, since information can serve to 
reassure, confirm or guide a traveller. Travel information acquisition in a strategic, i.e. 
regular commuting, context, as opposed to a tactical context, i.e. under disruption 
(moderate delay), is not always clarified in the literature. Both contexts need to be 
analysed and compared. 
• The effects of the characteristics and the use of travel information at the individual 
scale have not yet been thoroughly investigated. Some of the TI source 
characteristics include the monetary and cognitive costs, frequency of use, the 
familiarity, the perceived reliability, the perceived credibility, the trip stage, etc. Some 
of the individual characteristics include their use of technology, their motivation 
towards the need for information, their experience with information, etc. 
• When using data to validate models, simulation and computer-based stated 
preference survey are commonly used to take sensitivity of information attributes 
into account. Few models are estimated with revealed preference surveys. These, 
however, allow to capture more realistic preferences and offer the opportunity to 
explore the potential of an innovative form of data collection. 
This chapter has served to articulate the gaps that this thesis aims to address, in 
accordance with the research objectives. The conceptual framework in Chapter 4 is 
elaborated based on the findings of this chapter, and the data collection protocol in 
Chapter 5 was partly selected based on conclusions from this chapter. 
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Chapter 3. Exploratory study on travel 
information acquisition and use 
In this chapter, preliminary studies assist in investigating and refining the initial idea on 
modelling information and travel choice. While limited data is available, one of the few 
relevant available datasets allows us to explore travel information acquisition in travel 
behaviour by conducting preliminary analyses that benefit this research. 
Firstly, an overview of available datasets and their relevance to an ideal dataset is described 
in section 3.1. Secondly, in section 3.2, two analyses using the best dataset existing on the 
topic, and their results, are used to gain insights on the acquisition and use of travel 
information. The first study aims to quantify the impact of individual characteristics and 
travel patterns on the acquisition of travel information by media. The second study looks at 
three regressions and their predictive performance to estimate the frequency of use, the 
satisfaction level associated with the source and finally the travel behaviour change. The 
outcomes of this chapter are integrated into and influence the subsequent work reported in 
Chapter 4 for the conceptual framework and Chapter 5 for the data collection. 
3.1 Data availability 
Many existing datasets are available online containing surveys or diaries for a wide array of 
topics: travel behaviour, travel information and attitudes to travel. Table 3.1 presents these 
datasets and their main characteristics including their accessibility. The main issue is that 
these datasets are usually isolated by topics, surveying different populations of individuals. 
To investigate the use of travel information, a unique dataset grouping travel information, 
travel attitude and behaviour is necessary. Several methods exist for data pooling or data 
fusion, i.e. to “merge” the datasets. D'Orazio et al. (2006) explains that, by using statistical 
matching, it is possible to statistically impute the missing data using standard inferential 
procedures.1 Although the advantage of statistical matching is to obtain one huge dataset 
                              
1 For example, the Office for National Statistics Internet Access Module contains demographics and 
questions about Internet use, including some about travel information use. The London Travel Demand 
Survey contains demographics regarding demographics and travel patterns. Demographics are the set 
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grouping variables from various categories across the same population of individuals, many 
questions are raised about the validity of its application.2 In addition to the uncertainties 
lying in the statistical matching literature (D'Orazio et al. 2006), it is not probable that such 
a synthetic dataset could be a better than a new survey questionnaire used for data 
collection. 
Most relevant existing datasets are listed in Table 3.1. The Scottish Household Survey (SHS) 
is the only one containing an extensive questionnaire on travel information sources that is 
readily available in the public domain. In addition to demographics and travel patterns, it 
includes many variables relating to awareness, acquisition and use of travel information 
about three different sources. It has the further advantages of being readily available, of 
having surveyed a large number of individuals and of avoiding statistical matching methods. 
It was therefore deemed sufficient for use as a preliminary study. 
The Scottish Household Survey (Scottish Government 2010) is a cross-sectional survey 
undertaken by the Government of Scotland that collects information on individual and 
household demographics, individual travel behaviour (via a 24-hour travel diary drawn from 
eight waves conducted between 1999 and 2008). In addition, and critically from the 
perspective of the current study, it collects information on the nature of the travel 
information sources consulted by travellers. The entire dataset consists of information on 
27,238 households and 24,615 individuals from the 2007/2008 SHS dataset. 
In the following preliminary studies, the effect of demographics and travel patterns are 
examined on the acquisition and use of travel information. These variables, which are also 
specific to Traffic Scotland (TS) are used for the analysis in subsection 3.2.3 and are listed 
and described in Appendix A. 
 
                                                                                           
of common variables. Internet use and travel patterns are the set of variables that are not jointly 
observed and could be imputed. 
2 It assumes that both sets of variables that are not jointly observed are independent given the set of 
common variables. This is the conditional independence assumption. In this case, the assumption could 
be easily challenged since Internet and information use may be related. 
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Table 3.1 Potential datasets 
Country Acronym Name Source 
Datasets of relevance  
(in addition to 
demographics) 
Availability Year Respondents 
UK SHS Scottish Household Survey3 Economic and Social Data Service, ESDS 
Travel information, travel 
behaviour, ICT use Online 2007-2008  27,238  
UK NTS National Travel Survey Statistics 
Department for Transport 
/ National and official 
statistics 
Travel behaviour Online 2002-2010  20,000+  
UK LTDS London Travel Demand Survey4 Transport for London Travel behaviour Upon permission 2005-2013  38,800 
UK ICT ONS internet Access Module ESDS ICT use Online 2010   3,307  
UK NPS National Passenger Survey National Passenger Survey, NTS Travel behaviour Online - -  
UK Att. Transp. 
Statistics on public attitudes 
to transport from NTS Travel behaviour Online - -  
UK UKTUS UK Time Use Survey ESDS ICT use Online 2000  20,981  
UK CC&T Climate Change and Transport Choices UK government, GOV.UK Travel behaviour, ICT use Online 2010   3,923  
UK BSA British Social Attitudes NatCen Social Research ICT use Online 2010   3,297  
UK Census Census 2011 Office for National Statistics 
Travel behaviour (regional 
level) Upon permission 2011 -  
UK IPSOS NHT survey IPSOS Mori  (private company) 
Travel behaviour, travel 
information Private - -  
US NHTS National Household Travel Surveys 
United States Department 
of Transportation, USDOT Travel behaviour Online 2009 308,901 
US WOC Work-Optimism-Cars Pew Research Center Travel behaviour Online 2008   2,260  
US Mob. Mobility Pew Research Center Travel behaviour, ICT use Online 2006   2,003  
                              
3 Chosen for the exploratory study developed in this chapter. 
4 The LTDS dataset was used in the sample comparison with the survey data collected as described in 5.5.2. 
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Demographic variables such as age, income and travel pattern (frequency of car driving) are 
continuous variables and are scaled back in amplitude to respect the relative homogeneity 
of scale across all variables. The degree of familiarity (and unfamiliarity) of respondents with 
the Traffic Scotland (TS) information source was determined by calculating the proportional 
number of correct (and wrong) information features mentioned by the respondents out of all 
the information features provided by Traffic Scotland. 
3.2 Preliminary analyses on SHS data 
This section presents an initial empirical application as part of this research, using data 
from the Scottish Household Survey (SHS). It serves as a preliminary analysis to get more 
insights about how individuals use and process travel information. Two studies are examined 
in this section, the first one investigating the acquisition of travel information by media type 
(traditional and technological). The second one looking at the use of travel information, its 
perceived usefulness and its effect on travel behaviour. 
3.2.1 Relevance of the preliminary analyses for the main analyses 
The analyses presented in this chapter contributes significantly to the subsequent work both 
in terms of clarifying the requirements for new data collection and highlighting areas in 
which improvements in existing modelling approaches are needed. These developments are 
described in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Table 3.2 emphasises the key outcomes from the 
preliminary analyses that were pertinent for subsequent analyses. 
The dataset was five years old when used for preliminary analyses in Chapter 3. It is slightly 
out–of-date because travel information was not disseminated using as many digital channels 
(or sources) as nowadays. However, this chapter was a necessary first step for subsequent 
complex analyses in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. As explained in details in the Table 3.2, each 
study from Chapter 3 helped: 
- to shape the data collection protocol (i.e. defining the granularity of travel and information 
alternatives, and the nature of attributes, and narrowing down the travel context) and; 
- to define the modelling specification (i.e. avoiding endogeneity, choosing an appropriate 
selection of explanatory variables and the way they are included in utility). 
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Table 3.2 Relevant links between Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 and 7 
Chapter 3 Key outcomes relevant 
for subsequent modelling 
Chapter 6 and 7 
Acquisition of TI using 
specific channel types: 
none, traditional, 
technological or both. 
Multinomial logistic 
regression 
Lack of differentiation 
between sources for 
traditional and 
technological  
 
Acquisition of TI sources 
Multinomial logistic 
regression 
Differentiation between 5 
sources and their 
combinations 
 
Frequency of use of a TI 
source 
Poisson regression 
Lack of data regarding TI 
use (frequency, monetary 
and cognitive cost, trip 
stage consulted, etc.) 
Consumption of TI sources 
(using frequency of use) 
MDCEV 
Inclusion of TI attributes at 
the source level 
Satisfaction with TI  
Ordinal regression  
Only one measure of 
satisfaction (Likert scale) 
Not modelled but included 
as an explanatory variable, 
obtained from a component 
analysis of various 
satisfaction scores 
Change in travel behaviour 
in the last month 
Binary logit regression 
Lack of specificity for 
change in behaviour 
(binary change concerned 
only if it occurred in last 
2 months following TI 
use) 
Change in travel plans, 
which includes 3 other 
travel options 
Multinomial Logit models 
Specific case of disruption 
and subsequent change to 
different travel plans 
3.2.2 Acquisition of travel information by media channel 
The analysis explained in this subsection looks at modelling the choice of using a 
combination of travel information sources.5 The sources are categorised by media type: 
traditional and technology oriented. Descriptive statistics, modelling results and conclusions 
are presented. 
                              
5 The acquisition of travel information sources by media was investigated and results were presented 
at the European Association for Research in Transportation (hEART) conference in 2013; the study was 
extended to investigate interactions of explanatory variables for the use of different media for travel 
information. The work in this subsection was presented at the Transport Research Arena (TRA) 
conference in May 2014: “Understanding the revolution in travel information: A model of information 
source acquisition and use”. It is included in the 2014 TRA proceedings and the paper corresponding 
to the presentation is available at: 
http://tra2014.traconference.eu/papers/pdfs/TRA2014_Fpaper_18484.pdf 
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3.2.2.1 Acquisition of TI by media channel: traditional and technology oriented 
alternatives 
The data used for the subsequent analyses consists of responses from 3,239 individuals 
from the 2007/2008 SHS dataset. The SHS questionnaire asked respondents how they 
sought travel information before setting out on a journey during the last month. The 
respondents could answer any combination of 14 responses depicting ways they acquired 
(or not) information before travelling, which would bring a power set of 16,384 possible 
outcomes. Keeping all different combinations derived from those 14 information sources as 
alternatives implies complex computations and results that would have been difficult to 
interpret. The alternative set was simplified down to four alternatives, in Table 3.3, 
categorised by the media channel(s) used to access information. The last alternative joining 
information sources from both media channels is considered uncorrelated with individuals 
choosing one or the other media. We assume that, by selecting a mix of options, those 
individuals manage the way they check information differently. Another analysis including 
correlation amongst alternatives could be investigated in future work. Table 3.3 shows the 
choice set for each respondent and describes the type of media sources included in each 
alternative. 
Table 3.3 Choice of travel information media: descriptive statistics by alternative 
Alternative Information sources per alternative 
Number 
of times 
chosen 
Percentage of 
times chosen 
1 no information 
consulted (reference) 
Never go to unfamiliar places 
Know the route 1231 38% 
2 traditional way to 
consult information 
Road map/schedule 
Asked a friend 
Someone else plans the route for me 
Phoned the AA or RAC 
Phoned Traveline 
Contacted the venue/attraction 
Never planned, relied on road signs 
797 25% 
3 technological way to 
consult information 
Used journey planner on internet 
Used Transport Direct internet portal 
Checked Teletext for roadworks/congestion 
Used Satellite Navigation such as Tom Tom 
Used Traveline web-site 
396 12% 
4 both traditional and 
technological ways All sources from alternative 2 and 3 815 25% 
In this study, individual demographics characterise the choice of travel information per 
media category. In the SHS survey, familiar and unfamiliar trips were not differentiated 
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because individuals did not answer for a particular trip but for their way-of-life in general. 
The question therefore encompassed all types of trips and the proportion of unfamiliar trips 
was negligible. Ideally, and for future investigation, a dataset including travel information 
associated with a specific trip would allow trips to be distinguished by purpose. 
3.2.2.2 Acquisition of TI by media channel: modelling results 
The logistic regression was estimated6 for the following categorical information source 
choices: traditional travel information (alternative 2), technology-related information 
(alternative 3) and a mix of traditional and technology (alternative 4) with respect to no 
information sought (alternative 1). The results are presented in Table 3.4. Although the 
overall fit of the model, as measured by rho-squared, is modest, indicating the presence of 
significant unobserved influences, a number of significant effects associated with the 
included explanatory variables are identified. 
Table 3.4 Acquisition of travel information by media channel: modelling estimates 
 
Traditional information 
source 
Technology information 
source 
Both traditional and 
technological 
Variable Β t-test β t-test β t-test 
Constants -0.681 -2.46 -2.340 -5.61 -2.270 -6.75 
Age 0.003 0.08 -0.212 -4.17 -0.150 -3.68 
Female 0.004 0.04 -0.184 -1.49 0.002 0.02 
Income 0.044 1.34 0.141 4.47 0.125 4.25 
Education: category 1 0.252 1.92 0.217 1.02 0.544 3.03 
Education: category 2 0.477 3.53 0.653 3.12 1.200 6.82 
Education: category 3 0.315 1.65 0.600 1.74 0.530 1.78 
Internet use 0.063 0.57 1.730 7.40 1.500 9.02 
Sedentary lifestyle -0.005 -0.12 -0.117 -1.72 -0.164 -3.06 
Car use frequency -0.918 -2.10 0.573 0.88 1.260 2.40 
PT use frequency 3.570 3.69 1.700 1.17 3.840 3.47 
Congestion experience 
frequency 
-0.619 -1.37 1.490 2.85 1.330 3.07 
Bolded values are significant at the 95% confidence level. 
Reference alternative: No information consulted 
Observations 3,239 
Initial Log-Likelihood -4490.2 
Final Log-Likelihood -3850.5 
Log-Likelihood ratio 1279.3 
Rho-square 0.142 
Adjusted rho-square 0.134 
                              
6 Using BIOGEME v1.8, Bierlaire, M. (2003). BIOGEME: a free package for the estimation of discrete 
choice models. Swiss Transport Research Conference. 
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Since this model is a logistic regression, the constants or intercepts represent the mean 
response value of the outcome if all factors were set to zero. However, not all factors may 
be able to be set to zero, in which case they cannot be sensibly interpreted. 
The female variable does not show any significant results for any of the alternatives. The 
internet dummy parameter unsurprisingly infers that using the internet strongly increases the 
likelihood of respondents seeking information from at least one technological source: 
alternative 3, technology-related information or alternative 4, a mix of traditional and 
technology. This is expected, as they would already be familiar with these devices. With 
respect to no education, respondents with some education level are slightly more likely to 
use a mix of information channels. Individuals with higher education are significantly more 
likely to use at least a traditional channel, or a technological way or, even more, a mix of 
ways to acquire travel information. For category 3, no significant results were found as this 
category probably includes a group with heterogeneous levels of education. A higher income 
is positively linked with a higher probability of choosing information sources using 
technology or a mix of sources (alternative 3 and 4), probably due to a better affordability 
and familiarity of these devices. The age parameter confirms that senior respondents may in 
general be more reticent to use new technology devices. Respondents who have lived in one 
place for many years are less likely to use a mix of information sources, probably due to 
the habit of following the same source for a long time. Car and public transport (PT) use 
frequencies are the number of times that respondents use, respectively, their car and public 
transport in a month. Frequent car users are less likely to use traditional channels than not 
look for travel information, and more likely to access information via a mix of traditional 
and technological means. As they get familiar and experienced on the road, frequent car or 
public transport users may need to use a combination of different sources to reduce 
information uncertainty, as they may encounter more congestion. Frequent PT users are 
more likely to use at least one traditional media such as asking relatives, or getting 
information from stations/stops. They may also look for additional information using 
technology, favouring this way over a mix of sources. Finally, individuals were asked how 
often they would experience congestion using their main mode of transport and it was 
found that those experiencing frequent congestion were more likely to use technology-
related sources to seek travel information. 
In order to compare the relative magnitudes of the effect of variables on the choice of 
travel information sources, elasticities for the probabilities of the alternatives with respect to 
attributes were calculated and graphically represented in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Elasticity values of alternative probabilities with respect to attributes 
Few parameter values of the variables influencing respondents to acquire information using 
traditional sources (alternative 2) are statistically significant. Car use has the least weak 
effect, followed by the use of public transport and having a higher education but all of their 
magnitudes are low relative to elasticities across all alternatives. For alternative 3, the 
percentage change in the probability of using traditional ways to acquire information is 
greater when associated with percent change in variables such as internet, age and income 
as compare to others. For alternative 4, all parameter values are statistically significant and 
with a large magnitude. The percentage increase in probability of using a mix of ways to 
look for travel information is strongly related with a percentage increase in variables for 
internet use indicator, income and car use and a percentage decrease in age. In general, 
the internet use indicator, the age and the income of respondents are the variables that 
have higher effect on the choice of media category for travel information sources. 
3.2.2.3 Acquisition of TI by media channel: conclusions 
The preliminary results shown in these analyses are intuitively coherent. Internet use, age 
and income are shown to be the factors with the largest effect on the type of media that 
respondents use to acquire travel information. The internet use dummy coded variable is 
highly significant with a strong effect. An issue could be that if respondents have the 
internet available, they would use it by default and this may bring a problem of self-
selection to the model. Another issue could be the aspect of causality between information 
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and travel. In particular, the choice set of transport modes is strongly determined by 
availability and therefore dictates specific sources of information, but the final choice 
amongst different modes could be strongly dependent on information. This simple analysis 
still provides detailed and valuable user profiles per source. These conclusions are important 
for transport demand modellers who need to be aware of those factors that play a role in 
travel information and change behaviour that do not usually appear in those models. One of 
the next steps towards improving the model would be to add alternative attributes related to 
information sources and consider model structures that allow the representation of the 
simultaneous acquisition of a bundle of sources and their frequency of use. 
3.2.3 Use of travel information, its usefulness and its effect on travel 
behaviour 
The work presented in this subsection7 focuses on the use of travel information, its 
perceived usefulness and subsequent change(s) in travel plans. Multiple regressions are 
conducted to identify factors (demographics, information attributes, familiarity with source) 
affecting the consumption (frequency of consulting Traffic Scotland) and perception 
(usefulness rate) of the information source and the change or not in travel plans. The 
empirical application using the SHS data is structured to show frequencies and descriptive 
statistics, exploratory results and prediction performance. We assume that respondents are 
“settled” in their way of selecting, acquiring and using travel information, such that their 
learning process is now “stabilised” and would not change in the lapse time considered. 
3.2.3.1 Use, perceived usefulness and effect of TI on travel behaviour: modelling 
overview 
The three separate regression models displayed in Figure 3.2 are estimated. The purpose is 
to determine which of the explanatory variables affect (and how much) the following aspects: 
travel information usage, usefulness satisfaction level and effect on travel behaviour. The 
impact of demographic, internet and travel patterns, as well as characteristics of the 
respondents with respect to the information source are analysed quantitatively in order to 
identify statistically significant effects. 
                              
7 The acquisition and consumption of travel information and its effect on travel behaviour was studied 
and presented at the Universities' Transport Study Group (UTSG) conference in 2014. The work in this 
subsection is included in the 2014 UTSG proceedings and the paper corresponding to the presentation 
is available at:  http://www.utsg.net/web/uploads/conference_papers/2014/362%20Marechal.pdf 
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The empirical analysis is two-fold. First, the exploratory results are interpreted separately to 
understand which factors influence the three different aspects of information acquisition and 
use. Secondly, those choices are sequentially predicted using the estimated regression 
models’ parameters, and evaluated based on their predictive performance. In order to 
implement these, a random sample of 80% of the dataset was used to estimate parameters, 
while the remaining 20% allowed a comparison between these predictions and the actual 
choices. Significance tests and goodness of fit measures were derived from the random 
sample, and interpreted at the 95% confidence level. 
 
Figure 3.2 Model overview: acquisition and consumption of travel information and its effect on travel 
behaviour 
For each of the models, a prediction performance test was conducted. The goodness of fit, 
explanatory power and prediction ability of the regressions were tested using different 
General Demographics 
•Age, Gender, Income, Education 
•Internet use, car use frequency 
•Information access media 
•Information sought 
•Familiarity with information source 
Frequency of travel information 
consulted 
•Frequency of use of Traffic Scotland 
(TS) per month using Poisson loglinear 
Perceived level of information 
usefulness 
•Level of general usefulness as rated 
by respondent using Ordinal logistics 
Change (or not) in travel behaviour 
•Change (yes/no) made by 
respondents based on consulted 
information using Binary logistic 
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measures. Choice probabilities were calculated based on the dataset containing the 
remaining 20% of the population sample. Predicted choices were obtained using random 
draws concerning the choice probabilities given by the regression estimations. Each of the 
actual dependent variables is compared to choices obtained by prediction based on 
estimated regression. The Percent Correctly Predicted (PCP), the rho-squares and the 
difference in calculated market shares using the sample enumeration method are discussed. 
3.2.3.2 Use, perceived usefulness and effect of TI on travel behaviour: descriptive 
statistics 
The data used in this study is part of the SHS. After examination of the full dataset, only 
respondents who were asked about the Traffic Scotland (TS) source of travel information 
were kept so as to obtain the maximum number of observations to all the questions raised 
in this section. The analysis principally focuses on private vehicle users. This dataset is 
accordingly reduced to 292 cases, which is a small but still reasonable sample for the 
analysis conducted, and for which all the travel information data of interest is available. 
Table 3.5 Descriptive statistics for dependent variables 
Dependent variable description N Percent 
TS use 
Frequency of information consultation, in times 
per month, calculated from the original ordinal-
scaled response 
292 
Mean: 7.17 [13.3] 
Min-Max: 1-60 
General usefulness 
of Traffic Scotland 
Cat. 1: Very useful 97 33.2% 
Cat. 2: Fairly useful 165 56.5% 
Cat. 3: Not very useful 23 7.9% 
Cat. 4: Not at all useful 7 2.4% 
Travel behaviour 
Yes, respondent made at least a journey change 
(time departure, route or mode) as a result of 
information from Traffic Scotland in the last 
month 
164 56.2% 
No, respondent did not make any changes 128 43.8% 
The variables used in this analysis are categorical or continuous (Table 3.5). Demographics 
include education, gender and internet use. Variables related to the use of the information 
source are the type of TS information consulted by respondents and the media they would 
potentially use to access this information. In addition, respondents were asked how useful 
the information provided by TS is in general. Finally, they were asked if they had made any 
journey changes as result of information in the last month. 
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3.2.3.3 Frequency of information use: modelling results and prediction performance 
The parameter values and t-tests for this explanatory variable are obtained from a Poisson 
log linear regression (fixed number of occurrences in a day and non-negative integer values). 
It specifies a Poisson as the distribution of the outcome variable and a Log as the link 
function between the mean and the linear predictor. Modelling results are displayed in Table 
3.6. 
Table 3.6 Frequency of travel information use fitting a Poisson log linear regression 
Parameter β t-test 
Frequency of information consulted 
(Intercept) 
1.274 7.11 
Education category 3*: A-level 
equivalent or higher 
.013  0.13  
Education category 2*: any other 
degree or professional qualification 
.351  3.72  
Female .024  0.48  
Internet use -.551 -4.64  
Age .019  1.00  
Income -.136 -9.24  
Frequency of driving a car 3.974  12.54  
Familiar degree with info. source -.433 -1.83  
Unfamiliarity degree with info. 
source 
1.885 7.68  
Info content: Journey .580  12.78  
Info content: Roadworks -.370 -7.56  
Info content: Delays .301  6.01  
Info content: CCTV .609  11.92  
Info content: Weather .325  6.42  
Info content: Other -.624 -8.24  
Info channel: Terminals -.430 -5.98  
Info channel: Phone .193  3.64  
Info channel: TV/radio -.365 -6.81  
Info channel: Others -.117 -1.66  
*Education category 1 (reference): no qualification 
Log Likelihood: -2076.36 
Null Log Likelihood: -2510.66 
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) 4192.73 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 4266.26 
The following socio-demographic variables do not seem to affect any of the dependent 
variables as their parameters are not statistically significant for any of the three regressions 
tested in this study: education (category 3, A-levels or higher), female and age. As expected, 
internet usage greatly increases the likelihood of respondents consulting Traffic Scotland’s 
travel information. Respondents with a level of education from any professional qualification 
to A-level equivalent degrees (category 2) are more likely to often look for travel 
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information than respondents without qualification (category 1, served as reference). The 
parameter for income is significant at the 95% confidence level. The higher the individual 
income is, the less frequently they would look at Traffic Scotland’s information. This 
“disinterest” for information acquisition is proportional to revenues. One can argue that a 
higher value of time would encourage a desire to avoid travel delays (associated with a 
higher income). A preference towards other activities than information search, acquisition 
and use (such as working remotely) could explain the sign of this taste parameter. While the 
familiarity variable was insignificant, the degree of unfamiliarity towards TS seems to 
encourage respondents to use information more frequently. This may be counter-intuitive but 
we could understand that some travellers are still exploring this source. All parameters for 
acquired information types are statistically significant. Some types of information sources (i.e. 
CCTV videos, journey, weather conditions and delays) are, in that order, increasingly more 
likely to be checked, while road works and other types of information (i.e. just browsing, 
Park&Ride, Public Transport websites, other travel websites) are less often checked. All 
parameters associated with the media used to consult TS information are significant at 95% 
confidence except for the “others” category which is barely used by respondents (16%). 
Respondents using their phone (call, internet) are likely to acquire information often, 
probably due to the “personalised” aspect of this media, while open, passive sources 
accessed via TV/radio and terminals are less preferred. The results also suggest that 
frequent car drivers consult TS information more often, at the 99% confidence level. 
However, drawing conclusions regarding causal mechanisms in this case must be done with 
caution, since there is clearly some ambiguity regarding whether higher trip frequency 
causes higher frequency of information consultation or more frequent information 
consultation itself influences trip frequency.   
This is an example of an endogeneity problem. Endogeneity issues arise when the systematic 
component of a model is correlated with the random utility component. Under these 
circumstances, standard estimation procedures, relying on independence of errors, can lead 
to inconsistent (biased) parameter estimates (Train 2009). Several circumstances can give 
rise to endogeneity, including simultaneity problems (such as might arise in this case), 
measurement errors, selection mechanisms or other forms of pathological covariance 
structure. In particular, in the model in Table 3.6, the explanatory variable “frequency of 
driving a car” might be correlated with the error term in the Poisson log linear regression 
for the frequency of TI use. 
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There is a significant literature discussing issues of endogeneity and causal inferences 
(Heckman 2005; Pearl 2009). In the case of models based on panel data, several prediction-
based tests (e.g. a Granger causality test or a weighting approach for time-series cross-
sectional data (Blackwell and Glynn 2013)) can be used to diagnose and treat the effects of 
endogeneity. However, in the case of models based on cross-sectional data, the scope for 
diagnosis and treatment is more limited (Green 2007). The most widely accepted methods 
are those based on the use of instrumental variables (IV), in which explanatory variables  
that are potentially affected by endogeneity are replaced by an estimate, which usually is 
based on an auxiliary regression undertaken using explanators that are believed to be 
uncorrelated with the error term in the main model (Nakamura and Nakamura 1981). The 
aim of this process is to reduce biases in the estimation of the main model parameters, 
albeit at the cost of a loss of precision (due to extra error introduced in the auxiliary 
regression) and the possibility of new sources of bias being introduced as a result of weak 
instruments. The method employed in this case is a two-stage least square (2SLS) method. 
The first stage is an auxiliary regression for the suspected endogenous variable, and the 
second stage is the full regression including the predictions from the auxiliary regression 
estimation. A Wu statistic test is applied to compare the parameter of the suspected 
variable in the original and the one obtained 2SLS regression. Finding appropriate 
instruments is usually the most difficult task in IV approaches (Bound et al. 1995). In this 
case, a good candidate for an instrumental variable must be highly correlated with the 
frequency of driving but not with the frequency of consulting information sources. Table 3.7 
shows correlation coefficients between frequency of driving and a number of IV candidates 
including the number of available cars, the employment status of individuals, the number of 
kids or the rural/urban location.  
Table 3.7 Correlations with the frequency of car driving 
 
Number of car(s) 
available 
Number of 
children in 
household 
Employment 
status 
Urban/rural 
classification 
Pearson Correlation 0.224** 0.066 0.175** 0.088 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.219 0.001 0.098 
N=353 observations 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Significant correlation coefficients demonstrate that the number of car available and 
employment status are correlated with the frequency of driving a car. The first stage is a 
linear regression with the potential endogenous variable as a dependent variable. The 
estimation results for this auxiliary model are shown in Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8 Auxiliary regression model for Frequency of consulting TI  
  β t-test 
Partial 
F-value 
F-sig. 
Constant 0.163 10.5   
Number of cars 0.034 4.6 11.31 0.000 
Employment status (yes=1) 0.042 3.7 20.16 0.000 
F-value 14.45   0.000 
R Square 0.086    Adjusted R Square 0.081     
The auxiliary regression model shown in Table 3.8 includes significant effects associated with 
the number of cars and employment status but has a low overall fit, suggesting that the 
instruments are relatively weak. The adequacy of instruments is an important issue in IV 
methods, since it has been shown that if instruments are very weak, there is the possibility 
of biases being introduced through the IV approach itself (Bound et al. 1995). Staiger and 
Stock (1997) investigated the issue of weak instruments and suggested that, as a general 
rule-of-thumb, one should only proceed with IV estimation if the F-value in the auxiliary 
regression and the partial F-value for each instrument are greater than 10. The values in 
this case are 14.45 for the overall regression, and 11.31 and 20.16 respectively for 
instruments number of cars and the employment status, suggesting that the instruments are 
indeed somewhat strong, and that the IV approach might be valid in these circumstances.  
Table 3.9 shows the results of the Poisson regression model for information consultation 
frequency based on the IV approach. The Hausman-Wu test8 is used for the hypothesis that 
the estimator of the predicted variable is zero. For this specific case, the t-test on the 
prediction is 6.62, so the F statistic with 1 instrument and 289 degrees of freedom (292 
observations minus 2 predictors under suspicion minus one) is 43.82. The critical value for 
the F distribution is 6.63, so the null hypothesis is rejected. The F-test fails to reject the 
hypothesis so the predictor “frequency of car” should be considered exogenous and 
parameter estimates unbiased. 
Comparing the results shown in Table 3.6 and Table 3.9, we see that, as expected, the 
overall model fit and the precision of individual parameter estimates is reduced. However, 
the general pattern of the magnitude and sign of the parameters is similar. In particular, the 
parameter associated with frequency of car driving remains positive and strongly significant 
                              
8 The Hausman-Wu test is a simple test for endogeneity Greene, W.H. (2003). "Econometric analysis, 
5th." Ed.. Upper Saddle River, NJ.. The null hypothesis of no endogeneity considers the predicted 
variable as an irrelevant additional variable. The model under the alternative is the augmented model 
including the prediction using instruments for the K* explanatories under suspicion of endogeneity. The 
statistic is an F-test with K* and N-K*-1 degrees of freedom (N is number of observations). 
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but its estimated value does increase from 3.97 to 5.82 (a difference that is significant at 
the 5% level according to the Wu-Hausman test) suggesting that the original model may 
have been affected by some attenuation bias, due to endogeneity. However, the general 
conclusions and implications from the model of information consultation frequency are not 
materially affected by the IV treatment for endogeneity.  
Table 3.9 Frequency of consulting TI (IV-based estimates) 
Parameter β t-test 
Intercept     0.81      3.22  
Education category 3*: A-level equivalent or 
higher     0.03      0.32  
Education category 2*: any other degree or 
professional qualification     0.10      1.18  
Female -   0.10  -   2.21  
Internet use -   0.34  -   3.09  
Age     0.04      2.48  
Income -   0.15  -  10.33  
Predicted frequency of driving a car    5.84     6.62  
Familiar degree with info. Source -   0.33  -   1.48  
Unfamiliarity degree with info. Source -   1.31  -   5.90  
Info content: Journey     0.57     13.51  
Info content: Roadworks -   0.47  -  10.40  
Info content: Delays     0.48     10.38  
Info content: CCTV     0.50     10.68  
Info content: Weather     0.25      5.19  
Info content: Other -   0.48  -   6.88  
Info channel: Terminals -   0.28  -   4.09  
Info channel: Phone -   0.01  -   0.28  
Info channel: TV/radio -   0.20  -   3.83  
Info channel: Others -   0.35  -   5.35  
*Education category 1 (reference): no qualification 
Log Likelihood: -2160.50  
Null Log Likelihood: -2510.6 
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC): 4361.01 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): 4434.55 
 
3.2.3.4 Further investigation of the treatment of information consultation frequency 
Although the models of information consultation frequency presented so far provide 
plausible insights, we note that they provide rather a poor fit to the underlying data. Table 
3.10 compares the actual frequency of travel information consultation (response from the 
SHS survey) with frequency predictions using the Poisson regression, based on the 
parameter estimates given in Table 3.6 
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Table 3.10 Actual versus estimated frequency of travel information consultation 
Actual 
frequency 
(times per 
month) 
Predicted frequency of information 
acquisition 
(times per month) 
1 2 4 8 20 Total 
1 6 6 8 9 5 34 
2 1 3 2 1 2 9 
4 1 1 3 
  
5 
8 1 
 
2 3 1 7 
20 
 
1 2 
 
1 4 
60 
   
2 
 
2 
Total 9 11 17 15 9 61 
In general, the fit is quite poor with a Percent Correctly Predicted of only 21.3% and a 
clear tendency for consultation frequency to be overestimated, especially in cases where 
travellers check Traffic Scotland once per month. Whilst this might be due to the effect of 
specification errors such measurement error or missing explanators, it is also important to 
recall that, as described in Table 3.5, the computed frequency used as a dependent variable 
in our model is derived from an underlying ordinal survey question. It is possible that 
translating the underlying ordinal scale to a monthly frequency count introduces 
unwarranted distortions in the data. To explore this issue, Table 3.11 shows an ordinal 
regression on the frequency of use, with the same explanators as included in the Poisson 
log linear regression presented in Table 3.9 and include the instrumented variable. 
Comparing the results shown in Table 3.6, Table 3.9 and Table 3.11, we see that the lower 
information content in the ordinal dependent variable leads to improved fit (as measured by 
AIC and BIC) but reduced precision in the estimation of parameter values. However, subject 
to this overall trend, the general pattern of estimated parameter signs, relative values and 
significance is very similar to those from the earlier Poisson regression and IV models. For 
example, the variable of interest, the predicted frequency of car driving is significant with the 
Poisson regression but not with the ordinal regression. However, an ordinal regression with 
the true frequencies is not significant either, so this variation in precision is rather due to 
the model structure. Table 3.12 presents a cross classification of the actual and predicted 
ordinal frequency of information consultation. 
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Table 3.11 Frequency of consulting TI: Ordinal regression results 
Parameter β t-test 
Intercept: 1 time per month -2.806  -2.08  
        2 times per month -2.110  -1.59  
        4 times per month -1.273  -0.97  
        8 times per month -0.576  -0.44  
        20 times per month -0.147  -0.11  
        40 times per month 0.965  0.73  
Education category 3*: A-level equivalent or 
higher -0.541  -1.04  
Education category 2*: any other degree or 
professional qualification -0.750  -1.49  
Female -0.226  -0.95  
Internet use 0.535  0.77  
Age -0.028  -0.30  
Income 0.101  1.48  
Predicted frequency of driving a car 3.938  0.92  
Familiar degree with info. Source -0.166  -0.15  
Unfamiliarity degree with info. Source 0.805  0.63  
Info content: Journey -0.556  -2.41  
Info content: Roadworks 0.208  0.90  
Info content: Delays -0.271  -1.14  
Info content: CCTV -0.554  -2.08  
Info content: Weather -0.409  -1.59  
Info content: Other 0.598  1.84  
Info channel: Terminals 0.510  1.54  
Info channel: Phone -0.461  -1.83  
Info channel: TV/radio 0.334  1.23  
Info channel: Others 0.234  0.70  
*Education category 1 (reference): no qualification 
Log Likelihood: -441.69 
Null Log Likelihood: -458.98 
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC): 933.38 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): 1025.27 
 
Table 3.12 Actual versus estimated ordinal frequency of travel information consultation 
Actual ordinal frequency  
 
Predicted ordinal frequency 
1/m 1/f 1/w 1+/w 1/d 1+/d Total 
About once a month (1/m) 16 7 4 2 3 2 34 
About once a fortnight (1/f) 5 2 2    9 
About once a week (1/w) 3 1   1  5 
Two or three times per week (1+/w) 2 1 1 1 2  7 
Almost every day (1/d) 1 1     2 
Everyday (1+/d) 3      4 
Total 30 12 7 3 6 3 61 
The Percent Correctly Predicted is 31.1% so the fit is still relatively poor but represents an 
improvement compared to the Poisson loglinear model predictions. The model tends to 
better estimate lower frequencies than higher ones. This may be due to the low number of 
frequent users of Traffic Scotland, which makes correct predictions more difficult to achieve.  
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3.2.3.5 Perceived information usefulness: modelling results and prediction 
performance 
Respondents rated how useful they find the information, in general, when they consult on 
Traffic Scotland (TS). The levels are in four categories from 1 to 4: very useful (as the 
reference category), somewhat useful, not very useful and not at all useful. The usefulness 
is modelled using an ordinal logistic regression, that specifies multinomial (ordinal) as the 
distribution and a cumulative logit, 𝑓(𝑥) = ln 𝑥
1−𝑥
 as the link function, applied to the 
cumulative probability of each response category. Table 3.13 shows the regression estimates 
for this model. 
Table 3.13 Perceived level of usefulness using an ordinal logistic regression 
Parameter Β t-test 
Cat. 4: Not at all useful -4.767 -  4.18  
Cat. 3: Not very useful -3.137 -  2.88  
Cat. 2: Somewhat useful 0.155 0.15  
Female 0.358 1.34  
Age -0.078 -   0.73  
Income -0.072 -   2.23  
Education: Cat. 3 -0.552 -  1.01  
Education: Cat. 2 -0.801 -  1.52  
internet use -0.298 -   0.37  
Frequency of driving a car -1.585 -   1.08  
Familiar degree with TS -1.029 -   0.85  
Unfamiliarity degree with TS 1.876 1.34  
Info content: Journey 0.383   1.47  
Info content: Roadworks 0.140 0.54  
Info content: Delays 0.199 0.74  
Info content: CCTV 0.120 0.41  
Info content: Weather 0.808 2.71  
Info content: Other -0.202 -   0.56  
Info channel: Terminals 0.818 2.21  
Info channel: Phone 0.763 2.63  
Info channel: TV/radio 0.122 0.39  
Info channel: Others 0.464 1.22  
Frequency of information 
consultation 
0.040 3.74  
Log Likelihood: -254.97 
Null Log Likelihood: -277.745 
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC): 555.94 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): 640.51 
Only seven out of the 20 parameters included in this regression are significant at the 95% 
confidence level. The income factor shows that with higher salaries, respondents are more 
likely to find TS information useful. It could be explained by high-income individuals seeking 
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to maximize their value of time, and really need travel information. None of the variables 
about information type was significant apart from weather conditions; the reasons for this 
need to be further investigated. Respondents consulting TS via terminals and phone were 
less likely to find it useful than if they do not consult it via these media. Contrary to what 
was expected, however, individuals who consulted TS information more often were less likely 
to find it useful, which raises the issue of endogeneity in the model. The variable was 
included here out of interest and the issue of endogeneity will be addressed in future 
research. 
Table 3.14 compares the actual perceived level of information usefulness versus the one 
estimated using ordinal logistic regression. While perceptions of less useful information are 
not well predicted, they are also a lot less frequent than more useful ones. The perception 
of information being “very useful” and “somewhat useful” was reasonably predicted both 
together but less so by individual category. 
Table 3.14 Actual versus estimated perceived level of usefulness 
Actual usefulness level 
perceived 
Estimated usefulness level 
1 2 3 4 Total 
Cat. 1: Very useful 8 14 2   24 
Cat. 2: Somewhat useful 11 18   1 30 
Cat. 3: Not very useful 1 4     5 
Cat. 4: Not at all useful 1 1     2 
Total 21 37 2 1 61 
The Percent Correctly Predicted (PCP) is 44.3%, which is a reasonable although not excellent 
ratio. The covariates only explain a small part of the overall variation in the data with a 
rho-square value of 0.082, and therefore most of the prediction power is provided by the 
threshold values. 
Market Shares (MS) 
Sample 
enumeration 
MS 
Actual 
MS 
Very useful 30.3% 39.3% 
Somewhat useful 59.4% 49.2% 
Not very useful 8.1% 8.2% 
Not at all useful 2.3% 3.3% 
The market shares (MS) calculated through sample enumeration are similar in scale for each 
of the usefulness levels for Traffic Scotland. 
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3.2.3.6 Change in travel behaviour: modelling results and prediction performance 
Individuals indicated if they changed their journey as a result of consulting TS in the last 
month but no detail was given about the type of change that was incurred (route, 
destination, mode). The choice was modelled using a binary logistic regression. This uses a 
binomial distribution and a logit 𝑓(𝑥) = ln 𝑥
1−𝑥
 as the link function. Table 3.15 shows the 
regression estimates for this model. 
Table 3.15 Travel changes (yes/no) made due to consulted information using a binary logistic 
regression 
Parameter β t-test 
Travel change (Intercept) -2.892 -2.35 
Education: Cat. 3 -.985 -1.63  
Education: Cat. 2 -.498 -0.86  
Female -.087 -0.30  
internet use 1.316  1.41  
Age .230  1.90  
Income .051  1.22  
Frequency of driving a car 3.643  2.26  
Familiar degree with info. source -2.041 -1.45  
Unfamiliarity degree with info. source .848  0.53  
Info content: Journey .634  2.16  
Info content: Roadworks .652  2.26  
Info content: Delays .466  1.58  
Info content: CCTV .644  1.88  
Info content: Weather -.045 -0.13  
Info content: Other -1.210 -2.75  
Info content: Terminals -.220 -0.52  
Info channel: Phone .769  2.39  
Info channel: TV/radio .746  2.22  
Info channel: Others .047  0.11  
Frequency of information use .006  0.47  
Cat. 4: Not at all useful -2.869 -2.37  
Cat. 3: Not very useful -1.666 -2.80  
Cat. 2: Somewhat useful -.974 -2.94  
Log Likelihood: -161.58 
Null Log Likelihood: -188.762 
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC): 371.17 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): 459.41 
The probability of individuals changing their travel plans increases with the frequency of 
driving their cars. Indeed, if people have more travel decisions to make, they have more 
opportunities to change them. Individuals checking for information about journeys and 
roadworks were less likely to change their behaviour (and maybe use it as confirmatory 
information) than people who did not check. Information regarding delays, CCTV and weather 
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did not have a statistically significant correlation with this behaviour. On the contrary, if 
“other” types of information (i.e. just browsing, Park&Ride, other PT, other travel websites) 
were consulted, travellers were more likely to change travel plans. In addition, all variables 
related to usefulness rating were found to be significant.  
There is an ambiguity in causality between the “travel information usefulness score” and 
“change in travel behaviour” variables, in Table 3.15. Each variable can influence the other: 
there could be bi-directional interactions, which is specifically a problem of simultaneity, and 
therefore of endogeneity.  
As discussed in 3.2.3.3, the issue of endogeneity in this context could in principle be 
addressed using an IV approach. However, in the SHS dataset, only one variable, the 
frequency of TS use, can plausibly be considered as an IV for the usefulness of TS. Table 
3.16 shows how it correlates with the usefulness of this travel information source. 
Table 3.16 Correlation between TS usefulness and Frequency of TS use 
  TS usefulness 
Pearson Correlation -0.185** 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 
N=353 observations 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
While the correlation is significant, the magnitude of the correlation coefficient is rather low 
and formal testing using the Staiger and Stock rule-of-thumb confirms that frequency of TS 
use is not an adequate instrument. Therefore, this instance of potential endogeneity cannot 
readily be analysed further. 
To look at the predictive performance, the actual change in travel behaviour was compared 
against the one estimated using the binary logistic regression and the results are shown in 
Table 3.17. 
Table 3.17 Actual versus estimated travel change behaviour 
Actual travel change 
Estimated travel change 
0 1 Total 
0 19 12 31 
1 17 13 30 
Total 36 25 61 
The Percent Correctly Predicted (PCP) is 47.5%. Almost half of the choices are correctly 
predicted, which is not perfect but relatively good given the explanatory power of the model. 
The rho-square of 14.4% of the binary regression reveals that the explanatory variables only 
explain a minimal part of the model, even though many choices are correctly predicted. 
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Market 
shares (MS) 
Sample 
enumeration MS 
Actual 
MS 
Change 54% 49% 
No change 46% 51% 
The market share calculation based on the sample enumeration method shows split 
behavioural values around 50% (with an approximate 5% difference). Very good predictions 
were obtained with the regression, although the majority choice (no change) was not 
replicated. 
3.2.3.7 Use, usefulness and effect of travel information on travel behaviour: 
conclusions 
In this chapter, we presented preliminary results using regressions to understand how the 
attributes of the individual, the source and the travel impact: 1) the frequency of travel 
information use, 2) its perceived usefulness and 3) the change in travel behaviour. The 
prediction abilities of those sequentially integrated regressions were also discussed. 
Useful conclusions can be drawn by interpreting the exploratory results of the regressions. 
The factors affecting the usage (frequency) of consulting information, the rating of its 
usefulness and the likelihood of changing one’s travel behaviour are different from one 
outcome to the other. 
• Factors influencing the frequency in consulting information are numerous and include 
many variables characterising the heterogeneity in the sample (education, internet 
access, income, car usage). Most of Traffic Scotland’s attributes (information type, 
media and familiarity) also strongly influence the frequency of checking travel 
information. 
• Only a few of these factors, however, influence how individuals rate the source’s 
usefulness. Income is one of them, along with information about weather, and if the 
media accessed is a terminal or a phone, and finally the frequency of use 
significantly affects the usefulness rating. 
• The parameters estimated for the change in travel plans differ from ones in previous 
models. The frequency of driving a car plays a role as expected, along with the 
journey itinerary, roadworks and other information features. Phone and TV/radio as 
media access and usefulness also influence this travel change behaviour. 
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One of the limitations in this proposed study is the fact that simultaneity between the 
different outcomes is not considered. The statistical analysis does not deal with correlation 
between error terms from a regression model to another. Future research with this data 
would look at estimating with joint log likelihood maximisation. 
3.3 Conclusions on preliminary studies 
The preliminary analyses in this chapter of the most relevant and available dataset, the SHS, 
provide an initial insight into modelling information acquisition. Conclusions regarding the 
findings of the analysis will help develop the framework of the research and confirm the 
need for a new data collection. 
The exploratory studies using part of the SHS dataset were useful. Important lessons have 
been learnt in order to better develop both the conceptual framework and the survey 
design, and some particular issues have been identified. 
• The issue of self-selection when looking at the acquisition of online information for 
travellers who have the internet has been identified. 
• The causality between information sources and travel modes needs to be addressed: 
a narrower context will focus on one mode of transport and corresponding sources. 
• The conclusions raise the importance of demographics and general travel patterns in 
examining the frequency of use of a source and travel behaviour. Khattak et al. 
(2008) also included variables describing the use of information (i.e. the frequency of 
use, the number and the type of sources accessed) in a logit model of travel 
decision changes, but did not address a potential endogeneity issue. However, the 
endogeneity issue between information and travel was explored in this SHS study, 
and this will be taken into account for subsequent analyses.  
• This preliminary study gives much insight into the use of a unique information 
source (Traffic Scotland) and its interaction with travel. However, the SHS dataset 
also contain data for other sources (Transport Direct and Traveline) but not for the 
same individuals. Therefore, the key data to achieve the research objectives is 
missing. The multiplicity of sources is necessary to model the acquisition of 
information as mentioned in the objective of this thesis. 
• The SHS analysis focused mainly on car drivers, but the specific context of the 
travel choice for this thesis work is still to be explored and determined. 
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• In addition to the questions regarding frequency of use, satisfaction and travel, the 
survey needs to ask more details about the source characteristics and usage, usual 
travel pattern features, the reason for checking TI, the travel context and the type of 
disruption and change in travel and activity for the specific scenario. 
While much has been extracted from the SHS dataset, the focus is now directly on the 
challenge of data collection. Since the data collected for the SHS offered limited 
possibilities, a more extensive survey is developed in Chapter 5 to fulfil the research 
objectives. The findings of the SHS analysis effectively helped shape the conceptual 
framework (Chapter 4), and the data collection process (Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 4. Conceptual and implementation 
frameworks 
The research objectives described in Chapter 1, the gaps identified in the literature review in 
Chapter 2 and the findings from the exploratory studies reviewed in Chapter 3 were 
reflected upon to develop the conceptual and the implementation frameworks presented in 
this chapter. 
The system overview in section 4.1 presents the overall view of the information and travel 
infrastructure system. It clarifies how the research topic fits into the broader context of 
travel behaviour and demand, and how information and travel systems operate collectively 
through various actors. The conceptual framework in section 4.2 explains the behavioural 
concepts addressing the research objectives in an overall conceptual framework. Section 4.3 
introduces the implementation framework approach, which is derived from the conceptual 
framework using assumptions regarding trip context, information sources and transport 
network. The implementation framework is used to determine the boundaries and to assist in 
designing the survey in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 develop the analytical 
frameworks to model the decision processes depicted in the implementation framework, 
regarding the strategic and the tactical choices respectively. 
4.1 System overview 
The system overview was developed to present how the elements related to the travel 
information and its effects relate to one another. The framework describes the interactions 
between key players: users, transport system, management authority and travel information 
and technology. The framework is especially useful to understand how the research 
objectives of this thesis are met and how the research brings many contributions to multiple 
stakeholders. 
4.1.1 Interactions between stakeholders 
Public agencies, sometimes with the help of private companies, aim to provide the best 
transport system to a population of users. They aim to improve the transport services by 
adapting their services to users’ needs while operating the transport system efficiently. 
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Policymakers need to make sure that the legal or financial parameters can be established 
and monitored to benefit the society as a whole. Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) serve as a support for data exchange between the infrastructure and 
operations providers and the users of transport network. On the one hand, these providers 
supply travel information to travellers. On the other hand, they get data feedback either 
through trip characteristics or through customer service interactions from which to evaluate 
their network performance. 
The data exchange is often enhanced thanks to Intelligent Transport System (ITS) solutions. 
ITS includes all systems using information technology to inform, monitor, control or charge 
the traveller, or to provide travel-related services (Hensher 2000). For instance, ITS can 
provide various types of information, from alert messages and Variable Message Signs (VMS) 
to updated data feeding journey planning tools and mobile phone applications. 
Depending on its characteristics, travel information can be considered in different ways at 
different stage of a journey. General information (such as maps, schedules, advertisements, 
and word-of-mouth) about the transport system helps in the building of perceptions about 
travel alternatives. Pre-trip information would typically be used for an unknown or irregular 
trip depending on the trip purpose. 
The traveller’s choice would then be one of a travel mode or time-of-day. En route 
information is directly used if the traveller is within the transport system: maybe he/she 
encounters an unexpected disruption or change in plans or wants to confirm that the 
current plan is not going to be subject to delay or disruption. These different types of 
information are usually not mutually exclusive, however: they influence each other, both 
statically and dynamically. 
Population demographics influence individual’s activities, their travel preferences and 
therefore their attitudes. The attitudes and perceptions of individuals in turn influence their 
decision-making mechanism in selecting travel alternatives. 
The constraints of the transport network and infrastructure also influence (or limit) travel 
choices. ICT also plays other roles in parallel of the travel choices: it can help in managing 
the transport system or serves to highlight alternatives other than transport to achieve an 
activity. 
Each individual’s choice is translated as an additional trip on the network. At the aggregate 
level, the cumulative impact of all travellers’ decisions on the transport network is captured 
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as a feedback. This feedback, mostly aggregate data, informs the authorities managing the 
network and evaluating performance. This feedback loop occurs at different dynamic levels. 
It could be conveyed as a real-time update (information service, staff intervention, fleet of 
dynamic traffic management) or a long-term assessment (credibility of information, 
infrastructure improvement). 
The relationships between key players have just been described above: both the travel 
information and the transport network systems are closely intertwined in a bilateral feedback 
loop enhanced by ICT. According to the research objectives presented in Chapter 1, factors 
other than travel information and transport system would need to be taken into account: 
the constraints on the transport network, the use of ICT for information and for travel, 
attitudinal and perception questions regarding information, and the stage of trip for 
consulting information. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationships between these actors as a system. The contributions 
of the research work are evident from the schematic drawing. Companies providing 
information can benefit in terms of potential revenue advertising by studying user profiles 
for specific sources at a specific moment and location. Public agencies and policymakers 
can understand better how travel information affects the ways in which users travel. 
 
Several stakeholders, e.g. policymakers, transport providers, information providers and private 
developers, may benefit from the results of this research, since their goal, whether directly 
or indirectly, is to improve their clients’ satisfaction. 
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Figure 4.1 Links between information and travel and their stakeholders: system overview 
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4.1.2 Contributions 
Understanding travellers’ behaviour in using travel information and making travel decisions is 
important to various parties. Different aspects of this research can be useful to several 
organisations and companies. The following list gives examples of how the results could 
benefit them: 
• Policymakers may wish to develop information strategies to support policy objectives 
and the effective use of information tools by travellers. They should identify the 
needs in terms of travel information and travel, per segment of the population, 
based on existing profiles of information users and travellers. This can help to 
understand and predict the reactions of users (demand) to a change in information 
(supply) and create policies based on the prediction instruments developed 
specifically for this purpose. 
• Transport providers, or public institutions (e.g. TfL (operations), Department for 
Transport (DfT)) may want to monitor the use of their transport infrastructure more 
effectively by providing specific information. In order to improve their effectiveness in 
deploying information services, they should understand the extent to which the 
media, providers and the type of travel information influence travellers’ decisions 
under disruption. Modelling the preferences of different information user profiles (e.g. 
based on demographics and travel patterns) and predicting traveller’s response to 
disruption may help authorities better manage usual and disrupted transport network 
conditions. 
• Public information providers (e.g. TfL (communications), Traveline, and Transport 
Direct) would find resources to identify the profile of their clients and thus cater the 
most useful information. Information investment can be optimised for different 
sources by measuring the frequency of use and user satiation (decrease in use) 
using prediction models. It is also possible to determine the relative importance and 
significance of criteria for information acquisition and use (e.g. availability, 
affordability, quality, credibility). They may prioritise the most attractive sources for 
different information user profiles and trip contexts to enhance competitiveness in 
offering information services 
• Private information providers (e.g. Google, Garmin and the Royal Automobile Club 
(RAC)) may wish to evaluate market size and user profile for different technologies 
and platforms in order to develop and price new information services, in the context 
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of a competitive market. In particular, the market shares of travel information 
sources can be predicted by quantifying the sensitivity of users to different "brands" 
publishing travel information and detecting which factors (e.g. demographics and 
travel patterns) influence this choice. Evaluating the price and willingness to pay for 
information based on its characteristics would assist providers to target their efforts 
in marketing strategies. 
• Mobile phone application developers (e.g. Vodafone, O2, or any particular app 
developer) may wish to understand which features of travel information sources play 
a role in the selection of those sources in a competitive market, in order to develop 
apps that are preferred by specific consumer groups. It is useful for them to 
recognise profiles of information users and adapt information (e.g. type, format, 
content) based on user group needs and contexts. For advertising partners, business 
models for ad-supported phone apps can also be improved. 
These example applications can be further investigated with regards to the specific needs of 
local public transport authorities. Although these are not within the scope of this research 
work, Chapter 8 introduces practical applications to interpret the model results. 
4.2 Conceptual framework 
The system overview presented above features the relationships between distinctively 
different actors in the overall information and transport system. The conceptual framework 
presented in this section considers the decision-making process at the individual level 
whereas the system overview reflects the system level. It aims to address the research 
objectives put forward in subsection 1.2.1. In this section, the information is characterised 
from the message content through to its manifestation as one of a portfolio of information 
sources acquired and consumed by the user. The travel is also characterised in terms of 
attributes. The choices of information and travel are described, along with their subjacent 
behaviours, which are discussed and represented schematically. 
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4.2.1 Characterisation of information 
4.2.1.1 Definition of information  
Information is a broad concept, capable of having several meanings depending on its 
context. It can be generally defined as follows: 
Information is the content of a message formed by an entity and being conveyed to 
another that contains some degree of knowledge. It can take the form of a 
sequence of symbols, signs, or transmitted as signals. The meaning of this concept 
varies in different contexts (Floridi 2010). 
In this research-, travel information represents all the messages and signals received by 
users that are related to their travel decision. Various attributes characterise different 
sources of information, defining them as unique sources. There are different ways to present 
this information content, as well as several ways to classify information depending on its 
characteristics. Beynon-Davies (2002), for example, explains how information can be 
considered in terms of four branches of semiotics (pragmatics, semantics, syntax, and 
empirics).  
The link between TI and travel behaviour is the message delivered by TI sources: the 
contents of TI are usually estimates of the attributes of travel options, such as waiting time 
or travel time, but could be other types of message content. Total travel time (including 
walking, waiting and in-vehicle times) and travel cost have been demonstrated to be some 
of the most important attributes for travellers and have often been considered in the 
literature (Lyons and Urry 2005). Information about other attributes have been studied less, 
however, or included as part of a generalised travel cost. Other attributes could be the 
carbon footprint of the trip in consideration, the amount of calories burnt (for active travel 
modes), the comfort (seat availability, crowding) of a vehicle, the other features of a mode 
(e.g. Wi-Fi, mobile signals, bike rack), or information about destination activities. 
4.2.1.2 Travel information typology 
In section 2.3.2, different information attributes have been reviewed from existing literature 
on travel information. One of the early studies mentions that travel information comes in 
multiple forms and could be classified according to its attributes (Schofer et al. 1993): 
information content, type (static/dynamic, qualitative/quantitative), format (style of 
presentation), and attributes (reliability, accuracy, relevance). These variables are likely to 
influence the responses of users. A common trait is the distinction between descriptive and 
prescriptive information (Chen et al. 1999; Parvaneh et al. 2012). One study also proposes a 
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third type in their information classification: experiential feedback (Ben-Elia et al. 2013). In 
addition, as we lean towards new technologies and the increasing ownership of 
smartphones, there is an emerging trend towards information provided and customisable in 
a personalised way. Table 4.1 gives examples of those information sources, classified in a 
descriptive/prescriptive versus generic/personalised way. An active source is a source that is 
purposely sought by the travellers, requiring effort and intention, while a passive source 
(underlined in the table) is submitted to the travellers without his/her intention to consult it. 
Table 4.1 Examples of sources, characterised by attributes 
Information type\ Display 
Passive/Active Generic Personalised 
Descriptive Radio 
TV 
General email alert 
App with delays 
TfL delays 
Headway at time boards  
Crowding 
Personal email alert 
App with delays 
TfL delays 
Prescriptive Map of tube lines or bus 
routes 
Phone app with journey itinerary 
Google maps 
TfL Journey Planner (JP) 
This classification is a simplified way to look at the full typology, however; many more 
attributes exist to describe information sources. 
Based on the literature review and engineering experience, especially oriented nowadays 
towards new Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), a full typology proposed for 
this research work is presented in Table 4.2. This typology is a comprehensive list of 
information sources classified by characteristics related to the type of information and the 
media characteristics. The main ways that information is delivered can be described as 
follows: 
• Itinerary: route-based information, usually from origin to destination; if step-by-step 
directions are also included, then it can be labelled as a journey planner 
• Map: information displayed in a spatial way (usually geographically represented) 
• Timetable: information about timings (departure, arrival times) are in a table 
• General congestion: information regarding travel time delay or level of delay on a 
route segment 
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Table 4.2 Typology of travel information sources 
 
Information content Media channel characteristics 
Name 
Main information type 
delivered 
Format Media 
Media 
category 
Accessibility 
Updated 
near real-
time 
On-board 
(Carried, in-
vehicle) 
Personalisation 
of information 
Information signs Itinerary Text Signage Printed Passive Static External Generic 
Printed paper map Map Graphic Document Printed Active Static External Generic 
Online map (computer) Map Graphic Website Internet Active Static External Generic 
Online map (phone) Map Graphic Phone app Mobile Active Static External Generic 
Printed schedule Timetable Text Document Printed Active Static External Generic 
Online schedule (computer) Timetable Text Website Internet Active Static External Generic 
Online schedule (phone) Timetable Text Phone app Mobile Active Static External Generic 
Journey/ Planner 
(computer) 
Itinerary / Journey 
planner 
Text/ 
Graphic 
Website Internet Active Dynamic External Personalised 
Journey/ Planner (phone) 
Itinerary / Journey 
planner 
Text/ 
Graphic 
Phone app Mobile Active Dynamic External Personalised 
Billboard advisory General congestion Text Document Printed Passive Static External Generic 
Call centre message 
recording 
General congestion Audio Telephone Mobile Active Dynamic External Generic 
Radio announcement General congestion Audio Radio Radio Passive Dynamic External Generic 
Television announcement General congestion Video Television Television Passive Dynamic External Generic 
Email-alerts General congestion Text Email-alert Internet Passive Static External Personalised 
SMS alert General congestion Text SMS- Mobile Passive Static External Personalised 
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Information content Media channel characteristics 
Name 
Main information type 
delivered 
Format Media 
Media 
category 
Accessibility 
Updated 
near real-
time 
On-board 
(Carried, in-
vehicle) 
Personalisation 
of information 
Word-of-mouth General congestion Audio Friends, family Social 
Passive/ 
Active 
Dynamic External Personalised 
Social media/network General congestion Text 
Social media 
(twitter) 
Internet 
Passive/ 
Active 
Dynamic External Personalised 
Station announcement General congestion Audio 
Station 
announcement 
Social Passive Dynamic External Personalised 
Countdown display Waiting time Text 
Variable Message 
Sign 
Electronic 
device 
Passive Dynamic External Personalised 
Congestion level VMS Travel time Text 
Variable Message 
Sign 
Electronic 
device 
Passive Dynamic External Personalised 
Congestion level map General congestion Graphic Website Internet Active Dynamic External Personalised 
Congestion pricing display Cost Text 
Variable Message 
Sign 
Electronic 
device 
Passive Dynamic External Personalised 
Route guidance 
Itinerary / Journey 
planner 
Video GPS 
Electronic 
device 
Active Dynamic External Personalised 
Route guidance 
Itinerary / Journey 
planner 
Video Phone app Mobile Active Dynamic External Personalised 
Experience General All 
Self-previous 
experience 
Social Active Dynamic External Personalised 
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4.2.2 Consumption of a portfolio of TI sources 
As seen in the typology, information can be brought to travellers through a variety of 
information sources. Those information sources are acquired, processed and used by 
individuals in different ways. Some questions arise in understanding this process: How many 
sources do commuters check and how often? Do people attach different utility to different 
travel information sources depending on their use of it? How are different sources 
perceived? In a way, each information source could be assimilated as a product that is 
perceived and consumed differently by each individual. The use of information in general 
can be hypothesised as a market, where providers of products (sources) are competing to 
fulfil individuals’ information consumption needs. The consumption of information can be 
seen in terms of frequency of use, time spent consulting, amount of information absorbed, 
number of sources acquired, etc. Each individual allows for a given budget of information 
consumption and allocates this budget amongst several information sources. Each source is 
consumed to various extents. Each individual, therefore, consults a portfolio of information 
sources. 
The consumption of information is not free, however. Firstly, some sources may involve 
equipment acquisition costs (e.g., GPS devices, a smartphone with data bundle) and/or a 
subscription cost (e.g., TomTom subscription, premium fee for an app). In many cases, 
information is monetarily viewed as “free”, because it is a one-off fee or because the fee is 
negligible. Other types of cost may be involved, however, such as time spent searching for 
information, cost as a physical effort, and cost in terms of cognitive efforts. In the travel 
behaviour field, travel alternatives could also be considered as mobility products that are 
themselves being perceived using travel information. Essentially, the information market 
supplements, and sometimes complements, the mobility market. 
Each information source is perceived differently by the individual, because he/she perceives 
some of its attributes as more salient than others. Hence, the user profile can determine 
the sort of portfolio of information sources that he/she consumes. This approach, to date 
unexplored, addresses the gaps identified in the literature in an innovative and 
comprehensive manner. 
4.2.3 Characterisation of travel 
The travel choice can also be considered as a portfolio of travel options, informed by 
sources. In most cases, there would be several travel alternatives to reach a destination. 
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Travellers have their own preferred options, which depend on their attitudes: some look to 
minimise their travel time, some minimise the number of transfers, and others prioritise 
comfort. Information about the travel options can help achieve the right choice for these 
attitudinal preferences. In this regard, there are various ways that information can affect 
travel behaviour: it can direct the traveller towards his/her preferred option; it can confirm 
the initial choice if there was one; it can warn him/her against disliked alternatives, etc. 
Investigating how individuals use information and, in the scope of this research, use a 
portfolio of information sources to make their travel decision is state-of-the-art research and 
is the aim of this thesis. 
4.2.4 Information and travel choices 
The conceptual framework, illustrated in Figure 4.2, focuses on the pre-trip information part 
of the system overview (Figure 4.1) and the resulting effect on the travel behaviour. It gives 
extensive detail regarding the attitudes and perceptions of travel information, and includes 
experiential feedback loops. 
The framework considers two behavioural choices: the first one for travel information and 
the second for travel itself. Both choices are arguably part of one simultaneous decision-
making process. Although they are presented sequentially in the conceptual framework, they 
could also be modelled as simultaneous choices. 
On the left side are the demand elements: the activities closely related to an individual’s 
characteristics and attitudes. Each set of observable attributes (rectangle-shaped box) is 
associated with a set of latent variables, representing the attitudes of an individual or of an 
activity performed by that individual (cloud-shaped box). Activity attributes are derived from 
individual attributes and attitudes. On the right side are the elements of supply from travel 
information and the transport system. Both elements are closely related and interact with 
each other. Each set of observable attributes (rectangle-shaped box) for travel information 
sources and travel alternatives is associated with a set of latent variables, representing the 
perceptions of these alternatives (cloud-shaped box). 
The first choice of travel information depends on individual attitudes and the perception of 
travel information alternatives. It starts with the generation of a choice set of different 
information sources depending on individuals’ perceptions and their actual awareness and 
availability constraints (such as access to certain sources, its availability in the transport 
infrastructure). The information choice is the portfolio of sources: a combination of 
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information sources consulted in different amounts (frequency, time spent, etc.). An 
additional dimension to the choice could the stage of the trip during which it is being 
consulted. Once travel information has been consulted (i.e. the first choice in the framework 
has been expressed), the experience and level of satisfaction associated with the choice is 
memorised. This adds to the individual’s knowledge base and allows his or her information 
source perceptions to be updated based on the positive or negative experience. This is 
represented by the information-learning loop. 
The second choice, that of travel alternatives, depends on the individual’s attitude towards 
his/her activity schedule, and their perceptions of alternatives. Again, the generation of the 
choice set serves as a filter of transport alternatives limited by some of their attributes and 
constraints. The choice itself could be any single or combination of these choice 
dimensions: trip frequency, trip length, mode, departure time, route, destination, activity 
choice, etc. In a feedback loop similar to the one for information learning, there is also a 
travel-learning loop. The outcome of the selected travel option affects the individual 
knowledge base after it has been experienced, and updates its cognitive perceptions of the 
travel alternatives. 
The complex choice process is discussed sequentially here, primarily to elucidate its 
different aspects. In reality, this could be sequential or simultaneous or somewhere in 
between. It can also be modelled with varying degrees of simultaneity. 
Figure 4.2 represents this conceptual framework, i.e. the author’s view of the entire decision 
process of an individual regarding information and travel behaviour. This representation 
would ideally be modelled in its entirety but due to resource constraints, the experiential 
feedback loops are not modelled, and only part of the listed perceptions – or subjective 
characteristics based on past experience – of travel information sources were included. Due 
to the limitation in the survey length, not all mentioned characteristics in the figure are 
taken into account in the modelling. Choice sets are not generated using a specific 
algorithm but are included deterministically. 
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Figure 4.2 Conceptual framework 
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4.3 Implementation framework 
In this section, it is explained how general travel behaviour from the System overview was 
narrowed down to the specifics of the implementation framework. Considerations about the 
decision process, the trip context and the transport system are discussed. Assumptions are 
made regarding information sources, commute options and the actual travel behaviour 
considered, simplifying the general conceptual scope to a feasible implementation scope. 
These assumptions are justified based on the literature review, research objectives, data 
collection feasibility, engineering judgement and available resources. Finally, a schematic 
illustrates the implementation framework. 
4.3.1 Decision process considerations: strategic vs tactical 
4.3.1.1 Long-term: strategic decision 
A strategic decision is a long-term decision looking at achieving general goals, not 
necessarily for immediate but potential future benefits. In terms of information and travel, 
the choice of a portfolio of information sources in a strategic context calls for a general 
behaviour that has been experienced numerous times and that is considered as a stable 
state. In this scope of work, this would be the portfolio of sources consulted in typical 
conditions. Similarly, a strategic travel choice is one that is made for general conditions and 
that reflects individuals’ overall characteristics, i.e. observable socio-demographic and latent 
attitudes and perceptions. In the conceptual framework in Figure 4.2, each choice does not 
represent a strategic decision per se, but is influenced by the experiential feedback loop. 
Consequently, the perceptions have been updated by previous decisions and actions over 
time. In our scope of our work, the focus is not on this learning mechanism but on the 
general perceptions of TI sources. In addition, in order to model this experiential update, 
panel data would be required. Instead of including this loop, two decision processes, i.e. 
strategic and tactical, were considered. 
4.3.1.2 Short term: tactical decision 
The tactical decision looks at a choice that needs to be made in an immediate, specific 
case, where the outcome may only have short-term effects. In the information and travel 
context, it concerns a particular situation at a precise time and location, for which a 
portfolio of sources was consulted and a choice of travel options was selected too. 
Naturally, both decision processes are linked: the tactical decision is conditional on the 
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strategic one. There are several ways to represent this conditionality. In this research, the 
availability of the alternatives in the tactical choice is limited to the alternatives chosen 
during the strategic choice. 
4.3.2 Trip context: commute 
In addition to the type of decision process, the trip context is an important consideration. 
Often, trip purpose and familiarity have been included in travel behaviour studies, e.g. 
business dummy (Chorus et al. 2013) or familiarity of transport network (Bai and Kattan 
2014). These different contexts can encourage travellers to look for information in different 
ways, as described in previous literature (Lyons et al. 2007). Three main classifications of 
these contexts arise, along with some examples: 
• New, completely unknown trips in an unknown transport system 
o Business trips 
o Leisure/tourism trips 
• Occasional and infrequent trips in a known transport system 
o Special doctor appointments 
o Theatre or other unusual entertainment activities 
• Known and repetitive trips in a known transport system 
o Commute trips 
o Trips to regular activities, e.g. sport, grocery 
The first of the three contexts, for which the transport system is unknown, requires a full 
search of information. The behaviour for business or tourism trips may be different from 
behaviour for regular trips: travellers may have more financial resources, have different 
constraints, or have the option to get help from a third party to organise their trip. If the 
decision-making process is not habitual, there will still be some element of utility 
maximisation but conditions where a completely new trip is undertaken bring too many 
degrees of freedom. Hence, the decision-making process is likely to be highly 
heterogeneous, which makes modelling very difficult. For these reasons, this condition was 
excluded from the scope of work, although it would be interesting to explore as an 
extension of the framework in future analyses. 
In the latter context, the commuting choice constitutes a strategic choice, which is 
conditioned by experiences from numerous commuting options over time. After a period of 
adaptation, travellers develop habits and form a known set of commute options. Lyons et al. 
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(2007) recognizes the lack of information acquisition in familiar and regular trips through 
habit; a conclusion also highlighted in previous travel behaviour literature (Verplanken et al. 
(1997). Individuals’ familiarity and past use of information sources help them to shape their 
preferences. The context of a commuting trip is also ideal regarding data collection using a 
revealed-preference survey (cf. Chapter 5), since respondents may recall travel characteristics 
more easily for their habitual trips than for irregular, one-off trips. 
When those usual conditions are changed, e.g. travel time delay, uncertainty about the 
attributes of travel options is introduced and the need for information arises. In the case of 
a disruption on a usual commute, a tactical decision needs to be made regarding the 
acquisition of information sources, and simultaneously or as a result, a tactical decision 
about travel. This corresponds to the second of the three contexts listed above. This context 
is ideal because usual conditions are known from the strategic decisions, and therefore, a 
shift in the habitual system allows the effect of travel information provision on travel 
behaviour to be investigated in disrupted conditions. For this condition to occur, the 
disruption needs to be neither negligible nor extreme, since an extreme disruption could 
imply heterogeneous behaviour in line with the former “unknown trip” context. 
To summarise, the two following contexts are selected for this research: 
• Commute during usual conditions: a regular and habitual trip between home and 
work, in a known transport system, where strategic choices are made; 
• Commute under disruption: an infrequent and occasional trip in a known transport 
network, where tactical choices are made. 
4.3.3 Transport network: London 
The specific transport infrastructure where the implementation of the research work occurs is 
the London public transport (PT) network. Commuting trips represent a majority of the trips 
made in large urban environments during conventional peaks, which are more susceptible to 
disrupted and congested disruptions. Indeed, and as mentioned in section 1.1, about 3.7 
million Greater London trips were made by inhabitants commuting on a daily basis to work 
in London in 2011.9 About 2 million of these (56%) were made by public transport (tube, 
train or bus). These trips represent a considerable number, and one that has increased 
since 2001 and is forecast to continue increasing. Public transport authorities, therefore, 
                              
9 Data was extracted from Travel in London Report 7, whose summary statistics source is the Census 
travel to work data https://tfl.gov.uk/cdn/static/cms/documents/travel-in-london-report-7.pdf  
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have a great interest in investigating travel and information to improve operations and 
policymaking. In addition, the location of London is practical as the author studies and lives 
there. 
It was decided to exclude private car users from the survey. Public transport commuters are 
the main target population. Private car users are not bound to specific departure times, 
routes, and supposedly rely less on information services for these choices (Peirce and 
Lappin 2003). Car users potentially use less information sources but may rely more heavily 
on the few sources that are available to them, e.g. GPS and radio announcements, for route 
choices. When included in the pilot survey, it was noticed that individuals biking and walking 
to work would consult less information and constitute a mode-captive community. So the 
non-motorised modes were also excluded from the sampling frame of the final survey. More 
details can be found in subsection 5.3.2. 
4.3.4 Travel information: sources 
While Table 4.2 displayed a generic typology that could be applied to any urban 
environment, it now needs to be adapted to the implementation context of the London 
public transport network. Table 4.3 classifies sources by the characteristics of channel, 
content and provider. The channel represents the physical media through which information 
is observed, the content is the type of information that is consulted and the provider is the 
entity or institution that offers travel information services. 
In the implementation of the conceptual framework, an information source needs to be 
defined. The information content is usually bound by channel and provider; it plays the role 
of a descriptor more than that of a source. Hence the dominant characteristics that have 
been selected in this research to define a “source of information” are: 
TI source = [ channel x content x provider] 
The second dimension of classification is necessary to represent a competitive market 
between sources. While two sources can provide the same information content via the same 
channel, they may be “branded” differently if coming from different providers. With the 
concept of brand, comes the notion of trust, reputation or credibility of travel information 
sources, which are aspects that will be investigated theoretically. A field research was 
undertaken to gather a list of all TI sources for the London public transport network that 
aims to be comprehensive and will later be used for the survey. Table 4.3 displays this 
classification of existing travel sources in London by channel, content and provider. 
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Table 4.3 Examples of TI sources from the Greater London area 
Channel Content Provider 
Mobile (smartphone) 
Application 
Multiple private developers 
e.g. Citymapper, Tube tracker 
Traffic, Navigation 
Multiple private developers 
e.g. Traffic Master 
Mobile (SMS) Message 
Countdown / iBus, TfL travel alerts, 
journey planner, interactive map 
Online websites 
(Computer or mobile-
based) 
Trip planning system (multi-
modal) 
Google maps, TfL journey planner, 
Transport Direct10, National Rail website, 
Traveline website, National Express 
Trip planning system (road 
navigation and traffic) 
The AA, the RAC 
Traffic monitoring and 
information function on 
motorway network 
England's National Traffic Information 
Service, Traffic England from Highways 
Agency 
Live arrival/departure times 
Status updates 
TfL 
Social networks Real-time update Twitter, Facebook 
Variable Message 
Signing (VMS) 
Traffic monitoring and 
information function on 
motorway network 
England's National Traffic Information 
Service 
Travel time Highway electronic boards 
Navigation, GPS 
(In-vehicle device) 
Traffic monitoring and 
information function on 
motorway network 
England's National Traffic Information 
Service 
Traffic, Navigation Traffic Master 
Navigation device (GPS) Traffic, Navigation TomTom, Garmin, Traffic Master 
Time board 
(at-station, at-stop) 
Waiting time TfL tube tracking, iBus 
Radio 
Advisories Traffic Radio, BBC London 
Traffic monitoring and 
information function on 
motorway network 
England's National Traffic Information 
Service 
Telephone 
Call centres, Voice message 
recording 
National Rail enquiries, AA route 
planner, Traveline - phone 
Television Advisories BBC London 
Traditional means 
Maps, schedules, bulletins, 
advisories 
TfL, the AA  
Word-of-mouth Discussions, feedback, enquiry Friends and family 
While checking TI sources is usually associated with reducing the uncertainty of a trip, there 
are subtleties in understanding the reasons for individuals to look at TI (subsection 2.3.4 of 
Chapter 2). Chorus et al. (2013) present a study that examines how travellers assess known 
                              
10 This information source was multi-modal journey planner website for the last 10 years but closed 
down its services on 30/09/2014. 
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alternatives, and generate new alternatives, taking into account the possibility of an early 
warning alert. In their empirical work (in the form of a stated preference experiment), 
however, individuals are explicitly asked to choose this type of information. In this research, 
the questionnaire asks respondents about their observable choice of sources without asking 
beforehand if they intended to use this information for any of these purposes. Retrospective 
questions are asked about their attitudinal motivation to look for information and about the 
information process they use for their travel decisions. 
4.3.5 Travel alternatives: commute options 
The travel alternatives can be defined in various ways, more generally as a transport mode 
choice, or in more detail as a specific origin-destination route. Focusing on mode choice 
does not allow differentiation between two commute alternatives with different underground 
lines or bus routes. Focusing on each origin-destination route pair (stations, stops) recorded 
would be cumbersome for the data collection. It may be difficult due to privacy concerns to 
collect exact postcodes or station-to-station (or stop-to-stop) data, and this approach is 
also prone to error. In the context of this research, therefore, the focus is on “mode-
service” choice. This is constituted by a combination of mode (tube, bus) and service (line, 
route) chosen by the traveller as one of their commute options. 
Commute option = [ mode x service ] 
Chorus et al. (2013) adopt a similar approach, where the choice is between up to two travel 
alternatives for the car mode and up to two others for the train mode. The analysis shows 
the influence of trip attributes across modes and for alternatives of the same mode with 
different attributes. 
The commuting trip is characterised by attributes that matter to travellers, especially when 
looking for information. Common travel attributes, through which information advises travel 
behaviour models, are listed as follows, along with references to research considering those 
attributes: 
• Transport mode is not cited often as an attribute of travel (Chen 2012; Bai and 
Kattan 2014) because it is usually an alternative itself in mode choice, or is part of 
the context for other choices. The commute choice in the study is also defined 
based on the transport mode, which could be tube, bus or train. 
• Number of transfer(s) for trip (Cats and Gkioulou 2015) 
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• Travel time, this key attribute has been introduced in all previous works. It was 
acknowledged early in Schofer et al. (1993) and demonstrated in many studies 
(Khattak et al. 2008; Pathan et al. 2011; Chen 2012; Richter and Keuchel 2012; 
Chorus et al. 2013). 
• Waiting time at station or stop is included in this study. In early work, Maister (1984) 
started to look at psychological factors affecting the waiting times and proposed a 
list of eight factors that would lengthen wait time: being unoccupied, waiting before 
the actual activity, anxiety, uncertainty, uncertain wait time, unexplained wait time, 
unfair, the service value, and the effect of being in alone. Recommendations from 
van Hagen (2011)’s literature review to shorten the waiting time or make it more 
pleasant are three-fold: restrict the wait; offer clear and reliable information; and 
provide a pleasant waiting environment. One of the roles of travel information is to 
improve the waiting experience. Travel waiting time has been included in previous 
work (Verplanken et al. 1997; Chorus et al. 2013; Cats and Gkioulou 2015). 
• Cost of the trip, included in various studies (Pathan et al. 2011; Zhang 2012; Chorus 
et al. 2013). Whether travellers use pay-as-you-go or have a monthly pass, the 
relative cost of the tube over buses remains generally the same. In our empirical 
analyses, the cost is accounted for by a factor relative to the modes. In Greater 
London, taking the tube and overground/DLR modes is generally 1.33 times more 
expensive than taking buses. 
• Flexibility of the trip, (also related to trip purpose) has been included previously as 
an attribute in travel choice including information. Different approaches are as 
dummy variable to indicate a business trip (Pathan et al. 2011); Chorus et al. (2013), 
as work or no-work travel time (Wang et al. 2009), as one of the time and social 
constraints in (Nyblom 2014)’s exploratory study, as a categorical variable for 
flexibility time ranges (Petrella et al. 2014) or different scenarios for commuting and 
non-commuting trips (Bai and Kattan 2014). 
• Walking time between home and station/stop (Zhang 2012) 
Because they have been more extensively included in previous literature, travel and waiting 
times are important features of the commute trip, along with the number of transfers, as an 
evaluation of the complexity of the trip, and the (in)flexibility of the trip partly measuring the 
level of stress and uncertainty aversion. The cost of the trip was not included in explanatory 
variables because many commuters pay for a monthly card. Part of the heterogeneity due 
to changing mode (and thus potentially paying more) is captured by the transport mode 
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variable. The walking time was not included in the survey either as it would require too 
much effort from respondents to recall their answers. 
4.3.6 Travel behaviour: change (or not) commute option 
The impact of TI on travel behaviour has been studied for decades and has been shown to 
be quite different depending on the type of travel considered. The comprehensive literature 
review is included in section 2.2. 
During the strategic decision of a usual commute, the travel choice is one of a portfolio of 
commute options. Individuals may have different options available to them which they use at 
various frequencies. In the data collection, this is translated into a list of three options of 
mode-services with corresponding frequency of use. While the study of this usual commute 
portfolio choice is excluded from the scope of this study, it will be investigated as future 
work. 
The tactical decision happens when a disruption occurs on the main (or most frequently 
used) commute option. The disruption needs be neither extreme nor insignificant, however, in 
order to observe a reasonable reaction behaviour from commuters. If it is negligible (e.g. a 
minute delay), conditions are usual and the traveller’s choice is the usual strategic one. If it 
is extreme (e.g. a London tube workers strike), conditions are extraordinary, travel 
alternatives may be completely unknown and the traveller’s choice is difficult to model. To 
make sure that a moderate disruption was considered in the survey, TfL’s definitions of 
good service, minor and major delays were reviewed. TfL’s Service Status Criteria11 is 
complex with different criteria for each line. Typically, a good service is considered with less 
than 5 minutes delay. Minor delays are approximately between 5 to 10 minutes, and major 
delays are 10 to 20 minutes. Over 20 minutes, an extreme delay is considered, usually 
announcing a partially or fully suspended service. In the survey developed in section 5.2, 
which questionnaire is shown in Appendix G, respondents are asked to recall a disruption on 
their usual commute, with a minor or major delay that occurred in the previous six months. 
For the tactical decision, the travel behaviour infers a potential change in plans from the 
usual main “preferred” commute option. An individual could therefore either continue with 
                              
11 Made available on 26/01/2012 by the external website WhatDoTheyKnow, handling TfL’s Freedom of 
Information (FOI) requests  
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/84798/response/248309/attach/3/Declaring%20Service%20S
tatus%20Criteria%20v1%206%2011%2011%2011.pdf  
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their initial commute option (which is delayed), or take the same mode-service option at a 
different departure time, or change to a different service with the same mode, or change 
mode, or cancel their trip and work remotely. Other studies consider the change in travel 
plans resulting from the consumption of travel information as a choice between some of the 
following alternatives: change in mode, change of departure time, change of route, cancel 
trip or substitution of trip (Peirce and Lappin 2003; Khattak et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009; 
Tseng et al. 2010). In the survey design, the choice of travel behaviour was translated as a 
choice of remaining on the preferred commute option, changing to their second option (if 
listed), changing to their third option (if listed), changing to a new alternative (not listed 
before), walking to work, or doing any ICT substitution (working remotely, cancelling trip, 
other).  
In this research, the focus is on the link between travel information and travel behaviour. 
Both the notion of travel behaviour – changing (or not) from the usual commute option – 
and the activity behaviour aspect were collected but should be investigated in the future. A 
survey question asks about the activity undertaken as a result of the disruption: waiting, 
looking at work emails, making phone calls, contacting family/friends, buying food or drinks, 
doing sport, staying longer at home, or other activities. 
4.3.7 Implementation framework 
All the hypotheses discussed above were taken into consideration when narrowing the 
conceptual framework down to the implementation framework. Namely, the following 
assumptions were made: 
• The conceptual framework, valid for long-term and short-term decisions, is applied to 
two separate scenarios of acquisition of information sources and travel behaviour: in 
terms of both strategic decisions and tactical decisions. 
• The trip context was selected as a commute context in order to assume the 
dimension of habit in the travel behaviour. 
• The overall transport facility from the system overview was selected as the public 
transport network of London. 
• The travel information is hypothesised to come from a source, characterised by its 
channel and provider. 
• The travel alternative is hypothesised to be a commute trip option, characterised by 
its transport mode and service. 
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• The travel behaviour is implemented as a choice to change (or not) a commute 
option for another one. 
By applying these hypotheses, the conceptual framework is simplified to the implementation 
one shown in Figure 4.3 below. 
 
Figure 4.3 Implementation framework 
The implementation framework is innovative in many ways. This research focuses on the 
modelling of travel information, especially the effect of certain attributes on the choices of 
information sources and travel. The acquisition and use of travel information sources is 
explored in both the general case of the usual commute and the specific case of travel 
disruption. For the usual commute, the acquisition and use of a portfolio with different TI 
sources is studied with the effect of different cost and budget assumptions. It is assumed 
that the process of acquiring TI sources in the usual commute is driven by individual 
attitudes (regarding ICT, travel patterns) and perceptions of those sources (performance of 
each source for different criteria). This consideration of acquiring information as a portfolio 
is a pioneering idea in the field of travel information and has not yet been considered in 
the literature. In the choice of travel under disruption, the relation of consulting a 
combination of sources is studied as an explanatory variable. It is also assumed that this 
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process is driven by individual attitudes. Amongst others, some questions arise: how do the 
travel information source(s) consulted, and the disruption amplitude, influence the commuter 
response? Would the concepts of "habit vs change" in travel plans be affected by non-
traditional factors? As a result, the choice of a change in commute options in the presence 
of information is studied, together with the effect of different attributes of the TI sources on 
the change in travel plan itself. The study of a special case under disruption, including both 
choices of information sources, conditional on usual sources, and travel alternatives has not 
yet been investigated and is an exciting start in the exploration of this joint-choice 
behaviour. 
4.4 Conceptual and implementation frameworks conclusion 
The system overview has showed how travel information could affect interlinking actors at 
the system level. Many contributions presented in Chapter 1 directly relate to these actors 
and propose enhancements of these interactions. The conceptual framework comprehensively 
envisions the decision-making process that needs to be modelled at the individual level. It 
gives an overview of the behavioural questions that aim to be addressed. Considerations 
and assumptions are taken into account to simplify the conceptual framework and set an 
appropriate empirical context for the implementation framework. The survey design is 
elaborated in Chapter 5 based on the assumptions considered in the implementation 
framework. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the analytical frameworks to model strategic and 
tactical decisions are developed. 
The conceptual framework is a novel one in the field of information and travel behaviour: it 
is a thorough view of the decision-making process of searching for information and 
choosing a travel alternative related to this information. In the process of making 
assumptions from general concepts to the empirical context, some concepts were simplified 
and some empirical cases excluded. These constitute many opportunities to extend the 
research towards new modelling structure hypotheses and additional empirical settings. 
Namely, cases of completely unknown trips in an unknown transport system involve a 
heterogeneous decision-making process that would be interesting to explore. The study of a 
choice of a portfolio of usual commute options (with frequency of use) should be 
investigated as future work. The learning loops using experiential feedback to update 
perceptions for each information source should also be examined in the future. 
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Chapter 5. Data collection protocol 
The data collection protocol represents a substantial part of this research both time-wise 
and in terms of design challenges. The methodologies adopted are discussed in this 
chapter. 
First, the focus group methodologies and discussion findings are presented in section 5.1. 
These help in the understanding of individual decision-making processes and in defining the 
boundaries of the implementation of the research. After looking at several alternative 
methods of data collection (subsection 5.2.1), an online survey was selected. In section 5.2, 
it is demonstrated how the survey design is inspired by the structure of the conceptual 
framework while bounded by a specific context, both of which are defined in Chapter 4. The 
pilot survey, introduced in section 5.3, serves as a trial for errors and allows us to refine 
the questionnaire before the final survey. The final dataset, of rich cross-sectional data, is 
presented in section 5.4. Finally, the survey sample is assessed in several ways in section 
5.5: completion times are examined, and demographics and travel times are checked against 
large samples and information from public sources. Conclusions on the strengths and 
limitations of the dataset for modelling are discussed in 5.6. 
5.1 Focus groups 
While the lack of an available dataset was identified as an issue in Chapter 3, and the 
conceptual framework was defined in Chapter 4, the rules governing the individual decision-
making process also need to be explored. Focus groups were used for this purpose. The 
focus groups aimed to investigate how travellers look for information and how their attitudes 
and beliefs interfere when using travel information. The objectives of the focus group were: 
• To help understand individual decision-making processes in the choice of information 
and travel 
• To refine the boundaries of this research work 
The focus groups took place in February 2014 at Imperial College London. The outcomes 
influenced the development of the data collection and modelling needs, as presented in this 
chapter. 
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5.1.1 Methodology guidelines: focus group and content analysis 
Focus groups originated in the 1960s (Morgan 1997). They have since been a widely used 
and accepted data collection method in the field of social behaviour (Krueger and Casey 
2000; Fern 2001). Although in their early days they were used to provide conclusions to 
some degree, it was quickly noted that the results could not be generalised to a population 
(Debus 1988). Early literature focused on improving the steps involved in the method itself 
(Wilkinson 1998). Later criticism looked at specific issues. For example, Kidd and Parshall 
(2000) looked at issues with the analysis and interpretation of the results (focus groups 
versus individual statements) rather than the methodology, and Halcomb et al. (2007) looked 
at how groups from different cultures and languages need specific considerations. A number 
of guidelines are available. This study closely follows the complete and useful methodology 
offered by chapter 17 of the Handbook for Focus Group Analysis, entitled “Focus Group 
Interviewing” (Krueger and Casey 2000). Other sources (Fern 2001; Grudens-Schuck et al. 
2004) were of help to compare different methods and to adopt guidelines that were the 
most appropriate for the case of travel information and behaviour. 
In the transport literature, Kenyon and Lyons (2003) exposed their concept of integrated 
multimodal traveller information to mixed mode and mixed socio-demographic groups of 
travellers. The results were gathered from multiple focus groups into qualitative findings on 
the effects of this information on individuals. Recently, an exploratory investigation of travel 
information as part of travel planning (Nyblom 2014) gave interesting qualitative insights 
through the use of complex diaries, and “on-the-go” comments and interviews. The results 
showed that the planning of travel decisions occurs not only because of constraints of the 
moment, but also because of aspirations, cognitive limitations, social norms and social 
relations. 
Content analysis is one of the most commonly used approaches to analyse qualitative data. 
It can be defined as a systematic set of procedures for the analysis, examination and 
verification of the contents of written data (Flick 2009). Weber (1990) lists the aim of 
content analysis as to code open-ended questions, to reveal the focus of each stakeholder 
and to describe patterns forming in the discussions. Krippendorff (2004) suggests several 
approaches to analyse the content of the written data: extrapolation (e.g. trends, patterns 
and differences), standards, indices (e.g. relationships, frequencies of occurrence and co-
occurrence, favourable and non-favourable items), and linguistic representations. The purpose 
of the focus group is not to draw direct conclusions from interviewees behaviour but to use 
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their decision process and their experienced actions of interviewees to create the foundation 
and boundaries of the data collection survey. Therefore, the methods were chosen to 
understand the extent of the survey (from word occurrences), and the decision process 
(from a synthesised storyline). For these focus groups, the discussion texts will be analysed 
two-folds: first using graphical representation of word incidences, and second using 
extrapolation from trends of thoughts based on a logical storyline. 
The literature and guidelines reviewed above were used to develop the focus group 
methodology and results analysis presented in this section. 
5.1.2 Selection of interviewees  
Targeted participants were employed adults (18-60 years old), residing in the Greater 
London area who commuted by public transport (train, tube or bus), by cycling or by 
walking. 
Since Imperial College is located in London and is a large employer, it was natural to 
recruit public transport users from this pool of potential participants. Participants of the 
focus groups were academics, students or staff of Imperial College. As advocated in 
guidelines (Krueger and Casey 2000), two homogenous groups of a reasonable size (8 
persons in each group) were recruited. The first focus group (FG1) was composed of 
students and young academics, while the second group (FG2) was composed of staff from 
different professions. In this regard, the groups were likely to have been slightly more 
professional and educated than the population of Greater London at large. While 
homogenous in terms of professional orientations and age, participants were drawn from 
different departments (civil engineering, bioengineering, mathematics) for FG1 and from 
different job horizons (accountant, administrators, lab technicians) for FG2 to avoid too 
many affinities between participants and potential disturbances in the discussions. 
The survey was disseminated by contacting potential participants by email, informing them 
about the date, venue, the subject of discussion and a “free lunch” incentive. The age 
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distribution of the 16 participants is shown in Figure 5.1.
 
Figure 5.1 Age distribution of participants in the focus groups 
As expected for students, most participants in FG1 were younger than for FG2 and most of 
them had only been living in London for 2 or 3 years. 
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5.1.3 Focus group preparation 
The focus groups took place on February 20th, 2014 (FG1) and on February 27th, 2014 (FG2) 
for 1.5 hours in the middle of the day, in the Skempton Building at Imperial College London. 
Both sessions were audio- and video-recorded using equipment borrowed from the Centre 
for Transport Studies, Imperial College. The participants knew and consent to the recording, 
and had the right to withdraw and be anonymous. Care was taken to keep anonymity by 
modifying names and photos in this study. The room configuration was a layout of tables to 
allow open dialogue, as shown in the photos in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3.
 
Figure 5.2 Focus group 1 photo 
The moderator for both sessions was the author of this thesis. Care was taken in 
moderating the sessions. After an extensive review of moderation techniques in the focus 
group literature (Krueger and Casey 2000; Fern 2001), the moderator prepared a list of 
judiciously timed and elaborated questions, as well as the ideal environment for discussion. 
On the day, she kept the conversation flowing while making sure some that participants 
were neither too reserved nor that they intervened at too great a length. Throughout both 
sessions, she made sure to keep a neutral position while encouraging dialogue. 
 
Figure 5.3 Focus group 2 photo 
According to the research question of this thesis, a discussion guide with open questions 
was structured as followed, for each 1.5-hour discussion: 
• Introduction (5min) 
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• State again the aim of this focus group (10 min) 
• Travel choice and context (20 min): commute, mode, options 
• Travel information (20 min): type, conditions, other sources not used, last time used, 
satisfaction, reason for consulting 
• Behaviour change in travel (20 min): change in travel, reason why, satisfaction, other 
situations to change plans 
• Additional, time permitting (10 min): Frequency of use and cost 
• Finalise (5 min) 
5.1.4 Content analysis in a graphical representation 
Transcripts were accurately prepared from the recordings. Syntheses for each focus group 
discussion are located in Appendix D. These show a summary of responses by focus group 
and by question. From the transcript, a graphical representation of word occurrences, a.k.a. 
tag cloud, was created using words of sizes proportional to the number of times they were 
used in the discussion. This method uses both qualitative and quantitative and this mix 
provides content analysis of quality according to Weber (1990).  
 
Figure 5.4 Focus group tag cloud 
Not surprisingly, the service provider, Transport for London (TfL) occurs the most often in 
the conversation. Different types of information services (e.g. google, app, phone, maps), 
modes of transport, and public transport facilities near the College were amongst the most 
popular words. 
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5.1.5 Content analysis as a storyline summary 
Three cumulative hours of focus group discussions are a lot of information. This content 
was synthesised using qualitative content analysis methods to ensure that the findings are a 
valid representation of the meetings (Krippendorff 2012). The questions and findings are 
summarised as follows: 
1. Travel choice and context 
Which mode do you usually use? How do you usually commute? Are there any other 
options available? 
Most of the participants travel by tube or bus.  
Male participant, 34: "I am more familiar with the tube, I know the map and where to go 
better than the bus." 
A few took the national overland train network, walked or cycled. Rail users’ behaviour was 
similar although slightly different from tube and bus commuter behaviour. Few participants 
commuted using soft modes, such as walking or cycling. 
2. Travel information 
What type of travel information do you usually use and in which conditions? Give examples 
of providers, media, type of info and format for each. In what circumstances do you mostly 
use travel information?  
Three types of trips could be defined, for which different information sources were checked: 
habitual commute (usually mornings), discretionary habitual (after work on weekdays), and 
leisure trips in non-familiar places (weekends mostly). For habitual trips, the preferred 
information sources seem to be countdown screens at stations, live updates on phone apps 
and websites such as TfL Journey Planner, or Google Maps, or BBC news.  
Female participant, 44: "I don't really check unless I go somewhere that I really don't know 
and then I get obsessed with information: it is kind of all or nothing."  
For discretionary trips, a combination of countdown screens, apps, Google Maps and TfL 
Journey Planner on a phone or computer are often consulted. For unfamiliar trips, 
participants are more inclined to look at TfL and Google Maps websites on a computer to 
check and compare alternatives (mostly used pre-trip). It was a lot harder to extract useful 
data on travel information used by non-motorised modes commuters. 
Relationship between you and travel information (development of using sources over time) 
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People do change sources over time, smart phone ownership is an important factor and the 
number of years lived in London is also important. It would seem that amongst participants, 
there is a decrease in use of TfL Journey Planner (JP), as Google Maps and apps increase 
in popularity. 
Male, 32: "I have been living 7 years in London, so I would often use own judgement, 
although TfL gives you some kind of a template." 
How frequently do you use travel information? How much do you think it costs? 
Information seemed mechanically acquired daily most of the time. It would be actively 
sought fewer times, on about one within the last one or two weeks. 
Male participant, 34: "If I check it here (at work) it is free, and if I check it from my phone… 
it is free, cause I already got it." 
Most participants think of it as free, although the willingness to pay ranges between £3 and 
£10 for one-time “membership” cost (for long-term investment). 
Do you know other sources that you do not use? Why do you not use them?  
The sources that participants listed are: phone apps (amongst them, Citymapper), TfL 
updates on phone or computer, Countdown screens, Google Maps on phone or computer, 
TfL Journey Planner on a computer, BBC travel news, radio, City council website for 
roadworks, own experience, station agent via call button, etc. 
Male, 27: "I used to use Twitter but it is not very accurate, because if they don't update it 
straight away, then it is not very useful.” 
3. Context and reasons to check information 
When was the last time you used travel information? Can you remember the situation? 
The last occasion in which participants checked for information varied. For some, the last 
time was today or yesterday. It was rather passive for a habitual check (e.g. looking at a 
screen by habit) and they tended not to remember the detail of the information and/or how 
they acted upon it.  
Female, 25:"I got the Countdown app on my phone as well which I check when bus is 
coming, that's because I'm impatient" 
For others, it was a few days ago (or for some, in the last week or two weeks). The 
situations involved different levels of travel disruption. Some give examples of extreme 
conditions (e.g. strike or flooding) when they “over check” information from many sources. 
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Some mention reasons such as a slight disruption, the need to purchase groceries, or when 
they needed to go somewhere familiar but required more details about the trip. 
Are you satisfied with the information sources you consult? Why do you consult? How does 
it fulfil your primary objective for consulting it? Is it to confirm/change/pass time/etc. 
Participants have already formed an opinion on the sources they use. Phone apps are 
appreciated for their accuracy and reliability (when low congestion). Bus countdowns are 
seen as inaccurate, however. TfL Journey Planner (JP) website was viewed as good for train 
times but not for walking or transfer estimates. Google Maps was considered to be useful in 
combination with TfL JP. TfL updates through their website receive mixed feelings. Twitter 
was not used very much and when it was, it appeared to be used in extreme cases and 
generally disliked. 
Male, 32: "I used to use Twitter but it is not very accurate, because if they don't update it 
straight away, then it is not very useful.” 
Although few people use radio and TV channels, those who do use them regularly seem 
relatively satisfied with these sources, even if they sometimes doubt about their accuracy. 
Male participant, 51: "I get very annoyed when the radio updates tell me that a station is 
closed and it is not. I would rather have no information than wrong information." 
Other reasons to check information than to confirm/change plans  
Female participant, 24: "I don't like waiting. I can't stand there and wait, I have to know that 
the train is coming." 
Many reasons for checking were mentioned: to reduce waiting time, reduce travel time, 
reduce stress, improve convenience (preferred mode, less changes, less crowded), know 
where and when one will be, coordinate with housemates/friends, etc. 
4. Behaviour change in travel and satisfaction 
Once you consulted your information, which travel did you actually do? 
Male, 27: "During the strike, they were no tubes, just bus, so I had to check TfL to pick a 
route." 
Some individuals follow the information source they checked (whether they trust it or not). 
Others do not follow any and travel from experience, or combine information from different 
sources. 
Were you OK with the changes you made or with the travel you actually made? Were you 
satisfied with your changes? How happy were you with your decision?  
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Most of the participants considered themselves to be happy with everyday information or 
new information, except for the accuracy of walking times, or status updates for 
stops/stations that were actually not congested or closed but advertised as such.  
Female, 25: “I was happy because I arrived at home at the time that the app said I would 
arrive and I arrive faster than I thought I would arrive. The information was accurate." 
In general, participants felt unhappy with information during disrupted conditions. 
5.1.6 Conclusions from the focus groups 
Many useful outcomes originated from the focus group discussions. The productive findings 
helped: 
• To understand the individual decision-making process regarding the choice of 
information and travel 
o The multiplicity of commute alternatives: in the conceptual model, a set of 
known travel alternatives, or a main choice with one or two back-up options, 
is the basis for the travel choice. 
o The multiplicity of travel information sources: in the conceptual model, the 
concept of consumption of information sources is represented and multiple 
modelling structures are explored. 
o The need for information may relate to a mechanism of constraints or one 
of emotions or attitude: attitudinal motivation when looking for information 
needs to be investigated in the modelling. 
• To define the boundaries of the PhD research work 
o identifying the context and travel modes targeted: in order to compare the 
consumption of sources in a competitive market, individuals should have 
access to similar travel and information source options. The data collection 
should focus on individuals living and/or working in London, who commute 
by tube or bus. 
o determining the trip purpose: from the findings of the focus group, different 
information search processes have been identified for extreme conditions (e.g. 
strike or flooding), a slight disruption or habit. This research will focus on 
cases of ‘slight disruption in order to grasp a moderate change in travel 
behaviour’ (cf. section 4.3.6). 
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o limiting the choice set of alternatives: The choice set of travel information 
sources can be built around the reported list: phone apps (Citymapper, 
other), TfL JP, TfL updates, countdown screens, Google Maps, BBC travel 
news, radio, others. 
o focusing on specific information sources attributes: The set of attributes 
relevant to information choice behaviour and satisfaction identified by the 
focus group participants includes usefulness, accuracy, reliability, etc. 
The findings of these discussions positively influenced the research progress at different 
levels: 
• It helped shape the conceptual framework and the way the acquisition, use and 
behaviour towards TI were modelled. Specifically, the multiplicity of commute options 
and TI sources were reflected in the model. 
• It also helped to classify the different contexts in which travel information is used 
and for which purpose.  From those contexts, the commuting situation in a public 
transport network was deemed to be the most appropriate for further development 
and this was kept in mind for the pilot survey. 
5.2 Survey design 
The decisions involved in the survey design are largely drawn from the literature review 
(Chapter 2) and the exploratory study using focus groups in section 5.1. While the 
conceptual framework (Chapter 4) offers the overall structure of the survey, the conclusions 
from the former chapters provide the context of its application. Both the pilot and final 
survey were entirely developed by the author of the thesis. 
5.2.1 Potential data collection methods 
Several methodologies, as presented in this subsection, were investigated in terms of their 
advantages and drawbacks, and their technical or resource feasibility. Table 5.1 indicates 
these possible methods, describes them and balances the pros and cons for each. 
Table 5.1 Potential data collection methods: description, pros and cons 
Potential data 
collection method 
Description of the method 
Pros Cons 
 
Simulation with 
stated preference 
A software program could have been developed to simulate a virtual 
environment with a stated preference choice survey of travel information and 
travel choices. 
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Potential data 
collection method 
Description of the method 
Pros Cons 
survey The advantage would be that the 
sensitivity of certain characteristics 
could be better modelled. Multiple 
scenarios could be created for the 
search, acquisition and processing of 
information; for example, time spent 
and amount of information consulted 
could be closely monitored. 
Simulations and stated-preference have 
usually been used to validate models 
representing the impact of travel 
information (Pathan et al. 2011; Chorus 
et al. 2013). 
These rarely, however, emulate the 
variety of information sources available 
in reality and the associated effort 
required in real life in order to search 
and acquire information from these 
different sources. Simulating a virtual 
environment also requires a 
considerable amount of time and 
programming-specific skills, which 
rendered this option infeasible in the 
context of this PhD. 
 
Module added to 
existing travel diary 
Due to its own extent, Transport for London (TfL) uses a tailored data collection 
method, the London Travel Demand Survey (LTDS). The option of adding a 
“travel information use” module to the TfL’s existing travel diary was considered. 
The module would be added to an 
already rich dataset with a valid data 
collection method for demographics 
and travel patterns, and a set of 
respondents that would fit the 
sampling frame. 
Having this module was investigated 
with TfL but could not be pursued 
based on their response. In their view 
and in current conditions, the benefits 
in terms of research did not justify the 
cost for this added module. If they 
had accepted, the amount of time 
spent in agreement and administration 
would have been considerable. 
 
Data collection 
from diary/survey 
app for mobile 
phone 
An application for mobile phone devices could be created as a sort of diary for 
information and travel. Web usage for information and transport-related apps, as 
well as GPS tracker data could be reported precisely.  
Using this data collection app would 
bring a lot of accuracy in terms of 
real-life information use: frequency, 
time duration, exact app and webpage 
consulted (while it would be recalled in 
an RP). Also, the GPS tracker would 
bring greater accuracy to the travel 
pattern variables. 
This application faced many 
challenges: working under limited time 
constraints, finding appropriate app 
programming resources, creating and 
distributing the app to respondents, 
identifying a representative sample of 
a population. This was not a feasible 
option given the time and technical 
resources available. 
 
Revealed preference 
survey 
A revealed preference survey could be developed using an online platform. A 
dissemination method and survey design should be planned to achieve the 
target sample frame. 
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Potential data 
collection method 
Description of the method 
Pros Cons 
The main advantage of an RP-survey is 
the flexibility to tailor easily the survey 
in terms of questions, time, and 
resources Zmud and Lee-Gosselin 
(2013). This allows a complete control 
of the type of questions and the 
feasibility within the PhD timeline. The 
questions could be easily customised 
towards the research objectives, and 
practically could be changed from the 
pilot to the final survey. The platform 
allowed the creation of an interactive 
environment, where responses affect 
the following questions. As mentioned 
in the literature review in Chapter 2, 
very few studies use revealed 
preference data and this would 
therefore be an innovative approach. 
The challenge was to collect revealed 
preference data and obtain as much 
detail as possible using a stated 
preference one. The amount of use or 
“consumption” of travel information 
sources captured by travellers is 
difficult to collect and quantify but 
much attention has been paid to this 
aspect when creating the questionnaire. 
In addition, RP questions rely not only 
on respondents’ perceptions but also 
on their recollections of their actions 
and observations, which will introduce 
some bias into the results. 
After consideration of all possible methods, the revealed preference survey was selected 
because of the customisation possibilities and the feasibility within the scope of the PhD 
work. Since it was based on recalling observations and actions, the survey was retrospective 
rather than prospective. The first part looked at general TI acquisition while the second 
collected data about a specific example of TI acquisition that occurred recently. Because of 
the variety of the questions, the RP survey could also be defined as a cross-sectional study 
and is used to scrutinise information acquisition and travel behaviour, alongside 
demographics and attitudinal questions. 
5.2.2 Public transport commute context 
The survey is addressed to commuters using public transport (PT), hence the trips recorded 
through the survey are PT travels between their home and workplaces. This context comes 
from the implementation framework in Chapter 4. As a reminder, it was selected for the 
following reasons. 
During these familiar journeys, i.e. when commuting, travellers are expected to behave in a 
consistent manners across trips, using a consistent decision-making process. In the case of 
touristic and leisure trips, travellers are faced with less prior knowledge and more 
uncertainty and may therefore behave inconsistently. In subsection 4.3.2, different trip types 
have been identified and classified by familiarity. More details about the relationship between 
the information search and trip familiarity is given. It was decided that private car users 
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would be excluded from the survey. Public transport commuters would be the main target 
population. Private car users are a lot more independent and rely less on external services. 
Individuals cycling or walking to work would also consult less information: they were only 
included in the pilot survey. Because commuting trips represent a majority of the trips made 
in large urban locations, public transport authority agencies have more interest in 
investigating travel and information for this type of trip. 
5.2.3 Strategic and tactical choices 
The concept of strategic and tactical choice is explained thoroughly in subsection 4.3.1 of 
Chapter 4. It is reminded here that the survey is structured to gather data about two 
different choices: 
• Strategic choice: the acquisition of travel information in general, using a revealed-
preference survey with attitudinal questions 
• Tactical choice: This includes the specific acquisition of TI sources under disruption 
and its associated change (or not) in travel behaviour along with attitudinal 
questions regarding satisfaction. The disruption case is retrospective because it 
asked about the last time a disruption occurred with a delay of more than 5 
minutes. The tactical decision is linked to the strategic one in that the choice set 
proposed during the disruption corresponds to the full portfolio of choices selected 
by the same individual for the strategic decision.  
5.2.4 Introducing the questionnaire using an avatar 
In order to introduce the topic of the questionnaire to the respondent, a brief story about 
an imaginary London traveller was drawn in a comic strip using an avatar. This avatar 
identification enables the interviewee to engage in the survey by being presented and 
identified with Jack, a commuter taking the District line to go to work, and obviously fitting 
the sampling frame. The first survey lines read as follows: 
“Let me begin by describing the key terminology used throughout the survey by illustrating 
the typical commute of Jack, i.e. his usual travel from home to work during peak hours. 
Jack checks several sources of information during different stages of his travel: e.g. before 
leaving home, on his way to the station, at the station. He makes decisions about his 
commute based on the information given to him by those sources.” 
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The purpose of this avatar (shown in Figure 5.5) is for the respondent to identify with the 
character and get an idea of the questions that are going to be asked in the questionnaire. 
Four images introduce the participant to various aspects: 
• The vocabulary used during the survey 
• The type of questions that will be asked 
• The different steps of the survey 
 
Figure 5.5 Virtual presentation as a comic strip, third image 
Figure 5.5 shows the third image of the comic strip, which includes four images, all drawn 
by the author. The full comic strip is available as part of the full final survey shown in 
Appendix G. While the background settings are not notably displayed, the accent is placed 
on the variety of information sources, the content of information and the different choices 
made at the various stages of the commute. While overall this avatar comic strip allowed 
the respondents to feel more comfortable with the questions that would follow, some 
individuals’ responses may be biased by the particular sources and travel modes that were 
illustrated in drawing. In addition, this adds some additional time to the survey length. 
5.2.5 Questionnaire content 
The survey was built around three main categories of questions, the responses to which are 
translated into variables. Figure 5.6 shows the three different categories as parts of the 
questionnaire. 
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Figure 5.6 Categories of elements influencing the information and travel choice 
Demographics, travel patterns and travel information variables influence the decision-making. 
Multiple variables are collected and their effects are measured in various modelling contexts 
in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 
• Travel Patterns: General questions related to the commute patterns are asked about 
timings, work flexibility, person accompanying, etc. These respondents also list up to 
three of their commute options for which they indicate attributes such as mode, 
walking, waiting, travel time, transfer, etc. This part of the survey sets the scenario of 
a disruption occurring on their usual commute, and asks the participant about 
his/her travel choices based on options previously listed by the respondent.  
• Travel information: Questions on the nature and frequency of use of sources, their 
characteristics (qualitative attributes, satisfaction ratings, reliability, etc.). This part of 
the survey sets the scenario of a disruption occurring on their usual commute, and 
asks the participant about his/her information choices based on the sources 
previously listed by the respondents. 
• Individual characteristics: Various demographic questions enquire about the personal, 
professional and household characteristics of the respondents. 
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5.2.6 Questionnaire platform and review 
The questionnaire was developed by the author herself using widely published, used and 
accepted survey guidelines. The questions were carefully drafted and reviewed based on 
survey creation fundamentals and questionnaire design guide books (Sudman and Bradburn 
1982; Oppenheim 2000; Brace 2008). The pilot and final survey were designed using a 
computer assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) questionnaire on a web-based platform, called 
LimeSurvey (LimeSurvey and Schmitz 2015). Web-based surveys offer many advantages 
compared to phone surveys, field interviews, hand-out written surveys, and other surveys. 
More details about these advantages are listed by Zmud and Lee-Gosselin (2013): its format 
allows for rapid data collection, real-time validation, flexibility, interactivity and visualisation, 
and renders its distribution easy and efficient. 
Before it is sent out to potential participants, the pilot survey was reviewed several times to 
check for reliability, validity and error testing. One of these testing methods was 
“accompanied interviews”: the author sat consecutively with three reviewers. They 
communicated to her the process they were going through while answering the 
questionnaire: comprehension, wording and general thoughts about the questions. Following 
up on this, informal “background observations” were carried out. A handful of potential 
respondents answered the survey without talking while the author observes them. They give 
their feedback after completing the survey. This quality check procedure helped achieve a 
questionnaire of high standard. 
5.3 Pilot survey 
The pilot survey was developed based on the conceptual framework in Chapter 4. This 
section does not expand on the pilot survey in great depth since the pilot merely serves as 
springboard to launch the final survey and the analyses of the pilot data are not included 
in this thesis. It is explained here, however, how the pilot survey was disseminated and how 
the sampling frame was selected. The survey content is summarised and descriptive 
statistics from the results are discussed. The last paragraph highlights the findings and puts 
forward recommendations to improve the survey towards its final form, as elaborated in 
section 5.4. 
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5.3.1 Pilot survey dissemination 
Different possibilities for survey dissemination are examined: 
• disseminating the online survey through internet channels: this infers a bias towards 
the initial social group that received the survey. 
• manually distributing the survey to a more satisfactory sample of respondents which 
includes a broader range of people: this is extremely time and labour consuming. 
• buying a pool of preselected respondents from a subcontractor: while this is an 
expensive method, it is ideal to get an heterogeneous and large sample of the 
target population, and will be used for the final survey. It may lead to a slight bias 
in the responses due to the incentive-driven mechanisms offered by panel 
companies. 
• getting sponsored by a transport organisation that could facilitate the dissemination 
of the survey upon agreement from interested bodies: this would be an ideal 
solution but is not possible in the time frame of this PhD. 
After consideration of those options, the online distribution channel is selected. The pilot 
survey was distributed to the whole of the Civil Engineering Department of Imperial College 
and many of the author’s colleagues and friends living in London. Those friends, in turn, 
forwarded the questionnaire to their own contacts introducing a “snowball” effect. The aim 
was to get as many responses as possible, and a successful completion rate of 40% (i.e. 
106 completed surveys) was achieved. 
5.3.2 Pilot sampling frame 
While the final survey only aims to include commuters who exclusively use the tube and/or 
the bus for their trip, the pilot survey was focused on all transport modes other than 
private car usage. The selected modes are interrogated in a disaggregate and detailed 
manner in the survey but were grouped as needed for the analysis: 
• bus 
• tube (including Overground/DLR) 
• national rail 
• bike 
• walk (as an always-available alternative) 
The walk-only alternative is available if the residents said it would be possible to walk in the 
event of major disruption. 
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5.3.3 Pilot survey content 
The overall survey structure is shown in Table 5.3. Strikethrough terms are question groups 
absent in the pilot but present in the final survey. The table describes the role of each 
question group in the order in which they were asked in the questionnaire. The full pilot 
survey as it appears to participants via the online LimeSurvey platform is in Appendix E. 
Table 5.2 Pilot survey structure and question group description 
# Question Group Description 
1 Screening question Final survey only 
2 Comic strip This helps the respondent to understand better what 
is asked from her/him in the survey. 
3 Commute Patterns Variables, such as travel card, transport availability, 
departure time, flexibility, disruption experience may 
be independent from travel information consumption 
but are known to influence travel behaviour. 
4 Commuting option 1 Many commute attributes are included for each 
option to understand the complexity of the trip: 
timing plan, transfers, modes, service frequency and 
perceived variation in time. 
5 Commuting option 2 
6 Commuting option 3 
7 Travel information sources In addition to the sources of TI that commuters 
consult in general, attitudinal questions enquire 
about respondents’ use of technology 
8 Travel information sources 
characteristics 
Detailed attributes about the use of the above-cited 
sources are requested: frequency of use, cost, 
perceived information discrepancy, performance of 
sources and attitudinal questions about reasons for 
consulting them 
9 Commute under disruption This question group studies a specific retrospective 
example of the respondent’s experience with 
disruption and information. This group “sets the 
conditions” of the disruption: delay amplitude, 
information alert, date, weather. It also asks which of 
the above-cited sources were consulted and for 
which commute option. 
10 Commute under disruption with 
information 
The features given by the TI sources checked during 
disruption are asked here: timing given by TI 
sources, influence of each sources, actual time 
delay, and usefulness of TI attributes. Finally the 
change (or not) in travel plan is also requested. 
11 Information and travel 
satisfaction 
Final survey only 
12 Individual characteristics Age, gender, education, income, household size, 
years lived at house and working and partial 
postcodes. These variables depict heterogeneity 
amongst respondents for this dataset. 
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# Question Group Description 
13 Comments This is a space for any comment the respondent 
wants to express freely. The comments allow 
feedback on the questionnaire and are used to 
improve the pilot survey. 
The additional question groups added after the pilot for the final survey were the screening 
question, and the questions on information and travel satisfaction. The latter were planned 
for the pilot but were not asked because of the excessive survey length. The final survey is 
introduced in section 5.4. 
5.3.4 Descriptive statistics for the pilot survey 
This section describes statistically important variables collected through the pilot, but the 
entire descriptive statistics12 study is located in Appendix F. The completion rate for the 
pilot survey was about 40%, with 106 completed surveys for 262 people who at least 
clicked on the provided web link. The difference of 156 respondents is explained by those 
who either just clicked on the link or partially filled the survey. Due to the dissemination 
method, a validation check rapidly confirms that a data cleaning is not needed. 
 
Figure 5.7 Distribution amongst age groups 
                              
12 Some of these descriptive statistics were presented at the hEART conference in Leeds, UK in 
September 2014 in the presentation entitled “Trust the source: a revealed preference study on 
information consumption and travel behaviour”. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the age distribution amongst respondents. It clearly highlights a high 
proportion of participants between 24 and 32 years old. This bias comes from the 
dissemination method through Imperial College postgraduate students. 
 
  
Figure 5.8 Distribution of income levels 
Figure 5.8 shows the personal income distribution. The personal income was calculated by 
dividing the household income by the household size. The household income featured very 
high values, as it is common for students to live with several flatmates in London. 
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Figure 5.9 Transport mode for main commute option 1 
In Figure 5.9, one can see the diversity of the main commute options chosen by 
participants. More than half of the respondents (53%) exclusively use the tube and/or the 
bus to get to work. This will be the target population for the final survey sample. 
Another type of characteristic that was collected is the commute schedule. This consists of 
the walking time from home to first station or stop, the wait time at the station or stop, the 
in-vehicle time (including intermediate transfers and waiting times) and the walk time from 
the station or stop to work. These four time characteristics sum to the total journey time. 
Figure 5.10 shows the average schedule per type of transport mode (or combination of 
modes). 
 
Figure 5.10 Average timing plans of commuters per transport mode 
The travel time is longer for rail commuters than for tube commuters. While for tube and 
rail commuters, a transfer only slightly increases the total travel time, bus riders with at 
least one transfer have a considerably longer travel time although significantly shorter 
walking time. 
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Figure 5.11 Frequency of use per TI source 
Figure 5.11 lists the different sources of travel information by media and by providers. The 
frequency of TI use associated with each of them is shown in a darker colour if used more 
often. 
 
Figure 5.12 Performance ratings of sources of travel information 
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Figure 5.12 shows the average respondent ratings for different criteria by provider of travel 
information. The overall satisfaction was asked separately from the four criteria of rating. All 
of them rated using a 7-point Likert scale. In the graph, phone apps, staff and social media 
seem to be the most satisfying TI sources. The transport staff ratings were best for 
accuracy and consistency rather than ease of access and understanding, this was pattern 
was inverted for phone app scores. TfL and Google maps scored moderately, while BBC 
news, friends and relatives scored lower, probably because their information is usually quite 
general. 
 
Figure 5.13 Travel information and source(s) acquisition under disruption 
Figure 5.13 shows the travel element for which information was acquired (i.e. general, option 
1, option 2, option 3, other alternatives) for each source of information (i.e. source 1, 
source 2, source 3 or none). Source 1 (S1) corresponds to the most frequently used source 
of information for that individual. Many respondents do not check information after 
disruption, but if they do, they would most likely check their main source. 
 
Figure 5.14 Travel behaviour under disruption 
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In Figure 5.14, it can be observed that commuters are not likely to find an alternative to 
their main commute option in the event of disruption. If they did have an alternative, 
however, they would use their “back-up” option to get to work. Rarely do commuters 
actually use another (third) option, or decide to walk or telecommute/cancel their workday. 
5.3.5 Pilot survey findings 
The pilot survey was a very useful exercise to assess how well the survey serves the 
purpose of answering behavioural questions from the conceptual framework (Chapter 4), and 
to start the modelling. Many lessons were learnt from the collection of answers and 
feedback of the respondents. The changes that were implemented in order to improve the 
survey into its final version are discussed as follows: 
The changes that affected the format of the questionnaire were: 
• Rewording: Some questions were reworded in terms of language or expression for 
better comprehension. 
• Visualisation: In the pilot survey, many written comments made the survey long and 
strenuous. Many explanatory graphics were added to help the respondents quickly 
understand questions. For example, complex trips were shown with a symbolic 
graphic on how it could be represented as a simple decomposed trip. When 
selecting specific phone apps, the logos of actual travel apps were displayed along 
with the app name, in case respondents could not recall it. 
• Open-ended towards closed-ended questions: The pilot featured several open-ended 
questions that lead to a better understanding of each question. The answers 
previously described in “Other” and “Comments” fields were considered and included 
as answers of multiple-choice questions. Therefore, many open-ended questions were 
refined into close-ended questions, allowing the “Other” field to be described if 
needed. 
Changes that affected the content of the questionnaire were: 
• Prioritisation: Certain questions included in the pilot (commute by walking, days of 
commute, commuting preferences, information preferences) were not necessary. These 
were deleted so that other needed variables could be collected: the question group 
about the satisfaction scores regarding information and travel was added. 
• Response values and scale: The scale of responses was consolidated in a consistent 
manner; all the ratings used the same 7-point Likert scale. An exception was for the 
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frequency of using travel information sources. For the latter, a higher level of 
accuracy than for the pilot survey was needed. A specific dual scale featuring a 
“Value” per “Period of time” was used to introduce additional response accuracy and 
some flexibility in the estimation. 
• TI source choice set: Additional TI sources, which were not thought about before but 
listed in the pilot by respondents (Google Now, live arrivals, specific apps), were 
noted and added in the options listed for the final version. 
• Travel context: While the pilot could accept responses from respondents of any 
transport modes, the final survey was tailored for London commuters using 
exclusively the tube and/or bus for their main commune option. Other modes were 
available as answers for their second and third option inputs. 
• TI sources descriptors: In the pilot survey, descriptors about the type of information 
provided by each TI source (time, delay, route, alternatives, etc.) were asked to the 
respondents. However, those descriptors are source specific and do not vary per 
respondent. This question was removed in the final survey. 
• Attitudes: Attitudinal questions about use of ICT, motivations to look for TI, 
satisfaction ratings on various aspects of information sources were carefully reviewed. 
Additional questions were added and language was reworded, so that a proper 
factor analysis could be undertaken afterwards. 
5.4 Final survey 
This section sets out the details of the final data collection. This final survey follows an 
experiential-oriented approach and the use of retrospective events to help respondents recall 
and recreate their observations and actions. It was built using lessons learnt from collecting, 
analysing and modelling the pilot survey data. In this section, the survey dissemination 
method and contents are presented. The process used to filter and clean the data is 
clarified. Finally, descriptive statistics highlight the main thematic characteristics of the survey 
contents. Appendix G contains the full questionnaire as it appeared to respondents. Appendix 
H shows complete descriptive statistics from the data collected using the final survey. 
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5.4.1 Survey dissemination 
The same dissemination methods were available as the ones for the pilot survey. Due to 
time limitations, it was decided to use a panel research company. The company, 
Panelbase,13 was hired to recruit 600 respondents meeting the given sample frame criteria. 
Panelbase uses a membership system in which each member gets a variable financial 
incentive for each completed survey. Incentives are in the form of monetary rewards, which 
can be redeemed up to a certain amount in retail vouchers. This financial incentive may 
introduce a sampling bias towards a specific population who would be more inclined to use 
this online survey system to earn money. The final sample would probably show different 
demographics than the pilot study and the target population of London public transport 
commuters. 
It is to be noted that a small error occurred during the survey distribution. While the survey 
completion time was about 20 minutes or more, it was advertised to potential respondents 
as a 5 minutes survey with a £0.40 reward. When realising that the duration was incorrectly 
advertised, it was re-advertised as a 30 to 40 minutes survey, worth £1.80 for its 
completion. When filtering and cleaning the data, the percentage of invalid responses 
(according to similar criteria explained in subsection 5.4.4) for the £0.40-responses invalid 
rate was 14% and only marginally higher than the £1.80-responses one at 12%. The impact 
of the reward was deemed insignificant and all valid responses were included in the survey, 
regardless of the reward value. 
5.4.2 Sampling frame 
The sampling frame was tailored based on the considerations identified in the 
implementation framework in section 4.3. The survey targets the population fitting these 
criteria: 
• over 18 years: The respondent should be able to comprehend the survey questions 
easily. Adults would be more likely to have a job. 
• full-time employed: The respondent should be employed because commuting trips at 
regular schedules and familiarity in this context are required. 
                              
13 Panelbase (www.panelbase.net) is a company offering services from sample-only to full service 
project design, management and reporting. Members have the opportunity to provide their opinions on 
a range of products and services, as well as on topical issues. 
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• living or working in London: The author was based in London during her PhD 
research work. She is familiar and has greater accessibility to the London area 
public transport network and information providers. In addition, the Greater-London 
area is highly populated with workers who commute by public transport, which would 
ensure an acceptable sample size. 
• taking exclusively the tube and/or the bus to travel to work: Restricting the main 
transport mode for commute helped to constrain externalities and focus on precise 
features of travel information from a reduced choice set of TI sources. 
These criteria were mentioned to the company Panelbase in charge of recruiting 
respondents: and this constitutes a first selection process amongst participants. The 
company has limited access or potentially outdated data about their clients, however, and 
therefore, additional precautions were put in place. At the very beginning of the survey, a 
screening question asks: 
Are you over 18 years and in full-time employment, living or working in London and taking 
exclusively the tube and/or the bus to travel to work? 
A “Yes” answer let them proceed, while a “No” answer automatically cancels the possibility 
of partaking in the survey. The desired sample size was about 600 respondents. Descriptive 
statistics about demographics and modes were computed. A comparison between our survey 
sample statistics and the LTDS is described in subsection 5.5.2. 
5.4.3 Survey content 
The entire survey comprises 110 questions, including many conditional questions: these 
depend on previous answers and not all of them are asked to participants. The overall 
survey structure is shown in Table 5.3. It describes the role of each question group in the 
order in which they were addressed. 
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Table 5.3 Survey structure and question group description 
# Question Group Description 
1 Screening question The question aims to filter respondents 
corresponding to the target population. 
2 Comic strip This helps the respondent to understand better what 
is asked from her/him in the survey. 
3 Commute Patterns Variables, such as travel card, transport availability, 
departure time, flexibility, disruption experience may 
be independent from travel information consumption 
but are known to influence travel behaviour. 
4 Commuting option 1 Many commute attributes are included for each 
option to understand the complexity of the trip: 
timing plan, transfers, modes, service frequency and 
perceived variation in time. 
5 Commuting option 2 
6 Commuting option 3 
7 Travel information sources In addition to the sources of TI that commuters 
consult in general, attitudinal questions enquire 
about respondents’ use of technology 
8 Travel information sources 
characteristics 
Detailed attributes about the use of the above-cited 
sources are requested: frequency of use, cost, 
perceived information discrepancy, performance of 
sources and attitudinal questions about reasons for 
consulting them. 
9 Commute under disruption This question group studies a specific retrospective 
example of the respondents’ experience with 
disruption and information. This group “sets the 
conditions” of the disruption: delay amplitude, 
information alert, date, weather. It also asks which of 
the above-cited sources were consulted and for 
which commute option. 
10 Commute under disruption with 
information 
The features given by the TI sources checked during 
disruption are explored here: timing given by TI 
sources, influence of each sources, actual time 
delay, and usefulness of TI attributes. Finally the 
change (or not) in travel plan is also requested. 
11 Information and travel 
satisfaction 
A question about the decision-making process, 
including the role of information in travel behaviour 
is asked directly. In addition, the activity behaviour 
consequent to the travel change is queried. 
Attitudinal questions regarding the satisfaction 
experienced in respect to both information and travel 
are also asked. 
12 Individual characteristics Age, gender, education, income, household size, 
years lived at house and working and partial 
postcodes: these variables depict the heterogeneity 
amongst the respondents for this dataset. 
13 Comments This is a space for any comment the respondent 
want to express freely any feedback on their 
answers. 
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In Appendix G, a detailed structure of the final survey with questions and answer type is 
shown as it appeared to participants via the LimeSurvey platform. 
• Question Group 4, 5 & 6, Number of commute alternatives: In the literature review in 
Chapter 2, many authors consider a commute as one planned option and a change 
in plan as an “alternative plan”. The focus group findings, however, reveal that 
travellers already have a choice set with multiple options. The pilot survey confirms 
that most respondents have one or two alternatives. It was decided to keep the third 
option in order to keep the full dimension of alternatives as a model variable. 
• Question Group 7, Number of sources: Khattak et al. (2008) used data from the 
2006 Greater Triangle Household Travel Survey, in which 50% accessed none, 32% 
accessed one source of information, 14% accessed two and 5% accessed three or 
more. Although that survey was focused on passenger cars that may rely less on 
information sources, it gives an idea for the number of sources. In the study by 
Chorus et al. (2013) regarding public transport the results from the stated preference 
travel simulator experiment  averaged 1.67 pre-trip information acquisition steps, with 
a maximum of seven steps. Although the detailed distribution is not given, offering 
the possibility to list five information sources represents a good compromise to 
embrace the diversity of sources in an individual’s portfolio while moderating the 
complexity of the questionnaire. Only frequencies of use and cost attributes are 
asked for up to the five listed sources. Ulterior questions regarding TI sources are 
restricted to the first three main ones. 
5.4.4 Data filtering and cleaning 
Tokens were sent to 1301 people recruited by Panelbase. Using the first screening question, 
376 people were screened out. A remaining 231 participants only partially answered the 
survey. Finally, 694 completed the survey entirely for a response rate of 53% over the 1301 
that were sent a token. The data cleaning was a challenging, time-consuming and complex 
task. Various problems regarding the data were encountered. Different criteria were 
strategized and applied to check the validity of each response and address any issues. 
Those criteria are listed and detailed in Figure 5.15. The number n of cases excluded for 
each criteria is displayed. 
In the case of non-existent travel information use, the responses were discarded. All travel 
information sources were listed in the survey options, and it is very unlikely to avoid 
information given the location of time boards at stops and stations. Indeed, this statement 
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transpired during the focus group where each participant uses information. One of the focus 
group participants testified: 
Male, 30: "I remember looking at the countdown to know that the next train to Victoria is 
going in one or two minutes, (…) it is on the platform when you arrive so there is no way 
you cannot look at it." 
Since the survey develops from this early question on the strategic use of travel information, 
these respondents could not answer any of the subsequent questions (apart from 
demographics), rendering their “partial responses” of the survey obsolete. 
 
Figure 5.15 Final survey: data filtering and cleaning process 
•Partial (first half) of postcodes were collected and used to identify respondents 
who did not commute into or from the Greater London area (within M25). 
Outer postcodes, n= 13 
•Using geographic information system (GIS), the postcode layer was compared with 
the London transport tube and bus network. A large number of respondents 
appeared not to have access to rail, tubes or buses. 
Access to tube or bus, n= 16 
•The frequency of use of each commute option was asked. These values revealed 
commuters whose actual most frequent mode was car, boat, bike or by foot. 
These were taken out. 
Frequency and mode of different commute options, n=12 
•Travel times that were reported to be null or less than 7 minutes were 
considered extremely short values, and did not match distances indicated by  
partial postcodes. These were put aside. 
Abnormal values for travel time, n= 10 
•The demographic variables, such as age, years lived in house and years at same 
work, are used to detect incoherencies and help eliminate invalid responses. 
Abnormal values for demographics, n= 8 
•Respondents who responded that they never use travel information were 
discarded. It is very unlikely to completely avoid information given the location of 
time boards at stops and stations. 
Non-existent use of information, n= 15 
•Additional invalid entries are also identified when many similar, or repetitive 
numeric values patterns (e.g. 1,1,1,1 or 2,3,2,3) are detected for the same 
observed individual. 
Identifiable numeric value patterns, n=15 
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The excluded responses for each criterion shown in Figure 5.15 amounts to a total of 89 
responses filtered out by data cleaning, leaving 605 valid responses. The valid response rate 
over the total number of entirely filled surveys is consequently 87.1%. 
The second part of the data collection on travel behaviour occurs almost at the end of the 
survey. Potential fatigue and the frustration of completing an intentionally detailed survey 
may have led participants progressively to lose interest. Additional checks were made to 
eliminate 69 respondents who neglected their answers in the second half of the survey 
analysis. In summary, the total number of observations was 605 for the modelling in Chapter 
6, but this reduced to 536 for the analyses in Chapter 7. 
5.4.5 Descriptive statistics for the final survey 
The previous sections show summary statistics about demographics and travel variables. In 
this paragraph, descriptive statistics are shown about the consumption of information and 
travel behaviour under disruption. 
 
Figure 5.16 Popularity of TI sources 
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In the survey, 27 various TI sources are enumerated as options. Figure 5.16 exposes the 
diversity of these sources by popularity (how many times each is listed). The most popular 
sources are sources categorised under the groups Google Maps and TfL. Although each 
phone app is listed by a few respondents, the sum for all apps amounts to 418 
respondents. Keeping a disaggregate classification brings a level of detail to the modelling, 
but it can also be more difficult to get significant results. In future modelling, knowing the 
distribution over the 27 various sources will help in aggregating sources into new 
classifications. 
 
Figure 5.17 Split between transport modes (or combinations) 
The proportion of respondents by gender and by combination of transport modes is shown 
in Figure 5.17. While a minority of the respondents take the train (115 out of 605), the 
most common commute option is to take the Tube, and then the Tube and bus combined. 
Finally, another large proportion of respondents take the bus, of which two thirds are 
female. It is important to know the mode because of the strong relationship between mode 
and information. This can be used to build parallel models or to study the effect of mode 
on information choice.  
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Figure 5.18 Travel information source that alerted respondents of the disruption 
Figure 5.18 shows from which information source the alert comes from, in the case of the 
last disruption that respondents encountered. It would most likely be from their source of 
information they consult the most often (Source 1), from time boards at stop/station or 
judgements made from the extent of congestion. 
 
Figure 5.19 Travel behaviour under disruption 
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Different types of delay are encountered by respondents (Extreme, Major, Minor, None). 
Evidence from Figure 5.19 show how respondents react to the disruption after consulting 
information. Most of them remain with their current main commute option, even in case of 
major disruption. Some differ to secondary, third or other alternatives, even more so in case 
of extreme disruption. Very few walk to work or cancel their work trip/work remotely. This 
change in plan (or not) constitutes a large part of the modelling context in Chapter 7, and 
understanding the effect of disruption amplitude is part of the analysis. 
 
Figure 5.20 Activity change as a consequence of travel behaviour change (or not) 
Because of the adaptation of the new travel plan, an adaptation in activity is also in order. 
One question investigates travellers’ activity after re-planning. Figure 5.20 shows the results 
in a simple bar chart. Most commuters are either “stuck” in their transport mode and simply 
have to spend more time there, or they have to wait more at their stop or station. Many do 
not, therefore, reschedule their plans. 
5.5 Data quality assessment 
Many different frameworks are suggested in the literature regarding data quality, especially 
for qualitative studies. Shenton (2004) summarises for qualitative data collection the criteria: 
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability, as per Guba (1981) and Lincoln 
(1995)’s accepted criteria. These are suggested to be equivalent to the following concepts in 
quantitative studies: internal validity, external validity, reliability and objectivity of the data. 
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The overall quality check of the data collected for this thesis work was conducted along 
these lines. 
The internal validity of the data collected for this thesis work was ensured during the 
cleaning process explained (Figure 5.15). Variables were checked using systematic rules to 
avoid nonsensical answering style. The following pairs were verified to be consistent: age 
and occupation, postcode and travel mode, income and occupation. 
The external validity concerns the degree to which the analyses can be generalised. Because 
of the predictive nature of the study, the external validity is expressed by checking that 
some of the data properties can be compared to other data sources, e.g. the target sample 
population was achieved, and the timeliness of travel records. Population proportions for 
commonly used demographics, i.e. proportional of gender, age and income, for the data 
collected were compared to an LTDS sample. LTDS is a large travel survey openly available, 
trusted and commonly used in research. 
In addition, to ensure external validity, waiting and travel times reported by respondents are 
paralleled with times from another data source, because timeliness is important in the 
modelling since they are alternative attributes. Commute travel times (TT) computed from 
respondent postcodes (full or partial) are compared to travel times displayed by Google 
Maps services, in order to check for the validity of travel times and postcodes. In subsection  
5.5.3, I will compute the covariance structure between variables, as well as the Spearman’s 
rank correlation coefficient to assess how the statistical relationship between both travel 
times can be described with a monotone function, and will comment on the values. I can 
also look at a histogram of percent difference between times to check if it verifies a 
specific distribution. 
Reliability of the work relies in the fact that, if a research work were to be repeated, the 
same outcome would be obtained. The objectivity check of the data aim to reduce errors 
introduced by the research’s biases. Both internal and external validity were checked using 
appropriate methods. However, proving the reliability and objectivity of the data is much 
more complex. These latter concepts were respected as best as possible by careful 
designing the data collection design, based on known methods from literature and peer-
reviewed steps in this process. 
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5.5.1 Survey completion time 
In the survey design, a minimum time was set for each question group in order to avoid 
respondents “flying through” the questionnaire without reading and answering properly. 
Conversely, no maximum time was imposed since respondents could stop reading the survey 
and work temporarily on a different task while the survey remained open in the background, 
before resuming later. The profile of updated completion times is displayed in Figure 5.21, in 
order of increasing completion time. The average completion time was 20.8 minutes and the 
median was 19.7 minutes. 
 
Figure 5.21 Survey completion times for each respondent 
As expected, respondents who filled details for three commute options were more likely to 
take time on the overall survey. Those who took longer to complete the survey mainly spent 
more time on question groups that were complex and asked many details: e.g. commute 
option 1 and travel information (TI) sources characteristics.  
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5.5.2 Comparison of demographics with LTDS 
Demographic data from the final survey was compared to the London Travel Demand Survey 
(LTDS). The London Travel Demand Survey (LTDS)14 is a continuous household survey of the 
London area, covering all London boroughs and the City of London. The end user 
agreement with TfL was agreed upon and signed (Appendix I). 
The LTDS data contains data at the person, household and trip level. It targets a bigger 
population sample and has a much larger scope of questions. Demographic and travel 
pattern variables were therefore used to extract the data that was relevant to the survey 
collected in this research work. From the LTDS data, only years 2012 and 2013 were taken 
into account in order to retain the most recent demographics. Only participants aged 
between 18 and 67 were considered. While more modes were listed, personal transport 
modes to work were restricted to bus, underground, national rail, DLR, tram, and London 
Overground. The LTDS data sample subsequently extracted contained 7,287 persons.  
Looking at the age distribution, Figure 5.22 demonstrates the overall similarities between 
each 5-year range of age. 
 
Figure 5.22 Comparison of survey and LTDS: age distribution 
                              
14 www.tfl.gov.uk/cdn/static/cms/documents/london-travel-demand-survey-report.pdf 
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The percentages represent the proportion of each age group according to the total number 
of persons surveyed in LTDS and our survey, respectively. In our survey, the 18-22 age 
category is underrepresented with 7% compared to 15% in LTDS. The 28-32 age category 
is overrepresented, however, with 23% compared to 17% with LTDS. One explanation is that 
the survey targeted work commuters and excluded many 18-27 year old students, and 
people aged 28-32 may have better access to internet-enabled technologies than older 
generations and may be more likely to complete online surveys. This is true for females as 
for males, as shown in Figure 5.23. 
 
Figure 5.23 Comparison of survey and LTDS: age distribution by gender 
Looking at income levels, the distributions of both household and personal income are 
shown in Figure 5.24. They are quite similar, with the same lower proportion of low-income 
categories (up to £20 000 per annum) and higher proportion of medium-low categories (£20 
000 to £40 000 per annum) for the survey. This also reflects the same socio-economic 
differences occurring in the age distribution. 
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Figure 5.24 Comparison of survey and LTDS: household and personal income and household size 
Figure 5.24 shows the distribution of personal income. The personal income was computed 
as the household income simply by the household size (exhibited in the lower diagram). The 
household size distributions are very much analogous in shape. Regarding personal income, 
ignoring the discrepancies for the first two categories, a decreasing tail towards higher levels 
can clearly be observed. 
The comparisons between the survey and the LTDS distribution are quite akin and this is 
very satisfactory for the empirical application of the model. Although the aim of this study is 
not to build precise policy measures, it is important to represent the actual population of 
interest in order to draw sensible interpretations from the modelling results. 
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5.5.3 Comparison of travel times with Google Maps 
The survey places a significant demand on individuals to recall many travel characteristics. 
By comparing their responses to values extracted from Google Maps, it is possible to 
quantify and assess differences in time values. 
The survey travel times perceived by respondents range between 7 and 200 minutes. The 
Google Maps online direction tool was used to obtain each individual’s travel time based on 
the partial postcodes and on the usual departure time. Google Maps may not be the most 
accurate source of information – and much less so during peak periods in major cities – 
and individuals would know their journey times into work very closely. Google Maps uses the 
real-time Application Programming Interface (API) data provided by TfL and would be 
expected reasonable. This subsection rather aims to compare both sources rather than 
check respondent recollections. 
The scatterplots of both variables and the general trend are shown in Figure 5.25, Figure 
5.26 and Figure 5.27 for bus commuters (may be more than one bus), tube commuters (may 
be more than one tube) and commuters riding both tube and bus. Figure 5.25 shows bus 
commuters travel times given by the respondents against ones provided by Google Maps. 
 
Figure 5.25 Travel time comparison between responses and Google Maps, for bus commuters 
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The linear regression line slope is between 0 and 1 and below the identity line for longer 
journeys. The general trend for all transport modes is that respondents with a short 
commute tend to overestimate it while those with a long commute tend to underestimate it 
with respect to Google Maps estimations. Another way to put it is that this information 
source underestimates travel times for shorter trips and overestimates them for longer trips. 
Bus riders (89 observations) seem to be slightly less affected by this misestimation and the 
intercept is about 29 minutes. This means the regression assumes by default a difference of 
29 minutes without accounting for the length of the commute. Figure 5.26 shows tube 
commuters travel times given by the respondents against ones provided by Google Maps. 
 
Figure 5.26 Travel time comparison between responses and Google Maps, for tube commuters 
A slope of 0.31 for the regression indicates that the respondents underestimate a minute of 
travel time for every 3 minutes of travel time indicated by Google Maps. The trend for tube 
commuters (266 observations) looks similar, therefore, to the one for bus commuters. A 
dense cluster is located on each side of the identity line while a few values are far outliers. 
Figure 5.27 shows commuters’ travel times for journeys using both tube and bus on the 
same trip, given by the respondents against ones provided by Google Maps. 
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Figure 5.27 Travel time comparison between responses and Google Maps, for commuters taking both 
tube and bus 
The layout of travel time data points for “bus and tube” commuters (165 observations) is 
different, the cluster around the identity line is less dense and more sprawled, and outliers 
are harder to distinguish. An intermodal journey is complex and not only difficult for an 
individual to assess but most probably even more difficult for the Google Maps algorithms 
to predict.  
As a result, due to the simplistic representation of trips in the survey, complex trips with 
more than one transfer (16 observations) would not be well replicated by Google Maps 
itineraries. Although this constitutes one of the weaknesses of the survey, it is negligible 
since these complex trips are marginal, representing only 3% of the total observations. 
5.5.4 Final survey findings 
The survey successfully brings a large sample, i.e. 605 usable responses regarding 
“information” consumption. The completion times help check the validity of responses. The 
responses fit the sampling frame well, as demonstrated by the analogous comparison with 
an appropriate LTDS sample. The travel times perceived by participants show a reasonable 
fit with Google Maps computed travel times. 
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The challenges lay in the cleaning of the survey: complex and time-consuming computational 
and manual checks were conducted to eliminate “bot” and nonsensical answers. Another 
challenge in the survey was with the screening question (for a targeted sample) and 
subsequent closed-ended questions regarding the mode of transport. If untargeted 
respondents, commuting by rail, “forced” their way to complete the survey, none of the 
subsequent multiple-choice answers reflect that mode and often, they would answer with 
“Overground” as their main commute mode. This closed-ended question led to an additional 
mode being taken into account (train) in the analysis. The mode that respondents indicated 
in the survey was checked against proposed Google Maps itineraries between postcodes to 
determine whether “rail” was the actual commute mode.  
5.6 Data collection conclusions 
A joint information and travel behaviour dataset was built gradually and successfully: it is 
one of the few currently existing. After reviewing available datasets and analysing one in 
particular (SHS, see Chapter 3), a plan was elaborated to collect a realistic functional 
dataset. Focus groups were conducted to help shape the conceptual framework and the 
context of the survey. The focus groups were undertaken while keeping in mind the 
multiplicity of travel options and information sources, and the acquisition and use of TI in 
different travel contexts. The synthesis of the discussions included specific aspects: the 
importance of the travel context (commuting public transport seemed to be most 
appropriate) and the considerations leading to the survey sampling, the detail of information 
source attributes (usefulness, accuracy), and the reasons for looking for information 
(different from one participant to another). 
The survey design was structured and several dissemination methods were examined. A pilot 
survey was first distributed using the most feasible approach: the “snow ball effect” from 
contact to contact. Input from responses, feedback from first testers and respondents, and 
lessons learnt from modelling were gathered to improve the questionnaire. The final survey 
was collected using a panel company. This constitutes a rich dataset with many variables 
that are very detailed in respect to travel information. 
Such rich data is difficult to collect and some limitations were identified. Because of the 
closed-ended questions, some details may have not been captured. Only partial postcodes 
were requested in order to ensure at least a response. This leads to some approximations 
when investigating travel times and transport modes against those in Google Maps. 
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The survey is quite complex, calling on respondent’s memories in retrospective examples. It 
also requires a certain level of cognitive effort to understand each question and juggle with 
the different options. It is a long survey, during which some respondents may have lost 
interest. Because the final survey is financially incentivised, the sincerity of the respondents 
may sometimes be altered and data cleaning was a complex task. Its statistical significance 
may therefore be diminished, which is a common risk in revealed-preference surveys. 
Although the modelling applied to this dataset may lose some of its explanative power, the 
sample size (605 observations for Chapter 6, 536 observations for Chapter 7) is large 
enough to be explored for this research work. In addition, the variety of data collected 
makes it a cross-sectional study that can be explored beyond the information and travel 
behaviour relationship. 
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Chapter 6. Strategic decision: acquisition of a 
portfolio of information sources 
during a usual commute 
This chapter addresses the strategic decision to acquire travel information sources during a 
usual commute. It reports the model specification, estimation and results of the analyses 
that were conducted in the focus of long-term decisions. The concepts for the analytical 
frameworks are derived from the conceptual and implementation frameworks in Chapter 4, 
and are inspired from the previous research work explored in Chapter 2. 
The first section, 6.1, develops the analytical framework with the model specifications. The 
model structure is explicated analytically in the light of how travellers use a portfolio of TI 
sources. In section 6.2, the model is estimated with the dataset collected based on the data 
collection protocol elaborated in Chapter 5. Estimation results are presented and interpreted. 
The last section, 6.3, synthesises the results and discuss the advantages and limitations of 
the model, the dataset and its applicability. The tactical decisions made during a specific 
case of disruption are addressed in Chapter 7. 
6.1 Modelling the consumption of a portfolio of information 
sources 
The first part of the implementation framework is to model the consumption of various 
information sources as a strategic behaviour. In order to represent the multiplicity of TI 
sources and the variation in its frequency of use across respondents, the Multiple Discrete 
Continuous Extreme Value (MDCEV) model (Bhat 2005; Bhat 2008) was adopted. 
The methodology subsection 6.1.1 gives a brief review of Discrete Choice Models (DCM) and 
the MDCEV model with key literature references. After cataloguing the notations used in the 
analytical framework, the functional form of the MDCEV is described in 6.1.2 along with 
associated budget and cost featured adjustments of the model. The outside good form of 
the MDCEV is presented in section 6.1.3 followed by the variables that influence the choice 
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in the empirical application. Finally, limitations associated with the assumptions for the 
model are discussed. 
6.1.1 Methodology 
This subsection introduces the methodologies used in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Chapter 6 
employs the MDCEV model to represent the strategic decision of acquiring of a portfolio of 
information sources. The MDCEV model is fundamentally an extension of the Discrete Choice 
Modelling (DCM) methodology. DCM, and in particular the Multinomial Logit model (MNL), is 
the methodology adopted in Chapter 7 for the tactical decision of acquiring information 
sources and changing (or not) travel behaviour during a disruption. The following subsections 
first introduce the MNL model followed by the MDCEV model. 
6.1.1.1 Notations 
This paragraph defines the notations used for the specification of the models in the rest of 
the chapter.  
The indices 𝑖 (1, 2, … , 𝐼),𝑚 (1, 2, … ,𝑀), 𝑝 (1, 2, … ,𝑃), 𝑠 (1, 2, … , 𝑆), 𝑐 (1, 2, … ,𝐶) represent individuals, 
media, provider, source of TI, and commute journey, respectively. 
In this analytical framework, the source 𝑠 is defined by the access of travel information from 
a provider 𝑝 via a media 𝑚. An individual 𝑖 has access to 𝑚 × 𝑝 sources given that each 
media is accessible for each provider. Restrictions apply regarding the association of media 
and providers, and the available set of sources in the empirical study is as considered in 
subsection 5.4.5. 
Σ represents the full set of sources, while Σ𝑛 is the set of sources that are available to 
individual 𝑛, and 𝐶𝑠 represent any combination of sources that an individual could usually 
consult. Similarly, for media and provider, Μ represents the full set of media, 𝐶𝑚 is the 
combination of media that an individual consults and Π represents the full set of providers, 
𝐶𝑝 is the combination of providers that an individual consults. 
For the commute attributes, the following abbreviations were used: 
𝑇𝑇𝑗 ,𝑊𝑇𝑗 ,𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑗 ,𝑇𝑇𝑗 , respectively, represent the total travel time, the waiting time, the walking 
time and the number of transfers for commute 𝑗. 
For both Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the glossary in Appendix J lists the variable 
abbreviations and their full names. 
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6.1.1.2 Discrete choice models, Multinomial logit (MNL) model method 
Transport modelling is a tool used to address issues in transport planning. Since the four-
step model (FSM), numerous other methods have been developed to forecast travel demand 
(Hensher 2000). In the state-of-practice, the forecasting needs in transport switched from 
aggregate to disaggregated models during the early 1970’s. This led to the development of 
discrete choice modelling, in particular in the context of travel choice. During the 1980’s, 
these methods were improved and first applications were trialled (McFadden 1978; Ben-Akiva 
and Lerman 1985). The basics of discrete choice modelling lies in random utility theory 
(RUT), which involves the “attribution” of utility 𝑈 for each alternative in a specific choice 
made by an individual. The utility of an alternative represents a preference towards an 
alternative. It can be described as a function depending on the attributes of the individual, 
of the alternatives and of the choice itself. 
The theoretical approach adopted for choice models is that of generalised random utility 
(McFadden 1978), in which systematic and unobserved effects can both be accounted for. 
Amongst the systematic or deterministic effects, we can test the explanatory power of 
decision-maker demographics, of the attributes of the information sources, and of the travel 
alternatives. In order to accommodate for the effects in the choice that are unobserved (not 
directly observable or measurable), a stochastic element, representing the residual 
unobserved heterogeneity, is introduced in the utility function along the deterministic part. 
In the state-of-the-art of discrete choice models, the concept of the generalized extreme 
value (GEV) family was introduced in a structured classification by McFadden (1978) and 
there are now a multiplicity of such models. The multinomial logit model (McFadden et al. 
1973) and the nested logit model (Williams 1977; Daly and Zachary 1978; Ben-Akiva and 
Lerman 1979) are most popular in the state of practice. In the multinomial logit model, the 
IIA assumption assumes that the error structures are independent across alternatives. It is 
possible to relax this assumption in order to show correlations between alternatives of the 
same nest (nested logit model). 
Discrete choice models are widely used in the field of travel behaviour. For this research, 
they enable a quantitative modelling approach that is coherent with the proposed conceptual 
and implementation framework. They allow us to study the extent to which different 
characteristics affect a given choice. In the case of the joint information-travel choice and 
the following models of acquisition of sources and travel response under disruption, a 
multinomial logit structure was tested with the data. 
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Random Utility Theory is the fundamental basis of DCM, of which multinomial logit models 
are a part. The observer does not know utilities exactly and treats the error in the utility 
measured as random. The utility is understood as a compound of the observed and the 
unobserved (or random) parts, respectively 𝑉𝑠,𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝜀𝑠,𝑛. The utility of source 𝑠 is therefore 
represented by the structural equation: 
 𝑈𝑠,𝑛  =  𝑉𝑠,𝑛  +  𝜀𝑠,𝑛         ∀𝑠 ∈ Σ𝑛 (6.1) 
In the case of Utility Maximisation theory, the decision-maker selects the alternative with the 
maximum utility. An individual 𝑛 will choose alternative 𝑠 if and only if: 
Where Σ𝑛 is the choice set of alternatives. 
The choice probability for an alternative is the probability that alternative 𝑠 has the 
maximum utility, 𝑈𝑠, among all alternatives.  
This defines a multivariate cumulative distribution function (CDF) for 𝜀𝑠′ −  𝜀𝑠 , ∀𝑠′ ∈ Σ𝑛 
Multinomial logit models are based on assumptions regarding the disturbance terms of 
utilities: 
1. Independent across alternatives and across individuals 
2. Identically Distributed across alternatives and across individuals 
3. Gumbel (or type I extreme value) distributed. 
The assumption about the error distribution 𝜀 ~ 𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝐺𝐺𝑊 (0,1) 𝑜𝑜 𝐸𝑥𝐸𝑜𝐺𝑚𝐺 𝑉𝑎𝑊𝐺𝐺 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝐺 1 leads 
to a Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) structure. The disturbance term allows the representation 
of heterogeneity amongst users, and, in this case, the choice of a combination of 
information sources. 
The MNL expression for the probability of alternative 𝑠 being chosen by individual n is most 
commonly expressed as: 
 𝑈𝑠,𝑛  >  𝑈𝑠′,𝑛      ∀𝑠′ ≠ 𝑠      𝑠′, 𝑠 ∈ Σ𝑛 (6.2) 
 𝑃(𝑠) = 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝐺�𝑈𝑠,𝑛  >  𝑈𝑠′,𝑛 ,∀𝑠′ ∈ Σ𝑛� (6.3) 
 𝑃(𝑠) = 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝐺�𝑉𝑠,𝑛  +  𝜀𝑠  >  𝑉𝑠′,𝑛  +  𝜀𝑠′ ,∀𝑠′ ∈ Σ𝑛� (6.4) 
 𝑃(𝑠) = 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝐺�𝜀𝑠′ −  𝜀𝑠 < 𝑉𝑠,𝑛 − 𝑉𝑠′,𝑛  ,∀𝑠′ ∈ Σ𝑛� (6.5) 
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The proper probability mass respects the following conditions: 
An important property of the MNL model is the Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives 
(IIA). From the definition of individual probabilities in equation (6.6), the ratio between 
probabilities of any two alternatives is the same: 
The ratio of choice probabilities between source 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 is independent from other 
“irrelevant” alternatives. In many cases, this is a strong assumption and can lead to some 
difficulties, where, for example, some alternatives are correlated. Section 7.3.1 briefly 
summarises several ways to address such issues. 
6.1.1.3 MDCEV method 
Given the portfolio nature of information consumption, this complex representation of the 
choice of TI sources can be addressed using discrete choice modelling. Early multiple 
discrete choice models (Goodhardt et al. 1984; Hendel 1999) were considered for this study 
but were found not to be suitable for the topic, since these models required panel data. 
More recently, the multiple discrete continuous extreme value model (MDCEV) was developed 
by Bhat (2005) for the time-allocation of activities in a daily schedule, and this allows for a 
continuous dimension to be distributed amongst choices. It has since been applied in 
various contexts in this field of travel behaviour: for vehicle type ownership and usage in 
distance (Bhat 2008), for annual time use modelling for vacation travel (LaMondia et al. 
2008); and also in the field of energy demand: for household electricity and gas 
consumption for heating homes (Jeong et al. 2011), for end-use residential energy demand 
by fuel type (Frontuto 2012).  
The MDCEV model presents many advantages in addressing the behavioural questions arising 
from the conceptual framework presented in this thesis. The strategic consumption of 
various TI sources in a usual commute is therefore interpreted as the selection of a 
 𝑃𝑛(𝑠) = 𝐺𝑉𝑠,𝑛∑ 𝐺𝑉𝑠′,𝑛𝑠′∈Σ𝑛  (6.6) 
 
0 ≤ 𝑃𝑛(𝑠) ≤ 1       ∀ 𝑠 ∈ Σ𝑛 
𝑎𝑛𝑎  � 𝑃𝑛(𝑠) = 1
𝑠∈Σ𝑛
 
(6.7) 
 𝑃𝑛(𝑠1)
𝑃𝑛(𝑠2) = 𝐺(𝑉𝑠1,𝑛−𝑉𝑠2,𝑛) ,∀ 𝑠1, 𝑠2 ∈ Σ𝑛 (6.8) 
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portfolio of information sources, i.e. multiple alternatives consumed in various amounts. 
Considering the multiple discrete and the continuous dimensions jointly allows us to 
represent how a commuter consumes a portfolio of sources and how this is affected by 
various factors of demographics and travel patterns. The MDCEV structure is particularly 
convenient and the most appropriate model to address this type of choice. 
6.1.2 MDCEV specification 
As described in Chapter 4, one of the aims of the research is to model the consumption of 
travel information as a strategic decision. The objectives are to analyse the choice of travel 
information sources as a multiple discrete choice, and to integrate both TI sources and 
frequency of use in a suitable model while investigating the effect of contextual factors (e.g. 
demographics, travel patterns, past experience with information). It is assumed that each 
individual maximises its total utility by consuming (i.e. consulting) various quantities 
corresponding to the different sources, subject to the budget constraint (i.e. maximum 
number of times for checking TI). The MDCEV enables this integration of the discrete and 
continuous components in a constrained utility maximisation framework (Bhat 2005). 
In this subsection, the general utility functional form is presented along with the parameters. 
The important notion of budget and cost of the goods, i.e. interpreted as information 
sources, is introduced. 
6.1.2.1 Frequency of use of travel information as consumption quantity 
The survey question regarding TI consumption was formulated to ask an individual his/her 
average use of travel information in order to reduce the sampling error. A disadvantage of 
collecting and using this aggregate value is that it does not allow capturing idiosyncrasies 
across observations. In the questionnaire, respondents could input the frequency per day, 
per week, per month or per year, for convenience and greater precision or granularity. For 
the analysis, the unit was chosen to be the average times per month.  
The MDCEV model is the preferred methodology given the resources available at the time of 
analysis15, and the consumption quantity dimension is supposed to be a continuous variable. 
                              
15 The recent work on the Count Panel Multinomial Probit (MNP) model allows to model discrete and 
counts data for event type choice, linked to multivariate count data model Bhat, C.R., Paleti, R. and 
Castro, M. (2015). "A New Utility‐Consistent Econometric Approach to Multivariate Count Data 
Modeling." Journal of Applied Econometrics 30(5): 806-825.. The empirical application, and only one 
known so far, is the prediction of the number and organisation of non-work trip episodes per week. A 
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The frequency of use of travel information, a count variable collected from the survey, was 
introduced as the continuous variable. While this potentially raises both statistical and 
micro-economic interpretation issues, several reasons justify this assumption: the granularity 
and range of the frequency, its simple conversion to a continuous variable and its 
comparison with other model applications. 
The conceptual framework outlined for this work aims to represent the idea of the 
consumption of information from various sources. Conceptually, this consumption involves 
the commitment of cognitive, temporal and potentially other (e.g., financial) resources to the 
discovery, processing, evaluation and use of the information. This consumption can be 
described as a continuous “latent” variable (or variables) encompassing the various degrees 
to which a traveller consults information, e.g. the time spent consulting information (in 
minutes) or the amount of information details processed (in bits). While these underlying 
continuous variables cannot be measured directly (due to limitations in survey techniques 
and respondents recall abilities), they can be represented instead by an observed coarsened 
approximation, the frequency of use. Clearly, this requires a degree of simplification at the 
conceptual level but is similar to the use of a quality of life index for an underlying latent 
variable – the true quality of life (Lesaffre et al. 2007). Future work could be developed 
towards more sophisticated measures of consumption behaviour, where individuals consume 
different dimensions of information rather than one dimension, i.e. the frequency of use. 
These extensions were however, are outside the scope of this thesis. 
At a statistical level, the issue is that the basic theory of the MDCEV model assumes that 
such consumption quantities are continuous variables. However, it is important to appreciate 
that the data on frequency of use of travel information was collected as a highly granular 
variable, varying to the nearest instance per day and with an effective range from 1 to 500 
times per month. This is a count value that, in practice, contains a level of variability and 
granularity comparable to that of a continuous variable, especially bearing in mind that in 
practice many continuous variables are rounded in data collection. For example, in practical 
studies, the duration of activity participation is often rounded (either by design or 
respondent reporting biases) at least to the nearest 5 minutes, and would take a maximum 
value of 288 periods of 5-minutes per day, being in essence translated into a form of count 
data. From a statistical point of view, one could regard the replacement of an underlying 
                                                                                           
comparison of the results from both MDCEV and Count Panel MNP models represents potential future 
work. 
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continuous variable by a corresponding count as an example of what is called data 
coarsening, a particular form of missing data (Heitjan and Rubin (1991)). Studies in the 
general statistical literature show that under mild assumptions (e.g., that the coarsening 
mechanism is not systematically related to the dependent variable in the analysis) 
coarsening does not introduce major model biases (Heitjan and Rubin (1991)). There is no 
reason to believe that the coarsening mechanism involved here shows any such systematic 
dependence.    
Another perspective on this issue is that it is of course possible to translate the frequency 
of use into a time-used variable by multiplying by an appropriate scaling factor (e.g. the 
average time spent per information view) while keeping modelling results invariant. The value 
of this scaling factor is unknown and may be distributed across the population, but this 
issue was not investigated in the thesis.  
Taking these various considerations into account, we therefore believe that it is appropriate 
to use the frequency of use of each TI source, in the MDCEV modelling approach. 
6.1.2.2 MDCEV functional form of the utility 
In this study, a commuter consults a good, i.e. a travel information source, 𝑠 with a 
frequency of use 𝑓𝑠. In this empirical application, 𝑓𝑠 is the number of times that this source 
is usually consulted during a month. The portfolio of frequencies is represented by 𝒇 which 
is a (𝑆 × 1) −vector of 𝑓𝑠 ≥ 0; and 𝜓𝑠 ,  𝛼𝑠,  𝛾𝑠 are parameters depending on source 𝑠. The 
functional form of the utility of this individual consulting a portfolio of 𝑆 sources follows the 
one explained by Bhat (2008): 
If 𝜓𝑠 ≥ 0 ,  𝛼𝑠 ≤ 1,  ∀𝑠, then 𝑈(𝑓) is quasi-concave, increasing and continuously differentiable 
function, it is appropriate to represent the satiation effect of consulting a source of 
information. 
The baseline marginal utility 𝜓𝑠 of TI source 𝑠 represents the marginal utility at the point of 
zero consultations per month. Corner solutions or zeros solutions are cases where one 
source is not consulted. As 𝜓𝑠 is higher, a corner solution is less likely for source 𝑠. 
 𝑈(𝒇) = �𝛾𝑠
𝛼𝑠
𝜓𝑠 ��
𝑓𝑠
𝛾𝑠
+ 1�𝛼𝑠 − 1�𝑆
𝑠=1
 (6.9) 
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The role of 𝛾𝑠 is to enable corner solutions. It mainly controls it by translating the 
frequency of consultation, i.e. spending more time consulting other sources, but also 
influences partly the level of satiation, i.e. how much utility a commuter gets from consulting 
a source for a given number of times per month. The higher the value of 𝛾𝑠, the less the 
satiation effect in the frequency 𝑓𝑠. Corner solutions (e.g. zero consumptions) are allowed for 
sources 𝑠, hence 𝛾𝑘 ≥ 0,∀𝑊. 
In the original MDCEV model (Bhat, 2005), the role of 𝛼𝑠 was to represent effect of 
satiation, by reducing the marginal utility with increasing consumption. When 𝛼𝑠 = 1, satiation 
effects are absent and marginal utilities are constant, so that the choice will be towards the 
source with highest marginal utility. As 𝛼𝑠 → 0, the satiation effect for source s increases 
and the utility functional form collapse from equation (6.9) to the following form: 
As both 𝛾𝑠 and 𝛼𝑠 are controlling satiation levels but in different ways, Bhat (2008) identifies 
issues about empirical identification when trying to “disentangle the two effects separately, 
leads to serious empirical problems and estimation breakdowns when one attempts to 
estimate both 𝛾𝑠 and 𝛼𝑠 parameters for each good”. In practice, several estimations are 
necessary. When the parameter 𝛾𝑠 is fixed to 1 it allows us to estimate the model for the 
both 𝛼𝑠-profile, while constraining 𝛼𝑠 to 0 allows the model to be estimated for the both 𝛾𝑠-
profile. The specification with the best statistical fit would be the selected model.  
Note that since, considered as a consumption good, information has very particular 
properties, the interpretation of satiation and hence of the satiation parameters in the 
MDCEV requires some care. This issue is considered in more detail in section 6.1.2.3 below. 
Furthermore, the stochastic form can be written: 
The deterministic part of the baseline utility 𝜓(𝑧𝑠) of each TI source can be expressed as a 
function of attributes 𝑧𝑠 and their associated parameters 𝛽, respecting 𝜓(𝑧𝑠) > 0: 
 𝑈(𝒇) = �𝛾𝑠𝜓𝑠 ln �𝑓𝑠𝛾𝑠 + 1�
𝑆
𝑠=1
 (6.10) 
 𝜓(𝑧𝑠, 𝜀𝑠) = 𝜓(𝑧𝑠). 𝐺𝜀𝑠 (6.11) 
  𝜓(𝑧𝑠) = 𝐺𝛽𝑧𝑠 (6.12) 
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The stochastic form assumes that the utility function is random over the population by 
introducing a multiplicative random element 𝐺𝜀𝑠 in the baseline marginal utility of each 
source, where 𝜀𝑠 is a random term representing characteristics that are unobserved, as 
opposed to the observable ones cited above. 
With equation (6.9) and (6.11), the overall random utility function for each TI source can be 
written: 
For the empirical application, it is assumed that individual preferences in consulting a 
portfolio 𝒇 of S sources are shaped by attributes 𝑧𝑠, as shown in equation (6.12). These 
attributes 𝑧𝑠 explaining the individual’s choice, are categorised in demographics and travel 
patterns. Demographics are individual characteristics such as age, work flexibility, gender, 
income and year(s) lived at current address. Travel patterns are the individual’s commute 
characteristics, such as commute frequency, transport mode (bus, train), travel time (TT), 
waiting time (WT), number of transfers and frequency of disruption. 
6.1.2.3 Satiation parameters interpretation 
One of the features of the MDCEV model is that it can accommodate diminishing marginal 
returns from increasing levels of consumption of a given good. This is achieved through the 
introduction of what is termed a ‘satiation’ parameter that enables various forms of non-
linearity to be accommodated in the relationship between consumption and utility. The 
precise interpretation of this parameter however, depends upon the circumstances of the 
model. 
For example, in his original formulation of the MDCEV in the context of discretionary time 
use, Bhat (2005) characterises the satiation parameter (alpha) as influencing the rate at 
which marginal utility of time diminishes from investing more time for a specific discretionary 
activity. When generalising the use of the MDCEV, Bhat (2008) explains the role of alpha as 
reducing the marginal utility when increasing consumption of the good, in particular, 
satiation increases as alpha tends to zero. By contrast, in the work of Rajagopalan and 
Srinivasan (2008), which was focused on mode use, the alpha parameter is characterised as 
the marginal utility of a specific travel mode given the intensity of mode use (measured in 
terms of expenditure). They mention that MDCEV models have so far aimed to capture 
 𝑈(𝒇) = �𝛾𝑠
𝛼𝑠
�𝐺𝛽𝑧𝑠+𝜀𝑠�. ��𝑓𝑠
𝛾𝑠
+ 1�𝛼𝑠 − 1�𝑆
𝑠=1
 (6.13) 
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satiation effects, but that in the context of their study, the alpha parameter would better be 
interpreted as relating to perceived inconvenience, because unlike satiation, it “does not 
have prior usage of an alternative as a pre-requisite for any change in marginal utility”. 
In this study, the alpha parameter can be interpreted as a parameter that allows non-
linearity in utility obtained from consulting information sources. Unlike the consumption of 
physical goods (where increasing consumption leads to physical satiation) the effects being 
captured here can be thought of as reflecting the tendency for increasing amounts of 
information to (a) become obsolete or redundant and (b) induce boredom, fatigue or 
confusion.  
In a slowly changing transport system, repeated consultation of an information source will 
tend to produce messages with decreasing new information content, increasing redundancy 
and corresponding declining marginal utility. The magnitude (and perhaps even the direction) 
of this effect will clearly depend on the volatility of the underlying transport system and the 
accuracy and credibility of the information source (information can be perishable as well as 
redundant). Moreover, even in a more rapidly changing system, when new messages may 
contain valuable information, the traveller may get bored and overwhelmed with the task of 
seeking out and processing new information. Even with novel information, individuals possess 
limiting capacity to process information, for example because of the associated cognitive 
burden. The nature of these effects and their interaction will depend upon the features of 
the information sources, the circumstances of the transport system and characteristics of 
the travellers. These issues are explored in more detail in the empirical work reported in this 
Chapter and in Chapter 7. 
6.1.2.4 Budget and cost of travel information 
For this analytical framework, 𝑠 is the TI source and the quantity 𝑓𝑠 is given by the 
frequency of use of a given 𝑠. The budget, or total expenditure 𝐸, is the total number of 
times that travel information is consumed from any source.  
If the budget is fixed for each respondent, and the cost 𝑝𝑠 of each source is fixed, travel 
information is considered to be free to acquire. Then, the expenditure 𝐺𝑠 is equal to the 
quantity consumed 𝑓𝑠, and the budget is expressed as follows: 
 𝐸 = �𝐺𝑠𝑆
𝑠=1
= �𝑓𝑠𝑆
𝑠=1
 (6.14) 
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A variation in the cost, or price of consuming a unit of source 𝑠, can be allowed to vary by 
source and by individual. If the budget is fixed for each respondent, and the cost varies, 
equation (6.14) is now expressed with 𝑝𝑠, the price for a unit of each source 𝑠: 
Travel information seems free to individuals based on the results of the focus groups 
(section 5.1) and the survey findings (section 5.4). Monetary values were collected in the 
final survey but very few respondents indicated values above a pound sterling. While many 
information sources remain financially free, a different cognitive cost can be associated with 
each source. In the case of information searches, cognitive efforts such as difficulty to 
access and difficulty to navigate the source are often mentioned: i.e. the cost of the effort 
to access and obtain the wanted travel information. This cost is estimated based on 
questions regarding the perceived difficulty to access and understand the source. Subsection 
6.2.4 studies the implications and results of considering this cost in the MDCEV model. 
6.1.3 MDCEV form with outside good 
In reality, the budget 𝐸 should not be fixed but predicted for each individual. This is a 
common problem encountered in the MDCEV literature. For example, Augustin et al. (2015) 
characterise this issue and propose several methods to predict the budget: a log-linear 
regression, a stochastic frontier regression and other approaches. In order to address this 
issue, the MDCEV form with outside good is used (Bhat 2008). The outside good is the first 
good or source that is consumed by each individual. The budget 𝐸 is considered to be the 
maximum amount of time that one can spend consulting information. The outside good 1 is 
related to the number of times 𝑓1 that the traveller is not looking at any information source. 
Figure 6.1 aims to illustrate how the budget for time use is allocated to the outside good 
(not looking for information) and to the rest of the portfolio of sources. Note that in this 
case, cost is not taken into account and equation (6.14) holds for the budget 𝐸. 
The MDCEV functional form results from equation (6.9) where the utility of the outside good 
is 1
𝛼1
exp (𝜀1)𝑓1𝛼1: 
 𝐸 = �𝐺𝑠𝑆
𝑠=1
= �𝑝𝑠𝑓𝑠𝑆
𝑠=1
 (6.15) 
 𝑈(𝒇) = 1
𝛼1
exp(𝜀1) 𝑓1𝛼1 + �𝛾𝑠𝛼𝑠 𝐺𝛽𝑧𝑠+𝜀𝑠 ��𝑓𝑠𝛾𝑠 + 1�𝛼𝑠 − 1�
𝑆
𝑠=2
 (6.16) 
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Figure 6.1 Budget allocation in the outside good form of the MDCEV 
The outside good of “number of times not looking for information” is theoretical and may 
not make complete behavioural sense. This concept may not completely apply because it 
could designate many other activities which may or may not be related to travel, and 
cannot be capped by a fixed budget or time period. The total budget must be capped to a 
realistic frequency of use, however, and the use of the concept of an outside good is the 
best method found to deal with the prediction of the ‘budget’ of frequency of consulting 
information sources. 
Another advantage of the MDCEV model with outside good is that it allows some individuals 
to not look for any information. Without the outside good concept, the MDCEV model can 
only be estimated if each individual consumes at the minimum one unit of an TI source, i.e. 
looks at one of the TI sources at least once a month, ∃𝑠, 𝑓𝑠 ≠ 0. The data collection reveals 
that this is actually the case for the strategic decision and all respondents look at some 
degree of travel information for their usual commute during the month. 
6.1.4 MDCEV estimation configurations 
Not all parameters 𝜓𝑠, 𝛼𝑠 and 𝛾𝑠 can be estimated simultaneously. Five configurations 
(numbered according to (Bhat 2005)) can be estimated with different configurations of fixed 
and free parameters from equation (6.16). Estimating the 𝛼𝑠 or the 𝛾𝑠 parameters, while 
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keeping the idea of the satiation with which individuals would consult information depending 
on their usage frequency, is a priority. For this reason, only the configurations of interest 
are presented: configuration 1 specified by equation (6.17), for which 𝛼𝑠 are estimated, 
configuration 4, specified by (6.18), for which 𝛾𝑠 are estimated, and configuration 5, specified 
by equation (6.19), for which 𝛾𝑠 are estimated, along with a unique non-zero 𝛼 for all 
sources, were chosen. 
From the estimation results, the model with the optimum goodness of fit measures and 
parameter significance was selected and discussed in detail. 
6.2 Modelling results 
This section presents the modelling results16 of the acquisition of multiple TI sources, 
consulted at various frequencies in a strategic commuting context. The focus is on the long-
term choices of an individual regarding his/her acquisition and use of travel information, as 
explained in the conceptual framework in Chapter 4. In this section, the portfolio of 
information sources usually consulted by respondents is examined. The model estimation 
results are presented and interpreted in terms of parameter estimates and t-statistics for the 
explanatory variables and direct and marginal utilities as a function of the frequency of use. 
The concept of cost of information is explored. Alternative model specifications are 
discussed. 
                              
16 The MDCEV was also applied to the pilot survey sample of 106 respondents. Early versions of the 
modelling results were presented at the International Choice Modelling Conference (ICMC) in May 2015 
in Austin, TX: “Back to the source: modelling information sources acquisition and use for travel choice 
with a revealed-preference study”. 
Conf. 1 𝑈(𝒇) = 1
𝛼1
𝜓1𝑓1
𝛼1 +  � 1
𝛼𝑠
𝜓(𝑧𝑠){(𝑓𝑠 + 1)𝛼𝑠 − 1}𝑆
𝑠=2
 (6.17) 
Conf. 4 𝑈(𝒇) = 𝜓1ln (𝑓1) +  �𝛾𝑠𝜓(𝑧𝑠) ln �𝑓𝑠𝛾𝑠 + 1�
𝑆
𝑠=2
 (6.18) 
Conf. 5 𝑈(𝒇) = 1
𝛼1
𝜓1𝑓1
𝛼1 +  �𝛾𝑠
𝛼
𝜓(𝑧𝑠) ��𝑓𝑠𝛾𝑠 + 1�𝛼 − 1�
𝑆
𝑠=2
 (6.19) 
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6.2.1 Acquisition of a portfolio of TI sources 
How much of a variety of information sources do individuals consume? To illustrate this, the 
revealed preference survey collected the consumption of 605 respondents. In the survey, a 
respondent could report their frequency of use (in times per period) for the five most 
frequently used out of 26 possible information sources. As a result, each respondent can 
acquire a portfolio of up to five sources in different amounts (times per month). Figure 6.2 
illustrates these portfolios for the pool of 605 respondents. In the light of a simple 
representation, each source was classified into one of the four categories of travel 
information source: Transport for London (TfL) journey planner and status update or live 
arrival, phone applications developed by private developers but mostly drawing on TfL’s live 
data feed, Google Maps or Google Now, and other sources such as advice from relatives 
and friends, social media, traditional means (e.g. television/radio/news). 
The figure describes the relevant patterns of the acquisition and use of multiple sources 
and renders an impression of the variety of sources consumed at different levels of 
frequency of use of information. This information consumption curve is specific to the 
London area population. One can imagine that populations from different geographical 
locations would infer different fitted functions to represent specific community cultures and 
preferences. 
We can clearly see the popularity of the TfL sources from the spread of the green colour, 
and the popularity of the private apps (but not necessarily the frequency of use) from the 
extent of the orange colour. In red, the frequencies of use of traditional and social sources 
are high but less popular. The fact that Figure 6.2 is not directly readable points out that a 
deeper insight into what factors underline these patterns requires formal modelling. This 
justifies the need for subsequent analyses in order to better understand and extract sensible 
conclusions. For example, the number of times commuters look for information before 
getting satiated with the source or the profile of users for each source and its popularity. 
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Figure 6.2 Portfolios of sources and associated frequency of use for the pool of respondents 
 
Figure 6.3 describes the popularity (number of times the source has been listed) and 
average use for each source. Actual values are also displayed in Appendix K. 
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Figure 6.3 Popularity of TI sources and average frequency of use 
Listed in order of popularity in Figure 6.3, phone apps (in orange) are the most popular 
sources (348 followers in total), and unsurprisingly are on average used often, 46 times per 
month with bus apps being checked twice as often as tube apps. Google (in blue) is also 
widely used (268 followers) but is less often used with an average of 35 times per month. 
Finally, the source “TfL journey planner using a phone” (part of the TfL sources in green) is 
popular, listed with 260 respondents and consulted on average 42 times per month. In 
particular, social media is used by a few followers for travel information but with an 
extremely high frequency. 
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6.2.2 MDCEV results with outside good 
The Multiple Discrete Continuous Extreme Value (MDCEV) model with an outside good (Bhat 
2008) was selected to specify the consumption of a portfolio of sources. The behavioural 
interpretation of the model is reiterated here. The total budget is fixed to the maximum 
frequency that travel information could potentially be consulted. The outside good 
represents here the number of times not consulting for information, allowing the remaining 
budget, i.e. the number of times consulting for information to be estimated. The latter is 
allocated to the different alternatives, i.e. information sources, with various consumptions. 
The number of information sources specified is 27, including the outside good, i.e. not 
looking for information. 
Table 6.1 summarises the models that were estimated in this section, along with 
corresponding configurations, utility equations, result tables and appendices. For the 
estimation, the configuration 1 allows the exponentiation parameters α to be estimated, 
while the translation parameters γ are fixed to 1. The configuration 5 allows the 
exponentiation parameters to be constrained to be equal and estimated, while the 
translation parameters are estimated for all goods. In both configurations, the parameters β 
determining the baseline utility Ψ are estimated. Configuration 1 and configuration 5 were 
estimated, respectively labelled Model 1 and Model 2, with the detailed modelling results 
being included in Appendix L.  
Table 6.1 Acquisition of a portfolio of sources: MDCEV models summary table 
Model Model # Configuration Eq. Table Appendix 
Consumption of a 
portfolio of TI sources, 
MDCEV with outside 
good 
Model 1 Conf. 1, α-profile 
estimation 
(6.17)  Appendix K 
&  
Appendix L 
Model 2 Conf. 5, γ-profile 
estimation with one unique 
α-estimation 
(6.19) Table 6.3 
Table 6.4 
Table 6.5 
Figure 6.4 
Figure 6.5 
Appendix L 
Consumption of a 
portfolio of TI sources, 
MDCEV with outside 
good, with and without 
cognitive costs 
Model 1 
without 
costs 
Conf. 4, γ-profile 
estimation 
(6.18)  
Figure 6.7 
 
Appendix M 
Model 2 
with costs 
Conf. 4, γ-profile 
estimation 
(6.18)  
Figure 6.7 
Appendix M 
In this subsection, Model 2 with configuration 5 of the MDCEV is discussed. This 
configuration is more aligned with the research goals to study the satiation dimension, 
laying with the exponentiation term (alphas) of the utility of a source, more than with the 
translation term (gammas) from one source to another. The parameters presented in Model 
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2 were selected because the model showed the best compromise between the goodness of 
fit and parameter significance. Only parameters that showed a high significance level (with a 
95% confidence level) were kept in the model to keep it to a more simple specification. In 
the meantime, models with higher goodness of fit, which usually contains more variables and 
therefore more explanatory power, were favoured. Therefore, the model should be simple 
enough with relevant variables while the overall goodness-of-fit was sought to be maximised. 
Log Likelihood Ratio tests (shown in Appendices) were performed to investigate restricted 
model hypothesis rejection, and allowed to select preferred model. 
While the log likelihood is relatively low in absolute value, it is relatively acceptable for such 
a complex model. Table 6.2 presents the goodness of fit measures. 
Table 6.2 Acquisition of a portfolio of information sources, Model 2 goodness of fit measures 
Observations 605 
Log-Likelihood (constant only) -11778.1 
Log-Likelihood (Model 2) -11022.8 
Rho-square 0.064 
Adjusted rho-square 0.061 
Table 6.3 presents the Alternative Specific Constant (ASC) parameter with associated t-
statistics for Model 2. The ASC are all significant and negative and the reference case is 
“not looking for information”: so, all else being equal, people look for information only if 
necessary. 
A synopsis of the parameter results is presented in Table 6.4 for demographics and Table 
6.5 for travel patterns. 
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Table 6.3 Summary of goodness-of-fit measures and Alternative Specific Constant (ASC) estimates for Model 2 
Source category Code Information sources 
ASC 
β t-stat 
Private apps 
AP01 App, default -9.69 -13.77 
AP02 App, Citymapper -6.69 -8.79 
AP03 App, London Tube Tracker -9.91 -14.03 
AP04 App, London Underground -7.31 -8.76 
AP05 App, London tube map -9.92 -14.97 
AP06 App, London UG free -11.03 -13.76 
AP07 App, London Bus Live -10.53 -12.55 
AP08 App, London Bus Checker -10.13 -14.79 
AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker -10.19 -15.04 
AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL  -9.92 -15.14 
AP12 App, other -10.84 -14.09 
AP13 App, BBC news -10.95 -14.84 
Google sources 
GG01 Google Maps on a PC -7.25 -11.46 
GG02 Google Now -9.11 -13.23 
Traditional and 
social interaction 
sources 
OT01 TfL countdown -11.45 -11.02 
OT04 social media -9.02 -13.47 
OT05 Television (TV), radio, BBC news -10.20 -14.42 
OT06 staff, relatives, etc. -10.57 -12.48 
OT07 other -11.69 -14.01 
OT08 traditional ways -10.63 -14.61 
TfL sources 
TL01 TfL JP on a PC -8.42 -12.50 
TL02 TfL JP on a phone -6.81 -10.11 
TL03 TfL status update on a PC -9.31 -13.25 
TL04 TfL status update on a phone -8.62 -13.69 
TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC -10.14 -13.40 
TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone -9.83 -13.81 
    Values in bold are significant at the 95% confidence level.  
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Table 6.4 MDCEV model, synopsis estimation results for demographics 
Information sources 
Age Flexibility Gender Income Years at address 
β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
App, default - - - - -1.60 -1.97 - - - - 
App, Citymapper -0.05 -2.95 - - - - 0.02 2.36 -0.08 -3.00 
App, London Underground -0.05 -2.93 - - - - - - - - 
App, London UG free - - 0.39 1.60 - - - - - - 
App, London Tube Tracker, London tube 
map, London Bus, Live London Bus Checker, 
Live London Bus Tracker, London Bus Live 
TFL 
- - - - - - - - - - 
App, other - - - - - - 0.03 3.38 - - 
App, BBC news - - - - - - - - - - 
Google Maps on a PC - - - - - - -0.02 -2.67 -0.03 -2.24 
Google Now - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL countdown 0.05 2.42 - - - - - - - - 
social media - - -0.42 -2.00 - - - - - - 
TV, radio, BBC news 0.05 4.83 - - - - - - - - 
staff, relatives, etc. - - - - - - - - - - 
other - - - - - - - - 0.07 2.70 
traditional ways - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL JP on a PC 0.03 3.25 - - - - - - - - 
TfL JP on a phone -0.02 -2.19 - - - - - - - - 
TfL status update on a PC - - - - -0.60 -1.94 - - 0.04 2.24 
TfL status update on a phone - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL live arrivals on a PC - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL live arrivals on a phone - - - - - - - - - - 
Values in bold are significant at the 95% confidence level. Values in bold and italic are significant at the 90% confidence level. 
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Table 6.4 presents the parameter estimates for the demographic variables. Variable names 
and abbreviations are explained in Appendix J. The demographic variables influence the 
choice of a combination of sources as follows: 
• It seems that age is very much linked to preferences for specific information 
sources. Younger commuters are more likely to look at Citymapper, London 
Underground app., and the Journey Planner (JP) on their phone, while they would 
less often use the TfL countdown boards and traditional means such as 
TV/radio/news and the TfL JP on a computer. This interpretation would confirm the 
fact that younger generations are more likely to use their smartphones while older 
generations still look for other alternatives that have been available to them for 
some time. 
• Interestingly, commuters that are more flexible with their work hours are less likely 
to look for information using social media. While we could suppose they had more 
time to check using social media, which requires more process time to extract 
information, it seems that this source brings more value to people working under 
constrained timings. We could hypothesise that this source offers more of an 
“emergency” option in addition to usually checked information. 
• Female commuters seem less likely to use the default map on their smartphone; 
while no explanation is obvious, this may highlight a survey weakness where male 
respondents would hastily respond to the first option (labelled ‘default map’) while 
females would consciously pick a more adequate source. 
• Regarding the effect of income, wealthy commuters are more likely to be using 
Citymapper (perhaps young professionals) and other apps (most probably National 
Rail or Trainline apps). These higher income individuals may be suburban house 
owners and potential rail commuters, as mentioned earlier. Browsing Google Maps 
on a computer seems to be more popular amongst lower income commuters, as it 
is free and readily available without subscription or smartphone. 
• Finally, familiarity with the area plays a role and the longer commuters have lived 
at their current address, the less likely they would use Citymapper or Google Maps 
on a PC, and the more they would use TfL status updates and other information 
sources. Most familiar commuters would rather check the breadth of any disruption 
than use new/other alternatives. 
Table 6.5 shows the estimate results from Model 2 for the travel patterns. Variables names 
and abbreviations are explained in Appendix J. 
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Table 6.5 MDCEV model, synopsis estimation results for travel patterns 
Information sources 
Bus Train Commute fre. TT WT Transfer(s) Disruption 
β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
App, default - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
App, Citymapper - - -1.10 -2.31 - - - - - - - - - - 
App, London Tube Tracker - - - - - - - - - - 0.30 1.61 - - 
App, London Bus Live 1.16 1.81 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
App, London Bus Checker - - - - 0.02 2.64 - - - - - - - - 
Apps, London Underground, 
London tube map, London UG 
free Live London Bus Tracker, 
London Bus Live TFL 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
App, other - - 1.06 2.82 - - - - - - - - 0.06 1.73 
App, BBC news - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Google Maps on a PC - - - - - - - - 0.03 1.81 - - - - 
Google Now - - - - - - 0.01 1.75 - - - - 0.03 1.78 
TfL countdown - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
social media - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TV, radio, BBC news -0.54 -2.21 -0.80 -2.06 - - - - - - - - - - 
staff, relatives, etc. -1.00 -1.87 -1.29 -1.86 - - 0.03 3.11 - - - - - - 
other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
traditional ways - - 1.42 2.49 - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL JP on a PC - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL JP on a phone -0.30 -2.27 - - - - - - - - 0.17 2.53 0.03 2.97 
TfL status update on a PC - - - - 0.02 2.05 - - - - - - - - 
TfL status update on a phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TfL live arrivals on a PC - - - - - - - - 0.08 2.36 -0.63 -1.77 - - 
TfL live arrivals on a phone 0.82 2.03 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Values in bold are significant at the 95% confidence level; Values in bold and italic are significant at the 90% confidence level. 
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Under the category of the commuting characteristics shown in Table 6.5, many parameters 
are significant and their sign is intuitive. 
• Regarding the mode of transport, 
o Commuters who take the bus as part of their commute are less likely to 
check TV, radio, news and TfL Journey Planner (many details) but more likely 
to check TfL live arrivals (where search focus can be on a specific stop).  
o Commuters taking the train are less likely to check Citymapper and 
TV/radio/news but more likely to use traditional ways (maps/schedule) and 
other apps. Indeed, while the survey was not originally designed for 
commuters on national trains, many of the latter actually responded, and 
categorised the app they used (National Rail, Trainline, etc.) as others. 
• Commuters who use their main travel option more frequently are more likely to use 
the bus app “London Bus Checker” and TfL status updates (they are already familiar 
with the system but just need to know where/how long the congestion is). 
• The longer their usual travel time (TT) is the more likely commuters are to use 
social interactions (staff, relatives, friends, etc.) to know more about travel 
information; this may be due not only to the time availability but also to the 
complexity of the travel which may need more personal insights from a human 
contact than a digital interface.  
• The longer the waiting time (WT) the more likely commuters are to use TfL live 
arrival on a PC: these commuters would have time to plan their departure from the 
house so as to arrive in time at their stop or station. 
• Commuters with more transfers, or encountering frequent disruption on their main 
commute, are more likely to look at TfL Journey Planner on their phone: they would 
need information about new alternatives and transfer times to plan for their trip. 
These findings can be interpreted overall in an intuitive way: 
• Simple and habitual travel situations (bus, less transfer, more familiar) require an 
assessment of the alternatives at a specific location/time (live arrival, simple app).  
• Complex situations (more transfer, more disruption), however, require newer 
alternatives providing a more complete information source (journey planner, 
Citymapper).  
Some of these travel patterns may not completely explain the choice of information 
source(s), which could be captured either directly by the demographics of commuters, or 
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indirectly by the demographics underlying the travel patterns (which may be a previous 
choice of individuals). Using the results from Model 2, i.e. estimated α and γ, and variable 
parameters β for the baseline utility Ψ, shown in Appendix L, the utility of each information 
source can be plotted as a function of the frequency of use, as shown in Figure 6.4. The 
baseline utilities for each source are calculated by sample enumeration using the 
parameters estimated in Model 2. The dotted lines represent sources checked via 
smartphones, while the plain lines represent other media channels. The line colours match 
the categories of information sources (beige for phone apps, brown for Google, orange for 
other and blue for TfL sources). 
As can be deduced from Figure 6.4, commuters become satiated at different rates 
depending on the information sources. Since the choice of the portfolio of sources is 
strategic and for usual travel conditions, the utility represents the value of a source, 
decreasing as one consumes this specific TI source, i.e. consults it more times during the 
month. The satiation effect demonstrates that users do not perceive as much value in the 
source when they use it after having consulted it considerably. The satiation curve is useful 
in assessing the difference in how much some sources are “depreciated” when consumed as 
compared to others. The parameters controlling the satiation of the source, α and γ, are 
fixed for all individuals, however, and do not take into account the trip context. In this case, 
a specific information source is assumed to have the same satiated utility for a commute 
under disruption than for usual conditions. Details of the baseline utility Ψ values along with 
popularity and frequency of use for each source is shown in Appendix K. 
The information sources of interest are indicated with a specific marker and discussed: 
• The source with which commuters are least satiated over the number of times it was 
consulted is the TfL Journey Planner (JP) on their phone (round marker ○). Many 
respondents listed this source and use it relatively frequently. The information 
provided by this source is not only given directly by the authority operating the 
service but also has been in service for many years and therefore may appear 
reliable or credible because of its reputation. These could foster the underlying 
perceptions leading users to select this source, alongside the behaviour of habit.  
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Figure 6.4 Utility of checking sources of travel information by frequency of use 
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• The same information content from the TfL JP but consulted on a PC (round marker 
○), along with the source Google Maps on a PC (square marker □) lie second. These 
sources are complex but complete; not only do they offer timing information but 
also a map with alternatives and this extra information may appeal to commuters. 
They are both checked on personal computer, which reflect pre-trip information 
behaviour. 
• Using media channels such as TV or radio like BBC news (diamond marker ◊) is the 
next least satiated source: it is somewhat popular and those consulting it do so very 
frequently. Although they may not find relevant information about their specific 
commute on every occasion, they may find it useful or entertaining for other 
purposes.  
• Google Now (square marker □) seems to be widely used (mostly as an app) where 
travel information is only part of a broader personalised schedule of information 
reminders. Again, users may see additional benefits in this app, apart from its travel 
information help. 
• Alongside, Tfl status updates on a phone (triangle marker Δ) and Citymapper show 
the same trend as previously mentioned for Google Now.  
From this point on, the utility curves of the remaining sources are hardly differentiated, the 
values are adjacent and few conclusions can be drawn. The many orange dotted lines 
represent the utilities of the different phone apps, and the many full red lines represent 
some traditional sources (i.e. time boards, map and schedules) and that we term social-
related: look on social media or ask staff or relatives.  
A cluster of five phone apps, i.e. Citymapper, London bus live TfL countdown, London 
underground and London tube tracker along with the TfL status updates on a phone, have 
utilities higher than others apps. Those apps are the preferred ones for commuters and are 
consulted on average once or twice a day. All private apps give specific timing information 
(arrival time, waiting time) at a specific station/stop for different modes (multi-modal, bus, 
tube), while the TfL status updates give general delays for all tube and bus routes. 
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6.2.3 Marginal utility of consuming an additional “unit” of travel information 
source 
The marginal utility, shown in Figure 6.5, represents the additional utility gained from 
consuming an additional “unit” one more time at a certain frequency of use. It was derived 
from the utility curves shown in Figure 6.4. 
Most marginal utility curves only show a slight decrease. For example, the red curve 
(diamond marker ◊) denotes the utility of traditional means such as TV or radio. From this 
curve and other ones below, the marginal utility curve of this source may not be as steep 
for lower frequencies and tapers less in higher frequencies. For example, one explanation 
may be that checking the BBC News on TV or radio for travel information may only be 
useful or rewarding in the long run, perhaps when one is fluent with filtering relevant 
information from less relevant one. Another example is Google Now, for which information is 
‘pushed’ rather than sought out and therefore less work is involved for every additional 
‘consultation’. Few marginal utilities show a drastic increase in the initial times of 
consultation: in particular, ones derived from large absolute utilities e.g. TfL journey Planner 
on a phone, or on a PC or Google Maps on a PC. This might be due to the richness of the 
information given by a journey planner (and therefore a large utility), which contains many 
different features to explore and process when it is first consulted. However, when checking 
the same itinerary several times, the bulk of the information would remain the same and 
only some of the features would change and provide additional knowledge. Therefore, there 
might be also a concept of proportional novelty of the data. 
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Figure 6.5 Marginal utility for each source by frequency of use 
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6.2.4 Cognitive costs of information acquisition and use 
Travel information may induce a cost. A few users associate a monetary cost such as an 
anti-advertisement premium for an app or the cost of a data plan, but most of them do 
not, implying that information is perceived as monetarily free. Examples from the literature 
are cited in subsection 2.3.2.3. Although monetary cost is often negligible, travel information 
acquisition also bears cognitive costs: the effort to access and obtain the desired travel 
information. 
In this analysis, the cost is estimated based on four 9-point Likert scale questions from the 
revealed preference survey. The questions, extracted from the questionnaire shown in 
Appendix G, are as follows: 
• The source is always available when I need it 
• This source is ready to use quickly 
• I can easily understand the information I need 
• It is easy to navigate through the information 
The score for each question is inverted, i.e. subtracted from 9, to get a measure on how 
difficult it is to obtain information from a specific source. The inverted scores are averaged 
over all individuals and labelled as cognitive costs. Figure 6.6 shows the average score of 
those cognitive costs per source. 
The bar chart demonstrates that sources from Google are cognitively costly to users since 
they usually include quite a lot of information that individuals need to personalise and filter 
to get to their needs. Sources from relatives also require more effort as the information is 
not direct, one needs to talk and ask, and the response may be more blurry and needs 
more processing. Apart from the phone app “Live London Bus tracker” (low number of 
users), most of the bus apps seem to be rather easy to obtain and use, while tube apps 
appear to be more effort consuming. Most TfL related sources are moderately costly 
(cognitively) to use and are generally ordered proportionally to the complexity and the 
richness of the source. A source rich in its interface display (map, graphics) and number of 
features proposed (several alternatives, general status for all services) will cost more 
cognitively than a source that already has personalised information on one travel attribute 
(e.g. live arrival). 
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Figure 6.6 Computed cognitive costs per source 
This computed cognitive costs were introduced in the MDCEV “Model 2 with costs” as a 
price variation for ease of estimation, even though it should be ideally introduced as a 
latent construct. As indicated in the summary table of the model’s estimate, Table 6.1, the 
estimation of the α–profile configuration 1 model with costs, was not successful: the model 
was unidentified with large standard errors. The γ–profile configuration 4 with costs, was 
identified, however. It is possible that the estimation of α parameters, because of the 
exponentiation, is more difficult to obtain than γ parameters. 
In  
Figure 6.7, the utilities for each information source are shown for an estimation of the γ-
profile configuration 4, considering the same variable selection as for Model 1: without costs 
in the left graph (comparable to Figure 6.4), and with costs in the right graph. 
Comparing the two graphs in  
Figure 6.7, the first observation is that the amplitude of the utilities is much larger and the 
satiation effect is much weaker when cognitive costs are included. The scale is different on 
both graphs because those are two conceptually different models. They cannot be compared 
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in absolute values. This amplitude difference leads to the utility curves being almost linear 
on the right graph. Users would associate a higher utility to sources that require some cost, 
i.e. more effort to obtain information. This represents the trade-off part of the MDCEV 
model, but could also be interpreted in different ways. Users see more value in sources 
where they need to put more effort in to get information out (displaying a positive good 
effect from a consumer behaviour perspective), or, in the survey respondents who attach 
more value to certain sources, allocate more cognitive costs to use them. In addition, the 
ranking of the sources by utilities is more homogenous when including costs and may reveal 
their “true values” despite the effort involved in using them. 
The relative position of the utilities of travel information sources gives interesting insights 
about their value in terms of benefit to effort ratio when obtaining information. 
Figure 6.7 plots the ratio of the source utilities relative to the base utility for “Other 
sources”. These figures are easier to read and interpret. Although TfL Journey Planner on a 
phone gives still the least satiation, Google sources (maps and Now app) are revealed to be 
more complex to access and navigate and cost more in cognitive effort. They are still used 
a lot, however, and perform better when including those costs than TfL Journey Planner on 
a PC. In the same way, TV/radio/BBC news and social media, which features a considerable 
increase in relative position, follow just afterwards because personalised information is more 
difficult to extract from these sources but they are still popular and frequently used. 
There are always costs associated with information, even if hidden, and it is more realistic 
to include them in the model.  
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Figure 6.7 Preferred MDCEV model, configuration 4, utilities of information sources by frequencies of use, with and without costs  
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Figure 6.8 Preferred MDCEV model, configuration 4, relative ratio of source utilities by frequencies of use, with and without costs 
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6.3 Modelling conclusions on the strategic choice of acquiring a 
portfolio of information sources in usual commute 
Modelling the consumption of information as a portfolio of sources is a novel approach: it 
is a new concept and an application of the MDCEV that has not been attempted previously. 
Insights about the satiation of individuals show differences between sources, and the 
preferences of certain user profiles for specific sources. The monetary cost of information to 
the user is considered minimal, if not free, and cognitive costs are included in the model 
and emphasise the way individuals perceive and use various information sources taking into 
account the time and effort invested in searching. 
Even though this is an innovative step towards a new direction of research, the concept of 
allocating a frequency of use (instead of time duration) may be debatable. In practice, the 
data regarding the time duration spent looking at each source is extremely difficult to 
collect due to subjectivity in recall. Different forms of the MDCEV are still to be explored 
where the exponentiation and translation parameters of satiation can be determined as a 
function of characteristics themselves.  
First, descriptive statistics provide insights about the sources that are useful for 
interpretation in subsequent modelling. The acquisition of information sources has been 
investigated in many research articles (cf. subsection 2.3.3) even though it has been 
surveyed in various contexts, often different from the one set in this research. The various 
measurements of information acquisition frequency between studies make it difficult to 
compare, but the proportion of travellers consulting information seems to be increasing for 
the passenger car mode: 18% consult at least 5 times per week in Seattle transport system 
(Peirce and Lappin 2003), 32% of travellers are info-seekers 5 or more times per week in 
the Greater Triangle area (Wang et al. 2009), and 74% of Dallas drivers check real-time 
traffic information every morning peak trip at least a few times per week (Petrella et al. 
2014). In this study, although it concerns public transport users, 73% of travellers use 
information at least once per day. 
For their general use of information, 75% of individuals acquire more than one source. 
Popularity and average frequency of use of information sources are important characteristics 
to grasp because they may explain underlying behaviour in other models. 
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• Phone apps: moderately listed (over all apps), high frequency of use 
• Google: moderately listed, moderately used 
• TfL: very popular, moderately used 
• Social, traditional, countdown: less listed, frequently used 
The empirical results of the models were then displayed and interpreted. When discussing 
the factors that influence the multiple discrete continuous extreme value (MDCEV) model, 
several trends emerged. The following general statements summarise the findings: 
• Some travel patterns greatly influence the choice of specific sources: transport mode 
and the complexity of the trip are two main factors. Bus commuters use more live 
arrivals and apps, than general information or journey planner. Train commuters 
would also eschew general information in favour of traditional sources and train-
specific apps. The complexity of the trip (more transfers, frequent disruption) will 
make journey planner and Google more attractive, and if the journey is long, 
relatives and staff interactions are appropriate. 
• Demographics play a big role in determining preference for specific sources. Age 
influences the preference for particular media: younger commuters choose mobiles, 
while older ones choose more traditional means, as would be expected. Income 
influences users: premium and specific apps for higher incomes, while Google Maps 
on a computer remains accessible for the lower income users. Travellers more 
familiar with the infrastructure (years lived at address) reveal useful long-life TfL 
features (status updates) and other sources (train information), while newcomers use 
Google Maps and Citymapper. Social and traditional sources are more likely to be 
for commuters with less work flexibility. 
• When plotting the utility curves as a function of frequency of use, a few sources 
show distinctively less satiation effects as their frequency of use increases: TfL JP on 
their phone, TfL JP consulted on a PC, Google Maps on a PC and social media. 
These sources are consumed the most, even if it is with different frequencies of use 
and popularities. 
The modelling results demonstrate the need to understand better the acquisition of travel 
information by multiple sources, and its use in travel behaviour. An older model considering 
“a single piece of information” is not sufficient for this purpose. Furthermore, simple 
attributes of fixed versus mobile source, or descriptive versus prescriptive, do not easily 
apply to the new market of information sources. 
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Chapter 7. Tactical decision: acquisition of 
sources and commute response 
during disruption 
While the first part of the implementation framework developed in Chapter 4 looked at a 
strategic decision (Chapter 6), the second part looks at tactical decisions. In this chapter, 
these choices are examined, modelled and estimated17 using the dataset collected according 
to the protocol described in Chapter 5. Each decision process, made during a disruption to 
a commuting trip, corresponds to a section. For each section, the model specification is first 
clarified and estimation results are presented and interpreted. 
The first section 7.1 looks in detail at the acquisition of a combination of travel information 
sources. This information acquisition choice is modelled conditionally on the strategic choice. 
Section 7.2 scrutinises the commute option chosen as a response to consulting (or not) 
information sources in the disrupted conditions. The third section, 7.3, addresses the joint 
behavioural choice of consulting travel information and reacting to a disruption by choosing 
a commute option. Model specification and results are presented and interpreted. Figure 7.1 
depicts how the different models and associated sections relate to each other in the 
context of information acquisition and travel behaviour under disruption. Modelling 
approaches are explained for each behaviour. 
 
                              
17 These modelling results were presented at the Universities Transport Study Group (UTSG) conference 
in January 2016 in Bristol, UK: “Modelling the acquisition and use of information sources during travel 
disruption”. Smeed prize winner, best student paper and presentation. 
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Figure 7.1 Information acquisition and travel behaviour under disruption: model summary 
Subection 6.1.1.2 provides a brief summary on discrete choice models. Discrete choice and 
associated models were used to analyse the behaviour as shown in Figure 7.1 above. The 
details of the type of discrete choice models used in the following subsections are listed as 
follows: 
- In section 7.1, the acquisition of multiple travel information (TI) sources is 
modelled using multinomial logit (MNL), cross-nested logit (CNL) and nested logit 
(NL) model structures. Each alternative is a combination of TI sources. Therefore 
the most natural hypothesis to test is that each alternative may belong to 
several nests, using a CNL structure. It is also possible to group them by the 
number of sources contained in a combination, associating them to a unique 
nest using an NL model.   
- In section 7.2, the travel response during disruption is modelled using 
multinomial logit (MNL) and nested logit (NL) models. Some of the travel 
alternatives might be grouped under the same nest. For example, options 
different from remaining on the current one may carry similarities in unobserved 
factors of the utilities. 
- In section 7.3, the joint ‘information acquisition and travel change’ decision is 
modelled using a logistic regression and an error component logit (ECL) 
regression. Because of the way the alternatives were created (combinations of 
two binary decisions), there would exist correlations between unobserved parts of 
the utility. This hypothesis is tested by introducing an error component for each 
decision. 
Both simple (logistic regression and MNL) and advanced models (ECL, NL and CNL) were 
estimated to explore the possibility of correlations between alternatives. Results are 
interpreted and discussed. Finally, section 7.3 draws together the findings of this chapter, 
sheds light on the advantages and limitations of the model and the dataset, and suggests 
potential future work. 
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7.1 Modelling the acquisition of information sources in travel 
disruption 
This section addresses the modelling of the acquisition of a combination of travel 
information sources under disrupted conditions. This tactical decision took place at a 
particular time. The disruption occurred within the six months before the survey and the 
respondents recall the event. A multinomial logit model (MNL) (McFadden 1978; Ben-Akiva 
and Lerman 1985) is used to study the selection of a combination of travel information 
sources as a single alternative. Cross-nested and nested structures (Wen and Koppelman 
2001) are also tested. 
The model specification is formulated first in terms of the choice set, imposing the 
conditionality of strategic choices, and the utilities of the logit model. Two attitudinal 
variables are introduced and included in the utility as factor scores. The estimation results 
of this tactical decision are interpreted and compared to the strategic decision results. 
7.1.1 Model specification 
The conditionality of the information sources between the strategic and the tactical 
decisions is set out here. The MNL model is specified with the utility of the acquisition of a 
combination of sources during disruption. Generalisations of the model (nested and cross-
nested) show how the assumptions of independent alternatives can be accommodated. 
Factors influencing the choice of a combination of information sources are cited. 
7.1.1.1 Choice set conditional on strategic choice 
In the strategic choice previously studied, an individual 𝑛 has the possibility of consulting a 
combination 𝐶𝑠 of sources 𝑠 from the set Σ𝑛 . As a result of the choice, individual 𝑛 
consults the set of information sources Σ𝑛∗ ⊂ Σ𝑛 where Σ𝑛∗ = [1, … , 𝑆∗] Therefore 𝑠∗ is an 
information source that is usually consulted by individual 𝑛. The tactical choice modelled 
here is conditional on the strategic choice. The set of information sources available to the 
individual 𝑛 is therefore the set Σ𝑛∗ of sources that were previously selected. Therefore, the 
combination 𝐶𝑠∗ of sources 𝑠∗ is considered as an alternative of the choice of information 
acquisition in travel disruption. Let ℂ∗ be the set of all possible combinations. 
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7.1.1.2 MNL model for acquiring a combination of information sources 
The MNL follows the Random Utility Theory where the utility is partly observed and partly 
unobserved, respectively 𝑉𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝜀𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛. The utility is as follows: 
 𝑈𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛  =  𝑉𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛  +  𝜀𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛         ∀𝐶𝑠∗ ∈ ℂ∗ (7.1) 
In this subsection, the explanatory variables entering the utility, and empirically influencing 
the choice of a combination of information sources, are described. The utility function 𝑈𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 
for consulting a combination of sources 𝐶𝑠∗ is expressed, for any individual 𝑛, as: 
𝜀𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 is the error term Gumbel-distributed across individuals and alternatives; 
𝛽𝐶𝑠∗,𝑋 and 𝛽𝐶𝑠∗,𝑌 are matrices of taste parameters corresponding to the variables’ 
matrices 𝑋𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 and 𝑌𝑛, respectively; 
𝑋𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 is a matrix of alternative-specific attributes. In the empirical application, it is 
represented by factor scores of general satisfaction with usually consulted sources, 
varying across respondents and across combinations of sources 𝐶𝑠∗. A synthesis of 
information attributes is described in Herrala et al. (2009). The satisfaction scores for 
alternatives with a combination of sources are calculated as an average. This is a 
significant assumption but is partially justified because a better source may offset a 
worse one; 
𝑌𝑛 is a matrix of generic attributes, varying across respondents (demographics, travel 
patterns) but independent of the combination of sources 𝐶𝑠∗. 
More details about the explanatory variables and the attitudinal motivation and ICT 
dependency factor score, along with the modelling results when applying the MNL model to 
the dataset collected are shown subsequently. 
More details about the MNL model specification and properties can be found in subsection 
6.1.1. The MNL expression for the probability of alternative 𝐶𝑠∗ being chosen by individual n 
is most commonly expressed as: 
 𝑈𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 = 𝛼𝐶𝑠∗ + 𝛽𝐶𝑠∗,𝑋𝑋𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 + 𝛽𝐶𝑠∗,𝑌𝑌𝑛 + 𝜀𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 (7.2) 
 𝑃𝑛(𝐶𝑠∗) = 𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛∑ 𝐺𝑉𝐷𝑠∗,𝑛𝐷𝑠∗∈ℂ∗  (7.3) 
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Each alternative is a combination of sources, but a source could be part of two different 
combinations. In theory, two alternatives including the same source are dependent and the 
assumption (Nr.1 in section 6.1.1.2) of independence would not be respected. For this model, 
it is hypothesised that individuals chose various combinations independently, even if they 
contain a common source. 
7.1.1.3 Dependence between alternatives 
It is possible to relax the assumption of independence and represent correlations between 
chosen alternatives using a nested or a cross-nested structure.  
In order to represent the correlations between alternatives, a nested model is an adequate 
structure (Wen and Koppelman 2001). For example, several combinations of information 
sources 𝐶𝑠∗ could be part of a nest 𝑚 featuring a certain type of media or containing a 
specific number of sources. The probability that alternative 𝐶𝑠∗ is chosen expresses as: 
Where 𝑃𝐶𝑠∗|𝑚 is the probability of alternative 𝐶𝑠∗ knowing it belongs to nest 𝑚 
 𝑃𝑚 is the probability that alternative 𝐶𝑠∗ is contained in nest 𝑚 
𝑚 =  1, … ,𝑀 is the indexes of the nest, is a subset of the set of combinations of 
sources ℂ∗;  
and 𝜆𝑚 is the scale parameter for nest 𝑚, and can be written as 𝜆𝑚 = 𝜇𝜇𝑚. Biogeme 
gives values for 𝜇𝑚 and the constraint to normalise 𝜇 (𝜇=1) was applied. Therefore the 𝜇𝑚 
values will be interpreted as the nest parameters 
The Nested model structure is tested for the acquisition of travel information sources, and 
results are presented subsequently in subsection 7.1.2.3. It is also used to model 
correlations between travel behaviour change plans under disruptions, and results are 
commented in subsection 7.2.2.3. 
More naturally, since the alternatives are themselves combinations of sources, it makes 
sense to use a cross-nested specification (Bierlaire 2006) where the combinations are 
grouped by nest 𝑚, of the same name as the source 𝑚 commonly pertaining to each of 
 𝑃𝐶𝑠∗ = 𝑃𝐶𝑠∗|𝑚 × 𝑃𝑚 =  𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑠∗𝜆𝑚
∑ 𝐺
𝑉𝐷𝑠∗
𝜆𝑚Ds∗ϵℂ∗
𝐺𝜆𝑚𝐼𝑚
� 𝐺𝜆𝑚′𝐼𝑚′
𝑀
𝑚′=1
 (7.4) 
With inclusive value 𝐼𝑚 =  ln� 𝐺𝑉𝐷𝑠∗𝜆𝑚
𝐷𝑠∗ϵℂ∗
 (7.5) 
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them. The probability that alternative 𝐶𝑠∗ is chosen, is expressed as the product of the 
probability that the group that contains source 𝑚 is chosen, times the probability that the 
combination 𝐶𝑠∗ is chosen knowing that 𝑚 is chosen: 
Where 𝛼𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 is the degree of membership of alternative 𝐶𝑠∗ to nest 𝑚, respecting the 
conditions: 
𝜇 and 𝜇𝑚 are, respectively, the  scale parameter and the parameter associated with 
nest 𝑚. For the estimation, the parameter 𝜇 is set to 1, the normalisation approach is one 
from the top. 
Because of the way alternatives were considered, correlations between alternatives may exist 
due to the consideration of TI source combinations for each alternative. This can be best 
addressed using a cross-nested structure, where error terms are correlated across 
alternatives containing the same TI source (i.e. phone apps, Google, TfL or social 
interactions). 
 
Figure 7.2 Acquisition of TI sources: cross-nested structure 
The Cross-Nested model structure is tested for the acquisition of travel information sources, 
and results are presented subsequently in subsection 7.1.2.3. In this case, each cross-nest 𝑚 
are grouped if they contain the source 𝑠∗, as shown in Figure 7.2. 
 𝑃𝐶𝑠∗ = �𝑃𝑚 × 𝑃𝐶𝑠∗|𝑚
𝑚
 (7.6) 
 𝑃𝐶𝑠∗ =  � �∑ 𝛼𝐷𝑠∗,𝑚𝐺𝜇𝑚𝑉𝐷𝑠∗𝐷𝑠∗ � 𝜇𝜇𝑚
∑ �∑ 𝛼𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛𝐺𝜇𝑛𝑉𝐷𝑠∗𝐷𝑠∗ � 𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛  𝛼𝐶𝑠∗,𝑚𝐺𝜇𝑚𝑉𝐶𝑠∗∑ 𝛼𝐷𝑠∗,𝑚𝐺𝜇𝑚𝑉𝐷𝑠∗𝐷𝑠∗𝑚  (7.7) 
 0 ≤ 𝛼𝐶𝑠∗,𝑚 ≤ 1     𝑎𝑛𝑎  �𝛼𝐶𝑠∗,𝑚 = 1
𝑚
     ∀ 𝐶𝑠∗ ∈ ℂ∗ (7.8) 
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7.1.2 Modelling results 
Following on from the model specification presented in the previous subsection 7.1.1, this 
subsection presents modelling results for how London commuters acquire a combination of 
information sources under disruption18. First, the acquisition of sources is compared in terms 
of strategic and tactical choices. The attitudinal factors regarding individual use of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), and factors about the motivation to check 
travel information, are analysed before their scores are introduced into the model. The 
preferred multinomial (MNL) model specification is selected according to a detailed process, 
and the results estimated are interpreted and discussed. 
7.1.2.1 From sources consulted strategically to tactically 
While the sample of 536 commuters from the survey check one or multiple sources on a 
regular basis, 68.5% of them (367 respondents) look at information under disruption. The 
commuters not looking at information under disruption may not have other commute 
options, or do not need to get informed or do not deem the disruption sufficient to acquire 
information. Table 7.1 compares the number of sources consulted by commuters on a usual 
basis and during a disruption occurring on their usual commute. 
Table 7.1 Number of sources consulted strategically (in general) and tactically (during disruption) 
Number of TI sources 0 1 2 3 
Checked 
under 
disruption 
1 63 73 N/A N/A 136 
2 44 73 43 N/A 160 
3 42 46 46 24 158 
4 20 23 18 21 82 
Checked in general 169  215  107  45  536 
N/A: Not applicable      
Using information on a usual basis, more than three quarters of the respondents look at 
two or three sources (160 and 158 respondents). We can see from these results that fewer 
commuters check for multiple sources under the specific case of disruption. Under 
disruption, 31.5% of them (169 respondents) do not look at information, while 40% acquire 
one source (215 respondents) and the rest (28.5%) consult a combination of two or, rarely, 
three sources. The concept of a portfolio of information sources is not valid in this scenario 
                              
18 An early version of these modelling results was presented at the International Association for Travel 
Behaviour Research (IATBR) conference in July 2015 in Windsor, UK: “A case study of how London 
commuters acquire and use information sources”. 
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as it is in the usual commute and, therefore, the alternatives should be defined by single 
sources or a combination of two sources or more. 
The tactical model is conditional on the strategic choice. The sources that are made 
available to each individual during the choice under disruption are the sources that he/she 
listed as used in general. The choice set in the acquisition of sources under disruption 
depends on the source selection in the usual commute. 
7.1.2.2 Attitudes regarding technology and motivation to check information 
While the scope of the thesis does not include a full analysis of the adoption of 
technologies by respondents, some Likert-scale questions were asked regarding their use of 
ICT devices. Another attitude was considered regarding their motivation to check information: 
commuters were asked for the main reason why they looked for information. The questions 
are shown in the questionnaire in Appendix G. Both 7-point Likert scale rating responses 
were examined using factor analysis and factor scores were generated and used as 
explanatory variables in subsequent models. 
7.1.2.2.1 ICT dependency 
In the survey, seven questions with a 7-point Likert scale were asked to commuters about 
the general use of information and communication technologies (ICT). The Cronbach's alpha 
is computed as a measure of internal consistency for the set of Likert scale questions, as 
well as its value if one of the items is removed. The values are shown in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2 Reliability coefficient for ICT dependency scale 
Likert scale item Cronbach’s Alpha Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted 
I use my computer every day at home 
0.784 
0.794 
I own many electronic devices 0.756 
I carry my phone with me wherever I go 0.770 
I have been told I spend too much time on my 
phone/computer 
0.770 
I look up everything on the internet 0.749 
I feel I miss internet access when I don't have it  0.751 
I always have the latest apps or gadgets  0.747 
Removing any item from the set of questions, except for the first question, would result in a 
lower Cronbach’s Alpha. The Cronbach Alpha value is quite high, indicating a high internal 
consistency for the scale items measuring ICT dependency. Therefore, the set of attitudinal 
questions is reliable to continue forward with the analysis. The results of a factor analysis 
on those questions are shown in Table 7.3. 
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Table 7.3 Factor analysis about ICT use and dependency 
Rotated Component Matrix Component 1 Component 2 Mean Standard deviation 
I use my computer every day at home 0.749 -0.063 7.2 2.2 
I own many electronic devices 0.197 0.739 6.1 2.2 
I carry my phone with me wherever I go 0.648 0.151 7.8 1.8 
I have been told I spend too much time on 
my phone/computer 0.089 0.699 5.0 2.4 
I look up everything on the internet 0.733 0.318 7.2 1.8 
I feel I miss internet access when I don't 
have it 0.628 0.382 6.8 2.2 
I always have the latest apps or gadgets 0.16 0.816 5.1 2.2 
Extraction Method:  
Principal Component Analysis   
Rotation Method:  
Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 Intensive 
users of the 
internet 
 Early 
adopters of 
technology   
The results reveal that only two unobserved components characterise the variability in ICT 
use and dependency. The first component represents the tendency for respondents to use 
the internet intensively while the second relates to those who are early adopters of 
technological devices and trends. 
7.1.2.2.2 Attitudinal motivations for checking TI 
In the survey, seven questions with a 7-point Likert scale were asked to commuters about 
attitudinal motivations for checking TI. To investigate the reliability of the set of Likert scale 
questions about attitudinal motivation, a reliability analysis using Cronbach's alphas is 
conducted. The values are shown in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.4 Reliability coefficient for attitudinal motivations for checking TI 
Likert scale item Cronbach’s Alpha Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted 
I feel stressed 
0.754 
0.710 
I am impatient 0.688 
I just want to know if the train is arriving 0.733 
I want to make sure that there is no disruption 0.773 
I want to know the exact timing of my trip 0.720 
I get bored 0.720 
I check it out of habit  0.708 
Removing any item from the set of questions, except for the fourth question, would result in 
a lower Cronbach’s Alpha. The Cronbach Alpha value is quite high, indicating a high internal 
consistency for the scale items measuring ICT dependency. Therefore, the set of attitudinal 
questions is reliable to continue forward with the analysis. The results of a factor analysis 
on these questions are shown in Table 7.5. 
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Table 7.5 Factor analysis about attitudinal motivations for checking TI 
Rotated Component Matrix Component 1 Component 2 Mean Standard deviation 
I feel stressed 0.816 0.09 4.3 2.3 
I am impatient 0.805 0.225 4.9 2.4 
I just want to know if the train is arriving 0.162 0.729 6.4 2.1 
I want to make sure that there is no disruption -0.212 0.782 7.0 1.8 
I want to know the exact timing of my trip 0.317 0.644 5.8 2.2 
I get bored 0.839 0.013 4.2 2.3 
I check it out of habit 0.465 0.541 5.5 2.2 
Extraction Method:  
Principal Component Analysis   
Rotation Method:  
Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 Anxiety 
 Insurance 
against 
significant 
delay 
  
The results reveal that only two unobserved components characterise the variability in 
having different attitudinal motivations for checking information. The first component 
represents respondents whose motivation is to reduce their anxiety or impatience when 
looking at travel information, while the second component relates to those who consult 
information as an insurance against significant travel delays. 
7.1.2.3 Acquisition of TI sources under disruption 
The challenge is to group the 27 information sources into alternatives representing 
combinations of source categories that make sense and are statistically ideal. To this end, a 
structure is chosen to categorise the sources by type of information and provider in the 
same way as they were previously been organised: private apps, Google, social and/or 
traditional means, and TfL sources (which have been split into TfL journey planner and TfL 
status updates/live arrivals). Combinations of categories are selected as alternatives so that 
there are always more than ten respondents choosing each alternative, in order to allow 
enough heterogeneity to estimate the model. The eleven alternatives are shown in Table 7.6, 
along with the codes of the information sources belonging to each group (abbreviations 
explained in Appendix J). This shows the number of times the source is available, i.e. how 
many respondents have selected it in the strategic decision; and the number of times it was 
chosen during disruption. Finally the ratio of the times each source has been chosen over 
the times it was available is calculated. 
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Table 7.6 Acquisition of information sources under disruption: availability and selection of alternatives 
Alternatives: 
combination of information 
sources 
Source categories 
conditions on 𝒔, 𝒔′, 𝒔′′  
Codes in Table 6.3 
Availability 
(consulted 
during usual 
commute) 
Chosen 
(consulted 
under 
disruption) 
Chosen 
over 
Available 
ratio 
No information  NO01 536 175 0.33 
Apps from private 
developers AP ∃𝑠 ∈ {𝐴𝑃01, …𝐴𝑃13} 232 53 0.23 
Google (Maps, Now) GG ∃𝑠 ∈ {𝐺𝐺01,𝐺𝐺02} 211 19 0.09 
TfL Journey Planner (JP) TfLj ∃𝑠 ∈ {𝑇𝑇01,𝑇𝑇02} 360 96 0.27 
TfL updates and live 
arrivals TfLu ∃𝑠 ∈   {𝑇𝑇03, … ,𝑇𝑇06}  143 43 0.30 
Social interactions and 
traditional means ST ∃𝑠 ∈ {𝑂𝑇01 … . ,𝑂𝑇07} 151 18 0.12 
Combination of 
social/traditional with 
apps, TfL, Google 
SC 
∃𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑇 and 
∃𝑠′ ∈{𝐴𝑃,𝐺𝐺,𝑇𝑓𝑇𝑗,𝑇𝑓𝑇𝐺} 141 20 0.14 
Both apps and Google AG ∃𝑠 ∈ 𝐴𝑃 and 
∃𝑠′ ∈ 𝐺𝐺 98 11 0.11 
Both apps and TfL (any 
TfL source) AT 
∃𝑠 ∈ 𝐴𝑃 and 
∃𝑠′ ∈ {𝑇𝑓𝑇𝑗,𝑇𝑓𝑇𝐺} 175 41 0.23 
Both Google and TfL (any 
TfL source) GT 
∃𝑠 ∈ 𝐺𝐺 and 
∃𝑠′ ∈ {𝑇𝑓𝑇𝑖,𝑇𝑓𝑇𝐺} 170 40 0.24 
Combination of apps, 
Google and TfL 3C 
∃𝑠 ∈ 𝐴𝑃 and 
∃𝑠′ ∈ 𝐺𝐺 and 
∃𝑠′′ ∈ {𝑇𝑓𝑇𝑖,𝑇𝑓𝑇𝐺} 78 20 0.26 
A combination of information sources is part of a specific alternative if and only if the 
consulted sources 𝑠, 𝑠′ 𝑎𝑛𝑎/𝑜𝑜 𝑠′′ belong to the source categories listed for this alternative. 
The first remark is the high share of commuters not checking information during disruption: 
one third of the respondents either did not bother or could not look at information. The 
‘chosen over available’ ratio emphasizes sources that are further promoted during disruption 
than usual conditions. For example, TfL Journey Planner (JP), TfL updates and live arrivals, 
private apps, as well as any combinations of several sources are more used under 
disruption than usually. Descriptive statistics on the attributes values of these alternatives, 
the associated frequency of use and perceived reliability, i.e. the perceived difference 
between reported and actual waiting and travel times, are displayed in Appendix N. 
A multinomial logit model investigates this decision under disruption. The MNL model 
estimation19 includes demographics and travel patterns variables (Model 3 and 8). Several 
specifications were estimated: one with all parameters (Model 3), and one with the preferred 
selection of parameters (Model 4).  
                              
19 Estimation using BIOGEME from Bierlaire, M. (2003). BIOGEME: a free package for the estimation of 
discrete choice models. Swiss Transport Research Conference. 
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Goodness-of-fit measures and log likelihood (LL) ratio tests are presented in Appendix O. 
The selection process was a successive elimination of parameters based on their 
significance and the overall goodness of fit model measures. The significance of parameters 
was tested with t-statistics at the 95% level of confidence. The log likelihood (LL) ratio 
𝑅 = −2 × (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑇𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) is asymptotically χ²-distributed with its degree of freedom 
(difference in number of parameters between restricted and unrestricted), and for each test, 
the ratio was compared to the critical value at a 95% level of confidence. The model with 
the preferred specification for demographic variables and optimum GoF measures, as shown 
in Table 7.7, was selection 8 (Model 4). 
Table 7.7 Acquisition of sources under disruption, Model 4 goodness of fit measures 
Observations 536 
Null log-likelihood -712.0 
Constant only log-likelihood -684.8 
Final log-likelihood -584.3 
Rho-square 0.179 
Adjusted rho-square 0.105 
The log likelihood shows a considerable improvement from the constant log likelihood, which 
means that the chosen covariates contribute in explaining the variability in chosen 
alternatives. The adjusted rho-square indicates that the data fits the model relatively well. 
Estimation parameters for Model 3 and Model 4 are shown in detail in Appendix P. 
Synopses of the demographic and travel pattern parameters estimated in Model 4 are 
shown in Table 7.8. 
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Table 7.8 Acquisition of information source(s) under disruption: summary results from MNL Model 4 
Reference:  
Not looking for information Apps Google TfL JP 
TfL updates 
and live 
arrivals 
Social, 
traditional 
Social/ 
traditional 
with other 
Apps  
and TfL 
Apps and 
Google  
Google  
and TfL 
Apps, 
Google and 
TfL 
 β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
Alternative Specific Constant (ASC) 2.99 3.03 -4.17 -3.16 - 0.25 - 0.58 0.01 0.02 - 0.70 - 0.79 - 0.11 - 0.11 0.27 1.00 - 3.45 - 1.03 0.19 0.52 1.38 0.76 
Frequency of use of information 0.01 4.04 (generic) 
Perceived monetary costs (£) 0.16 2.64 (generic) 
Cognitive costs (scale) -0.15 -3.12 (generic) 
Age -0.04  -1.63   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   0.10  1.54   -   -   -   -  
Attitudinal Motivation Factor Score (FS) 
– Information check related to emotion  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  0.39 2.00  -   -   -   -   -   -  
Attitudinal Motivation FS – Information 
check as an insurance against delays  0.41  2.22   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
ICT dependency FS – Reach latest 
devices and technological trends  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   0.63  1.80  
Education (ordinal by level/diploma)  -   -  0.38 2.05  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -1.37  -3.25   -   -  0.36  1.57  
Gender  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.93  -2.24  -1.34  -1.97  
Income (individual pro rata, in £k)  -   -   -   -   0.01  1.43   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
Source versus Content (1 vs 9) – 
appreciation Likert scale -0.20  -2.17   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.23  -1.71   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
Satisfaction with information sources  -   -  -1.04  -3.29  -0.30 -1.76  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.40  -1.56   -   -  
Delay (amplitude in minutes)  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   0.09  2.65   -   -   -   -   0.34  2.99   -   -   -   -  
Frequency of disruption on usual 
commute  -   -   0.07  1.63   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.54  -2.00   -   -   -   -  
Flexibility with work hours (scale)  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   1.84  2.53   -   -   -   -  
Usual commute includes bus  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   3.77  2.29   -   -   -   -  
Usual commute includes tube -0.94  -2.27   -   -   -   -   -   -  -1.93  -2.64   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -2.23  -2.04  
Number of transfers in usual commute  -   -   -   -  0.50 3.53  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
Information inaccuracy for travel time 
(TT) given by each specific source 
- 
0.10  
- 
1.65   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.70  -2.73   -   -   -   -  0.13 2.34  0.18  1.93  
Usual commute TT  -   -   -   -  -0.02  -2.17   -   -   0.03  2.90   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
Variability in the usual commute TT  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   0.03  2.04   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
Info. inaccuracy for waiting time (WT)  0.13  1.68  0.08  1.53   -   -   -   -   -   -   0.48  2.03   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  
Usual commute WT  -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.31  -2.30  0.10  1.21   -   -   -   -   -   -  -0.22  -1.92  
Bold values are significant at the 95% confidence level; bold and italicised at the 90% confidence level. 
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Significant Alternative Specific Constants (ASC) show relatively high negative values except 
for phone apps. All else being equal, therefore, respondents demonstrate a preference for 
checking smartphone apps, compared to seeking no information, using Google sources 
(Maps or Now) or social/traditional means. When necessary, comparisons with the long-term 
strategically used sources (refer to subsection 6.2.2) are discussed in italics. 
Effects of demographics and attitudes 
Demographics give indications about the user profiles for each source. As expected from 
new generations, younger commuters are more likely to look at phone apps as they may be 
more comfortable with smartphones. The strategic choice confirms the same trend but 
regarding technology: younger users adapt to smartphones while older generations keep 
checking by means of a PC, TfL countdown and traditional TV/radio/news means. 
Commuters who aimed to be reassured against delays just need to check private apps. 
Commuters who look for information to reduce anxiety or impatience, however, check two 
sources: apps and TfL sources. TfL sources may bring more information (e.g. maps, routes, 
alternatives) than just confirming a specific time value. 
Our model shows that the combination of three sources, i.e. apps, Google and TfL, is 
consulted by specific users: educated males who are early adopters of technologies. Looking 
for travel information also becomes part of “playing” with their devices. It seems that males 
prefer to check Google and TfL sources, both of which are less personalised and generally 
contain more information, such as maps, alternatives. Women’s preferences for non-machine 
interactions (staff, relatives and social media) and traditional (news, radio) sources seem 
considerable in the context of disruption but not so during a usual commute (as 
demonstrated by the significance of the gender parameter for these sources).  
Educated commuters seem more likely to consult Google during disruption (a complex but 
information rich source). Income does not have a significant effect, maybe because 
respondents are reluctant to indicate their true salary. In the strategic choice, high-income 
commuters prefer phone apps rather than social/traditional sources; these latter seem more 
useful to wealthy travellers in the context of disruption. Lower income travellers are more 
likely to opt for Google sources for general use, as they are more accessible outside of a 
disrupted context. 
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Use of information 
Respondents placing more importance in the source (provider) rather than in the content of 
the information are more likely to look at phone apps, and a combination of 
social/traditional sources and others. The “brand” of these sources seems more trustworthy 
than judging the information content itself, perhaps due to possibilities of customisation and 
human interaction. Commuters who are usually satisfied with the information for their usual 
commute are less likely to look at Google or TfL JP during disruption. These sources may 
not be adequate for disrupted conditions: they are usually more accessible and usable on a 
PC rather than a mobile device, and propose many options that would be cumbersome to 
screen when under time pressure. 
The usual frequency of information use is introduced as a generic attribute. Although it 
introduces some degree of endogeneity into the model (individuals may check a source in a 
particular situation because they frequently consult it), the context of general use and use 
under disruption are different. 
Two types of costs, monetary and cognitive, are included as generic attributes. Monetary 
costs are the perceived price of getting information from a particular source and could 
include a one-off price (e.g. a premium to avoid ads) or an ongoing subscription (e.g. a 
phone data plan). While a positive cost parameter may be counter-intuitive, two reasons may 
explain this effect. The first one is that respondents may value products that are more 
expensive, especially related to the “brand” or source provider of information. With 
knowledge of its attributes, respondents substitute the price for the quality of the product. 
The second reason is that respondents may have answered, consciously or not, value-based 
costs instead of actual costs. The other type of cost, cognitive costs (time, effort) are the 
inverted Likert-scale scores for the effort involved in obtaining travel information from each 
source (refer to 6.2.4). As expected, individuals associate less utility to a source from which 
information is difficult to obtain. Results for both types of costs may partly be explained by 
the fact that travel information is a service rather than a consumed product and involves 
minor monetary costs with more important cognitive costs. In addition, this tactical choice is 
made instantly for a commute under disruption. Sources that require less time and effort 
are therefore preferred. More exploration of modelling costs is provided in the subsequent 
paragraph 7.1.2.5. 
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Previous experience with information reliability (i.e. variability between information-reported 
and actual times) is associated with the choice of source(s) during disruption. A better travel 
time reliability and a worse waiting time reliability make social/traditional sources more likely 
to be consulted under disruption. On the contrary, the more unreliable combinations of 
Google and TfL, or of Google, TfL and phone apps are perceived in terms of travel time, 
the more likely individuals would consult them. Indeed, they can then crosscheck sources 
against another and potentially reduce inaccuracies. 
Travel experience and context 
For longer delays, commuters are more inclined to use social and traditional sources or a 
combination of apps and Google. It seems that to counter greater travel uncertainty, 
especially during disruption, travellers may prefer to interact with humans (e.g. staff, relatives, 
and social media) than with machines, similar to female’s preferences. These sources may 
inspire more trust or give more explanation of the delay. 
Commuters who usually encounter less disruption are more likely to look at phone apps and 
Google sources combined. Since many factors interlink with the disruption experience (trip 
complexity, length, habit, etc.) it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding this, but it is 
possible that phone apps and Google sources both bring more information about the nature 
and amplitude of the delay. On the other hand, the long-term acquired bundle of sources 
shows that less disruption means less information consulted from TfL Journey Planner and 
Google Now. 
Only eleven respondents consulted both phone apps and Google sources under disruption 
and these appear to present distinctive characteristics. It seems that a combination of apps 
and Google is preferred, or impulsively consulted, by commuters with less familiarity and 
experience with information under disruption (i.e. less educated, not experienced in regard to 
disruption, longer delay) but who still have the ability to make changes (i.e. work-flexible, bus 
commuters). 
Regarding transport modes, tube commuters prefer to consult less a combination of three 
sources (apps, TfL, Google) than social/traditional sources, which are less preferred than 
phone apps, which are less preferred than no information, during disrupted conditions. Those 
sources do not provide adequate information for tube trips that are usually more complex: 
transfer times, alternative routes from ‘intermediate’ stations. No specific influence of 
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transport modes were found in the strategic choice. Commuters who actually have more 
transfers (a more complicated journey) are indeed more interested in looking at the TfL JP, 
however. Results for the long-term found that commuters with more transfers are also more 
likely to use TfL JP and a specific tube app. 
Commuters become more resilient when they are used to experiencing longer travel times, 
and are more likely to consult social/traditional sources during disrupted conditions. They 
may have more time to search for information despite effort costs (i.e. connect with a 
relative, scroll through social media feeds). In the strategic choice, longer TT also pairs with 
social sources, and more particularly, staff and relatives, and possibly Google Now. With 
unreliable travel times, commuters prefer to check social/traditional sources along with 
others. Less resilient commuters, e.g. shorter waiting times, will turn towards sources 
effective in reducing uncertainty with confidence (i.e. social/traditional, and a combination of 
apps, Google and TfL). On the other end, for general use, commuters with longer WT would 
use TfL live arrivals and/or Google Maps (on a PC). While introducing the WT variable in the 
strategic decision brings the notion of an uncomfortable wait and a need to optimise the 
wait time, its inclusion in the short term decision embodies the resilience for this situation, 
and therefore a need to palliate with multiple or trustable source(s). 
When looking vertically at the factors influencing each source, it seems that user profiles for 
some sources are more specific than for others. For example, the groups using combinations 
of sources (i.e. apps and Google and TfL, or apps and Google, or social/traditional, and 
others) are more associated with a particular sample of all users than for other sources. 
The interpretation of these results gives many clues to the specific profile users of each 
information source. 
7.1.2.4 Correlations between combinations of travel information sources: CNL and 
NL models 
Cross-correlations between combinations of travel information sources acquired during 
disruption were studied with a CNL and NL type models. A cross-nested model was 
estimated where alternatives containing the same source were grouped in the same cross-
nests. In order to estimate the model, the membership parameters were fixed and the nest 
parameters were allowed to vary.  
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Table 7.9 Travel information acquisition under disruption: CNL model results 
Nests Value Std err Robust t-test 0 p-value 
Robust t-
test 1 p-value 
Reference: no info 1 fixed 
    Phone app 3.38 1.88 1.76 0.08 1.24 0.21 
Google sources 6.95 3.64 2.01 0.04 1.72 0.09 
Other sources (social/traditional) 1.66 0.936 2.42 0.02 0.96 0.34 
TfL services 1.74 0.536 3.11 0.00 1.32 0.19 
Obs. 536, Final LL: -609.1, Constant LL: -676.5, Adj. rho-sq.: 0.062 
Table 7.9 shows a summary of the nested parameters for which the detailed output of the 
CNL model is shown in Appendix Q. 
None of the nest parameters is statistically significant. Only the nest for Google sources is 
significant at the 90% confidence level, which would mean that travellers are more likely to 
substitute a Google information sources with another Google one than with an information 
source from a different provider. This dataset does not support strong hypotheses that a 
combination containing a specific source is a better substitute to another combination 
containing the same source than a combination not containing this specific source. 
Using a nested structure, it is possible to investigate correlation between combinations of 
the same number of sources. Table 7.10 shows a summary of the nested parameters for 
which the detailed output of the NL model is shown in Appendix Q. 
Table 7.10 Travel information acquisition under disruption: NL model results 
Name Value Std err Robust t-test 0 p-value 
Robust t-
test 1 p-value   
No information 1 fixed           
Unique source 2.6 0.664 3.5 0 2.15 0.03  Two sources 10.3 6.45 1.64 0.1 1.48 0.14 * 
Three or more sources 1 fixed           
Obs. 536, Final LL: -590.0, Constant LL: -676.5, Adj. rho-sq.: 0.108 
The results show that alternatives in the nest for a unique source are more likely to 
substitute with an alternative in the same nest than with alternatives outside of this nest. 
There is the same tendency for alternatives in the nest with 2 sources, although it is not 
significant at a high confidence level. The importance of the nest for a unique source may 
be due to the cognitive and time burden associated with searching for travel information. 
Keeping cognitive costs low is important to travellers who only consult one TI source. 
Overall, it may seem that the TI provider may be less important than the number of sources 
consulted, and therefore than the overall cost of looking for information. 
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7.1.2.5 Information source costs 
Two types of costs, monetary and cognitive, were investigated with this model. Respondents 
were asked in the questionnaire to identify the monetary costs of each source in pounds 
(£). The cognitive costs are the inverted Likert-scale scores for the efforts to obtain travel 
information from each source. The calculations for these scores are explained in subsection 
6.2.4. 
The parameters for the monetary costs included in the model of how a combination of 
sources is acquired during disruptions were found to be positive and significant at the 95% 
level of confidence. While these results may be counter-intuitive, there are two possible, and 
not mutually exclusive, explanations for this effect. The first is that respondents may value 
more products that are more expensive, especially related to the “brand” or source provider 
of information. With knowledge on its attributes, respondents substitute the price for the 
quality of the product. The second is that respondents may have provided, consciously or 
not, value-based costs instead of actual costs, introducing some endogeneity in the model. 
The parameter for cognitive costs introduced in the same model, was found to be negative. 
As expected, during a disrupted commute, individuals associate less utility to combinations 
of sources from which information is more difficult to obtain than for other source 
combinations. Results for both types of cost may partly be explained by the fact that travel 
information is a service rather than a consumed product, and involves minor monetary costs 
with more important cognitive costs. In addition, the choice of acquiring information from 
different sources is tactical and is made almost instantly for a commute under disruption, 
so the sources that require less time and effort would be preferred. 
7.2 Modelling the commute response to information in travel 
disruption 
In this section, the tactical decision of a commute response with regards to travel disruption 
and after consulting information (or not) is a multinomial logit model (McFadden 1978; Ben-
Akiva and Lerman 1985). Nested structures of the model were tested to explore potential 
correlation between travel alternatives. 
The model specification is presented with the utility of the travel alternative as a response 
to information and includes the factors influencing this choice. In particular, the effect of 
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corroborating or conflicting information sources is introduced in the utility. Further model 
specifications are proposed that compare taste parameter constructs to represent  
consulting (i.e. the effort of acquisition) versus considering (i.e. a certain level of implication 
into the travel decision-making process) information. Those parameters are also estimated as 
incremental preferences for time attributes from specific sources. The results of the model 
estimation shed light on the factors influencing the change (or not) of a commute option 
during disruption. 
7.2.1 Model specification 
7.2.1.1 Travel response to disruption 
In the strategic decision for the usual commute, individual 𝑛 has a portfolio of (up to three) 
available options to get to work that he/she uses with different frequencies. The most 
frequently used option is the main commute option. In the case of a travel disruption, 
several travel alternatives are possible for him/her. It is possible to remain on the main 
commute option, change to their second option (if previously listed in survey), change to 
their third option (if previously listed), change to a new alternative (not previously listed), 
walk to work, or any other alternative (i.e. cancel trip, work remotely, ICT substitution, other). 
The tactical choice amongst several commute options to react to a disruption on the usual 
commute is first modelled with a multinomial logit (MNL) model. Let 𝑐 be an alternative from 
the set 𝐴𝑟 of change (or not) in travel plan alternatives. The utility function 𝑈𝑟,𝑛 of the 
commute choice of the alternative whose attributes are given by TI source 𝑠 consulted by 
individual 𝑛 is expressed as: 
𝜀𝑟,𝑛 is the error term Gumbel-distributed across alternatives; 
𝛽𝑋 and 𝛽𝑟,𝑌 are matrices of taste parameters corresponding to the variables matrices 
𝑋𝑟,𝑛 and 𝑌𝑛, respectively; 
𝑋𝑟,𝑛 is a matrix of alternative-specific attributes. In the empirical application, it is 
represented by travel time 𝑇𝑇𝑟,𝑛 and waiting time 𝑊𝑇𝑟,𝑛; 
 𝑈𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝛽𝑋𝑋𝑟,𝑛 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌𝑌𝑛 + � 𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗  . 𝛿𝐶𝑠∗
𝐶𝑠∗∈ℂ∗
+ 𝜀𝑟,𝑛 (7.9) 
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𝑌𝑛 is a matrix of generic attributes, varying across respondents (demographics, travel 
patterns); 
𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗ is the set of taste parameters for consulting a combination 𝐶𝑠∗ of source(s) 
𝛿𝐶𝑠∗ is a dummy variable equal to 1 when 𝐶𝑠∗, a combination of sources 𝑠∗, is a 
combination of sources that was acquired in travel disruption. 
However, there might be similarities between travel plans, especially ones that are different 
from remaining on the same route. In order to address potential correlation existing between 
travel options under disruption, several nested logit (NL) structure scenarios were tested to 
model this behaviour. The nested structure is described in subsection 7.1.1.3 and results are 
described in subsection 7.2.2.3. Effect of taste parameters for the acquisition of sources and 
time attribute provided by information 
The effects of waiting and travel times provided by each source in the model have been 
explored. The time attributes were introduced as 𝑊𝑇𝑛, the waiting time provided by the 
combination 𝐶𝑠∗ of information sources consulted by individual 𝑛, and 𝑇𝑇𝑛, the travel time 
provided by the combination 𝐶𝑠∗ of information sources consulted by individual 𝑛. Both 
values were taken as successively minimum, average and maximum values of all times given 
by the consulted sources, because of missing data points20. Although very few differences 
were observed, the minimum of all time values was found to have the best goodness of fit 
measures. 
In equation (7.10), the preference for waiting and travel time is separate from the effect of 
the acquisition of information sources; and the acquisition of information is represented by 
a dummy variable 𝛿𝐶𝑠∗ equal to 1 for the combination of sources that was consulted. The 
taste parameter 𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗ therefore represents the effect of consulting source 𝐶𝑠∗ for alternative 
𝑐, changing travel plans. 
In equation (7.11), the preference for waiting and travel time is separate from the effect of 
the acquisition of information sources with the latter being represented by a perceived 
importance parameter 𝐼𝐶𝑠∗ varying between 0 and 1 reflecting the extent to which the 
                              
20 This data was collected amongst the last questions of the questionnaire. Each respondent was 
prompted to recall and report waiting and travel times given by each source consulted during 
disruption. In order to avoid dubious answers, this question was optional so that some respondents 
could omit it. 
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combination of sources that was consulted was actually considered when making the travel 
decision. In this case, the taste parameter 𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗ represents the effect of the magnitude of 
consideration of source 𝐶𝑠∗ for alternative 𝑐, on changing travel plans. 
In equation (7.12), taste parameters for the time attributes provided by information are 
composed by 𝜷𝑾𝑾 or 𝜷𝒄𝑾𝑾 characterising an individual’s preference for waiting and travel 
time attributes and by 𝜷𝒄,𝑪𝒔∗   characterising the incremental preference for these time 
attributes for acquiring that specific information source (due to 𝜹𝑪𝒔∗) about a specific 
alternative. 
In equation (7.13), taste parameters for the time attributes considered by information are 
composed by 𝜷𝒄,𝑾 characterising the preference for waiting and travel time attributes and by 
𝜷𝒄,𝑪𝒔∗ characterising the incremental preference for those time attributes for additionally 
including that specific information source into the decision-making process (due to 𝑰𝑪𝒔∗). 
With 𝛼𝑟 the alternative specific constant for 𝑐, 
 
𝑈𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝛽𝑊𝑊 .𝑊𝑇𝑟,𝑛 + 𝛽𝑊𝑊 .𝑇𝑇𝑟,𝑛 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌𝑌𝑛 + � 𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗  .𝜹𝑪𝒔∗,𝒏
𝐶𝑠∗∈ℂ∗
+ 𝜀𝑟,𝑛 
where 𝑊𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑊𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑟,𝑛  𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝑇𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑟,𝑛 (7.10) 
 
𝑈𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝛽𝑊𝑊 .𝑊𝑇𝑟,𝑛 + 𝛽𝑊𝑊 .𝑇𝑇𝑟,𝑛 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌𝑌𝑛 + � 𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗  . 𝑰𝑪𝒔∗,𝒏
𝐶𝑠∗∈ℂ∗
+ 𝜀𝑟,𝑛 
where 𝑊𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑊𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑟,𝑛  𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝑇𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑟,𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑎 0 < 𝐼𝐶𝑠∗ < 1 (7.11) 
 
𝑈𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌𝑌𝑛 + � (𝜷𝒄,𝑾𝑾 + 𝜷𝒄,𝑪𝒔∗  .𝜹𝑪𝒔∗,𝒏)
𝐶𝑠∗∈ℂ∗
.𝑊𝑇𝑟,𝑛
+ � (𝜷𝒄,𝑾𝑾 + 𝜷𝒄,𝑪𝒔∗  .𝜹𝑪𝒔∗,𝒏)
𝐶𝑠∗∈ℂ∗
.𝑇𝑇𝑟,𝑛 + 𝜀𝑟,𝑛 
where 𝑊𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑊𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛  𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝑇𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 
(7.12) 
 
𝑈𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌𝑌𝑛 + � (𝜷𝒄,𝑾𝑾 + 𝜷𝒄,𝑪𝒔∗  . 𝑰𝑪𝒔∗,𝒏)
𝐶𝑠∗=1
.𝑊𝑇𝑛
+ � (𝜷𝒄,𝑾𝑾 + 𝜷𝒄,𝑪𝒔∗  . 𝑰𝑪𝒔∗,𝒏)
𝐶𝑠∗∈ℂ∗
.𝑇𝑇𝑛 + 𝜀𝑟,𝑛 
where 𝑊𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑊𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛  𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝑇𝑇𝑛 = min𝐶𝑠∗ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑠∗,𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑎 0 < 𝐼𝐶𝑠∗ < 1 
(7.13) 
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𝛽𝑟,𝑋 and 𝛽𝑟,𝑌 are matrices of taste parameters corresponding to the variables 
matrices of alternative-specific attributes 𝑋𝑟,𝑛 and of generic attributes 𝑌𝑛, 
respectively; 
𝛽𝑟,𝑊𝑊 and 𝛽𝑟,𝑊𝑊 are taste parameters for waiting time and travel time attributes given 
for alternative 𝑐; 
𝛽𝑟,𝐶𝑠∗ are taste parameters for consulting each source 𝐶𝑠∗ for alternative 𝑐 in (7.10); 
for considering each source 𝐶𝑠∗ for alternative 𝑐 in (7.11), and for the increment of 
preference in time attribute related to the acquisition of source 𝐶𝑠∗ for alternative 𝑐 
in (7.12), and for the increment of preference in time attribute related to the 
consideration of source 𝐶𝑠∗ for alternative 𝑐 in (7.13); 
𝜀𝑟,𝑛 is the error term Gumbel-distributed across alternatives. 
The results from the estimation and comparison of the different specifications are discussed 
in subsection 7.2.2.4. 
7.2.2 Modelling results 
Following on from the model specification, this subsection presents modelling results for how 
London commuters change (or not), as a tactical decision, their plans during a travel 
disruption21. The effect of consulting (or not) a combination of specific information sources 
is studied in this choice context under disrupted conditions and linked to specific travel 
response options. First, the travel behaviour alternatives are presented. Then, details about 
one of the factors influencing the choice are given. Finally, the results from the preferred 
model specification are presented and interpreted. 
7.2.2.1 Travel behaviour alternatives 
In the survey questionnaire (available in Appendix G), five options were available to 
respondents: remain on usual commute, choose another commute alternative, walk to work, 
cancel the workday or work remotely. If they listed another one or two commute options in 
the first part of the survey, then two other alternatives are also listed: a back-up option or 
a second back-up option. Only eight respondents selected the second back-up option while 
                              
21 An early version of these modelling results was presented at the International Association for Travel 
Behaviour Research (IATBR) conference in July 2015 in Windsor, UK: “A case study of how London 
commuters acquire and use information sources”. 
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six chose to cancel or work remotely; these cases were discarded from the analysis to 
avoid estimation issues. The choice set of the travel behaviour model therefore contains 
four alternatives and the sample totals to 522 respondents. The proportional shares for 
each travel alternative is shown in Table 7.11. 
Table 7.11 Travel behaviour model: alternatives 
Alternative Change in travel plan Available Chosen Percentage 
1 Main commute 522 361 69% 
2 Back-up commute option 268 82 16% 
3 Alternative not previously listed 522 54 10% 
4 Walk 522 25 5% 
Most travellers under disruption chose to remain on their usual alternative. This could be 
either because they are already en route and cannot physically change route or get off (i.e. 
underground tube in tunnel) or because they chose not to divert from their usual commute 
option (by habit, by experience or by information). 
7.2.2.2 Effect of corroborating or conflicting information sources 
The effect of corroboration between the sources consulted and the response of travellers to 
face, or not, the discrepancies between information sources are introduced as an 
explanatory variable with a dummy for each scenario. 
In the previous literature, the notion of compliance for route choice networks under a given 
ATIS was conceptualised early (Chen et al. 1999) and studied on network equilibrium (Yin 
and Yang 2003). According to Ben-Elia et al. (2013) this has often be defined as “the trip 
maker to comply with the best path” (provided by information), but this definition is better 
defined as concordance, and compliance should ideally be treated as a latent variable 
interpreting the decision-maker’s process. Recently, Moraes Ramos et al. (2012) tested 
percentages of drivers compliance of drivers with personalised Tomtom route information or 
other travel information sources. Those previously studied concepts compare an attribute of 
travel information and the actual chosen alternative whereas facing various information 
sources adds complexity in the comparison process. 
In this analysis including multiple sources of information, the variable included in the model 
sheds light on the corroboration of information from these sources and the individual 
decision-making process. Travel information could be corroborated or conflicted between 
information sources, and the reaction of travellers varies: he/she can trust just one source 
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or use several to plan their commute option. The question asked in the questionnaire and 
the counts and percentage shares per response are shown in Table 7.12. The question is 
also shown in the full survey in Appendix G. 
Table 7.12 Degree of compliance with information sources 
Explanatory variable: Which sentence best describes the way you chose your commute option? 
Variable categories Respondents Percent 
I did not choose based on the information (reference category) 187 36% 
While sources gave different information, I chose to follow the 
advice of one of the sources 159 30% 
For my travel choice, most sources were in agreement and I 
followed the information 130 25% 
While sources gave different information, my travel option 
represented a good compromise 46 9% 
Very few respondents answered “other” and usually listed a reason equivalent to the first 
response: not considering information. This particular question activates the idea of 
compliance, whereby the commuter explicitly mentions his or her stand regarding the 
sources and the travel option. Each answer category is introduced as a dummy variable in 
the travel behaviour multinomial logit model. 
7.2.2.3 Travel behaviour modelling results 
The multinomial logit model was estimated with Biogeme (Bierlaire 2003). A similar model 
selection process was followed as for previous models. The selection process was a 
successive elimination based on parameter significance and goodness of fit measures. The 
significance of parameters was tested with t-statistics at the 95% level of confidence. The 
log likelihood (LL) ratio 𝑅 = −2 × (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑇𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) is asymptotically χ²-distributed 
with the associated degree of freedom, and for each test, the ratio was compared to the 
critical value at a 95% level of confidence. Model 5 contains all the explanatory variables 
under study. After elimination of statistically insignificant parameters, Model 6 was estimated 
with the preferred selection of variables. Both models are presented in Appendix R. A 
summary of the parameter estimates for Model 6 is shown in Table 7.13. 
As expected from the descriptive statistics, all ASCs are negative and significant. Commuters 
therefore, prefer (or sometimes are constrained) to retain their usual commute. 
Demographics and attitudes 
Almost none of the demographics (gender, income, education) or attitude variables seem to 
play a role in the travel choice. Early adopters of technology are more likely to walk, as 
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well as, at the 90% confidence level, more educated travellers or ones checking information 
as an insurance against delays,. While a direct link is not obvious here, one can think about 
people with a specific lifestyle, maybe “hipsters” who may not live so far from their office 
and enjoy spending time on their devices while walking to work when a disruption arises. 
Table 7.13 Travel behaviour under disruption: summary results from MNL Model 6 
Reference: Main commute Back-up commute option 
Other alternative 
(newly listed) Walk 
 β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
ASC -1.05 -3.15 -3.96 -6.62 -3.01 -3.00 
Travel time (TT) 0.0001 0.10 (generic) 
Waiting time (WT) 0.0515 2.15 (generic) 
Education - - - - 0.271 1.77 
ICT dependency FS – Reach latest 
devices and technological trends - - - - 0.565 2.23 
Attitudinal Motivation FS – Information 
check as an insurance against delays - - - - -0.42 -1.80 
Usual commute mode includes bus 0.31 1.08 1.07 3.09 - - 
Usual commute mode includes tube - - 0.729 1.54 -1.28 -2.74 
Delay (amplitude in minutes) -0.04 -1.57 0.0538 1.82 - - 
Variability in the usual commute TT - - - - -0.0311 -1.85 
Information use: private apps -1.98 -2.61 - - - - 
Information use: combination of private 
apps and TfL sources - - 0.938 2.05 - - 
Information use: combination of private 
apps and Google Maps/Now - - - - 2.33 2.48 
Information use: TfL Journey Planner -0.69 -1.72 -0.796 -1.56 - - 
Corroboration of sources and user 
compliance 1.00 2.68 - - - - 
Non-corroboration of sources and user 
comply with one source 1.50 3.86 - - 0.869 1.94 
Non-corroboration of sources and user 
makes a compromise between sources 1.00 2.01 0.945 2.04 - - 
Goodness of fit measures 
      
Number of observations 522      
Constant only log-likelihood -596.422      Null log-likelihood -650.574      Final log-likelihood  -367.788      
Rho-square  0.435      Adjusted rho-square  0.396           
Bold values are significant at the 95% confidence level;  
Bold and italicised at the 90% confidence level. 
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Travel experience and context 
Much of the travel context influences the choice, however, because of constraints imposed 
by the transport facilities. 
• Bus commuters would prefer to divert to another alternative (not listed as a known 
option): the bus system may be quite complex, a review and decision towards new 
alternatives is probably needed under disruption. 
• Tube commuters, whose travel can be long, complex and with a smaller set of other 
options, are less likely to choose to walk, and may be likely (at the 90% confidence 
level) to take any other new alternative. 
Experience with longer or variable commute timings are an overall deterrent to other 
alternatives. 
• If the delay is longer, there is more chance that the commuter identifies another 
alternative (different from the known back-up option and walking) than remaining on 
the current route. The frequency of disruption generally experienced was not found 
to be significant. 
• As a note, the inclusion of Travel Time (TT), Waiting Time (WT) and delay values 
have been investigated and introduced under different forms – ratios, differences, 
absolutes – but the best statistical results were obtained for the original values 
themselves. The generic parameter for TT is not significant; the one for WT is 
significant and positive. This is rather counter-intuitive and may be so because 
waiting times may be longer for the current alternative (experiencing a delay) but 
travellers would still prefer this alternative. 
• If the travel time on their current service is usually reliable, then they are less likely 
to go for the “ultimate” option and walk. A usual high TT variability for the main 
option translates into less probability of walking. 
Use of information 
Regarding information under disruption, its frequency of use was not found to be significant 
but the use of specific sources seems to correlate with the travel decision. This does not 
mean a causality of information provision inferring commute choice, but a statistical 
association between both. For example, individuals may choose a travel alternative because 
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of the information content, or may check a specific source with the intention of changing 
their option. 
• Travellers who just consult private apps are less likely to go for the back-up option. 
• Uncertainty encourages commuters to check combinations of sources rather than 
single ones. Travellers who check a combination of private apps and TfL (useful to 
find alternatives), or private apps with Google (helpful for footpath) are more likely to 
change to a new alternative or to walk to work, respectively. 
Commuters may have received corroborating or conflicting information that they process 
differently. If they indicated that they did not consider information, they would be more 
likely remain with their current option. 
• When information sources corroborate and the user complies with this 
recommendation, he/she would be more likely to take the back-up option. Indeed, if 
a user knows a second route, he/she will check information on it in the first place. 
• If the sources show different information, and the user complies with one source, 
they are also more likely to take the backup option or walk. Whether sources 
corroborate or not, it seems that travellers are more likely to “trust” one source 
about a familiar alternative, or walk, which is a longer but more reliable option. 
• If the sources show different information, and the user makes a compromise between 
sources, then he/she seems more likely to take the risk anyway and choose a new 
alternative informed from multiple sources. 
Overall, while demographics and attitudinal motivation seem to play almost no role in the 
travel choice, the usual travel context, the use of information sources and the process of 
comparing information between sources seem to have a significant influence on the travel 
behaviour. 
In order to explore correlations between alternatives, the various nested structures shown in 
Figure 7.3 were tested in Biogeme (Bierlaire 2003) to examine similarities between changes 
in travel plans.  
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Figure 7.3 Travel response under disruption: nested logit structures 
The nested parameters 𝜇 indicates the degree of nesting between alternatives within the 
nest as opposed to outside of the nest. In Model a, the “Public Transport (PT)” nest gathers 
the 3 alternatives that are motorised as opposed to the Walking alternative. In Model b, the 
“Change Plan” nest groups the 3 alternatives that different from remaining on the current 
one. In Model c, the “Known” nest groups alternatives that individuals are more familiar with 
while “Unknown” nest groups ones that are less familiar to them. In Model d, the “Moderate” 
nest indicate alternative that are different from remaining or walking. Nested parameters are 
shown in Table 7.14 and goodness-of-fit and parameters are shown in Appendix S. 
Table 7.14 Travel response under disruption: nested logit results 
Model Nest Value Std err Robust t-test 0 p-value 
Robust t-
test 1 p-value   
a Public Transport (PT) 2.33 3.92 0.55 0.58 0.32 0.75 * 
 Walk 1 fixed           
b Change plan 1.19 0.287 3.7 0 0.59 0.55 * 
 Remain 1 fixed           
c Known alternatives 0.648 0.227 2.76 0.01 -1.5 0.13 * 
 Unknown alternatives 0.859 0.434 1.26 0.21 -0.21 0.84 * 
d Moderate change 1.74 0.481 3.11 0 1.32 0.19 * 
 Remain/Walk 1 fixed           
None of the nest parameters are statistically significant from 1, therefore there is no 
evidence of the importance of the nesting structures. If a nest parameter tended towards 1, 
the alternatives of that nest would not be better substitutes than alternatives outside the 
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nest, and the model would be equivalent to a multinomial logit model. For Model c, both 
nest parameters tend to a value less than 1. This does not respect the nest parameters 
boundaries; this nested logit model structure is not consistent with random utility theory. 
None of the modelling results of the nested structures proves existing correlations between 
certain travel alternatives, since none of the nest parameters is statistically significant. This 
could show that these alternatives are not correlated or that the dataset contains noise 
that does not allow determining these correlations. 
7.2.2.4 Effect of taste parameters for the acquisition of sources and time attribute 
provided by information: results comparison 
In the first analysis, models including a range of variables regarding the acquisition of 
information sources are explored. The first two models compare the effect of including 
different specifications for the taste parameters related to the travel information source: the 
acquisition of a source (Model 7) and the magnitude of consideration of a source (Model 8). 
The following two models (Models 13 and 14) also compare both specifications of the 
information source parameters, but when shared with the time attribute parameters. Table 
7.19 summarises the models that were estimated in this section, along with corresponding 
configurations, utility equations, result tables and appendices. 
Table 7.15 Travel response under disruption: MNL models summary table 
Model Model # Specification Eq. Table Appendix 
MNL model of commute 
response to information in 
travel disruption: 
comparing travel 
information source taste 
parameters 
Model 7 with “source acquisition” 
taste parameters 
(7.10) Table 
7.16 
Appendix T 
Model 8 with “source consideration 
magnitude” taste 
parameters 
(7.11) Table 
7.16 
Appendix T 
MNL model of commute 
response to information in 
travel disruption: 
Time attribute and 
acquisition (or 
consideration) shared 
taste parameters 
Model 9 with time attributes and 
source acquisition shared 
parameters 
(7.12) Table 
7.17 
Appendix U 
Model 10 with time attributes and 
source acquisition shared 
parameters 
(7.13) Table 
7.17 
Appendix U 
 
Model 7 and Model 8, for which utility specifications are shown in (7.10) and (7.11) 
respectively, are estimated to compare parameters of acquisition versus consideration of a 
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source. The acquisition of a source is represented by a dummy variable (value of 0 or 1 
when source is consulted), while the consideration of a source is represented by the degree 
(normalised value from 0 to 1) through which the content of the source is taken into 
consideration. Table 7.16 shows the summary of results for travel behaviour choice 
comparing parameters representing the acquisition of a source in Model 7 versus its 
magnitude of consideration in Model 8. As a note, taste parameters for demographics and 
travel patterns are also included in Model 7 and Model 8 but are only displayed in the 
detailed model estimates in Appendix T. 
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Table 7.16 Summary of results for travel behaviour choice comparing parameters of acquisition versus consideration of a source 
 Model 7: MNL model  with source acquisition parameters 
Model 8: MNL model  
with source consideration parameters 
 Final log-likelihood -356 Final log-likelihood -351 
 Rho-square 0.453 Rho-square 0.461 
 Adjusted rho-square 0.370 Adjusted rho-square 0.378 
Reference: Main commute Back-up commute option 
Other alternative 
(newly listed) Walk 
Back-up 
commute option 
Other alternative 
(newly listed) Walk 
 β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
ASC -2.51 -3.43 -4.60 -5.14 -2.46 -2.10 -2.66 -3.60 -4.86 -5.26 -1.70 -1.48 
Information use: combination of apps, 
TfL and Google 0.09 0.14 - - -0.69 -0.56 -1.31 -0.76 - - 4.85 1.80 
Information use: combination of private 
apps and Google Maps/Now  -1.07 -0.91 0.11 0.10 2.14 2.05 -1.73 -1.04 -2.92 -1.90 -7.48 -2.30 
Information use: private apps -1.58 -1.96 -0.39 -0.58 0.71 1.01 -1.99 -2.04 -0.21 -0.26 0.64 0.87 
Information use: combination of private 
apps and TfL sources 0.10 0.18 0.86 1.65 - - 3.03 2.67 1.90 1.76 - - 
Information use: Google Maps/Now 0.12 0.13 0.53 0.71 0.69 0.69 3.35 1.90 1.78 1.29 2.21 1.23 
Information use: combination of Google 
and TfL sources 0.55 0.94 0.08 0.14 0.96 1.07 -1.09 -0.57 -1.07 -0.67 -1.16 -0.46 
Information use: Social/ traditional and 
other sources 0.81 1.25 0.59 0.66 - - 0.33 0.28 1.93 1.20 - - 
Information use: Social/ traditional 0.40 0.58 -0.79 -0.79 - - 1.59 1.92 -0.56 -0.45 - - 
Information use: TfL JP -0.71 -1.50 -0.76 -1.33 0.17 0.25 -0.55 -1.08 -0.82 -1.28 -1.17 -1.29 
Information use: TfL status updates or 
live arrivals -0.04 -0.07 -0.99 -1.22 0.64 0.74 -0.20 -0.34 -0.07 -0.10 -0.89 -0.62 
Waiting time provided by information -0.01 -0.68 (generic parameter) -0.01 -0.57 (generic parameter) 
Travel time provided by information 0.01 1.24 (generic parameter) 0.01 1.39 (generic parameter) 
Bold values are significant at the 95% confidence level; Bold and italicised at the 90% confidence level. 
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The goodness-of-fit measures improve when taking into account the consideration of the 
source in the choice of travel behaviour, instead of the consultation of the source. 
Parameters regarding the effect of the sources are more significant. Travellers who took into 
account three sources (apps, TfL and Google) were more likely to walk but not necessarily if 
they consulted them; maybe as they were trying to figure out their way. Considering and 
consulting only private apps is associated with remaining on the current travel option. While 
consulting a combination of apps and Google is linked with walking, considering both has 
the opposite effect (i.e. the source might act as a deterrent). Travellers considering more a 
combination of private apps and TfL sources (and those who consult Google sources) are 
more likely to divert to their back-up plan, and these sources seem more adequate to 
confirm known travel options. 
Table 7.17 shows the summary of the results for Model 9 and Model 10, whose 
specifications are shown in (7.12) and (7.13) respectively. They are estimated to compare 
shared parameters of time attributes with acquisition or consideration of a source. As a 
note, taste parameters for demographics and travel patterns are also included in Model 9 
and Model 10 but are only displayed in the detailed model estimates in Appendix U. 
Estimations show that the utility expression from Model 9 and Model 10, where the time 
attribute parameter is composed of the time preference and the incremental source-specific 
preference, gives more sense to the preference parameter associated with waiting and travel 
time provided by information than in the previous specification in Model 7. 
Both waiting time and travel time parameters 𝛽𝑟,𝑊𝑊 and 𝛽𝑟,𝑊𝑊 are negative, i.e. travellers 
would be less likely to take a back-up commute option with a longer travel time, but this is 
not strongly significant. Almost all 𝛽𝑟,𝑠 parameters for acquisition or consideration are 
positive; this is consistent with the behaviour of travellers who would be more likely to 
choose another option than staying in the current one, if they had checked a source of 
information as opposed to not checking at all. In particular, in Model 9, if they check social 
and traditional sources only, they are more likely to change to their known back-up option 
at the 95% confidence level. If they checked TfL journey planner, or status updates or all 
three (apps, TfL and Google) then they are also more likely to change at the 90% 
confidence level. In Model 10, the shared parameter for time indicates that substantial 
consideration of information from social/traditional and other sources implied that they 
would be less likely to change to the back-up option, which may be explained by the lack 
of accuracy of this source (with respect to other sources). 
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Table 7.17 Travel behaviour under disruption: results summary comparing shared parameters of time 
attribute, with acquisition versus consideration of a source 
 
Model 9: MNL model with 
time attributes and source 
acquisition shared parameters 
Model 10: MNL model with 
time and source consideration 
shared parameters 
 Final log-likelihood: -364.3 Final log-likelihood: -365.2 
 Rho-square: 0.475 Rho-square: 0.439 
 Adjusted rho-square: 0.323 Adjusted rho-square: 0.382 
Reference: Main commute Back-up commute option Back-up commute option 
Parameter β t-stat β t-stat 
ASC Back-up commute option -2.81 -4.10 -2.84 -4.14 
ASC Other alternative (newly listed) -4.93 -5.53 -5.05 -5.57 
ASC Walk -1.87 -1.77 -1.88 -1.77 
Information use: combination of apps, 
TfL and Google 0.05 1.80 0.05 1.08 
Information use: combination of 
private apps and Google Maps/Now 0.04 1.16 0.04 0.80 
Information use: private apps 0.02 1.36 0.01 0.40 
Information use: combination of 
private apps and TfL sources 0.01 0.78 -0.01 -0.42 
Information use: Google Maps/Now - - - - 
Information use: combination of 
Google and TfL sources 0.02 1.22 0.00 -0.13 
Information use: Social/ traditional 
and other sources 0.00 -0.27 -0.05 -2.20 
Information use: Social/ traditional 0.04 2.18 0.03 1.44 
Information use: TfL JP 0.02 1.66 0.00 0.26 
Information use: TfL status updates 
or live arrivals 0.03 1.69 0.01 0.38 
Waiting time provided by information -0.03 -1.40 -0.01 -0.44 
Travel time provided by information -0.01 -0.78 0.00 0.39 
Bold values are significant at the 95% confidence level;  
Bold and italicised at the 90% confidence level. 
 
The preferences of the attributes provided by various travel information sources are a 
complex notion: more work is needed to be able to differentiate the traveller’s intrinsic 
preferences for the attributes and his/her perception of the source reliability regarding those 
attributes. 
7.3 Joint model of information and travel 
As cited in the literature (subsection 2.3.5), modelling travel information choice and travel 
behaviour jointly within a single discrete-choice model has only been attempted in a few 
previous works. Wang et al. (2009) use a two-stage decision process with binary probit 
models. In their approach, the travel change is conditional on the information acquisition, 
with only respondents who indicated that they sought information being selected for 
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inclusion in the travel change model. Chorus et al. (2013) use a discrete choice model with 
utilities for information acquisition (in the form of alternative assessment, alternative 
generation and an early warning option) to capture both behaviours as a single underlying 
system of preferences and beliefs. 
One of the goals of this research is to represent these decisions jointly. This section 
addresses the behavioural notion of jointly choosing to acquire information and then 
adopting a travel alternative under disrupted conditions. The joint information and travel 
decision is modelled using a logistic regression and error component logit regression.22 The 
specifications are described and the modelling results are discussed. Models are estimated 
using Biogeme (Bierlaire 2003). To conclude, further joint models are proposed. 
7.3.1 Model specification 
A brief survey of the key literature on discrete choice models, and about their underlying 
principles, is examined in subsection 6.1.1.2. Without alternative specific variables, a logistic 
regression is the most appropriate method to model the joint acquisition of information and 
travel behaviour, and how this is affected by variables such as demographics, travel patterns 
and the characteristics of the information sources themselves. With regard to interpretation, 
estimated probabilities for a logistic regression are not propensities of individuals to make a 
decision like in discrete choice, but estimated membership of individuals (or observations) to 
belong to specific categories. In order to study a joint model of information and travel 
choice, both tactical decisions are combined as a set of alternatives. The two decisions are 
whether to check for information or not, and whether to make a change from the main 
commute option or not. Four alternatives are therefore created. 
In its simplest form, the utility function of information and travel alternative 𝑖𝑐 may be 
defined as: 
                              
22 An early version of these modelling results was presented at the International Association for Travel 
Behaviour Research (IATBR) conference in July 2015 in Windsor, UK: “A case study of how London 
commuters acquire and use information sources”. 
 
The alternative 𝑖𝑐 is part of the set 𝕊 = [00,01,10,11] 
where 𝑖 = � 1, 𝑎𝑐𝑎𝐺𝑖𝑜𝐺 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑎𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛   0,𝑎𝑜𝐺𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑎𝐺𝑖𝑜𝐺 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑎𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛. 
and  𝑐 = � 1, 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑎𝐺 𝐸𝑜𝑎𝑡𝐺𝑊 𝑝𝑊𝑎𝑛     0,𝑎𝑜𝐺𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝐸 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑎𝐺 𝐸𝑜𝑎𝑡𝐺𝑊 𝑝𝑊𝑎𝑛 
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If parameters are decision-specific, the utility 𝑈𝑟𝑟,𝑛 for an individual 𝑛 to acquire information 
or not, and to change travel behaviour or not is expressed as: 
𝜀𝑟𝑟,𝑛 is the error term Gumbel-distributed across individuals and alternatives; 
𝛽𝑟,𝑌 and 𝛽𝑟,𝑌 are matrices of taste parameters for information 𝑖 and travel change 𝑐, 
associated with variable matrix 𝑌𝑛;𝑌𝑛 is a matrix of generic attributes, varying across 
respondents (demographics and travel patterns). 
More details about the logistic regression specification and properties can be found in 
subsection 6.1.1. 
However, there are probably existing correlations between alternatives because of the way 
they are built. This would lead to a potential violation of the Independence from Irrelevant 
Alternatives (IIA) property of the MNL. This issue is best addressed using an Error 
Component Logit (ECL) model structure, also known as Mixed Logit model. The error terms 
introduce shared unobserved utility between relevant alternatives, which in this case is 
known and due to common behaviour (i.e. TI or no TI, and TC or no TC). The utility is 
therefore stated as follows: 
𝛿𝑟 and 𝛿𝑟 are dummy variables equal to 1 when the alternative implies that 
individuals are, respectively, consulting information or changing travel plans, and 0 
otherwise; 
 
𝑈𝑟𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟𝑟 + 𝛽𝑟𝑟,𝑌 .𝑌𝑛 + 𝜀𝑟𝑟,𝑛 
with 𝛼𝑟=0 = 0 and 𝛼𝑟=0 = 0 
with 𝛽𝑟=0 = 0 and 𝛽𝑟=0 = 0 (7.14) 
 
𝑈𝑟𝑟,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 +  𝛼𝑟 + �𝛽𝑟,𝑌 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌�𝑌𝑛 + 𝜀𝑟𝑟,𝑛 
with 𝛼𝑟=0 = 0 and 𝛼𝑟=0 = 0 
with 𝛽𝑟=0 = 0 and 𝛽𝑟=0 = 0 
(7.15) 
 
𝑈𝑟𝑟 ,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑟 + 𝛼𝑟 + �𝛽𝑟,𝑌 + 𝛽𝑟,𝑌�.𝑌𝑛 + 𝛿𝑟.𝜎𝑟 . 𝜉𝑟,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑟.𝜎𝑟 . 𝜉𝑟,𝑛 + 𝜀𝑟𝑟,𝑛 
with 𝛼𝑟=0 = 0 and 𝛼𝑟=0 = 0 
with 𝛽𝑟=0 = 0 and 𝛽𝑟=0 = 0 
(7.16) 
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𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑟 are standard deviations of the random coefficients corresponding 
respectively, to consulting information or changing travel plans; 
𝜉𝑟,𝑛 and 𝜉𝑟,𝑛 are error components or random coefficients for each decision 
(consulting information and change travel plans) and are  normally distributed. 
7.3.2 Modelling results 
This subsection presents the modelling results of a joint information and travel decision in 
the case of London commuters. After detailing alternatives, a summary of model estimates 
is interpreted. Other forms of joint models are proposed. Each of these two decisions was 
considered separately, but in more detail, in sections 7.1 and 7.2. 
Different methods exist to estimate two choices jointly. In this section, the joint choice is 
represented by four alternatives composed of two binary decision outcomes each. Under 
disruption, the first decision is whether to check information or not: “No” is no information 
checked (code No01 when referring to Table 7.6) and “Yes” is all other sources confounded. 
The second decision is the travel response to disruption: “No” means remaining on the 
usual commute and “Yes” is to change travel plan to any other option referred in Table 
7.11. Table 7.18 presents the descriptive statistics for each alternative. 
Table 7.18 Joint information and travel behaviour model: alternatives 
Alternative. Count23 (Percentage) 
Change in travel plan 
No Yes 
Information provision 
No 1.    118 (22%) 3.    51 (10%) 
Yes 2.    243 (45%) 4.   124 (23%) 
These descriptive statistics raise many questions. Many hypotheses can be stated and the 
subsequent analyses will attempt to address these questions at least partially. 
• Alternative 1 accounts for 22% of respondents who neither look at information nor 
change from their usual commute. This may be due to the disruption conditions not 
warranting consulting information or changing travel. Alternatively, these respondents’ 
attitudes, underlying specific demographics, may not react to a certain level of travel 
uncertainty, or they may just decide that they have no viable alternative commute so 
there is no point in checking. 
                              
23 The total amounts to 536 respondents. An additional screening filtered out 69 respondents from the 
605 respondents used in Chapter 7. As explained in subsection 5.4.4, these were filtered due to 
fatigue effects in the latter part of the questionnaire. 
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• Alternative 2, with just 10% of respondents, reflects those not looking for any 
information but still making a travel change under disruption. It is possible that these 
respondents already had knowledge about other alternatives or want to make a 
change that would not necessitate checking any source for extra information. It may 
be because they know the transport network well and choose their perceived best 
alternative. Another possibility is that they are constrained to choose another 
commute option if their initial one is fully disrupted. 
• Alternative 3, with almost half of the respondents, refers to when respondents look 
at information but do not change their travel plans. The respondents may have just 
consulted information to understand the amplitude or the extension of the delay. 
They might also have sought to confirm that the current alternative was best. 
Otherwise, they may have searched for better commute options in vain. 
• Alternative 4 represents less than a quarter of all respondents: they are the 
commuters who checked information and changed their plan from their main 
commute option. Commuters may have just confirmed the disruption and then found 
another option on their own, or they may have actually looked for alternatives. When 
they considered information from several sources, these sources may have 
corroborated each other, allowing the commuter to follow the indicated option, or 
perhaps the sources contradicted each other, forcing a compromise choice for 
another commute option. 
Table 7.19 summarises the models that were estimated in this section, along with 
corresponding configurations, utility equations, result tables and appendices. Two categories 
of model specifications were estimated: the first one with parameters specific to both 
decisions from utility function (7.14) (Model 11 and 12), and the second with parameters 
specific to each alternative from utility function (7.15) (Model 13 and 14). Models with all 
variables included, respectively Model 11 and Model 13 for each category, were examined 
and parameters were selected in order to obtain the preferred Model 12 and Model 14.  
Table 7.20 shows the goodness of fit measures, i.e. Log Likelihood (LL), and Rho-square (ρ²) 
measures, for the preferred Models 12 and 14. The models were evaluated based on the 
significance of the estimated parameters and on goodness of fit (GoF) measures. Amongst 
various selections, the preferred one was elected for a good balance of the number of 
parameters with a t-statistic significant at a 95% confidence level, and reasonable log 
likelihood and rho-square values. The model selection process is shown in Appendix V. 
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Table 7.19 Joint information and travel choice: models summary table 
Model Model # Configuration Eq. Table Appendix 
Joint model of 
information and travel 
(logistic regression) 
Model 11 Decision-specific 
parameters: all 
variables 
(7.14)  Appendix W 
Model 12 Decision-specific 
parameters: variable 
selection 
(7.14) Table 7.20 Appendix V 
Appendix W 
Joint model of 
information and travel 
(logistic regression) 
Model 13 Alternative-specific 
parameters: all 
variables 
(7.15)  Appendix X 
Model 14 Alternative-specific 
parameters: variable 
selection 
(7.15) Table 7.20 Appendix X 
Joint model of 
information and travel 
(error component logit 
regression) 
ECL Model Alternative-specific 
parameters: variable 
selection with random 
coefficients 
(7.16) Table 7.21 Appendix Y 
Appendix W displays the model estimates and GoF values for Models 11 and 12 with 
decision-specific parameters. Appendix X displays the model estimates and GoF values for 
Models 13 and 14 with alternative-specific parameters. Table 7.20 summarises the findings of 
Model 12 and Model 14 estimations. In Model 12, the references are the parameters for 
“not consulting information” and “remain on usual commute”. In Model 14, the reference is 
Alternative 1, where respondents did not look at information and did not make any travel 
changes. 
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Table 7.20 Joint information and travel behaviour model: logistic regression results 
 Model 12 
 Model 14 
 
Consulting 
information 
Change travel 
plan 
 Consulting 
information only 
Change travel 
plan only 
Both consult 
information and 
change travel plan 
 β t-stat β t-stat 
 β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
Constants -0.18 -0.28 -2.73 -5.88  0.77 1.46 -1.92 -6.45 -3.38 -4.51 
Age -0.02 -2.44 - -  -0.01 -1.57 - - - - 
Education 0.14 2.38 0.15 2.50  - - - - 0.20 2.88 
Female -0.44 -2.13 0.31 1.52  -0.42 -2.22 - - - - 
Attitudinal Motivation Factor Score (FS) – Information 
check related to emotion (anxiety, etc.) 0.31 3.04 - - 
 0.33 3.03 - - 0.35 2.67 
ICT dependency FS – Omnipresence of ICT and internet - - -0.24 -2.45  - - - - -0.26 -2.33 
Delay - - 0.10 6.23  - - 0.10 4.96 0.09 5.12 
Usual commute WT - - -0.07 -2.14  - - - - -0.11 -2.73 
Variability in usual commute TT 0.01 2.22 - -  0.01 1.78 - - 0.02 2.54 
Usual accuracy, variability between reported and actual 
waiting time (WT) averaged on consulted sources 0.04 1.45 - - 
 - - - - 0.06 2.01 
Usual commute mode includes bus 0.41 2.01 0.75 3.64  - - - - 0.86 3.73 
General satisfaction about travel information 0.28 4.69 - -  0.24 3.71 - - 0.33 4.25 
Satisfaction about travel during disrupted usual 
commute -0.14 -2.13 - - 
 -0.14 -2.06 - - -0.15 -1.85 
Goodness-of-fit measures            
Observations 536      536     
Constant only log likelihood -672.3      -672.3     
Null log likelihood -743.1      -743.1     
Final log likelihood -608.9      -611.7     
ρ² 0.181      0.177     
Adjusted ρ² 0.158      0.150     
Bold values are significant at the 95% confidence level; bold and italicised at the 90% confidence level. 
References: Not consulting information, remain on usual commute 
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The interpretation of estimated parameters influencing this joint classification is discussed 
below: 
Demographics and attitudes 
Regarding demographics, younger commuters are more likely to look for information during 
disruption than older commuters are. They may be equipped with smartphones and could 
more easily check information en route. Females are less likely to look for information, 
which may mean that they already know the system or are less concerned by the 
disruption. The outcome of the travel decision does not seem to be correlated with age and 
female parameters. Commuters with higher degrees of education are more likely to look for 
information and change travel under disruption, especially when combined: they also might 
own more devices that they check to confirm other alternatives, or have jobs that allow 
them less flexibility. 
When looking at attitudes, people who are more anxious or impatient are more likely to 
look for information under disruption. It seems that more specifically they are not making a 
travel change, maybe through fear of additional uncertainty. People who are used to having 
the internet omnipresent in their way of life are less likely to change travel (and less likely 
to look for information when combined): they may use the delay time to use their 
smartphone rather than try and physically move to find another alternative. 
Travel experience and context 
Commuters encountering longer delays are more likely to change travel plans, whether they 
look at information or not, as there is less opportunity for them to remain on their current 
option, due to the disruption. For each minute of delay, there is an additional  chance of 
them changing without looking information, and an  increase in the chance of them 
checking and then changing their travel plan. 
Waiting times and travel times (WT and TT) influence the choice in particular ways. 
Commuters with usually short WT may be more impatient (less resilient) and more likely to 
consult information and change plan. In parallel, commuters who experience high variability 
in their usual TT are familiar with information systems and are used to react to uncertainty: 
they are more likely to check information, whether there is a subsequent travel change or 
not. Travellers who experience less reliable waiting times seem to be more familiar with 
uncertainty and are more likely to check information and change travel options. 
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Bus commuters are more likely to look for information and change plans during disruption, 
because of practicality (e.g. internet access, boarding/alighting and/or taking another bus) 
compared with the tube or train. 
Commuter satisfaction 
Finally, commuters who are satisfied with the information they consult are more likely to 
check it also under disruption. While this could be endogenous, it would not be necessarily 
the case if the information were critically bad. Commuters who are dissatisfied with their 
usual commute are more likely to look for information: this may be because of specific 
deterrent travel attributes (e.g. TT variability), or because of the underlying attitudes of 
commuters who would generally be unsatisfied and always looking for better options 
(regarding their travel or other matters). 
Many other factors do not influence this choice in a significant way: income, reliability of 
sources, variability of WT, transport modes (tube, train), reliability of service frequency, 
frequency of disruption encountered, flexibility of working hours. As a note, education and 
income indicate very low correlation factor, and the education parameter was significant 
while the one for income was not. This may be due to the cognitive cost associated with 
looking for information and/or making a change in a complex transport network, or it might 
be the deterrence to respondents to indicate their income range in the survey, while their 
education level transpired as a true indicator. 
In order to address potential correlation between alternatives, models of error component 
logit (ECL) structure were tested on the logistic regression, as explained in subsection 7.3.1. 
Random coefficients for each decision, i.e. consulting information or change travel, were 
introduced in common utilities. Their mean is constrained to 0 and their standard deviation 
is estimated. The two conditions, order and rank, are necessary for identification. For the 
order condition, a maximum of s =  J (J −1)
2
− 1 alternative-specific covariance terms can be 
identified, where J=4 is the number of alternatives, as summarised by Walker (2001). In the 
context of this analysis, s = 5 so 2 variances are identified. The rank condition for 
estimating parameters is the value of the rank of the Jacobian matrix minus one. The 
covariance matrix for this analysis is: 
 Ω =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝑎/𝜇2    0 𝜎11 + 𝑎/𝜇2   0 𝜎11 𝜎22 + 𝜎22 + 𝑎/𝜇2  0 0 𝜎22 𝜎22 + 𝑎/𝜇2⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤
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The covariance matrix of utility differences for this structure is as follows: 
 ΩΔ = �𝜎11 + 2𝑎/𝜇2   𝜎11 + 𝑎/𝜇2 𝜎11 + 𝜎22 + 2𝑎/𝜇2  
𝑎/𝜇2 𝜎22 + 𝑎/𝜇2 𝜎22 + 2𝑎/𝜇2�   
From the vector of unique elements 𝑡𝐺𝑐𝐺 of ΩΔ, we obtained the Jacobian matrix: 
 𝑡𝐺𝑐𝐺(ΩΔ) =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜎11 + 𝜎22 + 2𝑎/𝜇2
𝜎11 + 2𝑎/𝜇2
𝜎22 + 2𝑎/𝜇2
𝜎11 + 𝑎/𝜇2
𝜎22 + 𝑎/𝜇2
𝑎/𝜇2 ⎦⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 and  𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝐺𝑖𝑎𝑛 =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
1 1 21 0 20 1 21 0 10 1 10 0 1⎦⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
  
The rank of the Jacobian matrix is 3, so 2 is the number of parameters that can be 
estimated. Table 7.4 shows the results (for 10 000 draws) while the complete output of the 
ECL regression is provided in Appendix Y. 
Table 7.21 Joint information-travel choice under disruption: ECL model 
 
Consulting 
information only 
Change travel plan 
only 
Both consult 
information and 
change travel plan 
 β t-stat β t-stat β t-stat 
Constants 0.34 0.78 -5.14 -2.75 -4.51 -2.24 
Age - - 0.04 2.16 - - 
Female - - 0.74 2.02 - - 
Attitudinal Motivation Factor Score 
(FS) – Information check related to 
emotion (anxiety, etc.) 0.28 2.42 - - - - 
Delay - - 0.17 2.10 0.16 1.94 
Usual commute WT - - - - -0.11 -2.08 
Variability in usual commute TT - - - - 0.02 2.05 
Usual commute mode includes bus - - - - 1.05 3.31 
General satisfaction about travel 
information 0.22 3.26 - - 0.28 3.20 
Satisfaction about travel during 
disrupted usual commute -0.15 -1.80 - - - - 
Standard deviation (SD) of the 
random coefficient for looking for 
information 
0.11 0.14 - - - - 
S.D. of the random coefficient for 
changing plans - - 2.67 1.46 - - 
Obs. 536, Cst LL: -670.5, Model LL: -626.5, Adj. rho squared: 0.133, Draws: 10 000. 
None of the standard deviations of the random coefficients is statistically significant. 
Therefore, a correlation between the outcomes of the joint information-travel decisions was 
not proven. A sensitivity analysis for various numbers of draws was conducted to monitor 
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the stability of the ECL regression estimations. Results are shown for the random coefficient 
standard deviations in Figure 7.4. 
  
Figure 7.4 ECL model stability: sensitivity of parameters with number of draws 
With 5000 draws and above, it is possible to obtain a good approximation of the exact 
results. 
7.4 Modelling conclusions on the tactical choices of acquiring 
information sources and change options on a disrupted 
commute 
This innovative concept of acquiring information sources in a tactical context, given their 
characteristics as well as the characteristics of the individuals and the trip, has not been 
developed previously, and the joint information and travel behaviour model is amongst the 
first modelling representations of these decisions.  
In this chapter, three tactical decisions of information source acquisition and commute 
response to disruption were modelled using various logit model structures. These tactical 
choices are influenced by various characteristics from the nature of individuals or from their 
experience in previous strategic choices. In this section, the findings from these analyses are 
summarised successively for the joint “information and travel response” decision, the 
acquisition of a combination of decisions about sources, and the commute response to 
disruption. Although few studies can be used for comparison, some parallels have been 
drawn when interpreting the findings. Certain limitations exist, however; these are recognised 
here and constitute opportunities for further work. 
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7.4.1 Travel information sources acquisition under disruption 
Modelling the acquisition of sources as a combination of sources during travel disruption is 
conditional on the usual use of information sources. This conditionality is also a pioneering 
investigation drawing the link between the tactical choice and previously opted strategies.  
Under disruption, 33% of individuals acquired no information, and about 38.5% of 
individuals acquired one source of information. Internet-based sources are predominant, in 
even greater proportion than in previous work (cf. subsection 2.3.3): 23% for internet in 
Wang et al. (2009), 20% to 25% use websites regularly and 50% use Google phone app 
regularly in Petrella et al. (2014). In this study, it was shown that some sources are 
consulted more during disruption than in general use, e.g. phone apps (23%), TfL JP (18%) 
and TfL updates/arrivals (10%). A MNL model with alternatives for each combination of 
sources is estimated and a synthesis of the interpretation discussion is stated below. 
• As seen in the strategic choice, demographics play a role in determining preferences 
of travel information sources. Age parameters show the same trends. Education, 
which was not a significant variable in the strategic choice, shows the inclination of 
diploma holders for “Google sources” solely. Male travellers demonstrate usual 
preferences towards combinations of sources, which seems to transpire under 
disruption.  
• The influence of specific attitudes regarding technology and motivation are 
accommodated using factor scores. The attitudinal motivation to look for information 
is linked with the type of source consulted: phone apps and TfL for anxious 
travellers, phone apps for ones who want to make sure they are not late. 
Methodologically, attitudinal variables would be more appropriately included as latent 
variables in an integrated model structure. 
• Travel patterns such as the frequency of disruption, the usual travel time, or the 
number of transfers, show similar results for both strategic and tactical choices. In 
the tactical choice, the experience with information accuracy and traveller’s resilience 
(e.g. usually long travel and waiting time) explains the choice of a bundle of 
information sources. For example, any combination of apps, Google and TfL sources 
may be more popular under disruption to males with complex tube trips, and high 
TT information inaccuracy and less resilience (shorter WT). 
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When comparing the strategic and tactical context, different sets of factors are important to 
each bundle of sources. Table 7.23 summarises the modelling results of important factors by 
information source for the strategic and the tactical choices. 
Table 7.22 Summary of the results for the acquisition of sources in the strategic and tactical decisions 
Strategic decision Information 
source 
Tactical decision 
Trip context Demographic, attitude 
Demographic, 
attitude Trip context 
  Apps + Google + TfL Technology, male 
More transfers, no tube, 
Shorter WT, TT info 
inaccurate 
  
TfL + Apps Anxious/impatient  
More transfers 
(tube app) 
Young, high 
income 
Phone apps 
Young, source 
matter, insurance 
against disruption 
Less WT info accurate, 
no tube 
Apps + Google Less educated Large delays, frequent disruption, flexible, bus 
More disruption 
Lower income, 
lived less at 
address 
Google 
Educated, less 
satisfied with info. 
consulted 
Less WT info accurate 
Google+TfL Male Less TT info accurate 
No bus, more 
disruption, more 
transfers 
Young (phone), 
Older (PC) TfL JP Less satisfied with info. consulted 
More transfers, shorter 
TT 
Bus, more WT, 
less transfers 
Lived longer at 
address 
TfL update, 
arrivals   
Tube (TV/radio), 
more TT 
(staff/relatives), 
train (traditional)  
Older, less 
flexible with 
work 
Social/ 
Traditional  
High delays, no tube, 
longer TT, shorter WT 
Social/Tradi. 
combined 
Source “brand” 
matter 
More TT info accuracy, 
more ΔTT, less WT info 
accuracy   
Indicated factors are significant at the 95% confidence level; 
Italicised variables are significant at the 90% confidence level. 
In the strategic choice, demographics and long-term travel patterns influence the information 
acquisition of sources, especially towards specific media channels. The information 
acquisition decision is not only driven by demographics, attitudes and delay magnitude, but 
for the tactical choice, it is also driven by experience from past commutes, especially 
related to the perceived variability of the timings. Despite the nature of how alternative were 
built as combinations of TI sources, the estimation of a cross-nested structure for 
information providers failed to prove a link between alternative consulting similar providers. 
The nesting structure grouping combinations by number of source(s) was significant and 
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revealed the importance of referring to a unique source, and spending its minimal 
associated cost when consulting information during disruption. 
7.4.2 Travel behaviour change under disruption and information 
The response to information in travel disruption was studied to understand the influence of 
demographics, travel patterns and acquired sources on travel response as a change in 
plans. In the literature, less than half of travellers on average decide to change their travel 
plan as a result of information: 37% in Peirce and Lappin (2003), 40% in Wang et al. 
(2009), and two thirds of the sample made changes in the last month in Petrella et al. 
(2014). These studies are based on passenger car travellers, however, who may have more 
flexibility (or routes) and comfort in changing plans. In similar proportions than previous 
studies, a minority of the respondents (30%) in this sample decided to deviate from their 
current commute. The travel response to information under disruption was modelled with a 
MNL model as a preferred structure, and it is possible to identify user profiles for those 
specific commuters.  
• None of the demographics significantly influence this choice, apart from technology 
adopters who are more likely to walk. This result challenges some of the previous 
findings. Demographics seems to be influential when looking at passenger car 
choices (Khattak et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009) but less relevant in public transport 
studies related to change in behaviour, e.g. no variable significant for ridership 
(Zhang et al. 2008) but older age categories and gender are significant in mode 
switching (Bai and Kattan 2014). 
• Specific travel patterns do make a difference: delay and transport modes prevail. Bus 
commuters are more likely to switch to another alternative while tube commuters will 
be less likely to walk (less used to the street network). 
• Consulted sources are relevant, especially if a combination of sources was consulted, 
e.g. apps and TfL for new alternatives, apps and Google for walk. 
• Most importantly, the information process also demonstrates the importance of the 
corroboration (or not) between sources. Users whose sources corroborate each other 
and who then comply with one of the sources where more likely to follow their 
known back-up option, while users whose sources did not corroborate and tried to 
find a compromise may go for a new alternative. 
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It was intuitive to develop and test several nesting structure to correlate some of the 
alternatives to the current travel plan options. However, none of the nesting structures were 
statistically significant, potentially because of the strong attraction to the current alternative. 
The data collection was conducted based on respondents’ recollections of events and 
estimations, which may lead to inaccuracies. An RP-SP could be developed: usual 
information and travel patterns can be collected from the revealed-preference survey, and 
stated-preference questions with designed contents of information from various sources 
would allow a more detailed study of the sensitivity of individuals to travel attributes from 
different sources. 
While statistical relations exist between the different factors (demographics, travel information 
sources and travel behaviour), no causality effect of the information sources on travel 
response under disruption can be inferred. While there may be a direct influence, they may 
also exist unobserved underlying reasons explaining some relations. Different improvements 
to capture this idea are feasible as future work. 
The compliance with information sources (whether they corroborate or not) is significant and 
is represented as such by using dummy variables, and this needs to be further explored 
using a more quantitative framework to understand the degree of compliance of individuals. 
7.4.3 Joint information and travel behaviour 
A logistic regression of combined alternatives “information and travel” is proposed; it is 
amongst the few models considering this joint choice. It allows one to observe the common 
or diverging preferences of these two behaviours. The main conclusions are illustrated in 
Table 7.23. 
Table 7.23 Summary of the results for the joint model of acquisition of information and travel 
behaviour 
 Only info Only change Info and change 
Factors influencing 
decision to, at least, 
look for information or 
change travel plans 
Anxious/impatient 
Info satisfaction 
More ΔTT 
 
 
 
 
 
Delay 
Bus 
Anxious/impatient 
Info satisfaction 
More ΔTT  
Delay 
Bus 
Factors influencing 
decision for a specific 
alternative of the joint 
choice 
Male 
Commute dissatisfaction 
Younger 
 Younger, Educated 
Less eConnected 
Shorter TT 
Shorter WT 
Indicated factors are significant at the 95% confidence level; 
Italicised variables are significant at the 90% confidence level. 
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While previous literature mainly looks at both choices distinctly (cf. subsection 2.3.5), the 
joint model studies how several factors influence only one of the decisions, i.e. information 
or travel, while other factors influence one of the alternatives of the choice (only 
information, no travel change or both information and travel change). 
• Demographics are found to play a role in these decisions, similarly to (Wang et al. 
2009) study of information acquisition. Age is also found to be a deterrent factor for 
consulting information. In the California-based study from Wang et al. (2009), income 
and the number of years lived at their address motivate the acquisition of 
information. Income was not found to be significant, although education was found 
to spur information acquisition, which is consistent with results from Chorus et al. 
(2013). This may be due to cultural differences between North America and Europe 
in responding to the income question in the survey. 
• The attitude of anxiety or impatience leading to information acquisition motivates 
people to acquire information, irrespective of the travel outcome. According to prior 
expectations, commuters who are satisfied with their usual information sources are 
possibly checking it more under disruption. Commuters usually experiencing variable 
travel times are prepared to look for information no matter their (intent of) travel 
response. Change in travel plans relies positively on the magnitude of the delay and 
potentially on the transport mode, probably due to convenience. 
• Commuters consulting information and staying on their commute option are more 
likely to be younger males who are usually dissatisfied with their commute. 
Commuters both looking at information and changing travel plan are more likely to 
be educated and less internet savvy, with a shorter commute (waiting and travel 
times). Those latter commuters might get more impatient and react more rapidly to 
disruption than others. 
The role of demographics and travel patterns could be further distinguished between the 
choice of information source acquisition and travel behaviour. In order to overcome these 
behavioural issues, the methodology can be improved. The error component logistic 
regression did not demonstrate correlation between classes of individuals looking for 
information, whether or not they change travel plans, and classes of individuals changing 
plans, whether or not they look for information. A potential reason may be that each class 
represent a specific behaviour. For example, travellers looking for information and not 
changing plan may just confirm the delay on their trip, while travellers looking for 
information and changing plans may actually look for an alternative intentionally. The 
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simultaneous choice can be modelled as a joint log likelihood maximisation of two 
regressions or as a two-stage probit model, for the information acquisition and its travel 
response. In addition, the joint model can be specified with higher granularity in terms of 
the information source alternatives, and the alternatives representing the change in travel 
plan. Grouping these alternatives should be done in way that makes sense practically and 
statistically, while keeping as much granularity in the model as possible while but avoiding 
an estimation impasse. The contingency tables of exact counts, percentages per source and 
per commute option, are shown in Appendix Z. An appropriate method to approach this 
problem would be a correspondence analysis of the contingency table (Benzecri 1973). This 
exploration is proposed for future work. 
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Chapter 8. Application 
This chapter explores the applications of the prediction models developed in Chapter 6 and 
for which results are discussed in Chapter 7. Market shares are predicted using a sample 
enumeration process with sensitivity analyses for various attributes. It is also formulated how 
information services providers and public authorities may use these applications in the 
industry. The factors that are studied were selected because they are most likely to be 
useful to stakeholders of the information and travel systems. The travel context (e.g. delay) 
and the source attributes (e.g. cognitive cost, accuracy) and their corroboration in a 
competitive market are valuable to information providers and transport operators to improve 
their services. 
The first example scenario, in section 8.1, looks at the effect of the magnitude of the 
disruption delay in a joint information-travel model and in each separate decision. In section 
8.2, the reduction in the cognitive costs of information sources is analysed for the market 
share of those sources in disruption. Section 8.3 studies the effect of information accuracy 
on the market shares of sources and subsequently the market shares of commute options 
under travel disruption. Both effects of information accuracy and delay magnitude are 
simultaneously studied in section 8.4. The example scenario, in section 8.5, observes 
individual behaviour in processing corroborating or conflicting information from various 
sources. It gives insights into the effects on the market shares of travel options. The last 
section, 8.6, summarises the findings from these example scenarios and relates to the 
contributions of the thesis. 
8.1 Effect on information use and response of the magnitude of 
the delay 
This section presents an example scenario where the magnitude of the delay experienced by 
all travellers varies. A sample enumeration process is generated to predict elasticities and 
market shares. 
The direct elasticities for the delay magnitude attribute are calculated for the parameters 
that were retained in the preferred version of the model for the acquisition of a 
combination of sources under disruption. The elasticity regarding the change in travel 
behaviour is  
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𝐸𝑁𝑁 𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑁,𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟𝐷𝑟𝐷𝑎𝐷 = 0.86, and the elasticity related to the alternative where respondents both 
consult information and change behaviour is 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑁𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑛,𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟𝐷𝑟𝐷𝑎𝐷 = 0.64. Because the 
parameters are positive, the elasticities are positive too, which makes sense since 
respondents are more likely to make a change in their travel plans as the delay increase. In 
particular, for every 1% increase in delay, there is a 0.86% additional chance of travellers 
changing their travel behaviour, and there is a 0.64% additional chance of him/her both 
consulting information and changing travel plans. It is reasonable to think that informed 
travellers may be less anxious or impatient about their trip, and thus have a lesser marginal 
probability of making a change than those who do without information. 
While most of the results presented can be anticipated from the elasticities, the following 
prediction scenarios are meant to explore potentially large changes in attribute values, 
hence the use of sample enumeration. The magnitude of the delay is studied from zero to 
45 minutes. Predictions may be slightly more accurate closer to the 5 to 15 minutes 
interval, which represents three quarters of all delays experienced by respondents. The 
sample enumeration process used the parameters estimated in Model 6, shown in Table 
7.20. 
Figure 8.1 shows the evolution of the market shares for the joint decision “consulting 
information and making a change in commute option” as a function of the amplitude of the 
delay. 
 
Figure 8.1 Effect of delay on the joint decision of information and travel market shares 
The market share for neither consulting information nor making a change in commute 
option during a disruption is represented by a plain surface and, as expected, diminishes as 
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the delay increases. The red line indicates the actual market share for the average delay 
experienced by commuters from the sample. 
Overall, the number of commuters changing travel options increases with the delay (from 
16% to 91%), but the amount consulting information during the disruption remains high with 
a slight decrease (from 69% to 63%). With less than 10 minutes delay, more than 70% of 
commuters would solely check information or “do nothing”. In case of delays longer than 30 
minutes, more than 70% of respondents would change their commute. A delay of 18 
minutes is the turning point after which the majority of respondents would make a change. 
Below 18 minutes, the most popular alternative is to check information without changing 
option. The trend is inverted above that delay threshold, however, with more than 35% of 
respondents also changing option in addition to consulting information. This example 
scenario allows a prediction of the popularity of the sources depending on the “gravity of 
the situation”, i.e. the amplitude of the delay. Such a prediction is useful for public 
authorities managing transport operations. It helps develop an understanding of how 
commuters would react to each level of delay and thus informs how information measures 
might be adapted for commuters’ reactions: for shorter delay, confirmatory information 
seems to play a bigger role; during longer delays, alternative transport services would be 
more important (e.g. diversion to another line). 
It is also important to understand the popularity of the sources for delays of varying 
amplitudes. Figure 8.2 shows the evolution of information source market shares depending 
on the delay increase. The sample enumeration process was generated from parameters 
estimated in Model 4, shown in Table 7.8. 
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Figure 8.2 Effect of delay on information source market shares 
The average delay experienced by commuters is about 12 minutes. The market shares 
demonstrate a slight increase in the total number of commuters checking any information 
source. While it is expected that more individuals would check information for longer delays, 
it is possible that the type of information consulted changes, from confirmatory to 
exploratory; and some commuters may know the network well enough to make a change 
without information. Most sources are stable and only decrease slightly. Two sources seem 
to be more attractive in the context of longer delays: the combination of apps and Google 
increases drastically with up to 12% of users for a 30-minute delay. This source not only 
provides easy access to personalised information about timings, but also a map interface 
providing many alternatives. Social/traditional sources are used by about 5% of commuters 
for a 30-minute delay. Social interactions (e.g. call a friend, talk to an agent, and share on 
social media) have an additional human interaction that devices do not provide: in addition 
to timings and alternatives, human interactions can bring more information than other 
sources (e.g. reason for delay, confidence in next arrival, crowdedness). This may help travel 
information providers allocate adequate information to the most influent sources depending 
on the delay amplitude. 
Figure 8.3 shows the evolution of the market shares of travel alternatives as the delay 
increases. As a reminder, the possible commute responses during disruption are to remain 
on the current commute, to change to a known back-up option, to change to a new 
alternative not previously listed, and to walk to work. The sample enumeration process was 
generated from parameters estimated in Model 6, shown in Table 7.13. 
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Figure 8.3 Effect of delay on travel response market shares 
With a delay increase from zero to 45 minutes, the market share of respondents changing 
plans increases from 26% to 63%. This increase is less dramatic than predicted by the joint 
model. While the number of commuters taking a back-up option remains relatively constant, 
the number of individuals walking to work under disruption slightly diminishes and the share 
of commuters opting for a new alternative increases drastically. Contrary to the model 
prediction, it would be expected that more commuters start walking as the delay increases, 
but only few individuals choose this and this makes it difficult to predict. A back-up option 
may be as congested as the current one when the delay is longer, so it makes sense that 
individuals are more likely to look for a new alternative. Beyond an 18-minute delay, opting 
for a new alternative is the preferred way to change from the current one. Information 
services providers can take initiative to improve information display and search interface in 
order to reduce cognitive costs for users, make their services more attractive and gain in 
subscribers. In practice, public authorities not only know if commuters are likely to change 
their usual commute alternative but this detailed prediction allows them to be assisted with 
the information they need (e.g. an indication of the need for new alternatives, e.g. a better 
footpath map for walking) depending on the delay. 
8.2 Reduction in cognitive cost 
This section presents an example scenario of a reduction in information source cognitive 
costs, i.e. efforts to obtain information. These costs are further described in subsection 6.2.4. 
Figure 8.4 shows the effect of the improvement in cognitive costs (i.e. percentage reduction 
in the time and effort to obtain information) on the market shares for information sources. 
The sample enumeration process was generated from parameters estimated in Model 4, 
shown in Table 7.8. 
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Figure 8.4 Effect of the reduction in cognitive cost on the market shares of information source  
The reduction in cognitive costs seems to have very little effect on the total market shares 
of information sources. The overall increase in information sources is by about 6%, from 
65% to 71%. This increase is mostly gained by sources from TfL. Overall, these predictions 
show that cognitive cost is not a barrier for individuals to check information. 
8.3 Effect of information accuracy 
This section looks at how the accuracy of travel alternative attributes (such as waiting and 
travel times) affects the use of information sources and the response in terms of travel 
behaviour. 
One of the attributes of travel information sources is their accuracy. This is defined, for 
waiting and travel times, as the difference between the actual time and the time reported by 
the information source. Because it was self-reported in the survey, the value collected is the 
perceived accuracy. For the purpose of this study, however, it is assumed that the perceived 
accuracy is the actual one. Information accuracy is assumed to have the same level for 
waiting time (WT) and travel time (TT). 
8.3.1 Effect of accuracy on the acquisition of information sources  
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the effect of an improvement in the accuracy of 
both waiting and travel times on the market shares of information sources. The sample 
enumeration process was generated from parameters estimated in Model 4, shown in Table 
7.8. Two scenarios were modelled. First, the accuracy was increased by an incremental 
percentage in order to reduce the difference between reported and actual times. Second, 
the absolute value of information was increased from zero to 15 in one minute increments. 
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The source market shares resulting from the scenarios are shown respectively in Figure 8.5 
and Figure 8.6. 
 
Figure 8.5 Effect of the reduction in perceived information accuracy on the sources market shares  
Overall, the share of respondents not looking for information in a travel disruption 
progressively decreases from 35% to 29%, as the percentage of accuracy increases. Most 
of the source shares remain relatively constant. Three sources see their popularity increase 
with improved accuracy: phone apps, traditional/social sources and the three-source 
combination of apps, Google and TfL. For extremely low cognitive costs (and not realistically 
feasible), those sources would be even more used during disruption. In this example, 
cognitive cost may not seem to be the most important attribute to investigate since it 
shows little effect on the share of information: individuals would still need information from 
the source they prefer, regardless of the effort involved. 
Figure 8.6 illustrates the effect of each incremental minute of difference between reported 
and actual times on the market share of the information sources. 
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Figure 8.6 Effect of perceived information accuracy on the sources market shares 
Above 3 minutes of information inaccuracy (i.e. difference between reported and actual 
times), the overall market shares for information actually increases slightly as inaccuracy 
increases. This is unexpected but may reveal the perception effect: users need to consult or 
corroborate sources (especially combinations) if they know they are inaccurate. Under 3 
minutes of information inaccuracy, few sources make significant gains in market share. 
Those that do show some gain are, as might be expected, the same ones as in Figure 8.6: 
apps, traditional/social and the combination of three sources. These results do not take 
into account the relative difference of accuracies between sources, however. A comparison 
between actual and perceived information accuracies should shed more light on how users 
prefer to use combinations of sources to reduce inaccuracies or because those sources are 
accurate. 
8.3.2 Effect of accuracy on travel behaviour 
The subsequent scenario computes the market shares for each travel option after disruption 
as follows. Predictions for the acquisition of a combination of information sources are 
calculated by sample enumeration using the parameters from Model 6 estimated in 
subsection 7.3.2. Predictions were computed for each waiting and travel time accuracy 
improvement scenario, as shown in Figure 8.6. The information source predictions were used 
as inputs to predict the change in the market shares of the travel alternatives using the 
Model 8 parameters estimated and discussed in subsection 7.2.2.4. The travel market shares 
for each level of accuracy are shown in Figure 8.7. The sample enumeration process was 
generated from the parameters estimated in Model 6, shown in Table 7.13. 
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Figure 8.7 Effect of the time accuracy on the market shares of various travel changes 
Changes in shares are negligible. It seems that changes due to information accuracy are 
barely perceptible and other factors would be worth investigating. 
8.4 Effect of information accuracy and delay magnitude 
While previous examples only looked at the effect of one attribute, this section looks at 
both the effect of information accuracy and the delay magnitude. Rather than looking at a 
figure representing the market shares of the ten bundles of travel information sources for 
each scenario, it was decided to group them by the number of sources consulted. Figure 
8.8 shows their effect on the information source market shares. 
 
Figure 8.8 Effect of information accuracy and delay magnitude on the number of acquired sources 
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Accurate information is defined as information about travel and waiting times that are 
provided up to a margin of one minute from the actual value. Inaccurate information is 
defined with a margin of ten minutes. The general trend shows a slow decrease in informed 
travellers as the delay increases, with slightly fewer of them looking for information when it 
is inaccurate. It is usefully demonstrated here that a large segment of commuters look at 
one source of travel information when it is more accurate. As the delay magnitude 
increases, the comparison between market shares under accurate and inaccurate information 
is less obvious, until the number of consulted sources reaches its maximum for severe 
delays (most information need) whether information is accurate or not. 
Figure 8.9 shows the effect of information accuracy and delay magnitude on the market 
shares of travel response. 
 
Figure 8.9 Effect of information accuracy and delay magnitude on the response market shares 
 
The popularity of staying on their current commute option decreases as the delay increases 
and, for each delay scenario, fewer travellers would remain on it should information be 
inaccurate. While the walking and the back-up options seem to be relatively stable, there 
seems to be a trade-off between remaining on the current option and taking an alternative 
option as the delay increases. 
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8.5 Corroborating sources and individual compliance 
This scenario aims to measure the effect of the corroboration between information sources 
and of the consequences for how commuters decide to follow them. Each scenario is 
configured with varying percentages of individuals for whom sources are corroborating or 
conflicting, and who decide to comply with one or find a compromise amongst sources. 
Market shares of the travel response to information under disruption were predicted for 
these different scenarios. Table 8.1 shows the scenario descriptions and the change in 
market share (MS) from the original market shares. The sample enumeration process was 
generated from parameters estimated in Model 6, shown in Table 7.13. 
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Table 8.1 Sources corroboration and individual compliance scenarios and change in market share 
 Percent of individuals  for which the criteria applies Change in MS 
Scenario 
Not taking 
information 
into account 
Sources 
corroborate 
Individual 
finds 
compromise 
Individual 
follows one 
of the 
sources 
Remain Back-up New option Walk 
0 Actual shares 0.36 0.30 0.09 0.25 0.69 0.16 0.10 0.05 
1 No commuters take information into account 1.00 
   
0.07 -   0.07 -   0.00 -   0.01 
2 If sources corroborate, half of individuals follow information while others do not 0.50 0.50   
0.04 -   0.02 -   0.00 -   0.01 
3 
Half of individuals did not take into account 
information while the other half made a 
compromise 
0.50 
 
0.50 
 
-   0.01 -   0.03 0.06 -   0.01 
4 
Half of individuals did not take into account 
information while the other half followed one 
source (sources not corroborating) 
0.50 
  
0.50 -   0.00 0.00 -   0.01 0.01 
5 All sources corroborate - 1.00 - - 0.00 0.02 -   0.01 -   0.01 
6 Sources corroborate, or individual finds a compromise - 0.50 0.50 - -   0.05 0.01 0.05 -   0.01 
7 Sources corroborate, or individual choose one of the sources - 0.50  
0.50 -   0.04 0.05 -   0.01 0.01 
8 None corroborate, all individuals find compromise - - 1.00 - -   0.10 0.01 0.11 -   0.02 
9 None corroborate, some find compromise, some follow one of the sources - - 0.50 0.50 -   0.09 0.04 0.05 0.01 
10 None corroborate, all individuals follow one of the sources - - - 1.00 -   0.08 0.07 -   0.02 0.03 
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The least amount of changes occurs for scenario (4), whose percentages are closest to 
actual criteria, and for scenario (5) where all sources corroborate, meaning the information 
they provide is consistent across sources. This suggests that an effort to homogenise or 
standardise different sources of information may not have a significant effect on travel 
behaviour during disruption. 
If more individuals take into account information, they would be more likely to remain on 
their current option and less likely to switch to a back-up option (scenario 1 and 2). The 
larger the share of commuters finding a compromise between conflicting sources the more 
likely it is for people to attempt a new commute alternative (scenario 3, 6, 8 and 9). 
Perhaps the uncertainty around their known option would make them prefer to follow a new 
travel option, as implied in one of the sources of information they have consulted. It seems 
that if more commuters followed one amongst conflicting information sources, then a bigger 
proportion of them would walk to work (scenario 7, 9 and 10). It seems that the non-
corroboration of sources and perhaps a proposed walk alternative amongst informed options 
constitute a nudge for commuters to walk. 
In practice, public authorities facing a travel disruption may wish to have to deal with fewer 
travellers remaining on their current commute option, depending on conditions, in order to 
restore normal conditions faster. In this case, the most desirable shift in market shares 
would be one that minimised the portion of individuals staying on the main commute while 
maximising the portion walking to their commute. Having conflicting sources and individuals 
behaving in a heterogeneous manner (i.e. finding compromise, or choosing to follow one of 
the sources) would therefore be the preferred scenario. 
8.6 Conclusions on the example applications 
This series of examples contributes to a non-exhaustive list of scenarios that can be applied 
in practice. Several key points and potential applications for each example scenarios are 
summarised thereafter. 
The magnitude of the delay is demonstrated to have a large effect on the choice of 
consulting information and changing commute option, jointly and separately. This is 
important in order to predict the need for information and the search for specific travel 
alternatives by commuters at delay thresholds. For example, over 18 minutes, the majority of 
commuters will look to change their current option. The effect of delay on the source 
market shares show which sources may be more appropriate for the “gravity of the 
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situation”, i.e. minor, major or extreme delay. The delay has a moderate effect on the 
change in commute option. These predictions can help public transport authorities to plan 
which alternatives are best adapted to the situation and how they can be best advertised in 
a precise time schedule after a disruption event. 
Cognitive costs, i.e. time and effort spent to obtain information from sources, only slightly 
influence the choice of checking sources under disruption. The predictions would allow the 
identification of which sources are suitable for which mode of access and help improve the 
ease of obtaining information. Due to its modest effect on market shares, however, investing 
in reducing cognitive cost may not be as effective as investing in accuracy of information. 
The accuracy of information attributes, perceived in usual conditions, influences the choice 
of a combination of sources under disruption in a heterogeneous way. Most sources are 
only used slightly more if their accuracy increases. Specific sources are more sensitive to 
accuracy, however: phone apps, traditional/social sources and the combination of three 
sources are more likely to be consulted. In the case of traditional/social sources, increasing 
its usually low accuracy would reinforce its high popularity during disruption. In the case of 
multiple sources, individuals check a combination of three sources because it provides them 
with higher accuracy. The subsequent effects of accuracy on the change in commute are 
negligible. 
The corroboration of sources, and the compliance of individuals towards them, influences 
the choice of travel options under disruption. The more information is taken into account 
and the more the sources corroborate each other, the more individuals remain on their 
current option rather than switching to other options. The more commuters find a 
compromise between conflicting sources, the more they “find their way through travel 
information” and choose a new commute alternative. Commuters following one source 
amongst conflicting information are more willing to get a back-up option or perhaps walk. 
This prediction model allows an understanding of how the corroboration of multiple sources 
and the compliance of individuals affect their preference for each commute alternative. This 
example is simplistic due to the binary answer of each statement. A latent variable measure 
could develop this idea further allowing powerful applications for policy-making. 
These applications touch upon the contributions listed among the objectives of this PhD 
thesis. Some of these contributions include, but are not limited to, determining the 
importance and significance of certain features of information for its acquisition and use, 
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and predicting the reactions of users (demand) to a change in these information features 
(supply).  
While some of the examples presented in this chapter are not yet readily applicable to the 
current state-of-practice, they give important exploratory indications for potential applications 
in the industry, such as budget allocation, investment priorities and operational 
improvements. For instance, a feasible application would be to vary the information provided 
to commuters in the case of a disruption in order to reduce congestion or crowding 
resulting from the delay. Individual’s behaviour, with respect to information source acquisition 
and travel change as a response to information, can be predicted for different travel 
recommendations (or travel change incentives) that would be specific to their profile. 
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Chapter 9. Conclusions 
This chapter summarises the motivation and objectives achievements in the thesis, highlights 
limitations and potential future work, and take a glance at the future of travel information in 
a general overview. The section 9.1 summarises how the work carried out in the scope of 
this thesis addresses the research motivation and objectives highlighted in Chapter 1. In light 
of these achievements and of the limitations associated with new challenges, future research 
directions are presented in section 9.2. Implications for stakeholders in the wider context of 
travel information are discussed in section 9.3. 
9.1 Research motivation and objectives 
9.1.1 Motivation 
The motivation for this research reflects the emerging needs of a growing urbanised 
environment and the development of technology, as well as from gaps and questions 
gathered from the literature in travel information. In particular, we identified that transport 
researchers have been slow to appreciate the implications of the increasingly diverse 
information environment available to travellers, especially public transport users in urban 
areas. The rapid proliferation of information types and delivery platforms and the pervasive 
nature of many of the new information services have created new travel information markets 
and raised important questions about how travellers behave in these markets. Effectively, the 
development of new travel information markets have created new behaviours that are 
potentially highly significant to a wide range of stakeholders (e.g., information service 
providers, public transport operators, individual travellers) but which are currently poorly 
understood. Against this background, the overall aim of the work was to analytically 
characterise the mix of information sources that are acquired by travellers, how this mix is 
affected by the characteristics of the source, the traveller and the journey context and how 
the acquired information affects travel behaviour. 
In the research, the acquisition of information is conceptualised as a portfolio choice of 
information sources. A conceptual framework is developed to guide the investigation of the 
acquisition and use of travel information and its impacts on behaviour both in the general 
or disrupted travel contexts. From the conceptual framework, assumptions about the context 
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and subject are made in order to achieve a feasible implementation framework, including a 
series of statistical models to characterise key processes and decisions and a new data 
collection instrument to collect the information necessary to implement the framework in 
London.  
9.1.2 Objectives and thesis structure 
Building on this overall aim, the thesis addressed five main objectives.  
Objective 1 was to develop a model for the acquisition and frequency of use of a mix of 
travel information (TI) sources in order to capture the process of searching for and 
consulting information. This objective is addressed first in Chapter 4 by developing the 
theoretical concepts that serve as modelling backbones, and by distinguishing two distinct 
choice contexts, strategic and tactical. Subsequently in Chapter 6, MDCEV models are used 
to characterise traveller’s choice of a portfolio of travel information sources taking into 
account the influence of demographics and travel patterns. In particular, cognitive costs of 
information (i.e. time and effort to access services) are introduced as the trade-off for an 
additional “unit” of frequency of use. 
Objective 2 was to determine the influence of acquired information on travel behaviour: how 
the use or consumption of a mix of information affects travel behaviour in usual or 
disrupted conditions. Chapter 7 addresses this objective by developing a joint model of 
information acquisition and travel behaviour. In addition, a model for each separate choice 
is developed in order to explore the statistical ties between the use of multiple information 
sources and travel response under disruption, while individual, information sources, travel 
patterns and experience characteristics on the choice are investigated as explanatory 
variables. To test the correlation between alternatives, various error structures were 
modelled. 
Objective 3 was to apply empirically the models developed in this research, using a revealed 
preference dataset collected specifically for this purpose. This objective was addressed by 
the work presented in Chapter 5, which described the development of a new form of 
revealed-preference survey enabling the collection of a rich dataset informing on information 
acquisition and travel behaviour for both the strategic and tactical context. The quality of 
the survey protocol was ensured by the use of preliminary focus groups, a pilot survey, and 
the comparison of responses to existing datasets. 
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Objective 4 was to characterise the effect of the sources, travellers and journey context on 
the individual choice of travel information sources. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 address this 
objective by introducing these characteristics as factors and comparing the results of the 
models in different contexts. Interesting findings were found to confirm prior expectations 
(e.g. demographics preferences for sources) while others provoke new ideas (e.g. that 
travellers’ resilience and their familiarity with information accuracy play a role in their 
behaviour). No demographics were found to influence the change (or not) in travel plans, 
while the type of information and the corroboration of sources seemed to have an effect 
(e.g. certain combinations of sources, and their corroboration, are linked with a change in 
plans). 
Objective 5 was to understand and define the nature and role of the potential qualitative 
benefit of information to travellers. This objective was addressed in Chapter 7 by introducing 
factor scores from a principal component analysis of Likert scale questions, related to the 
attitudinal motivation of travellers to acquire information. Those factors, along with 
attitudinal factors related to technology dependency, were found to influence significantly 
the choice of information sources. 
9.1.3 Key contributions and relationship to existing literature 
The thesis has made a number of contributions to the existing literature.  
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 extends existing work in the field by tracing the 
evolution of the modelling of information in travel literature, integrating perspectives and 
findings from the general consumer behaviour literature as well as the transport literature 
and by providing a typology that helps highlight both existing achievements and gaps, with 
respect both to modelling approaches and data collection methods. 
The conceptual framework set out in Chapter 4 extends existing understandings in four 
important respects. First, it presents a more comprehensive characterisation of travel 
information, building on and extending early work such as that Schofer et al. (1993) and 
more recent contributions such as Chen et al. (1999); Parvaneh et al. (2012); Ben-Elia et al. 
(2013). Second, it introduces the concept of the consumption of travel information, which 
opens up potential future lines of research through links with the general consumer 
behaviour literature and which plays a central role in the subsequent empirical modelling 
work. Third, it highlights the importance of travel context in modelling information use, 
specifically the distinction between strategic and tactical contexts. And fourth, it maps out a 
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more comprehensive understanding of the stakeholders involved in the travel information 
market than previous research, thus enabling a better understanding of the nature and 
dynamics of travel information markets. 
The data collection approach presented in Chapter 5, which builds on the conceptual 
framework from Chapter 4 and the experience of working with and analysing the SHS data 
(presented in Chapter 3), provides a much richer source of data on the use and impacts of 
public transport travel information than either existing travel diaries and travel diary add-ons 
(e.g., Peirce and Lappin, 2003) or existing specialised revealed preference instruments in the 
literature, the latter which often focus only on very specific types or sources of information 
(e.g., the work of Bai. and Kattan (2014) that focused on information at light rail 
interchanges or Dziekan and Kottenhoff (2007) which focused exclusively on information 
displays at public transport stops). Moreover, although the specific data collection exercise 
undertaken in this research was focused on the London context, the web-based 
methodology is relatively easily transferable to other geographical and linguistic contexts.  
The models of strategic information acquisition and use presented in Chapter 6 represent a 
novel application of the MDCEV framework, which raises challenging conceptual and 
methodological issues, which are addressed in the Chapter. The use of MDCEV extends the 
existing literature by enabling the explicit representation of information portfolio choice (i.e., 
the acquisition and use of multiple distinct information sources), a phenomenon which has 
been noted to be of growing importance by a number of authors (Peirce and Lappin 2003; 
Wang et al. 2009; Petrella et al. 2014), and which is also highlighted in the descriptive data 
analysis presented in Chapter 6. The empirical results confirm findings from a number of 
previous studies (e.g., Khattak et al. (2008); Wang et al. (2009); Jou and Chen (2013)) that 
personal demographics and travel patterns are important determinants of information 
consumption. The empirical results also highlight the importance of the cognitive costs of 
information search (which in this study is a much more relevant attribute than monetary 
cost). As such, the empirical results represent a contribution to the growing literature in the 
area (Grotenhuis et al. 2007; Chen 2012; Chorus et al. 2013). 
The models of tactical information use and behavioural response, under disrupted 
conditions, presented in Chapter 7 feed into an important emerging area of research that is 
reviewed in section 2.3.5. This chapter presents separate detailed models for (a) the 
acquisition of travel information sources during disruption and (b) for behavioural response 
under disruption and information. The chapter also presents simplified models for the joint 
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choice of information and behavioural response, which are amongst the first models of this 
form that the author is aware of in the literature.  
The tactical acquisition of travel information sources was shown to be influenced by 
demographics, attitudinal motivations, and aspects of the affected travel pattern such as the 
complexity of the trip. as well as by the perceived accuracy of the source, a factor that has 
not been considered fully in the existing literature (although the related concept of the 
credibility of a source, has been included in some recent studies such as (Pathan et al. 
2011; Sun et al. 2012; Cats and Gkioulou 2015). The results reveal for the first time that 
although there is some overlap in the factors driving strategic and tactical information 
acquisition behaviour, there are also some important differences related in particular to the 
influence of trip context and attitudinal factors. Both MNL and more complex NL and CNL 
choice structures were explored and empirical evidence found for nesting according to the 
number of sources consulted, which can be interpreted as reflecting differential willingness 
to accept the burden associated with increased information search.  
The tactical change in travel plans during disruption, especially in relation with travel 
information, has been examined in detail in the literature. As discussed in detail in 7.4.2, 
comparison with previous research work shows a lower propensity to changes amongst 
public transport users compared to car passengers. The estimation results from the MNL 
model study demonstrates the lack of impact of demographics on travel behaviour, 
challenging the finding in some earlier studies (Khattak et al. 2008; Zhang 2012; Bai and 
Kattan 2014). A particularly innovative finding is travellers’ preferences for a combination of 
TI sources when changing travel plans, and even targeting specific combinations of sources 
depending on the travel outcome (i.e. known or new alternative). However, no level of 
causality is demonstrated because the information could be sought after a travel intention, 
or could act as a trigger. Again, panel data would be required to understand dynamic 
relation between information use and travel behaviour more fully. 
The simplified model for the joint choice of information and behavioural response showed 
that both are influenced by personal demographics, attitudinal factors such as the 
propensity to impatience or anxiety and the travel context. The nature of these effects 
showed a mixed pattern when compared to earlier studies that had looked separately at 
acquisition and response. For example, we found no effects associated with income or 
length of residency (contradicting Wang et al, 2009) but did find effect associated with level 
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of educational attainment (consistent with the finding of Chorus et al., 2013). Such outcomes 
are not surprising given the relative sparsity of work in this area.  
The policy scenario tests presented in Chapter 8 serve to illustrate the wide range of 
practical issues that can be explored with the developed models, including the effects of the 
magnitude of the disruption, information source design (in terms of the cognitive cost 
involved in using information from the source), information accuracy and conflict and 
corroboration amongst sources on source market share and behavioural response. The 
ability to explore this range of issues extends the scope of the existing literature. 
9.2 Future research directions 
Although the research presented in this thesis makes important contributions, there are 
inevitably limitations. These limitations together with issues highlighted by some of the 
findings in the research, suggest some potential future research directions. These are briefly 
discussed below. 
In the MDCEV models of strategic information acquisition, frequency of use is used as the 
characterisation of consumption behaviour and budget. As discussed in Chapter 6, this is 
clearly a simplification, at both a statistical and a conceptual level. Future research should 
explore methods to collect continuous data on information source use, perhaps for a more 
limited range of sources, for which the logging of continuous time use or attention is 
feasible. In addition, it would also be of interest to explore the impact of applying 
alternative statistical models of the count-based frequency measure, such as the Count 
Panel MNP or any other relevant methodologies. 
An important issue affecting both the strategic and tactical modelling of information 
acquisition and its relationship to travel behaviour is the strong likelihood of bi-directional 
causality between the two processes. For example, during an episode of disruption, an initial 
experienced delay might trigger a search for information on the cause or duration of the 
delay, which might then lead to an intention to change behaviour that in turn triggers a 
search for detailed information about characteristics of alternatives means of completing the 
trip (e.g. an habitual tube traveller affected by a delay decides to switch to bus but then 
needs detailed information about relevant bus routes and stops). The fuller exploration of 
these inter-dependent processes requires much more detailed behavioural data than it was 
possible to collect in this study. Even without a micro-level knowledge of these behavioural 
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processes, the ability to address issues of simultaneity and endogeneity would be greatly 
enhanced by the availability of panel data.  
In the models of tactical information acquisition under disruption, it was surprising that the 
CNL model structures for information providers do not show the expected nest membership 
significance and that in comparison the NL structure organised according to the number of 
sources dominates. This suggests that ‘brand’ effects are perhaps not as powerful as one 
might expect and has important implications for ‘big-brand’ providers such as Tfl and 
Google. This is an issue that seems to merit further attention. 
A further issue that merits future research is to better characterise the relevant attributes of 
information sources as they relate to travel alternatives. In the models of behavioural 
response under disruption presented in Chapter 7, the expected structural correlations 
between alternatives were not supported in the NL models, possibly due to source attributes 
that may lack relevance or quality from the data collection. 
Beyond specific methodological and data improvements, a bigger and more fundamental 
extension in the form of a joint strategic-tactical model could be explored, which would 
unite both strategic and tactical decisions. The ECL model did not show results favourable 
to strong correlations for the decision of information acquisition or travel behaviour. The 
separation imposed in this research between these two dimensions was necessary in 
practice but it is recognised that the joint decision naturally and statistically makes sense. It 
would be highly desirable for future work to seek a more unified approach. 
A final issue that merit future attention is the durability of the analysis and models 
presented. With the rapid growth and changing technology, one can wonder how this work 
can be applicable in the long-term. How sustainable would the proposed behavioural model 
be in the short and long-term future? In the short term, the media-channels and the 
providers are ever changing and evolving. Adapting the implementation framework would 
require replacing the old with a new set of information sources. The modelling framework 
can be robustly applied, however, and considered in a similar way in different environments, 
cultures or geographical locations. It is possible to calibrate the models given a specific 
population. In the long-term, one might wonder how the relationship between individual, 
information sources and travel facilities evolves. While the multiplicity of sources and the 
exploration of their attributes will remain to be further explored, other dimensions of the 
choice may be created or found. For example, the choice of information may not be linked 
only to constraints and transport, but to environmental and health attitudes. In the broader 
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context of technology, it is conceivable that personal digital devices may advise transport 
choices in order to optimise their travel and activity schedules by efficiently including 
individual goals regarding their preferences towards health, environment and other aspects. 
Developing these concepts might be an important area for future research. 
9.3 Wider context of travel information 
Information services evolve at a fast pace; while the Transport Direct website was closed on 
September 30th, 2014, the travel planning application Citymapper has seen its success 
growing exponentially in the last couple of years. Considering the increasing development of 
new travel information services coupled with technology and the growing need of information 
by travellers, there is an expanding future in exploring the influence of information and its 
attributes, and a great interest from policy makers. Not only travel information providers 
would gain from increasing the number of their subscribers, but also transport authorities 
would be able to disseminate information more strategically in order to optimise network 
operations.  
However, the interests of public and private sector information providers diverge. Public 
authorities aim to optimise the transport system operations by dispersing congestion and 
private organisations who propose information services aim to maximise the number of 
subscribers. Such different, and sometimes contradictory, objectives lead to a complex 
problem (Luan et al. 2016). How should the provision of information services be managed? 
Should they be designed to attract users or to optimally inform the attracted users and 
should they seek to optimise for individual users or for the system as a whole? 
The debate around the monetary cost of information brings questions about financing the 
provision of travel information. If governing bodies are the only developers and deliverers of 
a unique information tool, this might bring better consistency of information but will deter 
innovation. Private entities creating a variety of services will enable a diverse ensemble of 
information services to emerge. From those, individuals can choose to consult their preferred 
source or have the opportunity to consult different sources, whether they corroborate or 
not. Non-corroborating sources allow for the diversity in travellers’ responses and may help 
to disperse a congested location. For example, Transport for London has made real-time 
information available as an “open data source” and a myriad of services were created, 
amongst which Citymapper, who took the lead for this market. But with increasing pressure 
on public sector budgets, it is not clear that such open source access can continue in the 
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future. It is possible that the current innovation dynamic around travel information might not 
last. Public sector bodies might seek to monetise their data assets effectively and small 
commercial suppliers who are responsible for most of the innovation would not be able to 
compete. This may in turn stimulate greater reliance on crowd-sourcing based models of 
provision, similar to the Waze service. 
Although the specific evolution of these processes cannot be easily predicted, one thing that 
is certain is that in future the dynamics of the travel information will play a fundamental 
role in determining the travel information services offered and the impacts that arise from 
these services.  
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Appendix A. Beneficiaries of the contributions 
The research offers contributions towards helping policy makers, public authorities, 
information providers and others offer better information services. Ultimately, the actual 
beneficiaries of the contributions are the users of information services. This implementation 
part of the research is applied to public transport commuters of the inner London area. 
Actual data figures24 were obtained from Transport for London (TfL) in order to understand 
the large population that may benefit from the findings of this research study. In 2011, 
about 3.7 millions of greater London inhabitants commute to work in London. 
Table 0.1 Number of people travelling to workplaces in London by area of residence 
Area of residence 2001 2011 
Central London 79,000 87,000 
Inner London 1,014,000 1,167,000 
Outer London 1,704,000 1,672,000 
Outside London 722,000 795,000 
London residents 1,093,000 1,254,000 
Total commuters travelling to London workplaces 3,519,000 3,721,000 
Travel to workplaces in central and inner London has seen the opposite trend to outer 
London. The number of people travelling to jobs in central London increased by 13% 
(105,000 people), while travel to jobs in inner London saw even higher growth at 15% 
(187,000 people). 
Table 0.2 Mode shares for travel to workplaces in London among London residents 
Mode of journey to work 2001 mode share 2011 
mode share (in %) 2001 2011 
Underground, metro, light rail or tram 22 26 
Train 14 14 
Bus, minibus or coach 13 16 
Taxi 1 <1 
Motorcycle, scooter or moped 2 1 
Driving a car or van 34 25 
Passenger in a car or van 3 2 
Bicycle 3 5 
On foot 10 10 
In 2011, over 56% of these trips to work are made by public transport and commuters from 
central and inner London represent 1.25 million. Therefore, in 2011, over 700,000 inhabitants 
                              
24 Data was extracted from Travel in London Report 7, whose summary statistics source is the Census 
travel to work data https://tfl.gov.uk/cdn/static/cms/documents/travel-in-london-report-7.pdf  
Appendix A 
              Imperial College London 
used public transport (tube, bus, train) to get to work in the central and inner London area. 
Future trends show increases in the population and in the model share for public transport, 
showing the need for research studies related to improving information services. 
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Appendix B. Travel information literature, detail review of 
relevant research studies 
Author (s) Year Title Category Subcategory
Mode and 
context
Approach 
category
Approach Travel Information
Chorus C.G.,  J. 
L. Walker, Ben-
Akiva M.
2013
A joint model of travel 
information acquisition and 
response to received messages.
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Joint choice of 
information 
acquisition and 
mode-service
Multi-modal-
service for 
routine 
travel
TI source 
choice
Modelling acquisition and the effect on travel 
choices using integrative and parsimonious 
discrete-choice model
information acquisition utilities: assessment of 
options, generate alternatives, early warning 
function; cost of information
Wang et al. 2009
Role of dynamic information in 
supporting changes in travel 
behaviour
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Joint choice of 
information 
acquisition and 
travel behaviour
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel
TI source 
choice
Two-stage decision with conditionality of info for 
change, captured by the sample selection model
Acquisition of information (yes/no): media 
(internet, radio, telephone, VMS, traveller info 
radio), frequency of use
Nyblom, Asa 2014
Making plans or "just thinking 
about the trip"? Understanding 
people's travel planning in 
practice
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Planning and 
behaviour 
change
Multi-modal 
for routine 
travels
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Quantitative, Explorative method (as opposed to 
experimental) for use of information and 
planning/thinking ahead
Different sources of TI: analogue (timetable, clock, 
telephone book), digital services (TK PT travel 
planner, online maps, TP apps, GPS apps), informal 
sources (own expr, advice relatives, passer-by)
Bai, Kattan 2014
Modelling rider's behavioural 
responses to real-time 
information at LRT stations
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Travel and 
modal change 
choice
Public 
transport 
for routine 
travel + 
TI attributes
Investigates factors affecting travel behaviour 
change in PT for commuters and non-commuters
Effect of familiarity with info source (3-level) and 
perceived accuracy of source (3-level)
Chen, Dun-Ji 2012
Measuring the passenger's 
benefit of providing the real-
time information system of the 
bus transit
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Regular vs 
Alternative 
mode choice
Multi-modal 
for routine 
travel 
(majority 
bus transit)
Compare 
changes
Measure  benefit of RTIS for bus transit 
passengers at bus stop. Value of time is 
calculated using theory of consumer surplus and 
with-and-without principle on alternative choice.
Passengers WT values with/out RTIS; 
Tseng, Knoaert, 
Verhoef
2013
A revealed-preference study of 
behavioural impacts of traffic 
information
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Departure time 
& Mode choice
Multi-modal 
for routine 
travel
Compare 
changes
Impact of RTI on travel using trip scheduling 
model of morning peak hour behaviour; value of 
E[T], D[T], SDE, SDL
Comparison Experiment with/without smartphone 
for TI for car drivers
Khattak A.,  X. 
Pan
2008
Traveller Information Delivery 
Mechanisms: Impact on 
Consumer Behaviour.
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Travel behaviour 
change; Route 
choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Advanced traveller information systems (ATISs) 
help individuals make informed travel decisions. 
Current ATIS applications encompass a variety of 
delivery mechanisms to support decisions about 
destinations, travel mode, departure time, routes, 
parking   and trip cancellation
Impact of: frequency, #sources or media 
(net/phones/etc.), WK TT, N-WK TT
Peirce S. and J. 
Lappin
2003
Acquisition of traveller 
information and its effects on 
travel choices: evidence from a 
Seattle-area travel diary survey.
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Use of TI and 
travel change
Multi-modal 
for a variety 
of trips
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Descriptive statistics of use of IS (frequency, 
source) and subsequent trip changes (mode, time, 
route)
Frequency of use, diff. sources, reason for 
consulting
Richter  C. and 
S. Keuchel
2012
Modelling Mode Choice in 
Passenger Transport with 
Integrated Hierarchical 
Information Integration.
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Mode choice
Multi-modal 
for longer 
journeys
TI attributes
Investigating the impacts of constructs for 
attributes of connection/comfort/information 
attributes in MNL and NL models, bi-modal 
(train/car), tri-model (train, car, bus)
Explored as info attributes in mode choice; 
compared with attributes of connection quality and 
comfort; regression results for rating task 
"Information"
Pathan  A. F. 
H.,  P. Bonsall
2011
Travellers' choice of 
information sources
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Mode choice
Multi-modal 
for longer 
journeys
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
This paper investigates the influence on regular or 
occasional public transport users' choice of mode 
of time and cost information obtained from a 
range of different sources. 
TI (TT, TC) from 2 different sources for each 
mode: friends, website, past experience
Chorus et al. 2006
Travel information as an 
instrument to change car-
drivers’ travel choices: a 
literature review
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Mode choice
Modal shift 
from car to 
PT
TI attributes
Opportunities and challenges associated with 
modelling information provision in travel choices, 
especially regarding model shift to PT
Non-monetary cost to be more important in future; 
In non-habitual context, young 
male/income/education more info, more divert; 
effect high in long/complex trips; good TI during 
Kenyon S., 
Lyons G.
2003
The value of integrated 
multimodal traveller information 
and its potential contribution 
to modal change
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Mode choice
Mode 
choice for 
routine 
travel
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Using focus groups to understand potential impact 
of IMTI on mode choice
Effect of one type of TI: integrated multimodal 
travel information
Author (s) Year Title Category Subcategory
Mode and 
context
Approach 
category
Approach Travel Information
Verplanken 1997
Habit, information acquisition, 
and the process of making 
travel mode choices
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Mode choice
Multi-modal 
for a variety 
of trips
Compare 
changes
Effect of info provision likely to be high in 
situations with high variability conditions, long or 
complex or important trips
1&2) information acquisition: more if weaker habits 
(uncertain of attributes), more selective if strong 
habit, usual mode influence selection 3) info 
search decline over time unless attention situation 
(weak maintain, strong diminish after while)
Lu, Gao, Ben-
Elia, Pothering
2012
Information impacts on route 
choice and learning behaviour 
in a congested network
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel + 
under 
disruption
Compare 
changes
Compares en-route real time info about incident 
and ex post info on foregone payoffs (FP, TT on 
non-chosen routes)
en-route RT info (prevailing) vs ex post info on FP 
(historic)
Ben-Elia E.,  R. 
Di Pace
2013
The impact of travel 
information’s accuracy on route-
choice.
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel
TI attributes
Sensitivity impact of the accuracy of TT info from 
different types (prescr., descr. and exper fdback) 
on route choice of different risk levels
TT: accuracy (high, intermediate, low); Source: 
prescriptive (TT implying suggested. route), 
descriptive (average est. TT for each route), 
experiential feedback (info on actual TT on all 
routes)
Sun, Arentze, 
Timmermans
2012
A heterogeneous latent class 
model of activity rescheduling, 
route choice and information 
acquisition decisions under 
multiple uncertain events
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Activity 
rescheduling 
and route 
choice
Route TI attributes
Current conditions provides additional information 
based on travellers knowledge
Information reliability, info price
Sharma, Song, 
Hsu, Peeta
2012
Value of TI: Implications for 
quality of travel experience
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
TI attributes
Psychology constructs/latent variable to represent 
psychological stress
TI aspects: complexity, correctness, sufficiency,  
favourableness
Petrella, 
Minnice, Lappin
2014
Traveller Use of and response 
to real-time traffic and traveller 
information
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Descriptive statistics
Use of TI : info source (radio, TV, apps, websites, 
GPS, person, alert, social media, other), type of 
info (accident, delay, congestion, est. TT, est. 
delay, weather, event, other)
Ramos, 
Freijinger, 
Daamen, 
Hoogendoorn
2012
A RP study on route choices in 
a congested network with RTI
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Descriptive statistics to show perception of route 
reliability, use of information, adaptive behaviour
Sources: pre-trip, en-route compared, with and 
without info, for different sources (internet, radio, 
TV, TomTom, Other), 
Bogers, Viti, 
Hoogendoorn
2005
Joint modelling of ATIS, habit 
and learning impacts on route 
choice by laboratory simulator 
experiments
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel
TI attributes
Model route choice under most relevant aspects: 
learning, risk attitude, habit and impact of 
information
Conditions the route choice
Emmerink et al. 1995
Effects of information in road 
transport networks with 
recurrent congestion
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Route choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
Compare 
changes
Simulation program with traffic simulation model, 
info provision mechanism, utility-based satisficing 
principle behavioural model
Compare info provision: own experience, after-trip, 
real-time pre-trip, real-time en-route
Cats, Gkioulou 2015
Modelling the impacts of public 
transport reliability and travel 
information on passengers' 
waiting-time uncertainty
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
PT route choice
Transit 
riders for 
routine 
travel
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Analysing passenger's learning process and 
adaptation of info regarding WT uncertainty
Updated learning model for path attribute (WT, 
IVT, crowding) and credibility of info sources
Zhang 2012
Travellers' general behavioural 
and psychological responses to 
real-time transit passenger 
information
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
PT mode choice
Transit 
riders for 
routine 
travel
TI attributes
Investigate potential change in habitual mode 
choice due to RTI suing a two-stage instrumental 
variable model
Explanatory: use of ShuttleTrac (dummy), perceived 
accuracy (+50%)
Zhang, Shen, 
Clifton
2008
Examination of traveller 
responses to real-time 
information about bus arrivals 
using panel data
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
PT frequency 
use choice, 
satisfaction
Transit 
riders for 
routine 
travel
Compare 
changes
Examines effect of RTI (use yes/no) on traveller's 
behaviour (ridership) and psychology (level of 
satisfaction)
Explanatory: use of ShuttleTrac (yes/no)
Author (s) Year Title Category Subcategory
Mode and 
context
Approach 
category
Approach Travel Information
Hickman, 
Wilson
1995
Passenger TT and path choice 
implications of RT transit info
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
PT route choice
Transit 
riders for 
routine 
TI attributes
Compare route choice and TT, variance benefits 
of RTI using a computer simulation
Two levels of accuracy (low, high)
Chorus et al. 2006
The value of TI: decision 
strategy-specific 
conceptualizations and 
numerical samples
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Concept of 
expected regret 
minimisation
General 
framework 
and car 
driver 
numerical 
TI attributes
Perceived value of information with minimising 
regret (search theory and Bayesian updating) for 
assessment and generation of alternatives
n/a
Lyons, Avineri, 
Farag, Harman
2007
Strategic Review of Travel 
Information research
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Strategic Review 
(literature. 
review)
Different 
contexts
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Strategic review User characteristics, use of info, some attributes
Chorus et al. 2006 Use and effect of ATIS
Travel 
information and 
travel behaviour
Info acquisition 
and impact on 
traveller's 
perception
General 
review
TI attributes
Review of potential use and effects of ATIS with 
new technology. Integrates behavioural determinant 
(trip context, socioeconomic) in a framework of 
info acquisition and effect on traveller's 
Info as a cost-benefit decision; iterative process 
(updating)
Jou and Chen 2013
A study of freeway driver's 
demand for real-time traffic 
information along main 
freeways and alternative routes
Use of travel 
information
Various sources, 
attributes, use 
of TI
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel + 
TI source 
choice
Predict driver's demand and WTP for different 
types of TI in various traffic conditions for main 
and alternative routes
Model number of TI sources needed (basic info, 
dyn. TT predict, dyn. TT delay, dyn. route 
guidance)
Herrala, 
Leviakangas, 
Haaspasalo
2009
Information value attributes and 
assessment methods: a 
construct from traffic and 
traveller  information 
Use of travel 
information
Info attributes 
(+ general) and 
value
General TI attributes
Classification of attributes; and of valuation 
approaches (normative, realistic, perceived) and 
valuation technique (WTP, quantitative, economic, 
qualitative)
Attributes description only
Farag & Lyons 2008
What affects use of pre-trip 
public transport information?
Use of travel 
information
Various sources, 
attributes, use 
of TI
Public 
transport in 
routine 
travel
TI 
multiplicity 
of sources
Using qualitative information to understand factors 
affecting use of different TI sources: internet, age, 
gender
TI attributes: ease of obtaining, ease of use, trust
Grotenhuis J., 
Wiegmans B., 
Rietveld P.
2007
The desired quality of 
integrated multimodal travel 
information in public transport: 
customer needs for time and 
Use of travel 
information
Need of travel 
information, 
attributes
Public 
transport in 
routine 
travel
TI attributes Express needs in %
Attributes : trip stage (pre-trip, wayside, on-board), 
type of information (map, time, delay, alternative, 
transfer, etc.)
Goulias et al. 2004
A longitudinal analysis of 
awareness and use for ATIS
Use of travel 
information
Awareness and 
use of TI
Multi-modal 
for routine 
travel
TI source 
choice
Impact of awareness, demographics, hh patterns 
on different info media
Awareness (yes/no) of info media; Use frequency 
(5-point ordinal scale)
Watkins et al. 2011
Where is my bus? Impact of 
RTI on perceived and actual 
WT of transit riders?
Use of travel 
information
PT waiting time 
uncertainty 
reduction
Transit 
riders for 
routine 
travel
Compare 
changes
Address difference in perceived WT with various 
info sources and propose a perceived WT 
prediction model
Difference in perceived and actual waiting time  
under traditional  arrival info, OneBusAway, other 
RT arrival info
Dziekan K., 
Kottenhof K.
2007
Dynamic at-stop real-time 
information displays for public 
transport: effects on customers
Use of travel 
information
Effects of travel 
information 
(time displays)
Public 
transport in 
routine 
Compare 
changes
Using descriptive statistics to see change in 
perceived waiting time and behaviour (walking 
speed)
Effects of TI list; Perceived Waiting time reduction
Walker thesis 2001
Usage of Traffic Information 
System
Use of travel 
information
Usage and 
satisfaction of 
Smartcard 
travellers
Multi-modal 
for routine 
travel
TI attributes
Using latent variable construct "Satisfaction" to 
model the usage rate/likelihood of subscription to 
travel info services
Attributes: ease of use, up to the minute 
information, availability on demand, accuracy of 
information, level of detail, provision of alternative 
routes, hours of operation, coverage of major 
Chen P., 
Srinivasan K., 
Mahmassani H.
1999
Effect of information quality on 
compliance behaviour of 
commuters under real-time 
traffic information
Use of travel 
information
Compliance with 
TI in route 
choice
Passenger 
cars for 
routine 
travel 
(commuting)
TI attributes
Investigates how the nature of information, its 
quality, and feedback affects the rate of 
compliance in a computer-based traffic simulator.
Impact of info attributes on compliance: nature of 
information, info quality , feedback, experience pre-
trip/en-route, switching-cost and comply-benefit
Author (s) Year
Chorus C.G.,  J. 
L. Walker, Ben-
Akiva M.
2013
Wang et al. 2009
Nyblom, Asa 2014
Bai, Kattan 2014
Chen, Dun-Ji 2012
Tseng, Knoaert, 
Verhoef
2013
Khattak A.,  X. 
Pan
2008
Peirce S. and J. 
Lappin
2003
Richter  C. and 
S. Keuchel
2012
Pathan  A. F. 
H.,  P. Bonsall
2011
Chorus et al. 2006
Kenyon S., 
Lyons G.
2003
Travel behaviour Choice Attributes Model
Data 
type
Data 
location
Data 
year
MNL over both info and travel 
choices;  train 1, train 2, car 1, car 
2; Mean-variability times included for 
info and travel on WT and TT
It contributes to existing approaches by 
describing both the acquisition and the 
effect on travel choices of a variety of travel 
information types using a single integrative 
and parsimonious discrete-choice model. 
Travel-related: TT, TC, WT (train), driving 
license, seat avail (train), TT*business, 
WT*business (+sigma for TIMES); Info-
related: info constant, cost, early warning, 
option-generation, education level
Discrete-choice model of traveller 
response to information, model 
captures the notion that both 
types of decisions (to acquire 
information and to execute a 
travel alternative) are the result 
SP Netherlands 2013
Change in travel (yes/no); Change or 
cancel; Change route or not
Two-stage decision process choices 1. 
Acquisition of travel info; 2. Response (travel 
D-M)
freq. of use, info by media, work/non-work 
TT, years lived at address, age, HH veh.
Probit (binary) RP
Greater 
Triangle 
HHTS
2006
Different practices for use of info 
and travel planning (social norms of 
time-keeping, good-parenting, health 
and exercise, personal relations, 
Succession of activities (strategies and 
change) with different modes, departure 
times, routes
Time and social constraints (social norms 
of timekeeping, parenting, health exercise, 
personal relations), diff. contexts (children, 
employment, gender, age)
None Qualitative Stockholm 2013
Choice of behaviour change: drive 
car, bus, walk to other station, do 
something while waiting, wait, other
Choice of behaviour change (split by 
commuters/non-commuters, 10' delay, 
incident unknown): wait for LRT, change to 
auto, other transit option
main mode, frequency trip, familiarity info, 
familiarity transport network, perceived 
accuracy, age group, gender, auto 
ownership
MNL for travel behaviour change RP
Calgary, 
Canada
Regular vs Alternative mode choice 
(mode: car, motorcycle, bus, rapid 
transit)
Passengers' tolerated degree of the 
perceived waiting time with/out RTIS as 
explanatory in the mode choice
TT, TC, mode dummies, Car#, Moto#, 
tolerated degree of waiting with/without 
RTIS
Binary mode-choice model RP-SP Taipei city 2008
Change: car morning travel (diff. 
departure times), bike, carpool, PT, 
telework, other
Departure time and multi-modal choice using 
mixed logit model
Weather, reward, Incentive credit, TT, time 
diff., SDE, SDL
Mixed Logit models with simulated 
max likelihood
RP
Dutch A12 
corridor, NL
2006
Change (time/mode/route) or cancel; 
Route diversion only
Focusing on largely public-sector delivery 
mechanisms this study answers two 
fundamental questions: whether accessing 
more information sources is associated with 
a higher likelihood of travel decision 
adjustments and which technologies are 
Impact of: frequency of use, work/non-
work TT, #sources accessed or type of 
source dummies (Internet, telephone, 
television, radio, variable message signs 
and in-vehicle navigation devices)
Logit models (impact of info 
technologies)
RP
Greater 
Triangle 
HHTS
2006
Travel change in response to TI 
(mode, time, route, none);  frequency 
of change, benefit of trip change
Descriptive statistics of trip change choice: 
3.2% trips check info, 1.1% make changes
Gender, age, employment, internet access, 
mode, trip purpose, time of day, distance, 
duration, geography
Descriptive statistics (N=3,262) RP WA, USA 2000
Mode choice: train/car or 
train/car/bus
In this paper the Integrated Hierarchical 
Information Integration (HII-I) approach is 
applied to model the mode choice between 
a regional train, a (hypothetical) regional bus 
and a car (only available for car users)  
Attribute. Time/Fare, constructs of 
Connection quality, Comfort, and 
Information (timetable info platform/stop, 
on-board when disturbances, info at 
platform/stop when disturbances  on-board 
The HII-I approach allows to 
include a larger number of 
attributes in choice experiments 
by summarising similar attributes 
into constructs
RP-SP
Westphalia, 
Germany
2010
Mode choice for car, coach, train 
(conditioned by the information 
received from various sources)
The examination of mode choice was based 
on modal attributes described by at least 
two different information sources - which 
might provide contrary or corroborating 
information - rather than on actual 
TT, TC, Purpose, Frequency, Weather, Peak, 
Gender, Edu, Employ, Income, Age
MXL models and RRM framework RP-SP Leeds 2010
High variability, higher TI need; Info 
dependent on alternative 
performance itself;
Implications of consulting information in 
travel choices is somewhat over 
expected/"mildly optimistic"; effects on long 
term rather than short term
None None n/a n/a
Mode choice Mode choice Descriptive statistics Qualitative 2000
Author (s) Year
Verplanken 1997
Lu, Gao, Ben-
Elia, Pothering
2012
Ben-Elia E.,  R. 
Di Pace
2013
Sun, Arentze, 
Timmermans
2012
Sharma, Song, 
Hsu, Peeta
2012
Petrella, 
Minnice, Lappin
2014
Ramos, 
Freijinger, 
Daamen, 
Hoogendoorn
2012
Bogers, Viti, 
Hoogendoorn
2005
Emmerink et al. 1995
Cats, Gkioulou 2015
Zhang 2012
Zhang, Shen, 
Clifton
2008
Travel behaviour Choice Attributes Model
Data 
type
Data 
location
Data 
year
1&2) Mode choice (walk, bus, bike, 
train), stronger habit = bike; 3) Mode 
choice (walk, bus, bike, car) with 
attributes (distance, luggage weight, 
weather, avail time, departure time), 
strong chose car
Effect of habit (weak/strong) on information 
acquisition and mode choice
Strong/weak habit participants; no 
demographics, trip distance (short, middle, 
long)
ANOVA, MANOVA SP Netherlands 1996
Route choice at each node
Bootstrap statistic test: results of 
performance measures(TT, route share at 
Origin, route share at branch, Nbr switch per 
day at Origin, nbr switch per day at branch); 
compare with/w/o RTI and with/w/o FP
Bootstrap statistical test, including 
variables average TT, route 
shares, route switching
SP MA, USA 2011
Route choice (short & risky, useless, 
long & reliable); Aggregate.: 
Concordance rate and Route share
MXL choice of route (risk, useless, reliable) 
influenced by TT accuracy, "not late again", 
descr./estim. TT, Fdb/actual TT, 
Prescr./sugg. route (+SD)
descriptive, prescriptive, feedback
Aggregate analysis using non-
parametric statistics; Disaggregate 
analysis using a panel-base mixed 
logit model
SP Naples, Italy 2013
Route choice (experimental) Activity purpose, delay, delay probability
Travellers’ decision styles related 
to personal traits or situational 
factors (Activity-travel environment 
e.g. trip purpose, time pressure 
and status of activity schedule)?
None n/a n/a
Car commuters: pre-trip and en-route 
travel changes (major/minor route 
changes, SDE, SDL, reorder stops, 
telecommute, cancel, carpool, PT); 
Trip satisfaction
N/A
Trip purpose, mode, flexibility in trip 
departure time, alternate routes used, 
frequency of congestion, personal travel 
time index
None RP
CA & TX, 
USA
2013
Departure time (car drivers) under  
or not treatment of personalised 
information (Tom-tom GPS); idea of 
"compliance" with TI
N/A
Descriptive statistics with/without 
information
RP Netherlands 2011
Choice of routes under different TI 
scenario
Choice of routes under different TI scenario: 
en-route + ex post info on TT (chosen route 
last period, both routes last period and both 
routes all periods)
Queue length displayed VMS, TT day 
before, nbr times route chosen (habit), 
lateness day before
Mixed Logit models RP-SP
Delft, 
Netherlands
2004
Compares %TT info/no with %driver 
with info
Path alternative decision
Simulation of path choice using a day-to-day 
learning model updates memory and 
credibility of each info source, regarding 
experienced WT
Anticipated wait time, IVT, walk, transfers MNL for path choice Simulation
Stockholm, 
Sweden
Mode choice (car, shuttle, transit, 
NM); Conditional Logit Model with TI 
attributes.
Additional choice (compare to previous 
paper): ShuttlTrac use and Dominant mode 
choice (driven by soft factors) harder to 
change than other travel choice
Age, gender, student, white, IVT, OVT, cost, 
park permit, prob(ShuttleTrac use), 
inaccuracy
Binary logit for ST use; 
Conditional logit model
RP MD, USA 2007
behavioural model: number of shuttle 
trips; psychological model: level of 
satisfaction for different aspects 
(feeling day, feeling night, on-time 
performance  waiting anxiety  overall 
Ridership not immediately affected; 
Satisfaction positively affected
Number trips: fixed-effects OLS 
model; Satisfaction level: random 
effect ordered probit model
RP MD, USA 2006
Author (s) Year
Hickman, 
Wilson
1995
Chorus et al. 2006
Lyons, Avineri, 
Farag, Harman
2007
Chorus et al. 2006
Jou and Chen 2013
Herrala, 
Leviakangas, 
Haaspasalo
2009
Farag & Lyons 2008
Grotenhuis J., 
Wiegmans B., 
Rietveld P.
2007
Goulias et al. 2004
Watkins et al. 2011
Dziekan K., 
Kottenhof K.
2007
Walker thesis 2001
Chen P., 
Srinivasan K., 
Mahmassani H.
1999
Travel behaviour Choice Attributes Model
Data 
type
Data 
location
Data 
year
Route choice
Analytical framework applied to a 
computer simulation
SP MA, USA 1995
n/a
Influence of TI on Alternative generation; on 
Alternative assessment
Bayesian perception updating 
(satisficing-maximizing); Expected 
Regret
None n/a n/a
Decision-making strategies (% 
individuals); List of potential impacts 
of TI on TB
None None None n/a n/a
Low effect on travel choice
Need to investigate behavioural rather than 
manifest determinants; Empirical data and 
evidence needed
Influence of socio-demographics, purpose 
and context, 'soft' characteristics, low WTP
None None n/a n/a
No choice, different contexts: 
main/alternatives, and 
smooth/recurrent/non-recurrent 
congestion
Choice of number of TI types needed using 
ordered probit model
Gender, familiarity, living location, 
congestion,  car own, trip purpose, 
navigation system, +RTI, node-to-node info, 
WTP, prone to pay
Univariate and Bivariate ordered 
probit model
RP Taiwan 2009
None None
Accessibility, Contents, Availability, 
Timeliness, Validity, Effectiveness, Cost
Table framework: Valuation 
technique for each attribute
None None None
None (Default source + Secondary 
option)
None Qualitative assessment UK 2005
None None n/a Descriptive statistics RP Netherlands 2006
None Frequency of TI use No attribute of info, category per media
Awareness: probit regression 
model; Use frequency: ordered 
probit model
RP WA, USA
1997, 
2000
n/a Prediction model for perceived WT 
Sign: measured WT, RTI, PM peak, 
bus/hour, aggravation level       
Unsignificant: Gender, age, ride freq., trip 
distance, weather, %late buses
Regression RP Seattle, USA 2008
Impact on walking speed None n/a Descriptive statistics RP Netherlands 2005
None Stated usage rate, Likelihood to subscribe n/a Latent variable RP-SP Boston 2000?
Compliance = decision to follow the 
"best" path supplied through real-
time information
Poisson regression model of route-choice 
compliance frequency; Mixed logit model 
(because observations correlated for same 
individual)
Impact of info attributes on compliance: 
nature of information (descr., prescr.), info 
quality (predicted, prevailing, predicted 
perturbed, differential predicted, differential 
prevailing, randomly 
generated)(overest.,underest.,reliability-
10%threshold)  feedback (own experience  
Poisson regression model of route-
choice compliance frequency; 
Mixed logit model (because 
observations correlated for same 
individual)
SP with 
simulator
USA 1999
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Appendix C. Scottish Household Survey (SHS) data guide 
Variable Description 
ASC Alternative Specific Constant 
Female Dummy variable, 1 if respondent is female use internet 
Internet use Dummy variable, 1 if respondent uses internet 
Education Category 1: Education up to A-levels 
Category 2: Higher education and degrees 
Category 3: All other 
Category 4: No education (reference) 
Income Net annual income (in £10k) 
Age Respondent age (in 10 years) 
Sedentary lifestyle Number of years lived at same address 
Car use frequency Frequency of use of car (in times per month) 
PT use frequency Frequency of use of public transport (PT) (in times per month) 
Congestion experience 
frequency 
Frequency of experiencing congestion (in times per month) 
Information channel Dummy variables, 1 for each channel of information used: 
Terminals 
Phone 
TV/radio 
Others 
Information content Dummy variables, 1 for each type of information consulted: 
Journey 
Roadworks 
Delays 
CCTV 
Weather 
Other 
Familiarity with TS Degree of familiarity, number of correct information mentioned provided by 
Traffic Scotland 
Degree of TS 
unfamiliarity 
Degree of unfamiliarity, number of wrong  information mentioned provided 
by Traffic Scotland 
Information use Frequency of information consultation, in times per month 
It was calculated from the ordinal-scaled response (every day until once a 
month, not used) to the question of the number of times TS was used in 
the last 2 months. 
Traffic Scotland 
usefulness 
General usefulness of Traffic Scotland 
Category 1: Very useful 
Category 2: Somewhat useful 
Category 3: Not very useful 
Category 4: Not at all useful (reference) 
Travel behaviour Dummy variable, 1 if the respondent made any journey change as a result 
of information from Traffic Scotland in the last month 
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Data collection: focus group discussion for survey design
Focus Group questions Focus Group 1, Main trends Focus Group 2, Main trends Findings
1. Travel choice and context
Which mode do you usually use? 
How do you usually commute? 
Other options available?
Tube, Bus, train, cycle, walk                    
Other options: if bad weather, special trip after 
Uni, night buses
3 Tube, 3 bus, 1 walk, 1 train+bike or train+tube 
Commuters seems to keep respective modes 
unless it is particular extreme conditions
Focus on individuals living and/or working in 
London: they should commute by Tube or bus, 
so that we can compare competitive sources for 
same type of modes.
2. Travel information
What type of travel information 
do you usually use and in which 
conditions?
If needed: Give example of 
provider, media, type of info and 
format for each.
In which conditions do you most 
use travel information?
Everyday: screen at bus stop, board/panel at 
train/tube station, phone app for just checking, 
waiting time/time of bus/tube arrival, bus line 
that arrive sooner at destination (CityMapper, 
Bustimes, Countdown); TfL live updates           
Week-end/other trips/New places: Google maps 
for location to location, TfL JP for station to 
station (+tube than bus), Apps for best route 
(fastest, more direct, less waiting time, just bus)
Everyday (depends on mode): for train/tube, 
look at waiting times habitual and check for 
delays (app, website, emails, radio); for bus, look 
at countdown habitually, check phone app.       
Less familiar places/Week-end: Check phone app 
for best mode, fastest route, convenience (more 
familiar); Check TfL and Google Maps (and 
phone app) for unknown places (especially to 
walk around.
Definition of 3 types of trips (for which different 
sources are checked): habitual commute (usually 
mornings), discretionary habitual (after work on 
weekdays), leisure trips in non-familiar places 
(week-ends mostly). For habitual, sources are 
countdown screens at stations, live updates on 
phone apps and website; For discretionary, a 
combination of countdown screens, app., Google 
Maps and TfL; For unfamiliar trips, TfL with 
Google Maps check to confirm (mostly used 
before going)
Other situation to check 
information? Do you know other 
sources that you do not use? 
Why not use them?
Dislike: about TfL JP walking times very 
conservative therefore interchange alternatives 
not given, recommend taking buses or change 
tubes when not needed. Tube delays not taken 
in account in JP, Bus countdown very inaccurate, 
Bus next stop display and change in destination 
very inconvenient; Other less used : National Rail 
app, word-of-mouth, BBC traffic live news         
Like : TfL tube times accurate, when no 
congestion, app is right about arrival time at 
home at home
Twitter has been abandoned; new apps replace 
old apps; Council website seem to have 
information that other website do not. TfL and 
Google Maps used for different contexts
Restrict sources to: Phone apps (put most 
famous apps?), TfL updates, Countdown screens, 
Google Maps, TfL JP, BBC travel news? radio?, 
others.
Focus Group questions Focus Group 1, Main trends Focus Group 2, Main trends Findings
When was the last time you used 
travel information? Can you 
remember the situation?
Different categories: everyday/other; 
passive/actively sought.                          
For everyday TI source: today                    
For exceptional: 1 today,  2 yesterday evening, 2 
on Friday evening,  1 this w-e, 2 last week
Last time checked due to strike when commute 
(all sources of just TfL), flood/engineering work 
when leisure w-e trip (TfL updates/ National Rail 
call), for discretionary trip after work because of 
delays/unknown place (Countdown screen, TfL 
Journey Planner, Google Maps)                   
Usually last time is a few days earlier, last week-
end, or in the last two weeks
Situation can depend on: 1) extreme conditions 
(ex: strike or flooding), where people overcheck 
information from many sources; 2) habitual (ex: 
looked at scren by habit), where people would 
not remember and/or act upon this information; 
3) if ask for last, ask for when actively sought, 
what was the reason for it, and how a decision 
was made about it. Reason for TI: slight 
disruption, need for grocery, need to go 
somewhere familiar but need details.
Are you satisfied with the 
information sources you consult? 
Why do you consult? How does 
it fulfil you primary objective of 
consulting it? Is it to 
confirm/change/pastime/etc.
N/A Phone apps are generally liked, as well as 
Countdown screens at stops; Dislike when wrong 
information (instead of none) for train; dislike 
not knowing change in bus destination; TfL 
Journey Planner is ok but seems to give 
additional bus routes instead of walking; Twitter 
not appreciated much.
Detail features of sources for usefulness and 
accuracy: Not used but disliked Twitter; Phone 
apps appreciated for accuracy/reliability (when 
low congestion); however bus countdown 
inaccurate; TfL JP good for train times but not 
walking/transfer estimates; Google Maps useful in 
combination with TfL JP; updates have mixed 
feelings
3. Behaviour change in travel
Once you  consulted your 
information, which travel did you 
actually do?
Didn't trust departure train time on board but 
employee;  follow what App said not knowing, 
follow what app said even though knows 
inaccurate; follow TfL+GgleMaps; follow which bus 
arrived first; when strike, not follow bus and 
walked; wait time at bus stop, help decide to 
walk; chose Circle for convenience but was 
slower
Usually useful information (sometimes followed, 
or double-checked); not useful (individual 
dissatisfied) in extreme cases.
Individual follow information source checked 
(whether trust or not), or do not follow and 
travel from experience, or combine use of 
different sources.
Focus Group questions Focus Group 1, Main trends Focus Group 2, Main trends Findings
Were you OK with the changes 
you made or with the travel you 
actually made? Satisfied with 
changes? How happy with your 
decision?
Happy to find a train to go home at time said; 
Happy if arrive home at time said by app./faster 
than expected time; Had to run because bus 
early but got the bus (neutral?); find out info, 
found and got there; took 1st available bus; take 
1st bus / neutral; happy to avoid being stuck in 
bus, happy to know was faster to walk, unhappy 
as District line was slower
Unhappy or satisfied with no service during 
strike, unhappy with service during flood, happy 
to know time for next several buses (crowded or 
destination), satisfied with info replacement bus, 
unhappy with bus (chose walking from tube), 
unhappy with misinformation
Mostly happy with everyday info or new info 
except accuracy or walking times or station not 
actually congested/closed; unhappy with info 
during extreme conditions
Other reason to check 
information than confirm/change 
plans
Use TI information to make transport better: 
reduce waiting time, reduce journey time, 
improve comfort (bus over train or inversely), 
improve convenience (less changes, + direct)     
Search for TI have a guesstimate of how to get 
to a new place, to add something did not 
before, to check/confirm time, relief 
impatience/stress
For some travellers, checking information is to 
know or get an estimate of where/when they will 
be (sometimes to coordinate with housemates); 
to reduce their waiting time, or cut down their 
travel time, reduce stress of not knowing (could 
find better alternatives)
Reasons for checking: reduce waiting time, 
reduce travel time, reduce stress, improve 
convenience (preferred mode, less changes, less 
crowded), know where/when they will be, 
coordinate with housemates/friends
Relationship between you and 
travel information (development 
of using sources over time)
Evolution of source with experience: take time to 
know LDN, realise TfL is inaccurate, use more 
Google Maps, use more apps after a while (if 
smartphone available)
Phone apps have increased; individuals have 
lived quite some times in London; Most used TfL 
since arriving in London; TfL JP and Google 
Maps used just to confirm
Change sources over time (smart phone 
ownership important, years lived in London 
important), TfL JP decrease, as Google Maps and 
apps increase
How frequently do you use travel 
information?
N/A Everyday for commute (twice a day or not at all) 
Whenever taking PT, anything more than 
commuting (once a week based on last time?)
Mechanically acquired: everyday; actively sought: 
within last week (max in last two weeks)
How much do you think it cost? N/A The information seem free to everybody: they 
would have their phone anyway. Would pay 
£1/£2 per app but not £10.
Free; willingness to pay (between £3 and £10)
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Appendix I. TfL end user agreement 
 
Agreement covering the use of the London Travel Demand Survey (LTDS) 
Databases by End Users 
1. This agreement covers the use of all LTDS databases (hereinafter referred to 
as 'the Data') supplied by Transport for London (TfL), Planning, Strategic 
Analysis to [End User (Séverine Maréchal)] (hereinafter referred to as 'the 
End User').  
2. The Data will only be used by the End User, for the purposes of the analysis of 
personal travel and related matters included within the coverage and scope of 
the LTDS, for the [Project (PhD research, survey sample comparison)] and 
will be kept securely within and under the control of the End User. 
3. The End User will ensure that the Data are kept secure and that all staff handling 
the Data have been informed of their responsibilities for data protection 
4. The End User undertakes to make only such copies of the Data as are necessary 
for processing or security purposes. The End User shall not download, print-off, 
re-format or reproduce the Data or make the Data, or extracts of the Data, 
available in hard copy or machine-readable form to any third party or client 
without the prior written consent of TfL. 
5. The End User will not use the Data to attempt to obtain or derive information 
relating specifically to an identifiable individual or household, nor to claim to 
have obtained or derived such information.  
6. The End User will not use the Data to attempt to obtain or derive information 
that would be in breach of the Data Protection Act. 
7. The End User will take all reasonable steps to ensure that any results of the 
research published or disseminated (whether in the form of tables, charts, text or 
data lists, or any other format)are such that individuals cannot be identified, nor 
can individuals identify references to themselves. 
8. The End User acknowledges that no warranty is given by either the TfL as to the 
quality, accuracy and comprehensiveness of the Data. 
9. The End User undertakes to provide TfL with either a full copy of the final 
report, for which the Data provided as a result of LTDS has been used, or (if 
confidentiality issues preclude this), a copy of the parts of the report which 
incorporate the aforementioned data. TfL undertakes to treat in confidence 
information obtained in such reports. 
 
End User: Séverine Maréchal 
 
Signed:…… ……………………….. 
 
Name and Contact Details: Séverine Maréchal, s.marechal11@imperial.ac.uk  
 
 
Date:    10/06/2015 
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Appendix J. Glossary of abbreviations and full variable 
names 
Source abbreviation Source (alternative) name 
AP01 App, default 
AP02 App, Citymapper 
AP03 App, London Tube Tracker 
AP04 App, London Underground 
AP05 App, London tube map 
AP06 App, London underground free 
AP07 App, London Bus Live Countdown 
AP08 App, London Bus Checker 
AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker 
AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL Countdown 
AP12 App, other 
AP13 App, BBC news 
GG01 Google Maps on a PC 
GG02 Google Now 
OT01 TfL countdown 
OT04 social media 
OT05 TV, radio, BBC news 
OT06 staff, relatives, etc. 
OT07 other 
OT08 traditional ways 
TL01 TfL journey planner on a PC 
TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone 
TL03 TfL status updates on a PC 
TL04 TfL status updates on a phone 
TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC 
TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone 
 
Variable 
abbreviation Variable name Average Min Max 
ASC Alternative Specific Constant    
α Exponentiation term (alpha)    
γ Translation term (gamma)    
σ Scale    
Demographics 
age Age (years) 35.9 18 67 
gdr Gender 0.5 0 1 
inc Income (individual pro rata, in £k) 21.6 1 95 
Edu Education (ordinal by level/diploma) 5.3 1 8 
Flx Flexibility with work arrival time (ordinal [0,4]) 1.2 0 4 
YrH Number of years lived at same address    
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Variable 
abbreviation Variable name Average Min Max 
Anx 
Attitudinal Motivation Factor Score (FS) – Travel 
information check related to emotion (anxiety, 
etc.) 
-  0.0 -2 2 
Ins Attitudinal Motivation FS – Travel information check as an insurance against delays 0.0 -3 2 
Opr ICT dependency FS – Omnipresence of ICT and internet 0.0 -4 2 
Rch ICT dependency FS – Reach latest devices and technological trends -  0.0 -3 2 
IT Interview time (1000 sec.) 22.1 7 672 
SvC / SC Source versus Content – appreciation Likert scale 6.0 1 9 
Sat Satisfaction FS with TI consulted in usual commute -  0.0 -4 2 
Travel characteristics 
A1bus/Tb Bus is part of usual commute 0.5 0 1 
A1tub/Tu Tube is part of usual commute 0.8 0 1 
A1train/Tr  Train is part of usual commute 0.2 0 1 
A1fre Frequency of use of main commute option    
Tsf / Trsfr Number of transfer(s) in usual commute 1.3 0 4 
Del / 
A1delay Delay (amplitude in minutes) 10.1 3 30 
Dis Frequency of disruption on usual commute (times per month) 5.9 0 20 
T Usual variability between reported and actual travel time (TT) given by each specific source    
TT/ A1TT Usual commute TT (in minutes) 47.6 7 200 
VTT Usual variability in the commute TT 22.1 0 60 
W/ A1WT Usual variability between reported and actual waiting time (WT) given by each specific source    
WT Usual commute WT (in minutes) 5.1 1 20 
VWT Usual variability in the commute WT 8.0 0 45 
Agre Information in sources is confirmed and user follow it 0.31 0 1 
Diff Information in sources is different and user follow one source 0.097 0 1 
Comp Information in sources is different and user make a compromise between sources 0.25 0 1 
Satisfaction 
TIsat General satisfaction about travel information use 6.0 1 9 
TBsat General satisfaction about usual commute 6.3 1 9 
TBdisSat Satisfaction about the specific case of the commute under disruption 6.2 1 9 
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Appendix K. Frequencies of use, and calculated Psi and 
Alpha values (from Model 1) ordered by popularity of 
sources 
Information source Listed 
Average 
times per 
month 
Psy(good)  
in 10^(-4) 
Alpha 
Estimates 
TfL journey planner on a phone 260    42.1  8.38  0.63  
TfL journey planner on a PC 193    25.1  6.16  0.59  
Google Maps on a PC 182    26.6  5.39  0.60  
social media 35    96.7  2.91  0.76  
Google Now 86    45.1  2.21  0.70  
TV, radio, BBC news 83    50.4  1.88  0.70  
App, Citymapper 76    52.5  1.65  0.76  
App, London Bus Live TFL Countdown 22    54.9  1.53  0.72  
App, London Underground 52    34.4  1.32  0.74  
TfL status updates on a phone 77    52.1  1.29  0.72  
App, London Tube Tracker 34    42.6  1.18  0.67  
TfL status updates on a PC 53    38.5  0.93  0.69  
App, London tube map 22    30.5  0.90  0.67  
App, other 37    30.9  0.79  0.76  
traditional ways 17    32.6  0.77  0.76  
TfL countdown 31    72.8  0.71  0.69  
TfL live arrivals on a phone 39    62.7  0.66  0.67  
staff, relatives, etc. 26    24.8  0.49  0.81  
TfL live arrivals on a PC 16    18.8  0.47  0.64  
App, London Bus Live Countdown 25    75.6  0.38  0.59  
App, default 16    43.8  0.24  0.73  
App, London underground free 13    24.4  0.23  0.63  
other 8    10.5  0.19  0.79  
App, London Bus Checker 26    63.2  1.29  0.52  
App, Live London Bus Tracker 17    52.2  0.47  0.77  
App, BBC news 8    50.0  0.66  0.75  
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Appendix L. Acquisition of a portfolio of sources: MDCEV 
model 1 estimation results, configurations 1 and 5 
 
Model 1. 
Basic, config. 1 
Model 1. 
Basic, config. 5 
Log-Likelihood: -
11631.03 
Log-Likelihood: -
11022.76 
Var-
iable Abbr. Source Param t-stat Param t-stat 
ASC AP01 App, default -  9.69  -13.77  -  9.69  -21.54  
ASC AP02 App, Citymapper -  6.69  -  8.79  -  6.74  -10.94  
ASC AP03 App, London Tube Tracker -  9.91  -14.03  -  9.91  -20.88  
ASC AP04 App, London Underground -  7.31  -  8.76  -  7.33  -11.14  
ASC AP05 App, London tube map -  9.92  -14.97  -  9.92  -25.05  
ASC AP06 App, London underground free -11.03  -13.76  -11.03  -18.17  
ASC AP07 App, London Bus Live Countdown -10.53  -12.55  -10.53  -16.81  
ASC AP08 App, London Bus Checker -10.13  -14.79  -10.13  -23.94  
ASC AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker -10.19  -15.04  -10.19  -24.05  
ASC AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL Countdown -  9.92  -15.14  -  9.93  -25.42  
ASC AP12 App, other -10.84  -14.09  -10.83  -18.90  
ASC AP13 App, BBC news -10.95  -14.84  -10.95  -21.78  
ASC GG01 Google Maps on a PC -  7.25  -11.46  -  7.32  -19.88  
ASC GG02 Google Now -  9.11  -13.23  -  9.10  -20.50  
ASC OT01 TfL countdown -11.45  -11.02  -11.46  -12.62  
ASC OT04 social media -  9.02  -13.47  -  9.03  -22.32  
ASC OT05 TV, radio, BBC news -10.20  -14.42  -10.17  -19.15  
ASC OT06 staff, relatives, etc. -10.57  -12.48  -10.54  -16.12  
ASC OT07 other -11.69  -14.01  -11.69  -18.91  
ASC OT08 traditional ways -10.63  -14.61  -10.63  -21.34  
ASC TL01 TfL journey planner on a PC -  8.42  -12.50  -  8.43  -18.89  
ASC TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone -  6.81  -10.11  -  6.91  -15.86  
ASC TL03 TfL status updates on a PC -  9.31  -13.25  -  9.31  -20.20  
ASC TL04 TfL status updates on a phone -  8.62  -13.69  -  8.63  -24.94  
ASC TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC -10.14  -13.40  -10.14  -18.50  
ASC TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone -  9.83  -13.81  -  9.83  -21.08  
A1bus AP07 App, London Bus Live Countdown   1.16    1.81    1.16    1.81  
A1bus OT05 TV, radio, BBC news -  0.54  -  2.21  -  0.54  -  2.14  
A1bus OT06 staff, relatives, etc. -  1.00  -  1.87  -  1.00  -  1.87  
A1bus TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone -  0.30  -  2.27  -  0.29  -  2.05  
A1bus TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone   0.82    2.03    0.82    2.01  
A1fre AP08 App, London Bus Checker   0.02    2.64    0.02    2.74  
A1fre TL03 TfL status updates on a PC   0.02    2.05    0.02    1.93  
A1train AP02 App, Citymapper -  1.10  -  2.31  -  1.08  -  2.24  
A1train AP12 App, other   1.06    2.82    1.06    2.77  
A1train OT05 TV, radio, BBC news -  0.80  -  2.06  -  0.78  -  1.97  
A1train OT06 staff, relatives, etc. -  1.29  -  1.86  -  1.27  -  1.79  
A1train OT08 traditional ways   1.42    2.49    1.42    2.51  
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Model 1. 
Basic, config. 1 
Model 1. 
Basic, config. 5 
Log-Likelihood: -
11631.03 
Log-Likelihood: -
11022.76 
Var-
iable Abbr. Source Param t-stat Param t-stat 
A1TT GG02 Google Now   0.01    1.75    0.01    1.69  
A1TT OT06 staff, relatives, etc.   0.03    3.11    0.03    3.01  
A1WT GG01 Google Maps on a PC   0.03    1.81    0.03    1.77  
A1WT TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC   0.08    2.36    0.08    2.34  
age AP02 App, Citymapper -  0.05  -  2.95  -  0.05  -  2.86  
age AP04 App, London Underground -  0.05  -  2.93  -  0.05  -  2.89  
age OT01 TfL countdown   0.05    2.42    0.05    2.44  
age OT05 TV, radio, BBC news   0.05    4.83    0.05    4.61  
age TL01 TfL journey planner on a PC   0.03    3.25    0.02    2.98  
age TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone -  0.02  -  2.19  -  0.02  -  1.95  
dis AP12 App, other   0.06    1.73    0.06    1.65  
dis GG02 Google Now   0.03    1.78    0.03    1.68  
dis TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone   0.03    2.97    0.03    2.59  
flx AP06 App, London underground free   0.39    1.60    0.39    1.59  
flx OT04 social media -  0.42  -  2.00  -  0.42  -  1.98  
gdr AP01 App, default -  1.60  -  1.97  -  1.60  -  1.97  
gdr TL03 TfL status updates on a PC -  0.60  -  1.94  -  0.59  -  1.89  
inc AP02 App, Citymapper   0.02    2.36    0.02    2.22  
inc AP12 App, other   0.03    3.38    0.03    3.25  
inc GG01 Google Maps on a PC -  0.02  -  2.67  -  0.02  -  2.45  
trsfr AP03 App, London Tube Tracker   0.30    1.61    0.30    1.59  
trsfr TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone   0.17    2.53    0.17    2.42  
trsfr TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC -  0.63  -  1.77  -  0.63  -  1.75  
YrH AP02 App, Citymapper -  0.08  -  3.00  -  0.08  -  2.89  
YrH GG01 Google Maps on a PC -  0.03  -  2.24  -  0.02  -  2.11  
YrH OT07 other   0.07    2.70    0.07    2.72  
YrH TL03 TfL status updates on a PC   0.04    2.24    0.03    2.20  
α N001 None    -       -       -       -    
α AP01 App, default   0.73    3.51     -     NA  
α AP02 App, Citymapper   0.72    7.65     -      
α AP03 App, London Tube Tracker   0.72    5.09     -      
α AP04 App, London Underground   0.67    6.48     -      
α AP05 App, London tube map   0.67    4.12     -      
α AP06 App, London underground free   0.63    2.73     -      
α AP07 App, London Bus Live Countdown   0.81    5.39     -      
α AP08 App, London Bus Checker   0.79    5.03     -      
α AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker   0.77    3.58     -      
α AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL Countdown   0.76    4.46     -      
α AP12 App, other   0.67    4.36     -      
α AP13 App, BBC news   0.75    2.43     -      
α GG01 Google Maps on a PC   0.60    8.13     -      
α GG02 Google Now   0.70    9.06     -      
α OT01 TfL countdown   0.76    6.22     -      
α OT04 social media   0.76    9.91     -      
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Model 1. 
Basic, config. 1 
Model 1. 
Basic, config. 5 
Log-Likelihood: -
11631.03 
Log-Likelihood: -
11022.76 
Var-
iable Abbr. Source Param t-stat Param t-stat 
α OT05 TV, radio, BBC news   0.70    6.87     -      
α OT06 staff, relatives, etc.   0.59    3.02     -      
α OT07 other   0.52    1.21     -      
α OT08 traditional ways   0.69    2.91     -      
α TL01 TfL journey planner on a PC   0.59    8.52     -      
α TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone   0.63   12.57     -      
α TL03 TfL status updates on a PC   0.69    6.25     -      
α TL04 TfL status updates on a phone   0.74    8.59     -      
α TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC   0.64    1.94     -      
α TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone   0.76    7.61     -      
γ N001 None    -     NA     -      
γ AP01 App, default   1.00   NA   27.62    1.63  
γ AP02 App, Citymapper   1.00     29.74    3.30  
γ AP03 App, London Tube Tracker   1.00     25.88    2.49  
γ AP04 App, London Underground   1.00     16.73    3.47  
γ AP05 App, London tube map   1.00     16.36    2.31  
γ AP06 App, London underground free   1.00     11.13    1.77  
γ AP07 App, London Bus Live Countdown   1.00     61.77    1.51  
γ AP08 App, London Bus Checker   1.00     51.57    1.56  
γ AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker   1.00     39.80    1.39  
γ AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL Countdown   1.00     39.11    1.75  
γ AP12 App, other   1.00     18.53    2.51  
γ AP13 App, BBC news   1.00     35.83    1.05  
γ GG01 Google Maps on a PC   1.00     12.04    5.11  
γ GG02 Google Now   1.00     21.43    4.21  
γ OT01 TfL countdown   1.00     36.51    2.12  
γ OT04 social media   1.00     27.57    3.06  
γ OT05 TV, radio, BBC news   1.00     24.03    2.98  
γ OT06 staff, relatives, etc.   1.00      9.11    1.98  
γ OT07 other   1.00      6.50    1.19  
γ OT08 traditional ways   1.00     20.52    1.60  
γ TL01 TfL journey planner on a PC   1.00     11.12    5.61  
γ TL02 TfL journey planner on a phone   1.00     16.42    6.33  
γ TL03 TfL status updates on a PC   1.00     18.56    3.04  
γ TL04 TfL status updates on a phone   1.00     32.11    3.51  
γ TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC   1.00     14.31    1.34  
γ TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone   1.00     38.55    2.74  
σ Scale     1.00   NA    1.00   NA  
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Appendix M. Acquisition of a portfolio of sources: 
MDCEV model 1 and 2 estimation results, 
configurations 4, without and with costs 
  
Model 1. Config 4 
without costs 
Model 2. Config 4 
with costs 
Log-Likelihood: -
11022.81  
Log-Likelihood: -
12069.92 
Var-
iable Abbr. Source  Param   t-stat   Param  t-stat  
ASC AP01 App, default -  9.69  - 30.58  -   6.82  -  62.09  
ASC AP02 App, Citymapper -  6.74  - 11.92  -   5.97  -  30.57  
ASC AP03 App, London Tube Tracker -  9.91  - 27.14  -   6.87  -  53.12  
ASC AP04 App, London Underground -  7.33  - 12.71  -   5.88  -  30.17  
ASC AP05 App, London tube map -  9.92  - 40.51  -   6.66  -  75.03  
ASC AP06 App, London UG free - 11.03  - 21.15  -   7.33  -  40.43  
ASC AP07 App, London Bus Live - 10.53  - 19.47  -   7.36  -  42.05  
ASC AP08 App, London Bus Checker - 10.13  - 34.87  -   6.91  -  64.85  
ASC AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker - 10.19  - 36.19  -   6.80  -  66.90  
ASC AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL  -  9.93  - 41.40  -   7.33  -  81.65  
ASC AP12 App, other - 10.83  - 21.87  -   6.97  -  39.74  
ASC AP13 App, BBC news - 10.95  - 27.50  -   7.22  -  51.01  
ASC GG01 Google Maps on a PC -  7.32  - 33.18  -   5.88  -  76.67  
ASC GG02 Google Now -  9.10  - 29.16  -   6.39  -  59.04  
ASC OT01 TfL countdown - 11.46  - 13.38  -   7.37  -  24.27  
ASC OT04 social media -  9.03  - 35.06  -   6.35  -  70.56  
ASC OT05 TV, radio, BBC news - 10.17  - 21.16  -   6.89  -  37.89  
ASC OT06 staff, relatives, etc. - 10.54  - 18.34  -   6.88  -  33.22  
ASC OT07 other - 11.69  - 21.88  -   7.59  -  39.71  
ASC OT08 traditional ways - 10.63  - 26.02  -   6.93  -  46.29  
ASC TL01 TfL JP on a PC -  8.43  - 25.64  -   6.39  -  55.57  
ASC TL02 TfL JP on a phone -  6.92  - 21.42  -   5.89  -  53.47  
ASC TL03 TfL status update on a PC -  9.31  - 27.16  -   6.64  -  54.19  
ASC TL04 TfL status update on a phone -  8.63  - 53.27  -   6.52  - 111.10  
ASC TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC - 10.14  - 22.83  -   7.17  -  46.14  
ASC TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone -  9.83  - 28.48  -   6.95  -  58.27  
A1bus AP07 App, London Bus Live    1.16     1.81      0.39      1.94  
A1bus OT05 TV, radio, BBC news -  0.54  -  2.14  -   0.17  -   2.02  
A1bus OT06 staff, relatives, etc. -  1.00  -  1.87  -   0.34  -   1.81  
A1bus TL02 TfL JP on a phone -  0.29  -  2.05  -   0.09  -   1.90  
A1bus TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone    0.82     2.01      0.28      2.04  
A1fre AP08 App, London Bus Checker    0.02     2.74      0.01      2.43  
A1fre TL03 TfL status update on a PC    0.02     1.93      0.01      1.81  
A1train AP02 App, Citymapper -  1.08  -  2.25  -   0.36  -   2.20  
A1train AP12 App, other    1.06     2.77      0.36      2.78  
A1train OT05 TV, radio, BBC news -  0.78  -  1.98  -   0.26  -   1.91  
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Model 1. Config 4 
without costs 
Model 2. Config 4 
with costs 
Log-Likelihood: -
11022.81  
Log-Likelihood: -
12069.92 
Var-
iable Abbr. Source  Param   t-stat   Param  t-stat  
A1train OT06 staff, relatives, etc. -  1.27  -  1.79  -   0.44  -   1.82  
A1train OT08 traditional ways    1.42     2.51      0.47      2.40  
A1TT GG02 Google Now    0.01     1.69      0.00      1.84  
A1TT OT06 staff, relatives, etc.    0.03     3.01      0.01      2.97  
A1WT GG01 Google Maps on a PC    0.03     1.77      0.01      1.98  
A1WT TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC    0.08     2.34      0.03      2.40  
age AP02 App, Citymapper -  0.05  -  2.89  -   0.02  -   2.76  
age AP04 App, London Underground -  0.05  -  2.89  -   0.02  -   2.78  
age OT01 TfL countdown    0.05     2.45      0.02      2.34  
age OT05 TV, radio, BBC news    0.05     4.67      0.02      4.38  
age TL01 TfL JP on a PC    0.02     2.98      0.01      2.98  
age TL02 TfL JP on a phone -  0.02  -  1.95  -   0.00  -   1.83  
dis AP12 App, other    0.06     1.65      0.02      1.71  
dis GG02 Google Now    0.03     1.68      0.01      1.80  
dis TL02 TfL JP on a phone    0.03     2.63      0.01      2.60  
flx AP06 App, London UG free    0.39     1.59      0.13      1.57  
flx OT04 social media -  0.42  -  1.98  -   0.14  -   1.94  
gdr AP01 App, default -  1.60  -  1.97  -   0.55  -   2.07  
gdr TL03 TfL status update on a PC -  0.59  -  1.89  -   0.20  -   1.89  
inc AP02 App, Citymapper    0.02     2.23      0.01      2.10  
inc AP12 App, other    0.03     3.27      0.01      3.17  
inc GG01 Google Maps on a PC -  0.02  -  2.43  -   0.01  -   2.35  
trsfr AP03 App, London Tube Tracker    0.30     1.59      0.11      1.70  
trsfr TL02 TfL JP on a phone    0.17     2.42      0.06      2.56  
trsfr TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC -  0.63  -  1.75  -   0.21  -   1.70  
YrH AP02 App, Citymapper -  0.08  -  2.88  -   0.03  -   2.91  
YrH GG01 Google Maps on a PC -  0.02  -  2.11  -   0.01  -   2.15  
YrH OT07 other    0.07     2.72      0.02      2.72  
YrH TL03 TfL status update on a PC    0.03     2.19      0.01      2.09  
α N001 None     -     NA       -     NA  
γ N001 None     -     NA       -     NA  
γ AP01 App, default   27.62     1.65    132.90      1.99  
γ AP02 App, Citymapper   29.75     3.44    145.60      4.24  
γ AP03 App, London Tube Tracker   25.88     2.49    127.00      2.95  
γ AP04 App, London Underground   16.73     3.55     88.01      4.71  
γ AP05 App, London tube map   16.36     2.32     85.63      2.97  
γ AP06 App, London UG free   11.13     1.77     56.39      2.48  
γ AP07 App, London Bus Live   61.78     1.51    295.50      1.74  
γ AP08 App, London Bus Checker   51.57     1.57    250.20      1.89  
γ AP09 App, Live London Bus Tracker   39.80     1.40    201.00      1.55  
γ AP10 App, London Bus Live TFL    39.11     1.77    163.80      2.41  
γ AP12 App, other   18.53     2.52     90.77      3.01  
γ AP13 App, BBC news   35.83     1.05    158.10      1.36  
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Model 1. Config 4 
without costs 
Model 2. Config 4 
with costs 
Log-Likelihood: -
11022.81  
Log-Likelihood: -
12069.92 
Var-
iable Abbr. Source  Param   t-stat   Param  t-stat  
γ GG01 Google Maps on a PC   12.04     5.57     57.62      7.56  
γ GG02 Google Now   21.43     4.27    121.40      5.74  
γ OT01 TfL countdown   36.51     2.14    185.90      2.71  
γ OT04 social media   27.57     3.13    279.70      3.82  
γ OT05 TV, radio, BBC news   24.03     3.25    113.00      4.24  
γ OT06 staff, relatives, etc.    9.11     1.98     41.12      3.23  
γ OT07 other    6.50     1.19     26.23      1.51  
γ OT08 traditional ways   20.52     1.61     94.41      2.00  
γ TL01 TfL JP on a PC   11.12     5.89     52.32      8.60  
γ TL02 TfL JP on a phone   16.41     6.95     86.32      9.49  
γ TL03 TfL status update on a PC   18.56     3.10     92.82      4.58  
γ TL04 TfL status update on a phone   32.11     3.59    156.90      4.43  
γ TL05 TfL live arrivals on a PC   14.31     1.34     53.68      1.61  
γ TL06 TfL live arrivals on a phone   38.55     2.76    216.00      3.05  
σ Scale      1.00   NA      0.34     38.71  
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Appendix N. Acquisition of information sources under 
disruption: Alternative attributes 
 Frequency of use 
Perceived difference 
between reported and 
actual Waiting Times 
Perceived difference 
between reported and 
actual Travel Times 
Variable Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max 
Apps from private 
developers 
19.7 0 210 3.8 0 30 3.7 0 20 
Google (Maps, Now) 11.4 0 300 4.3 0 20 4.3 0 30 
TfL Journey Planner 
(JP) 
21.2 0 300 3.5 0 30 3.3 0 30 
TfL (updates and live 
arrivals) 
12.5 0 300 4.2 0 20 4.2 0 15 
Social interactions and 
traditional means 
10.9 0 400 4.5 0 12 4.6 0 30 
Combination of 
social/tradi. with apps, 
TfL, Google 
7.8 0 135 4.3 0 18 4.3 0 20 
Both apps and Google 7.3 0 180 3.4 0 18 3.4 0 23 
Both apps and TfL (any 
TfL source) 
9.5 0 135 3.0 0 23 2.9 0 23 
Both Google and TfL 
(any TfL source) 
8.3 0 156 3.3 0 25 3.2 0 30 
Combination of apps, 
Google and TfL 
4.6 0 130 2.7 0 25 2.7 0 25 
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Appendix O.  Acquisition of information sources 
under disruption: Model selection process 
Model Loglike-lihood 
Rho bar 
squared 
Para- 
meters DoF LLrt 
Chi-
sq Hypothesis (hyp) 
All parameters -674.2 0.138 249         
Selection 1 -674.4 0.166 219 30 0.4 43.8 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 2 -675.7 0.193 189 30 2.6 43.8 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 3 -679.9 0.214 162 27 8.3 40.1 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 4 -686.7 0.233 135 27 13.7 40.1 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 5 -695.5 0.242 117 18 17.5 28.9 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 6 -707.5 0.245 101 16 24.2 26.3 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 7 -720.2 0.248 85 16 25.4 26.3 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 8 -734.0 0.248 71 14 27.5 23.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 9 -748.6 0.248 57 14 29.2 23.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 10 -756.0 0.248 50 7 14.8 14.1 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 11 -764.4 0.245 44 6 16.8 12.6 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 12 -777.9 0.24 36 8 27.1 15.5 Null hyp rejected 
Constant only -897.0 0.153 10 26 238.1 38.9 Null hyp rejected 
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Appendix P. Acquisition of information sources under 
disruption: MNL model results 
 
       Model 3: MNL model  Model 4: MNL model with preferred  
         with all demographic variables selection of demographic variables 
Number of observations: 536 
Null log-likelihood: -712.0 
Constant only log-likelihood: -684.8 
Final log-likelihood: -522.77 Final log-likelihood: -584.3 
Rho-square: 0.266 Rho-square: 0.179 
Adjusted rho-square: -0.06 Adjusted rho-square: 0.105 
 
  Model 3: MNL model Model 4: MNL model with preferred selection of demographic variables with all demographic variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test 
p-
value   
ASC3c 5.8 3.85 1.5 0.13 * 1.38 1.83 0.76 0.45 * 
ASCag -19.9 17.5 -1.14 0.25 * -3.45 3.36 -1.03 0.3 * 
ASCap 3.67 1.79 2.05 0.04  2.99 0.99 3.03 0  ASCat 2.22 2.01 1.1 0.27 * 0.265 0.26 1 0.32 * 
ASCgg -8.57 3.24 -2.64 0.01  -4.17 1.32 -3.16 0  ASCgt -1.81 1.95 -0.93 0.35 * 0.187 0.36 0.52 0.6 * 
ASCno 0 fixed    0 fixed    ASCoc 0.72 2.47 0.29 0.77 * -0.11 0.99 -0.11 0.92 * 
ASCot -2.07 3.42 -0.61 0.54 * -0.7 0.89 -0.79 0.43 * 
ASCtj -0.73 1.23 -0.6 0.55 * -0.25 0.43 -0.58 0.56 * 
ASCtu 1.01 1.75 0.58 0.56 * 0.005 0.25 0.02 0.98 * 
Age3c 0.03 0.06 0.46 0.65 * 0 fixed       
Ageag 0.43 0.32 1.33 0.19 * 0.1 0.06 1.54 0.12 * 
Ageap -0.05 0.03 -1.74 0.08 * -0.04 0.02 -1.63 0.1 * 
Ageat -0.02 0.03 -0.57 0.57 * 0 fixed       
Agegg 0.04 0.04 1.16 0.24 * 0 fixed       
Agegt -0.01 0.03 -0.25 0.8 * 0 fixed       
Ageoc -0 0.04 -0.01 0.99 * 0 fixed       
Ageot 0.08 0.04 1.78 0.07 * 0 fixed       
Agetj -0.01 0.02 -0.82 0.41 * 0 fixed       
Agetu -0.03 0.02 -1.25 0.21 * 0 fixed       
Banx3c -0.25 0.52 -0.47 0.64 * 0 fixed    Banxag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Banxap 0.24 0.22 1.1 0.27 * 0 fixed    Banxat 0.51 0.26 1.98 0.05  0.385 0.19 2 0.05  Banxgg -0.03 0.45 -0.06 0.95 * 0 fixed    Banxgt 0.48 0.3 1.61 0.11 * 0 fixed    Banxoc 0.19 0.42 0.46 0.64 * 0 fixed    Banxot 0.57 0.51 1.11 0.27 * 0 fixed    Banxtj 0.14 0.17 0.86 0.39 * 0 fixed    Banxtu 0.33 0.24 1.4 0.16 * 0 fixed    Bins3c -0.56 0.61 -0.92 0.36 * 0 fixed       
Binsag -5.48 4.9 -1.12 0.26 * 0 fixed       
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  Model 3: MNL model Model 4: MNL model with preferred selection of demographic variables with all demographic variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test 
p-
value   
Binsap 0.4 0.22 1.84 0.07 * 0.414 0.19 2.22 0.03   
Binsat -0.21 0.31 -0.69 0.49 * 0 fixed       
Binsgg -0.3 0.42 -0.72 0.47 * 0 fixed       
Binsgt 0.02 0.34 0.06 0.95 * 0 fixed       
Binsoc 0.17 0.42 0.4 0.69 * 0 fixed       
Binsot 0.06 0.44 0.13 0.89 * 0 fixed       
Binstj 0.09 0.2 0.47 0.64 * 0 fixed       
Binstu 0.43 0.3 1.41 0.16 * 0 fixed       
Bopr3c -0.01 0.68 -0.01 0.99 * 0 fixed    Boprag -0.35 2.43 -0.15 0.88 * 0 fixed    Boprap -0.07 0.26 -0.26 0.8 * 0 fixed    Boprat -0.2 0.3 -0.65 0.52 * 0 fixed    Boprgg -0.22 0.35 -0.64 0.52 * 0 fixed    Boprgt -0.15 0.31 -0.47 0.64 * 0 fixed    Boproc 0.26 0.46 0.55 0.58 * 0 fixed    Boprot 0.01 0.45 0.03 0.98 * 0 fixed    Boprtj -0.16 0.17 -0.92 0.36 * 0 fixed    Boprtu -0.31 0.26 -1.19 0.23 * 0 fixed    Brch3c 1.22 0.57 2.14 0.03   0.628 0.35 1.8 0.07 * 
Brchag -2.07 2.11 -0.98 0.33 * 0 fixed       
Brchap 0.11 0.24 0.45 0.66 * 0 fixed       
Brchat 0.44 0.28 1.56 0.12 * 0 fixed       
Brchgg 0.38 0.41 0.94 0.35 * 0 fixed       
Brchgt 0.16 0.3 0.54 0.59 * 0 fixed       
Brchoc 0.25 0.49 0.51 0.61 * 0 fixed       
Brchot 0.55 0.55 1 0.32 * 0 fixed       
Brchtj 0.04 0.18 0.23 0.82 * 0 fixed       
Brchtu -0.03 0.26 -0.13 0.9 * 0 fixed       
C 0.16 0.07 2.25 0.02  0.163 0.06 2.64 0.01  CC -0.2 0.06 -3.23 0  -0.15 0.05 -3.12 0  Del3c -0.21 0.12 -1.82 0.07 * 0 fixed    Delag 1.16 0.75 1.55 0.12 * 0.336 0.11 2.99 0  Delap -0.04 0.03 -1.06 0.29 * 0 fixed    Delat -0.02 0.04 -0.47 0.64 * 0 fixed    Delgg -0.01 0.06 -0.19 0.85 * 0 fixed    Delgt 0.05 0.04 1.25 0.21 * 0 fixed    Deloc 0.01 0.06 0.13 0.9 * 0 fixed    Delot 0.05 0.05 0.96 0.34 * 0.092 0.03 2.65 0.01  Deltj -0 0.02 -0.08 0.93 * 0 fixed    Deltu -0.02 0.04 -0.65 0.52 * 0 fixed    Dis3c 0.02 0.07 0.25 0.81 * 0 fixed       
Disag -1.75 1.27 -1.37 0.17 * -0.54 0.27 -2 0.05   
Disap -0 0.04 -0.01 0.99 * 0 fixed       
Disat -0.04 0.05 -0.92 0.36 * 0 fixed       
Disgg 0.07 0.06 1.31 0.19 * 0.071 0.04 1.63 0.1 * 
Disgt -0.01 0.05 -0.17 0.87 * 0 fixed       
Disoc -0.03 0.08 -0.34 0.73 * 0 fixed       
Disot -0.1 0.1 -1 0.32 * 0 fixed       
Distj -0 0.03 -0.12 0.9 * 0 fixed       
Distu 0.01 0.04 0.25 0.81 * 0 fixed       
Edu3c 0.59 0.34 1.71 0.09 * 0.363 0.23 1.57 0.12 * 
Eduag -6.04 3.82 -1.58 0.11 * -1.37 0.42 -3.25 0  Eduap 0.07 0.15 0.46 0.65 * 0 fixed    
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  Model 3: MNL model Model 4: MNL model with preferred selection of demographic variables with all demographic variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test 
p-
value   
Eduat 0.13 0.16 0.81 0.42 * 0 fixed    Edugg 0.55 0.24 2.26 0.02  0.376 0.18 2.05 0.04  Edugt 0.02 0.16 0.14 0.89 * 0 fixed    Eduoc -0.07 0.18 -0.39 0.7 * 0 fixed    Eduot 0.07 0.24 0.29 0.77 * 0 fixed    Edutj -0 0.09 -0.03 0.97 * 0 fixed    Edutu -0.03 0.14 -0.2 0.84 * 0 fixed    Flx3c -0.68 0.51 -1.32 0.19 * 0 fixed       
Flxag 4.88 2.84 1.72 0.09 * 1.84 0.73 2.53 0.01   
Flxap -0.12 0.19 -0.64 0.52 * 0 fixed       
Flxat -0.4 0.24 -1.7 0.09 * 0 fixed       
Flxgg -0.35 0.37 -0.96 0.34 * 0 fixed       
Flxgt 0.22 0.24 0.91 0.36 * 0 fixed       
Flxoc -0.04 0.32 -0.11 0.91 * 0 fixed       
Flxot -0.4 0.39 -1.04 0.3 * 0 fixed       
Flxtj 0.06 0.14 0.42 0.68 * 0 fixed       
Flxtu 0.01 0.21 0.04 0.97 * 0 fixed       
Fre 0.01 0 3.64 0  0.007 0 4.04 0  Gdr3c -2.28 0.98 -2.32 0.02   -1.34 0.68 -1.97 0.05   
Gdrag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrap -0.31 0.46 -0.67 0.5 * 0 fixed       
Gdrat -0.76 0.52 -1.47 0.14 * 0 fixed       
Gdrgg 0.17 0.74 0.23 0.82 * 0 fixed       
Gdrgt -1.41 0.53 -2.65 0.01   -0.93 0.42 -2.24 0.03   
Gdroc -0.58 0.8 -0.72 0.47 * 0 fixed       
Gdrot 2.1 1.11 1.89 0.06 * 0 fixed       
Gdrtj -0.44 0.33 -1.35 0.18 * 0 fixed       
Gdrtu 0.12 0.48 0.26 0.8 * 0 fixed       
Inc3c -0.01 0.03 -0.49 0.62 * 0 fixed    Incag 0.27 0.18 1.53 0.13 * 0 fixed    Incap 0.03 0.01 1.74 0.08 * 0 fixed    Incat 0.02 0.02 1.42 0.15 * 0 fixed    Incgg 0.02 0.02 0.7 0.49 * 0 fixed    Incgt -0.01 0.03 -0.32 0.75 * 0 fixed    Incoc 0.03 0.03 0.78 0.43 * 0 fixed    Incot 0.07 0.03 2.19 0.03  0 fixed    Inctj 0.03 0.01 1.87 0.06 * 0.015 0.01 1.43 0.15 * 
Inctu 0.02 0.02 1.06 0.29 * 0 fixed    IT3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
IToc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
ITtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Sat3c -0.9 0.9 -1 0.32 * 0 fixed    Satag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Satap -0.24 0.32 -0.74 0.46 * 0 fixed    Satat -0.29 0.41 -0.71 0.48 * 0 fixed    Satgg -1.15 0.5 -2.29 0.02  -1.04 0.31 -3.29 0  
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  Model 3: MNL model Model 4: MNL model with preferred selection of demographic variables with all demographic variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test 
p-
value   
Satgt -0.91 0.41 -2.23 0.03  -0.4 0.26 -1.56 0.12 * Satoc -0.66 0.48 -1.38 0.17 * 0 fixed    Satot -1.08 0.63 -1.72 0.09 * 0 fixed    Sattj -0.48 0.24 -2.02 0.04  -0.3 0.17 -1.76 0.08 * Sattu -0.44 0.36 -1.23 0.22 * 0 fixed    SC3c -0.34 0.25 -1.35 0.18 * 0 fixed       
SCag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCap -0.2 0.11 -1.81 0.07 * -0.2 0.09 -2.17 0.03   
SCat -0.09 0.13 -0.68 0.5 * 0 fixed       
SCgg 0.23 0.22 1.03 0.3 * 0 fixed       
SCgt 0.23 0.15 1.6 0.11 * 0 fixed       
SCoc -0.3 0.17 -1.73 0.08 * -0.23 0.13 -1.71 0.09 * 
SCot -0.27 0.23 -1.16 0.24 * 0 fixed       
SCtj 0.11 0.08 1.29 0.2 * 0 fixed       
SCtu 0.07 0.11 0.58 0.56 * 0 fixed       
T3c 0.19 0.11 1.67 0.09 * 0.181 0.09 1.93 0.05 * 
Tag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tap -0.11 0.07 -1.52 0.13 * -0.1 0.06 -1.65 0.1 * 
Tat 0.12 0.13 0.9 0.37 * 0 fixed    Tgg -0.07 0.14 -0.53 0.6 * 0 fixed    Toc -0.64 0.3 -2.09 0.04  -0.7 0.26 -2.73 0.01  Tot -0.14 0.3 -0.47 0.64 * 0 fixed    Ttj -0.07 0.07 -1.06 0.29 * 0 fixed    Ttu -0.07 0.09 -0.83 0.41 * 0 fixed    Tb3c 0.94 0.9 1.04 0.3 * 0 fixed    Tbag 18.2 13.6 1.34 0.18 * 3.77 1.65 2.29 0.02   
Tbap -0.35 0.55 -0.64 0.52 * 0 fixed       
Tbat 0.25 0.55 0.44 0.66 * 0 fixed       
Tbgg 0.71 0.8 0.88 0.38 * 0 fixed       
Tbgt 0.94 0.56 1.68 0.09 * 0 fixed       
Tboc 0.75 1.04 0.72 0.47 * 0 fixed       
Tbot -1.25 1.37 -0.91 0.36 * 0 fixed       
Tbtj 0.21 0.36 0.58 0.56 * 0 fixed       
Tbtu -0.02 0.61 -0.03 0.98 * 0 fixed       
Tgt 0.23 0.13 1.69 0.09 * 0.128 0.05 2.34 0.02   
Tr3c -0.9 1.27 -0.71 0.48 * 0 fixed    Trag 17.4 13.4 1.29 0.2 * 2.28 1.48 1.55 0.12 * 
Trap 0.01 0.6 0.01 0.99 * 0 fixed    Trat 0.35 0.7 0.5 0.61 * 0 fixed    Trgg 0.28 0.86 0.32 0.75 * 0 fixed    Trgt 0.42 0.65 0.64 0.52 * 0 fixed    Troc -0.86 1.09 -0.79 0.43 * 0 fixed    Trot 1.48 1.12 1.31 0.19 * 0 fixed    Trtj -0.24 0.41 -0.58 0.56 * 0 fixed    Trtu -0.28 0.63 -0.45 0.66 * 0 fixed    Tsf3c -0.09 0.53 -0.16 0.87 * 0 fixed       
Tsfag 2.8 3.07 0.91 0.36 * 0 fixed       
Tsfap -0.18 0.26 -0.69 0.49 * 0 fixed       
Tsfat 0.21 0.3 0.7 0.48 * 0 fixed       
Tsfgg -0.12 0.51 -0.23 0.82 * 0 fixed       
Tsfgt 0.07 0.35 0.19 0.85 * 0 fixed       
Tsfoc 0.14 0.43 0.32 0.75 * 0 fixed       
Tsfot 0.52 0.45 1.16 0.25 * 0 fixed       
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  Model 3: MNL model Model 4: MNL model with preferred selection of demographic variables with all demographic variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test 
p-
value   
Tsftj 0.5 0.18 2.72 0.01   0.496 0.14 3.53 0   
Tsftu -0.02 0.3 -0.08 0.94 * 0 fixed       
TT3c 0 0.02 0.17 0.86 * 0 fixed    TTag 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTap -0 0.01 -0.2 0.84 * 0 fixed    TTat -0.01 0.01 -0.85 0.39 * 0 fixed    TTgg 0.01 0.02 0.31 0.76 * 0 fixed    TTgt -0.01 0.01 -1.06 0.29 * 0 fixed    TToc -0.01 0.02 -0.84 0.4 * 0 fixed    TTot 0.02 0.02 1.01 0.31 * 0.032 0.01 2.9 0  TTtj -0.02 0.01 -2.45 0.01  -0.02 0.01 -2.17 0.03  TTtu -0.01 0.01 -0.74 0.46 * 0 fixed    Tu3c -3.69 1.91 -1.94 0.05 * -2.23 1.09 -2.04 0.04   
Tuag -7.55 7.56 -1 0.32 * 0 fixed       
Tuap -1.25 0.68 -1.84 0.07 * -0.94 0.42 -2.27 0.02   
Tuat -0.38 0.89 -0.42 0.67 * 0 fixed       
Tugg 0.19 1.16 0.16 0.87 * 0 fixed       
Tugt 0.67 1.08 0.62 0.53 * 0 fixed       
Tuoc 0.46 1.33 0.35 0.73 * 0 fixed       
Tuot -3.31 1.53 -2.17 0.03   -1.93 0.73 -2.64 0.01   
Tutj 0.1 0.55 0.19 0.85 * 0 fixed       
Tutu 0.3 0.76 0.39 0.7 * 0 fixed       
VTT3c -0.02 0.03 -0.79 0.43 * 0 fixed    VTTag 0 fixed    0 fixed    VTTap 0.01 0.01 0.4 0.69 * 0 fixed    VTTat 0.01 0.01 0.53 0.59 * 0 fixed    VTTgg -0 0.02 -0.08 0.94 * 0 fixed    VTTgt -0 0.02 -0.29 0.77 * 0 fixed    VTToc 0.05 0.02 2.45 0.01  0.029 0.01 2.04 0.04  VTTot -0 0.03 -0.03 0.98 * 0 fixed    VTTtj 0.01 0.01 1.5 0.13 * 0 fixed    VTTtu 0 0.01 0.15 0.88 * 0 fixed    VWT3c 0.1 0.1 1.02 0.31 * 0 fixed       
VWTag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VWTap 0.05 0.05 1.03 0.3 * 0 fixed       
VWTat -0.01 0.06 -0.17 0.86 * 0 fixed       
VWTgg 0 0.08 0.06 0.95 * 0 fixed       
VWTgt 0.01 0.06 0.13 0.89 * 0 fixed       
VWToc -0.11 0.07 -1.44 0.15 * 0 fixed       
VWTot -0.03 0.08 -0.43 0.67 * 0 fixed       
VWTtj 0 0.03 0.06 0.95 * 0 fixed       
VWTtu -0.02 0.05 -0.38 0.7 * 0 fixed       
W3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Wag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Wap 0.13 0.09 1.38 0.17 * 0.131 0.08 1.68 0.09 * 
Wat -0.05 0.16 -0.34 0.74 * 0 fixed    Wgg 0.18 0.11 1.64 0.1 * 0.079 0.05 1.53 0.13 * 
Wgt -0.12 0.13 -0.97 0.33 * 0 fixed    Woc 0.35 0.29 1.21 0.23 * 0.482 0.24 2.03 0.04  Wot -0.02 0.32 -0.05 0.96 * 0 fixed    WT3c -0.39 0.2 -1.99 0.05  -0.22 0.12 -1.92 0.05 * WTag 0 fixed    0 fixed    WTap -0.02 0.08 -0.25 0.81 * 0 fixed       
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  Model 3: MNL model Model 4: MNL model with preferred selection of demographic variables with all demographic variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test 
p-
value   
WTat -0.12 0.12 -1.08 0.28 * 0 fixed       
WTgg -0.04 0.13 -0.34 0.74 * 0 fixed       
WTgt -0.01 0.11 -0.12 0.91 * 0 fixed       
Wtj 0.06 0.07 0.85 0.4 * 0 fixed       
WToc 0.16 0.12 1.31 0.19 * 0.104 0.09 1.21 0.23 * 
WTot -0.31 0.2 -1.58 0.11 * -0.31 0.14 -2.3 0.02   
WTtj 0.06 0.06 0.99 0.32 * 0 fixed       
WTtu 0.08 0.1 0.81 0.42 * 0 fixed       
Wtu -0.07 0.14 -0.52 0.61 * 0 fixed       
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Appendix Q.  Travel information acquisition under 
disruption: CNL and NL model results 
CNL model, selected variables NL model, selected variables 
Number of observations: 536 
Null log-likelihood: -712.0 
Constant only log-likelihood: -676.5 
Final log-likelihood: -648.8 Final log-likelihood: -590.0 
Rho-square: 0.089 Rho-square: 0.171 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.062 Adjusted rho-square: 0.108 
 
  CNL model, selected variables NL model, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
ASCagt 0.928 0.187 4.95 0  -1.07 1.83 -0.59 0.56 * ASCag 0.357 0.192 1.86 0.06 * 0.864 1.76 0.49 0.62 * 
ASCap -0.101 0.177 -0.57 0.57 * 1.72 0.665 2.59 0.01  ASCat 0.502 0.185 2.71 0.01  0.0988 0.185 0.53 0.59 * ASCgg -0.483 0.209 -2.31 0.02  -1.88 0.794 -2.36 0.02  ASCgt 0.359 0.181 1.98 0.05  0.323 0.209 1.54 0.12 * ASCno 0 fixed    0 fixed    ASCoc -0.0294 0.317 -0.09 0.93 * -1.77 0.876 -2.02 0.04  ASCot -0.489 0.281 -1.74 0.08 * -0.341 0.514 -0.66 0.51 * 
ASCtj -0.111 0.167 -0.66 0.51 * -0.176 0.296 -0.59 0.55 * 
ASCtu 0.00746 0.2 0.04 0.97 * 0.126 0.169 0.75 0.45 * 
AccTT 0.00055 0.0264 0.02 0.98 * -0.0132 0.0299 -0.44 0.66 * 
AccWT 0.00561 0.0279 0.2 0.84 * 0.0259 0.0283 0.92 0.36 * 
C 0.0933 0.038 2.45 0.01   0.142 0.0537 2.64 0.01   
CC -0.0813 0.0317 -2.56 0.01   -0.109 0.0303 -3.6 0   
Fre 0.00958 0.0023 4.25 0   0.00907 0.0021 4.28 0   
Age3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Ageag 0 fixed    0.0797 0.0407 1.96 0.05 * Ageap 0 fixed    -0.0276 0.0142 -1.94 0.05 * Ageat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Agegg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Agegt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Ageoc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Ageot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Agetj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Agetu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Banx3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxat 0 fixed       0.0681 0.0881 0.77 0.44 * 
Banxgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxoc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Banxtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
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  CNL model, selected variables NL model, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Bins3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binsag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binsap 0 fixed    0.164 0.125 1.3 0.19 * Binsat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binsgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binsgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binsoc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binsot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binstj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binstu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bopr3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boproc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boprtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Brch3c 0 fixed    0.611 0.326 1.88 0.06 * Brchag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchap 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchoc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchtj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Brchtu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Del3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Delag 0 fixed       0.206 0.0783 2.63 0.01   
Delap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Delat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Delgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Delgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Deloc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Delot 0 fixed       0.028 0.0207 1.35 0.18 * 
Deltj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Deltu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Dis3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disag 0 fixed    -0.307 0.239 -1.29 0.2 * Disap 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disgg 0 fixed    0.0414 0.0249 1.67 0.1 * Disgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disoc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Distj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Distu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Edu3c 0 fixed       0.354 0.224 1.58 0.11 * 
Eduag 0 fixed       -0.902 0.338 -2.67 0.01   
Eduap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Eduat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
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  CNL model, selected variables NL model, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Edugg 0 fixed       0.187 0.112 1.67 0.09 * 
Edugt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Eduoc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Eduot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Edutj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Edutu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Flx3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxag 0 fixed    0.774 0.386 2 0.05  Flxap 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxoc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxtj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Flxtu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Gdr3c 0 fixed       -1.1 0.618 -1.77 0.08 * 
Gdrag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrgt 0 fixed       -0.269 0.185 -1.45 0.15 * 
Gdroc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Gdrtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Inc3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incap 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incoc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Incot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Inctj 0 fixed    0.00772 0.0066 1.18 0.24 * Inctu 0 fixed    0 fixed    SC3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCap 0 fixed       -0.0925 0.0556 -1.66 0.1 * 
SCat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCoc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
SCtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
TT3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTag 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTap 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTat 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    TToc 0 fixed    0 fixed    TTot 0 fixed    0.0146 0.0071 2.05 0.04  
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  CNL model, selected variables NL model, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
TTtj 0 fixed    -0.007 0.0046 -1.5 0.13 * TTtu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tb3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbag 0 fixed       1.42 0.823 1.73 0.08 * 
Tbap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tboc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tbtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tr3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trap 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Troc 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trtj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Trtu 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tsf3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfoc 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsfot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tsftj 0 fixed       0.254 0.109 2.34 0.02   
Tsftu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Tu3c 0 fixed    -1.61 1.06 -1.52 0.13 * Tuag 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tuap 0 fixed    -0.435 0.283 -1.54 0.12 * Tuat 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tugg 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tugt 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tuoc 0 fixed    0.243 0.702 0.35 0.73 * Tuot 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tutj 0 fixed    0 fixed    Tutu 0 fixed    0 fixed    VTT3c 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTToc 0 fixed       0.0224 0.0127 1.76 0.08 * 
VTTot 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VWT3c 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTag 0 fixed    0 fixed    
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  CNL model, selected variables NL model, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
VWTap 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTat 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTgg 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTgt 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWToc 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTot 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTtj 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTtu 0 fixed    0 fixed    WT3c 0 fixed       -0.214 0.112 -1.91 0.06 * 
WTag 0 fixed       0 fixed       
WTap 0 fixed       0 fixed       
WTat 0 fixed       0 fixed       
WTgg 0 fixed       0 fixed       
WTgt 0 fixed       0 fixed       
WToc 0 fixed       0.0888 0.0798 1.11 0.27 * 
WTot 0 fixed       -0.155 0.0797 -1.95 0.05 * 
WTtj 0 fixed       0 fixed       
WTtu 0 fixed       0 fixed       
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Appendix R. Travel behaviour under disruption and 
information: MNL model results 
Model 5: MNL model  Model 6: MNL model  
with all variables with preferred selection 
Number of observations: 522 
Constant only log-likelihood: -596.422 
Null log-likelihood: -650.6 
Final log-likelihood: -348.777 Final log-likelihood: -367.8 
Rho-square: 0.464 Rho-square: 0.435 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.33 Adjusted rho-square: 0.396 
 
  Model 5: MNL model  Model 6: MNL model  with all variables with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Aa1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Aa2 -3.24 1.08 -3 0   -1.05 0.335 -3.15 0   
Aas -5.66 1.16 -4.86 0   -3.96 0.599 -6.62 0   
Awk -3.43 1.75 -1.95 0.05 * -3.01 1 -3 0   
Btt -0 0.001 -0.03 0.98 * 1E-04 0.0012 0.1 0.92 * 
Bwt 0.053 0.027 1.97 0.05  0.052 0.024 2.15 0.03  Agrea1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Agrea2 1.08 0.421 2.57 0.01   1 0.374 2.68 0.01   
Agreas -0.35 0.453 -0.78 0.44 * 0 fixed       
Agrewk 0.155 0.65 0.24 0.81 * 0 fixed       
Anxa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Anxa2 -0.17 0.169 -1.01 0.31 * 0 fixed    Anxas -0.12 0.187 -0.62 0.53 * 0 fixed    Anxwk 0.167 0.264 0.63 0.53 * 0 fixed    B3ca1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
B3ca2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
B3cas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
B3cwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Baga1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Baga2 -1.01 1.23 -0.82 0.41 * 0 fixed    Bagas 0.447 1.19 0.38 0.71 * 0 fixed    Bagwk 2.81 1.11 2.52 0.01  2.33 0.941 2.48 0.01  Bagea1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bagea2 0.016 0.016 1.06 0.29 * 0 fixed       
Bageas 0.006 0.018 0.31 0.76 * 0 fixed       
Bagewk 0.003 0.028 0.09 0.93 * 0 fixed       
Bapa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bapa2 -1.73 0.814 -2.13 0.03  -1.98 0.761 -2.61 0.01  Bapas -0.33 0.698 -0.48 0.63 * 0 fixed    Bapwk 0.731 0.708 1.03 0.3 * 0 fixed    Bata1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bata2 -0.07 0.551 -0.13 0.89 * 0 fixed       
Batas 0.968 0.542 1.79 0.07 * 0.938 0.458 2.05 0.04   
Batwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BbusA1a1 0 fixed    0 fixed    
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  Model 5: MNL model  Model 6: MNL model  with all variables with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
BbusA1a2 0.62 0.352 1.76 0.08 * 0.31 0.287 1.08 0.28 * 
BbusA1as 1.27 0.381 3.34 0  1.07 0.346 3.09 0  BbusA1wk 0.393 0.625 0.63 0.53 * 0 fixed    Bd1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bd1a2 -0.05 0.029 -1.74 0.08 * -0.04 0.0256 -1.57 0.12 * 
Bd1as 0.078 0.035 2.26 0.02   0.054 0.0295 1.82 0.07 * 
Bd1wk -0.01 0.051 -0.11 0.92 * 0 fixed       
Bedua1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bedua2 0.042 0.096 0.44 0.66 * 0 fixed    Beduas 0.166 0.106 1.57 0.12 * 0 fixed    Beduwk 0.348 0.168 2.07 0.04  0.271 0.153 1.77 0.08 * Bgdra1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgdra2 0.339 0.341 1 0.32 * 0 fixed       
Bgdras 0.485 0.355 1.37 0.17 * 0 fixed       
Bgdrwk 0.094 0.515 0.18 0.86 * 0 fixed       
Bgga1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bgga2 -0.06 1.05 -0.06 0.95 * 0 fixed    Bggas 0.28 0.766 0.37 0.71 * 0 fixed    Bggwk 0.816 0.985 0.83 0.41 * 0 fixed    Bgta1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgta2 0.486 0.593 0.82 0.41 * 0 fixed       
Bgtas 0.172 0.614 0.28 0.78 * 0 fixed       
Bgtwk 1.15 0.929 1.24 0.21 * 0 fixed       
Binca1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binca2 0.009 0.012 0.78 0.44 * 0 fixed    Bincas -0.01 0.013 -0.75 0.45 * 0 fixed    Bincwk -0.02 0.02 -0.84 0.4 * 0 fixed    Boca1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boca2 1 0.66 1.52 0.13 * 0 fixed       
Bocas 0.809 0.907 0.89 0.37 * 0 fixed       
Bocwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bota1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bota2 0.392 0.742 0.53 0.6 * 0 fixed    Botas -0.83 1.01 -0.83 0.41 * 0 fixed    Botwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    BserA1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BserA1a2 -0.01 0.019 -0.56 0.58 * 0 fixed       
BserA1as 0.017 0.015 1.13 0.26 * 0 fixed       
BserA1wk -0.05 0.035 -1.46 0.14 * 0 fixed       
Btja1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Btja2 -0.67 0.469 -1.42 0.16 * -0.69 0.404 -1.72 0.09 * 
Btjas -0.69 0.555 -1.24 0.22 * -0.8 0.511 -1.56 0.12 * 
Btjwk 0.408 0.686 0.6 0.55 * 0 fixed    BtraA1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BtraA1a2 0.141 0.469 0.3 0.76 * 0 fixed       
BtraA1as 0.177 0.416 0.42 0.67 * 0 fixed       
BtraA1wk 0.511 0.76 0.67 0.5 * 0 fixed       
Btua1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Btua2 0.035 0.54 0.06 0.95 * 0 fixed    Btuas -1.01 0.811 -1.25 0.21 * 0 fixed    Btuwk 0.582 0.874 0.67 0.51 * 0 fixed    BtubA1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BtubA1a2 0.679 0.48 1.41 0.16 * 0 fixed       
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  Model 5: MNL model  Model 6: MNL model  with all variables with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
BtubA1as 0.878 0.52 1.69 0.09 * 0.729 0.473 1.54 0.12 * 
BtubA1wk -1.05 0.665 -1.57 0.12 * -1.28 0.466 -2.74 0.01   
Compa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Compa2 1.06 0.541 1.97 0.05  1 0.498 2.01 0.04  Compas 0.933 0.541 1.72 0.08 * 0.945 0.463 2.04 0.04  Compwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Diffa1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Diffa2 1.61 0.447 3.59 0   1.5 0.387 3.86 0   
Diffas -0.28 0.474 -0.58 0.56 * 0 fixed       
Diffwk 0.77 0.566 1.36 0.17 * 0.869 0.447 1.94 0.05 * 
Disa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disa2 0.029 0.031 0.93 0.35 * 0 fixed    Disas 0.01 0.032 0.31 0.76 * 0 fixed    Diswk -0.07 0.051 -1.35 0.18 * 0 fixed    Frea1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Frea2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Freas 9E-04 0.001 0.89 0.37 * 0 fixed       
Frewk 4E-05 0.002 0.03 0.98 * 0 fixed       
Insa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Insa2 -0.22 0.179 -1.2 0.23 * 0 fixed    Insas -0.13 0.19 -0.7 0.49 * 0 fixed    Inswk -0.41 0.267 -1.55 0.12 * -0.42 0.233 -1.8 0.07 * 
Opra1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Opra2 -0.01 0.176 -0.04 0.97 * 0 fixed       
Opras -0.22 0.181 -1.23 0.22 * 0 fixed       
Oprwk -0.27 0.249 -1.08 0.28 * 0 fixed       
Rcha1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Rcha2 0.177 0.173 1.03 0.3 * 0 fixed    Rchas -0.06 0.196 -0.3 0.77 * 0 fixed    Rchwk 0.572 0.29 1.97 0.05  0.565 0.253 2.23 0.03  VTTa1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTa2 -0 0.01 -0.01 0.99 * 0 fixed       
VTTas 0.001 0.01 0.12 0.9 * 0 fixed       
VTTwk -0.03 0.019 -1.58 0.11 * -0.03 0.0168 -1.85 0.06 * 
VWTa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTa2 0.012 0.031 0.39 0.7 * 0 fixed    VWTas -0.02 0.031 -0.71 0.48 * 0 fixed    VWTwk 0.022 0.049 0.44 0.66 * 0 fixed    
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Appendix S. Travel behaviour under disruption and 
information: NL models results 
  NL models        
  with 'PT" nest 
with "Change" 
nest 
with "known 
and unknown" 
nests 
with "Moderate" 
nest 
Number of observations: 522 
Constant only log-likelihood: -596.4 
Null log-likelihood: -650.6 
Final log-likelihood: -367.504 -367.52 -367.2 -365.56 
Rho-square: 0.435 0.435 0.436 0.438 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.395 0.395 0.394 0.398 
 
  Model a. NL model with "PT" nest  (variable selection) 
Model b. NL model with "Change" nest 
(variable selection) 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Aa1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Aa2 -0.446 0.769 -0.58 0.56 * -1.04 0.317 -3.28 0   
Aas -1.72 2.87 -0.6 0.55 * -3.59 0.735 -4.88 0   
Awk -3.19 1 -3.19 0   -2.6 1.03 -2.53 0.01   
Btt 0.0003 0.0007 0.46 0.65 * -0 0.0011 -0.07 0.95 * 
Bwt 0.0218 0.0394 0.55 0.58 * 0.052 0.0225 2.3 0.02  Agrea1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Agrea2 0.437 0.746 0.59 0.56 * 0.976 0.354 2.76 0.01   
Agreas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Agrewk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Anxa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Anxa2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Anxas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Anxwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    B3ca1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
B3ca2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
B3cas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
B3cwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Baga1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Baga2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bagas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bagwk 2.17 0.947 2.29 0.02  2.16 0.874 2.47 0.01  Bagea1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bagea2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bageas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bagewk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bapa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bapa2 -0.834 1.47 -0.57 0.57 * -1.85 0.707 -2.62 0.01  Bapas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bapwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bata1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bata2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Batas 0.396 0.701 0.56 0.57 * 0.9 0.424 2.12 0.03   
Batwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
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  Model a. NL model with "PT" nest  (variable selection) 
Model b. NL model with "Change" nest 
(variable selection) 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
BbusA1a1 0 fixed    0 fixed    BbusA1a2 0.132 0.256 0.52 0.61 * 0.306 0.272 1.13 0.26 * 
BbusA1as 0.461 0.786 0.59 0.56 * 1.02 0.331 3.07 0  BbusA1wk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bd1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bd1a2 -0.0177 0.0312 -0.57 0.57 * -0.04 0.0245 -1.44 0.15 * 
Bd1as 0.0238 0.0402 0.59 0.55 * 0.045 0.0302 1.47 0.14 * 
Bd1wk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bedua1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bedua2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Beduas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Beduwk 0.253 0.153 1.66 0.1 * 0.23 0.145 1.59 0.11 * 
Bgdra1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgdra2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgdras 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgdrwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgga1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bgga2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bggas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bggwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bgta1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgta2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgtas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bgtwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Binca1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Binca2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bincas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bincwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Boca1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Boca2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bocas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bocwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Bota1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Bota2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Botas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Botwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    BserA1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BserA1a2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BserA1as 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BserA1wk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Btja1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Btja2 -0.292 0.53 -0.55 0.58 * -0.73 0.388 -1.88 0.06 * 
Btjas -0.342 0.616 -0.55 0.58 * -0.74 0.475 -1.56 0.12 * 
Btjwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    BtraA1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BtraA1a2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BtraA1as 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BtraA1wk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Btua1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Btua2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Btuas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Btuwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    BtubA1a1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
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  Model a. NL model with "PT" nest  (variable selection) 
Model b. NL model with "Change" nest 
(variable selection) 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
BtubA1a2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
BtubA1as 0.323 0.567 0.57 0.57 * 0.58 0.467 1.24 0.21 * 
BtubA1wk -1.26 0.459 -2.74 0.01   -1.15 0.453 -2.54 0.01   
Compa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Compa2 0.418 0.75 0.56 0.58 * 0.978 0.471 2.07 0.04  Compas 0.398 0.706 0.56 0.57 * 0.931 0.43 2.16 0.03  Compwk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Diffa1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Diffa2 0.644 1.1 0.58 0.56 * 1.47 0.368 3.99 0   
Diffas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Diffwk 0.785 0.459 1.71 0.09 * 0.784 0.415 1.89 0.06 * 
Disa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disa2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Disas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Diswk 0 fixed    0 fixed    Frea1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Frea2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Freas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Frewk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Insa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Insa2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Insas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Inswk -0.446 0.233 -1.92 0.06 * -0.38 0.217 -1.72 0.08 * 
Opra1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Opra2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Opras 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Oprwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
Rcha1 0 fixed    0 fixed    Rcha2 0 fixed    0 fixed    Rchas 0 fixed    0 fixed    Rchwk 0.587 0.253 2.32 0.02  0.514 0.236 2.17 0.03  VTTa1 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTa2 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTas 0 fixed       0 fixed       
VTTwk -0.034 0.0175 -1.94 0.05 * -0.03 0.0151 -1.81 0.07 * 
VWTa1 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTa2 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTas 0 fixed    0 fixed    VWTwk 0 fixed       0 fixed       
 
No outputs are provided for Model c and Model d. 
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Appendix T. Travel behaviour under disruption and 
information: MNL model results with parameter for 
time attributes and sources (acquisition vs 
consideration) 
Model 7: MNL model with source 
 acquisition parameters 
Model 8: MNL model with source  
consideration parameters 
Number of observations: 522 
Constant only log-likelihood: -421.5 
Null log-likelihood: -650.6 
Final log-likelihood: -356 Final log-likelihood: -351 
Rho-square: 0.453 Rho-square: 0.461 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.370 Adjusted rho-square: 0.378 
 
  Model 7: MNL model with source acquisition parameters 
Model 8: MNL model with source 
consideration parameters 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Aa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BttA1as 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BttA1wk -0.03 0.01 -2.1 0.04   -0.03 0.014 -2.2 0.03   
BwtA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BwtA1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BwtA1as -0.11 0.06 -1.79 0.07 * -0.11 0.06 -1.88 0.06 * 
BwtA1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Compa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Compa2 0.691 0.51 1.37 0.17 * 0.602 0.523 1.15 0.25 * 
Compas 1.11 0.47 2.36 0.02   1.12 0.472 2.38 0.02   
Compwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
D1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
D1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
D1as 0.116 0.02 4.9 0   0.116 0.024 4.87 0   
D1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diffa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diffa2 1.34 0.41 3.28 0   1.26 0.417 3.03 0   
Diffas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diffwk 0.756 0.49 1.55 0.12 * 1.02 0.478 2.13 0.03   
Disa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Disa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Disas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diswk -0.07 0.05 -1.48 0.14 * -0.08 0.049 -1.71 0.09 * 
Edua1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Edua2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Eduas 0.108 0.1 1.09 0.28 * 0.131 0.101 1.3 0.19 * 
Eduwk 0.292 0.16 1.84 0.07 * 0.236 0.163 1.45 0.15 * 
Frea1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Frea2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Freas 3E-04 0 0.32 0.75 * 9E-04 0.001 0.82 0.41 * 
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  Model 7: MNL model with source acquisition parameters 
Model 8: MNL model with source 
consideration parameters 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Frewk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdra1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdra2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdras 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdrwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
B3ca1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
B3ca2 0.093 0.68 0.14 0.89 * -1.31 1.74 -0.76 0.45 * 
B3cas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
B3cwk -0.69 1.24 -0.56 0.58 * 4.85 2.7 1.8 0.07 * 
Baga1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Baga2 -1.07 1.17 -0.91 0.36 * -1.73 1.66 -1.04 0.3 * 
Bagas 0.11 1.13 0.1 0.92 * -2.92 1.54 -1.9 0.06 * 
Bagwk 2.14 1.04 2.05 0.04   -7.48 3.25 -2.3 0.02   
Bapa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bapa2 -1.58 0.8 -1.96 0.05   -1.99 0.973 -2.04 0.04   
Bapas -0.39 0.68 -0.58 0.56 * -0.21 0.81 -0.26 0.8 * 
Bapwk 0.71 0.7 1.01 0.31 * 0.644 0.744 0.87 0.39 * 
Bata1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bata2 0.096 0.53 0.18 0.86 * 3.03 1.13 2.67 0.01   
Batas 0.864 0.52 1.65 0.1 * 1.9 1.08 1.76 0.08 * 
Batwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bgga1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bgga2 0.123 0.96 0.13 0.9 * 3.35 1.76 1.9 0.06 * 
Bggas 0.527 0.74 0.71 0.48 * 1.78 1.38 1.29 0.2 * 
Bggwk 0.69 1 0.69 0.49 * 2.21 1.8 1.23 0.22 * 
Bgta1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bgta2 0.55 0.59 0.94 0.35 * -1.09 1.89 -0.57 0.57 * 
Bgtas 0.083 0.59 0.14 0.89 * -1.07 1.6 -0.67 0.5 * 
Bgtwk 0.959 0.9 1.07 0.28 * -1.16 2.52 -0.46 0.65 * 
Boca1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Boca2 0.805 0.64 1.25 0.21 * 0.334 1.21 0.28 0.78 * 
Bocas 0.585 0.89 0.66 0.51 * 1.93 1.61 1.2 0.23 * 
Bocwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bota1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Bota2 0.398 0.69 0.58 0.56 * 1.59 0.831 1.92 0.06 * 
Botas -0.79 1.01 -0.79 0.43 * -0.56 1.24 -0.45 0.65 * 
Botwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Btja1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Btja2 -0.71 0.47 -1.5 0.13 * -0.55 0.512 -1.08 0.28 * 
Btjas -0.76 0.57 -1.33 0.18 * -0.82 0.638 -1.28 0.2 * 
Btjwk 0.173 0.7 0.25 0.8 * -1.17 0.903 -1.29 0.2 * 
Btua1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Btua2 -0.04 0.53 -0.07 0.94 * -0.2 0.574 -0.34 0.73 * 
Btuas -0.99 0.81 -1.22 0.22 * -0.07 0.7 -0.1 0.92 * 
Btuwk 0.641 0.87 0.74 0.46 * -0.89 1.45 -0.62 0.54 * 
Inca1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Inca2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Incas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Incwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Insa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Insa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Insas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Inswk -0.39 0.25 -1.56 0.12 * -0.29 0.247 -1.16 0.24 * 
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  Model 7: MNL model with source acquisition parameters 
Model 8: MNL model with source 
consideration parameters 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
MbusA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MbusA1a2 0.53 0.33 1.6 0.11 * 0.401 0.336 1.19 0.23 * 
MbusA1as 1.16 0.37 3.18 0   1.21 0.372 3.24 0   
MbusA1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1as 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1wk 0.675 0.65 1.05 0.3 * 0.801 0.648 1.24 0.22 * 
MtubA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtubA1a2 0.687 0.44 1.55 0.12 * 0.586 0.449 1.3 0.19 * 
MtubA1as 0.695 0.49 1.41 0.16 * 0.716 0.492 1.46 0.15 * 
MtubA1wk -1 0.51 -1.97 0.05   -1 0.505 -1.98 0.05   
Opra1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Opra2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Opras 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Oprwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rcha1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rcha2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rchas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rchwk 0.641 0.29 2.25 0.02   0.551 0.281 1.96 0.05   
SerA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
SerA1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
SerA1as 0.028 0.02 1.9 0.06 * 0.031 0.015 2.06 0.04   
SerA1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
TT 0.008 0.01 1.24 0.22 * 0.009 0.007 1.39 0.16 * 
VTTa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VTTa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VTTas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VTTwk -0.02 0.02 -1.47 0.14 * -0.02 0.017 -1.32 0.19 * 
VWTa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VWTa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VWTas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VWTwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
WT -0.01 0.02 -0.68 0.5 * -0.01 0.015 -0.57 0.57 * 
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Appendix U. Travel behaviour under disruption and 
information: MNL model results with shared 
parameter for time attributes and sources 
Model 9: MNL model with time attribute and 
source acquisition shared parameters 
Model 10: MNL model with time attribute and 
source consideration shared parameters 
Number of observations: 522 
Constant only log-likelihood: -421.5 
Null log-likelihood: -650.6 
Final log-likelihood: -364.274 Final log-likelihood: -365.244 
Rho-square: 0.44 Rho-square: 0.439 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.383 Adjusted rho-square: 0.382 
 
  Model 9: MNL model with time attribute and source acquisition shared parameters 
Model 10: MNL model with time attribute 
and source consideration shared 
parameters 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Aa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BttA1as 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BttA1wk -0.032 0.01 -2.3 0.02   -0.03 0.01 -2.3 0.02   
BwtA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BwtA1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
BwtA1as -0.127 0.06 -2.1 0.03   -0.13 0.06 -2.12 0.03   
BwtA1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Compa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Compa2 0.939 0.49 1.93 0.05 * 0.939 0.49 1.93 0.05 * 
Compas 1.39 0.47 2.96 0   1.41 0.46 3.04 0   
Compwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
D1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
D1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
D1as 0.121 0.02 5.21 0   0.124 0.02 5.29 0   
D1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diffa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diffa2 1.4 0.38 3.65 0   1.43 0.38 3.73 0   
Diffas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diffwk 0.851 0.46 1.85 0.06 * 0.854 0.46 1.85 0.06 * 
Disa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Disa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Disas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Diswk -0.07 0.05 -1.5 0.13 * -0.07 0.05 -1.52 0.13 * 
Edua1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Edua2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Eduas 0.133 0.1 1.36 0.17 * 0.141 0.1 1.44 0.15 * 
Eduwk 0.283 0.15 1.85 0.06 * 0.281 0.15 1.84 0.07 * 
Frea1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Frea2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Freas 0.001 0 1.08 0.28 * 0.001 0 1.39 0.16 * 
Frewk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
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  Model 9: MNL model with time attribute and source acquisition shared parameters 
Model 10: MNL model with time attribute 
and source consideration shared 
parameters 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
Gdra1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdra2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdras 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Gdrwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Inca1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Inca2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Incas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Incwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Insa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Insa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Insas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Inswk -0.295 0.23 -1.3 0.2 * -0.31 0.23 -1.33 0.18 * 
MbusA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MbusA1a2 0.434 0.32 1.35 0.18 * 0.458 0.32 1.43 0.15 * 
MbusA1as 1.18 0.36 3.24 0   1.2 0.37 3.3 0   
MbusA1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1as 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtraA1wk 0.733 0.63 1.17 0.24 * 0.732 0.63 1.17 0.24 * 
MtubA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
MtubA1a2 0.727 0.42 1.74 0.08 * 0.745 0.42 1.79 0.07 * 
MtubA1as 0.66 0.49 1.35 0.18 * 0.674 0.49 1.38 0.17 * 
MtubA1wk -1.13 0.48 -2.3 0.02   -1.13 0.48 -2.35 0.02   
Opra1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Opra2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Opras 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Oprwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rcha1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rcha2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rchas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Rchwk 0.524 0.26 2.03 0.04   0.516 0.26 1.99 0.05   
S3c 0.054 0.03 1.8 0.07 * 0.054 0.05 1.08 0.28 * 
Sag 0.038 0.03 1.16 0.25 * 0.04 0.05 0.8 0.42 * 
Sap 0.019 0.01 1.36 0.17 * 0.007 0.02 0.4 0.69 * 
Sat 0.011 0.01 0.78 0.44 * -0.01 0.02 -0.42 0.67 * 
SerA1a1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
SerA1a2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
SerA1as 0.035 0.02 2.33 0.02   0.035 0.02 2.34 0.02   
SerA1wk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Sgg 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
Sgt 0.021 0.02 1.22 0.22 * -0 0.02 -0.13 0.9 * 
Soc -0.004 0.01 -0.3 0.79 * -0.05 0.02 -2.2 0.03   
Sot 0.04 0.02 2.18 0.03   0.028 0.02 1.44 0.15 * 
Stj 0.02 0.01 1.66 0.1 * 0.004 0.01 0.26 0.79 * 
Stu 0.029 0.02 1.69 0.09 * 0.006 0.02 0.38 0.71 * 
TT -0.008 0.01 -0.8 0.44 * 0.004 0.01 0.39 0.69 * 
VTTa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VTTa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VTTas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VTTwk -0.023 0.02 -1.4 0.16 * -0.02 0.02 -1.36 0.17 * 
VWTa1 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
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  Model 9: MNL model with time attribute and source acquisition shared parameters 
Model 10: MNL model with time attribute 
and source consideration shared 
parameters 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   Value Std err t-test p-value   
VWTa2 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VWTas 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
VWTwk 0 fixed 0 0   0 fixed 0 0   
WT -0.027 0.02 -1.4 0.16 * -0.01 0.02 -0.44 0.66 * 
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Appendix V. Joint model of information and travel 
behaviour under disruption: MNL model selection 
Model Loglike-lihood 
Rho bar 
squared 
Para-
meters DoF LLrt Chi-sq Hypothesis (hyp) 
All parameters -596.9 0.124 54         
Selection 1 -597.7 0.142 40 14 1.6 6.6 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 2 -599.3 0.15 32 8 3.4 2.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 3 -603.4 0.156 24 8 8.1 2.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 4 -608.9 0.158 17 7 10.9 2.2 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 5 -611.2 0.157 15 2 4.6 0.1 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 6 -625.4 0.146 9 6 28.4 1.6 Null hyp rejected 
Constant only -672.6 0.092 2 7 94.6 2.2 Null hyp rejected 
 
 
Model Loglike-lihood 
Rho bar 
squared 
Para-
meters DoF LLrt 
Chi-
sq Hypothesis (hyp) 
All parameters -588.7 0.099 81         
Selection 1 -597.5 0.143 39 42 17.6 28.1 Null hyp not rejected 
Selection 2 -601.4 0.149 31 8 7.8 2.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 3 -605.2 0.149 27 4 7.6 0.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 4 -609.4 0.149 23 4 8.5 0.7 Null hyp rejected 
Selection 5 -611.7 0.15 20 3 4.5 0.4 Null hyp rejected 
Constant only -672.3 0.091 3 17 121.3 8.7 Null hyp rejected 
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Appendix W. Joint model of information and travel 
behaviour under disruption: MNL model results with 
decision-specific parameters 
          Model 11: MNL model  
          with all variables 
Model 12: MNL model  
with preferred selection 
Number of observations: 536 
Constant only log-likelihood: -672.3 
Null log-likelihood: -743.1 
 Final log-likelihood: -596.9 Final log-likelihood: -608.9 
Rho-square: 0.197 Rho-square: 0.181 
 Adjusted rho-square: 0.124 Adjusted rho-square: 0.158 
 
 
Model 11: MNL model  
with all variables 
Model 12: MNL model  
with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value  Value Std err t-test 
p-
value  
A0 0.00 fixed       0.00 fixed       
Ac -3.27 0.877 -3.72 0   -2.73 0.464 -5.88 0   
Ai 0.37 0.874 0.43 0.67 * -0.18 0.634 -0.28 0.78 * 
Bagec 0.01 0.011 1.02 0.31 * 0.00 fixed       
Bagei -0.02 0.011 -2.3 0.02   -0.02 0.010 -2.44 0.01   
Bbusc 0.81 0.238 3.38 0   0.75 0.205 3.64 0   
Bbusi 0.42 0.247 1.71 0.09 * 0.41 0.204 2.01 0.04   
Beduc 0.17 0.064 2.68 0.01   0.15 0.060 2.5 0.01   
Bedui 0.11 0.061 1.78 0.07 * 0.14 0.057 2.38 0.02   
Bgdrc 0.39 0.215 1.79 0.07 * 0.31 0.201 1.52 0.13 * 
Bgdri -0.38 0.216 -1.76 0.08 * -0.44 0.206 -2.13 0.03   
Bincc -0.01 0.008 -0.69 0.49 * 0.00 fixed       
Binci 0.01 0.008 1.15 0.25 * 0.00 fixed       
Bserc 0.01 0.011 0.48 0.63 * 0.00 fixed       
Bseri 0.01 0.012 0.95 0.34 * 0.00 fixed       
Btbdsatc -0.03 0.075 -0.36 0.72 * 0.00 fixed       
Btbdsati -0.10 0.078 -1.34 0.18 * -0.14 0.0655 -2.13 0.03   
Btbsatc -0.02 0.075 -0.32 0.75 * 0.00 fixed       
Btbsati -0.08 0.076 -1 0.32 * 0.00 fixed       
Btisc 0.06 0.067 0.94 0.35 * 0.00 fixed       
Btisi 0.30 0.068 4.47 0   0.28 0.060 4.69 0   
Btrac 0.10 0.278 0.37 0.71 * 0.00 fixed       
Btrai 0.00 0.271 -0.01 0.99 * 0.00 fixed       
Btubc 0.12 0.306 0.39 0.7 * 0.00 fixed       
Btubi -0.17 0.319 -0.52 0.6 * 0.00 fixed       
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Model 11: MNL model  
with all variables 
Model 12: MNL model  
with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value  Value Std err t-test 
p-
value  
Disc 0.02 0.019 0.94 0.35 * 0.10 0.0154 6.23 0   
Disi 0.00 0.020 -0.12 0.9 * 0.00 fixed       
Eanxc -0.07 0.110 -0.65 0.52 * 0.00 fixed       
Eanxi 0.27 0.111 2.45 0.01   0.00 fixed       
Einsc -0.05 0.115 -0.46 0.65 * 0.00 fixed       
Einsi 0.15 0.114 1.29 0.2 * 0.31 0.103 3.04 0   
Eoprc -0.20 0.111 -1.76 0.08 * 0.00 fixed       
Eopri -0.13 0.113 -1.19 0.23 * 0.00 fixed       
Erchc 0.12 0.119 0.98 0.33 * -0.24 0.0996 -2.45 0.01   
Erchi 0.10 0.118 0.88 0.38 * 0.00 fixed       
Flxc -0.04 0.096 -0.38 0.7 * 0.00 fixed       
Flxi -0.01 0.093 -0.15 0.88 * 0.00 fixed       
ITc 0.00 0.003 -0.59 0.55 * 0.00 fixed       
ITi 0.00 0.002 -0.59 0.55 * 0.00 fixed       
SCc 0.00 0.053 -0.05 0.96 * 0.00 fixed       
SCi -0.01 0.053 -0.11 0.92 * 0.00 fixed       
Tc -0.03 0.042 -0.72 0.47 * 0.00 fixed       
Ti 0.01 0.041 0.34 0.74 * 0.00 fixed       
VTTc 0.00 0.006 0.77 0.44 * 0.00 fixed       
VTTi 0.01 0.007 2.03 0.04   0.00 fixed       
VWTc 0.00 0.021 0.06 0.95 * 0.00 fixed       
VWTi 0.01 0.023 0.6 0.55 * 0.00 fixed       
Wc 0.05 0.044 1.24 0.21 * 0.00 fixed       
Wi 0.04 0.044 0.95 0.34 * 0.01 0.0057 2.22 0.03   
d1c 0.10 0.016 6.1 0   0.00 fixed       
d1i 0.01 0.016 0.65 0.51 * 0.00 fixed       
ttc -0.01 0.005 -1.36 0.18 * 0.00 fixed       
tti -0.01 0.005 -1.21 0.23 * 0.04 0.0298 1.45 0.15 * 
wtc -0.09 0.042 -2.07 0.04   -0.07 0.034 -2.14 0.03   
wti -0.06 0.040 -1.49 0.14 * 0.00 fixed       
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Appendix X. Joint model of information and travel 
behaviour under disruption: MNL model results with 
alternative-specific parameters 
Model 13: MNL model with all variables Model 14: MNL model with preferred selection 
Number of observations: 536 
Constant only log-likelihood: -672.3 
Null log-likelihood: -743.1 
Final log-likelihood: -588.7 Final log-likelihood: -611.7 
Rho-square: 0.208 Rho-square: 0.177 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.099 Adjusted rho-square: 0.15 
 
 
Model 13: MNL model  
with all variables 
Model 14: MNL model  
with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value  Value Std err t-test p-value  
A0 0.00 fixed       0.00 fixed       
Ac -3.86 1.600 -2.41 0.02   -1.92 0.298 -6.45 0   
Ai 0.12 1.050 0.11 0.91 * 0.77 0.526 1.46 0.15 * 
Aic -2.84 1.250 -2.27 0.02   -3.38 0.748 -4.51 0   
Bagec 0.02 0.019 1.28 0.2 * 0.00 fixed       
Bagei -0.02 0.013 -1.54 0.12 * -0.01 0.009 -1.57 0.12 * 
Bageic -0.01 0.016 -0.92 0.36 * 0.00 fixed       
Bbusc 0.84 0.440 1.91 0.06 * 0.00 fixed       
Bbusi 0.43 0.300 1.44 0.15 * 0.00 fixed       
Bbusic 1.26 0.351 3.58 0   0.86 0.231 3.73 0   
Beduc 0.16 0.110 1.43 0.15 * 0.00 fixed       
Bedui 0.10 0.071 1.4 0.16 * 0.00 fixed       
Beduic 0.29 0.090 3.16 0   0.20 0.068 2.88 0   
Bgdrc 0.49 0.392 1.26 0.21 * 0.00 fixed       
Bgdri -0.33 0.254 -1.29 0.2 * -0.42 0.187 -2.22 0.03   
Bgdric -0.04 0.306 -0.12 0.9 * 0.00 fixed       
Bincc 0.00 0.014 0.13 0.9 * 0.00 fixed       
Binci 0.01 0.009 1.34 0.18 * 0.00 fixed       
Bincic 0.00 0.011 0.38 0.7 * 0.00 fixed       
Bserc 0.02 0.021 0.74 0.46 * 0.00 fixed       
Bseri 0.02 0.014 1.17 0.24 * 0.00 fixed       
Bseric 0.02 0.017 0.95 0.34 * 0.00 fixed       
Btbdsatc -0.12 0.131 -0.94 0.35 * 0.00 fixed       
Btbdsati -0.15 0.096 -1.53 0.13 * -0.14 0.07 -2.06 0.04   
Btbdsatic -0.13 0.111 -1.17 0.24 * -0.15 0.083 -1.85 0.07 * 
Btbsatc 0.03 0.129 0.22 0.82 * 0.00 fixed       
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Model 13: MNL model  
with all variables 
Model 14: MNL model  
with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value  Value Std err t-test p-value  
Btbsati -0.04 0.092 -0.42 0.68 * 0.00 fixed       
Btbsatic -0.11 0.109 -0.97 0.33 * 0.00 fixed       
Btisc -0.03 0.112 -0.24 0.81 * 0.00 fixed       
Btisi 0.25 0.080 3.13 0   0.24 0.064 3.71 0   
Btisic 0.38 0.098 3.83 0   0.33 0.078 4.25 0   
Btrac 0.30 0.477 0.62 0.53 * 0.00 fixed       
Btrai 0.05 0.316 0.16 0.87 * 0.00 fixed       
Btraic 0.08 0.397 0.2 0.84 * 0.00 fixed       
Btubc 0.65 0.568 1.14 0.25 * 0.00 fixed       
Btubi 0.08 0.387 0.2 0.84 * 0.00 fixed       
Btubic -0.05 0.441 -0.1 0.92 * 0.00 fixed       
Disc 0.03 0.036 0.86 0.39 * 0.10 0.02 4.96 0   
Disi 0.00 0.024 0.09 0.93 * 0.00 fixed       
Disic 0.02 0.028 0.56 0.58 * 0.09 0.017 5.12 0   
Eanxc -0.12 0.204 -0.59 0.55 * 0.00 fixed       
Eanxi 0.26 0.131 1.99 0.05   0.00 fixed       
Eanxic 0.21 0.157 1.33 0.18 * 0.00 fixed       
Einsc -0.11 0.199 -0.57 0.57 * 0.00 fixed       
Einsi 0.13 0.137 0.95 0.34 * 0.33 0.108 3.03 0   
Einsic 0.08 0.164 0.49 0.62 * 0.35 0.13 2.67 0.01   
Eoprc -0.17 0.199 -0.85 0.39 * 0.00 fixed       
Eopri -0.12 0.135 -0.89 0.37 * 0.00 fixed       
Eopric -0.33 0.160 -2.06 0.04   0.00 fixed       
Erchc 0.13 0.211 0.62 0.53 * 0.00 fixed       
Erchi 0.12 0.139 0.85 0.4 * 0.00 fixed       
Erchic 0.23 0.169 1.36 0.17 * -0.26 0.112 -2.33 0.02   
Flxc -0.17 0.168 -1.04 0.3 * 0.00 fixed       
Flxi -0.07 0.108 -0.63 0.53 * 0.00 fixed       
Flxic -0.05 0.132 -0.37 0.71 * 0.00 fixed       
ITc 0.00 0.004 1.04 0.3 * 0.00 fixed       
ITi 0.00 0.004 0.56 0.58 * 0.00 fixed       
ITic -0.01 0.007 -1.08 0.28 * 0.00 fixed       
SCc 0.01 0.096 0.06 0.95 * 0.00 fixed       
SCi -0.01 0.064 -0.22 0.83 * 0.00 fixed       
SCic -0.03 0.075 -0.38 0.7 * 0.00 fixed       
Tc -0.09 0.087 -1.06 0.29 * 0.00 fixed       
Ti -0.01 0.048 -0.16 0.88 * 0.00 fixed       
Tic -0.01 0.058 -0.25 0.8 * 0.00 fixed       
VTTc 0.00 0.013 -0.37 0.71 * 0.00 fixed       
VTTi 0.01 0.008 1.33 0.18 * 0.00 fixed       
VTTic 0.02 0.009 2.06 0.04   0.00 fixed       
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Model 13: MNL model  
with all variables 
Model 14: MNL model  
with preferred selection 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value  Value Std err t-test p-value  
VWTc 0.00 0.042 0.07 0.94 * 0.00 fixed       
VWTi 0.01 0.027 0.4 0.69 * 0.00 fixed       
VWTic 0.01 0.031 0.44 0.66 * 0.00 fixed       
Wc 0.08 0.082 0.96 0.33 * 0.00 fixed       
Wi 0.05 0.058 0.92 0.36 * 0.01 0.006 1.78 0.08 * 
Wic 0.10 0.065 1.49 0.14 * 0.02 0.007 2.54 0.01   
d1c 0.13 0.029 4.58 0   0.00 fixed       
d1i 0.04 0.025 1.48 0.14 * 0.00 fixed       
d1ic 0.12 0.026 4.66 0   0.00 fixed       
ttc -0.01 0.009 -1.31 0.19 * 0.00 fixed       
tti -0.01 0.006 -1.36 0.17 * 0.00 fixed       
ttic -0.01 0.007 -1.82 0.07 * 0.06 0.03 2.01 0.04   
wtc -0.06 0.073 -0.79 0.43 * 0.00 fixed       
wti -0.05 0.047 -1.03 0.3 * 0.00 fixed       
wtic -0.15 0.060 -2.52 0.01   -0.11 0.042 -2.73 0.01   
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Appendix Y. Joint model of information and travel 
behaviour under disruption: ECL model results 
ECL regression, selected variables 
Number of observations: 536 
Null log-likelihood: -743.1 
Constant only log-likelihood: -670.5 
Final log-likelihood: -626.8 
Rho-square: 0.156 
Adjusted rho-square: 0.135 
 
 
ECL regression, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   
A0 0.00 fixed       
Ac -5.14 1.870 -2.75 0.01   
Ai 0.34 0.435 0.78 0.43 * 
Aic -4.51 2.020 -2.24 0.03   
Ftrch 0.00 fixed       
Ftrch_s 2.67 1.830 1.46 0.14 * 
Ftrin 0.00 fixed       
Ftrin_s 0.11 0.760 0.14 0.89 * 
Bagec 0.04 0.017 2.16 0.03   
Bagei 0.00 fixed       
Bageic 0.00 fixed       
Bbusc 0.00 fixed       
Bbusi 0.00 fixed       
Bbusic 1.05 0.317 3.31 0   
Beduc 0.00 fixed       
Bedui 0.00 fixed       
Beduic 0.00 fixed       
Bgdrc 0.74 0.365 2.02 0.04   
Bgdri 0.00 fixed       
Bgdric 0.00 fixed       
Bincc 0.00 fixed       
Binci 0.00 fixed       
Bincic 0.00 fixed       
Bserc 0.00 fixed       
Bseri 0.00 fixed       
Bseric 0.00 fixed       
Btbdsatc 0.00 fixed       
Btbdsati -0.15 0.081 -1.8 0.07 * 
Btbdsatic 0.00 fixed       
Btbsatc 0.00 fixed       
Btbsati 0.00 fixed       
Btbsatic 0.00 fixed       
Btisc 0.00 fixed       
Btisi 0.22 0.068 3.26 0   
Btisic 0.28 0.088 3.2 0   
Btrac 0.00 fixed       
Btrai 0.00 fixed       
Btraic 0.00 fixed       
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ECL regression, selected variables 
Name Value Std err t-test p-value   
Btubc 0.00 fixed       
Btubi 0.00 fixed       
Btubic 0.00 fixed       
Disc 0.00 fixed       
Disi 0.00 fixed       
Disic 0.00 fixed       
Eanxc 0.00 fixed       
Eanxi 0.28 0.117 2.42 0.02   
Eanxic 0.00 fixed       
Einsc 0.00 fixed       
Einsi 0.00 fixed       
Einsic 0.00 fixed       
Eoprc 0.00 fixed       
Eopri 0.00 fixed       
Eopric 0.00 fixed       
Erchc 0.00 fixed       
Erchi 0.00 fixed       
Erchic 0.00 fixed       
Flxc 0.00 fixed       
Flxi 0.00 fixed       
Flxic 0.00 fixed       
ITc 0.00 fixed       
ITi 0.00 fixed       
ITic 0.00 fixed       
SCc 0.00 fixed       
SCi 0.00 fixed       
SCic 0.00 fixed       
Tc 0.00 fixed       
Ti 0.00 fixed       
Tic 0.00 fixed       
VTTc 0.00 fixed       
VTTi 0.00 fixed       
VTTic 0.02 0.010 2.05 0.04   
VWTc 0.00 fixed       
VWTi 0.00 fixed       
VWTic 0.00 fixed       
Wc 0.00 fixed       
Wi 0.00 fixed       
Wic 0.00 fixed       
d1c 0.17 0.080 2.1 0.04   
d1i 0.00 fixed       
d1ic 0.16 0.084 1.94 0.05 * 
ttc 0.00 fixed       
tti 0.00 fixed       
ttic 0.00 fixed       
wtc 0.00 fixed       
wti 0.00 fixed       
wtic -0.11 0.054 -2.08 0.04   
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Appendix Z. Joint model of information sources and 
travel options: contingency tables of alternatives for 
potential extended models 
Counts of respondents      
Commute options/            
Information sources 
Remain 
on usual 
commute 
Commute 
option 2 
(back-up) 
Commute 
option 3 
(back-up) 
Other 
alternatives 
(not listed 
before) 
Walk Cancel, other 
Total 
for all 
options 
 None  122 23 2 20 7 1 175 
 TfL JP  75 11 2 6 4   98 
 TfL updates & arrivals  30 8   2 2 1 43 
 Phone app  40 2 1 3 5 2 53 
 Google  11 3   4 2 1 21 
 Other  11 5   2     18 
 App & TfL  22 9   9   1 41 
 Google & TfL  22 8 2 6 2   40 
 App & Google  7 1   1 2   11 
 Combination incl. other  9 8 1 2     20 
 App & Google & TfL  15 5   1 1   22 
 Total for all sources  364 83 8 56 25 6 542 
 
 
In percent of commute 
option                  
Commute options/            
Information sources 
Remain 
on usual 
commute 
Commute 
option 2 
(back-up) 
Commute 
option 3 
(back-up) 
Other 
alternatives 
(not listed 
before) 
Walk Cancel, other 
Total  
% for 
each 
source 
 None  34% 28% 25% 36% 28% 17% 32% 
 TfL JP  21% 13% 25% 11% 16%   18% 
 TfL updates & arrivals  8% 10%   4% 8% 17% 8% 
 Phone app  11% 2% 13% 5% 20% 33% 10% 
 Google  3% 4%   7% 8% 17% 4% 
 Other  3% 6%   4%     3% 
 App & TfL  6% 11%   16%   17% 8% 
 Google & TfL  6% 10% 25% 11% 8%   7% 
 App & Google  2% 1%   2% 8%   2% 
 Combination incl. other  2% 10% 13% 4%     4% 
 App & Google & TfL  4% 6%   2% 4%   4% 
  100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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In percent of each source                  
Commute options/            
Information sources 
Remain 
on usual 
commute 
Commute 
option 2 
(back-up) 
Commute 
option 3 
(back-up) 
Other 
alternatives 
(not listed 
before) 
Walk Cancel, other  
 None  70% 13% 1% 11% 4% 1% 100% 
 TfL JP  77% 11% 2% 6% 4%   100% 
 TfL updates & arrivals  70% 19%   5% 5% 2% 100% 
 Phone app  75% 4% 2% 6% 9% 4% 100% 
 Google  52% 14%   19% 10% 5% 100% 
 Other  61% 28%   11%     100% 
 App & TfL  54% 22%   22%   2% 100% 
 Google & TfL  55% 20% 5% 15% 5%   100% 
 App & Google  64% 9%   9% 18%   100% 
 Combination incl. other  45% 40% 5% 10%     100% 
 App & Google & TfL  68% 23%   5% 5%   100% 
 Total % per option  67% 15% 1% 10% 5% 1% 100% 
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